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Abstract 
 
Gene regulation is a complex process, which dictates how the body reacts to different 
situations through gene expression. Enhancers are sequences of a few hundred base pairs, 
involved in the regulation of transcription. This work focuses on enhancer activity changes 
during the cancer multiple myeloma, an incurable malignancy of the plasma cells: B-cells, 
which are long-lived, produce immunoglobin and provide protection against antigens that 
activated them. In this thesis, data from different assays is combined for multiple myeloma 
and plasma cells samples to determine cancer-specific and subgroup-specific enhancers and 
these are correlated with target genes based on activity of both actors. I find hundreds of 
enhancers linked to expression of nearby genes, with a large fraction of these being specific to 
MAF translocated tumors. Changes in de-novo open chromatin distant to the promoter of a 
gene are more predictive of gene expression than opening of the promoter. Also, combination 
of chromatin accessibility data and gene expression data is better at distinguishing cancer 
subtypes than either alone. Many of the regulated genes are known to be important in 
multiple myeloma, and this study provides a potential mechanism for their deregulation. In 
addition, I identify novel genes of interest. These enhancers show motif enrichment for 
transcription factors expressed in plasma cells as opposed to cancer specific factors. In 
particular, a large, MAF binding, open chromatin region is identified that correlates with the 
expression of the oncogene CCND2, and distinguishes mutually exclusive sets of samples 
expressing CCND2 or CCND1, going some way to explaining the known CCND dichotomy. This 
work lays the foundations of in vivo and de novo Myeloma vs. PC and MM subgroup specific 
enhancer – promoter interactions essential for the oncogenic state. Given that currently 
Myeloma is an incurable cancer, this should be of significant relevance for diagnosis, prognosis 
and treatment. 
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1. Chapter 1 
1.1. Chapter 1: Introduction 
Gene regulation is a complex multistep process, which dictates how the body reacts to intrinsic 
and extrinsic signals through gene expression. Variation in gene expression from one individual 
to another ultimately gives rise to phenotypic variability, which in some cases can mean 
acquiring of complex diseases such as cancer. Understanding this mechanism is therefore 
critical for the characterization and development of targeted treatment of such complex 
diseases. 
Gene expression can be subdivided into its most fundamental steps: DNA is transcribed into 
RNA, the RNA is processed, exported out of the nucleus into the cytoplasm and RNA is 
translated into protein. Within these processes, there are various ways in which the resulting 
protein can be altered, for example, at the post transcriptional level, there is capping, splicing 
and addition of a Poly(A) tail, among other events performed on the transcript. The way DNA is 
transcribed by RNA polymerases and how different factors affect this process has been heavily 
studied and is still being fully uncovered.  
Enhancers are sequences of a few hundred base pairs that play an important role in the 
regulation of transcription for the majority of genes by combining their activity with insulators 
or silencers (Nizovtseva et al., 2017). When activated through the binding of TFs they aid in the 
binding of the polymerase to the promoter, thus augmenting transcription. 
This work focuses on enhancer activity changes during disease since changes in regulatory 
regions are thought to be vital towards development of common diseases in some cases such 
as prostate cancer or Chron disease (summarized in Manolio et al., 2008). Despite the fact that 
the changes in coding genes affect protein structure and function, enhancers play a key role in 
gene regulation.  
 
1.2. Properties of enhancers 
Enhancers can be recognized by a series of properties related to their functional effects 
(Shlyueva et al., 2014). Below, each of these properties is briefly reviewed. 
1.2.1. High chromatin accessibility 
Nucleosomes are a collection of eight histone proteins with DNA coiled around them. It has 
been noted that they affect the binding of TFs to enhancer sequences since the TFs require 
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DNA cleared from nucleosomes to bind the DNA motif (reviewed in Shlyueva et al., 2014). 
Regulatory elements such as promoters, enhancers or silencers (capable of binding 
transcriptional regulators to repress transcription) therefore, when active tend to lie in open 
chromatin regions. Chromatin accessibility as measured by different assays (Prediction of 
enhancers, section 1.4) is not an on/off switch, but rather a continuum, although 
categorization into open and close chromatin is typical based on signal thresholds (Boyle et al., 
2008). It is also important to note that while active enhancers lie in open chromatin, not all 
open chromatin regions correspond to enhancers. 
Chromatin is made accessible at enhancers by means of a class of TFs known as pioneer 
factors, which can access chromatin while other TFs cannot. These bind to closed enhancers, 
displacing nucleosomes, and engage either chromatin remodeling complexes or histone 
modifying enzymes, further decompacting the chromatin (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). For 
example, Jacobs et al., found that epithelial enhancers were bound by the TF GNRH1, which 
lead to an opening of the chromatin and an activation of the enhancers  (Jacobs et al., 2018). It 
remains to be elucidated whether after binding of pioneer factors to the enhancers, 
polymerase recruitment at the enhancer precedes opening of chromatin or not (Zaret and 
Mango, 2016). 
1.2.2. TF binding and sequence conservation 
Enhancers can be cell type specific or shared among different cell types (Visel et al., 2010) and 
different TFs can activate enhancers in different tissues (Yáñez-cuna et al., 2012). Although 
enhancers bind TFs, TF binding is not always indicative of an enhancer (Li et al., 2008). The 
relationship between enhancers and TF binding is many to many, thus, in many cases, 
enhancers can be recognised by the presence of clusters of TF binding sites. 
More complexity is added in terms of TF binding to enhancers by combinatorial occupancy: TFs 
bind to enhancers containing multiple binding sites for other TFs. Sometimes binding motifs 
can overlap, so only one TF in the motif overlapping domain will bind at a particular point in 
time (Spitz and Furlong, 2012). Additionally, TFs required for transcription can be cell-type 
specific (Spitz and Furlong, 2012) and occupy an enhancer on a time constraint, for example, 
during different phases of differentiation, for instance, occupancy of the TCF3/E2A TF is 
dynamic (Lin et al., 2011). The TF binding affinity is further affected by additional binding of 
cofactors to TFs, for example, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae TF CBF1 requires the binding of 
the cofactors MET4 and MET28 to bind the motif (Siggers et al., 2011). 
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We do not fully understand all the mechanisms of how TFs aid in transcription, it has been 
proposed that one of them is in the aiding of chromatin looping (see “DNA looping”) between 
enhancers and promoters (Deng et al., 2012), but it is likely that instead DNA looping promotes 
TF-dependent transcription. Finally, it is common but not necessary (Blow et al., 2011) that 
enhancers conserve their sequence across species (Kheradpour et al., 2007; Visel et al., 2010).  
1.2.3. Histone modifications and general DNA methylation 
Histones can contain certain post-translational modifications which can affect damage and 
repair processes, chromatin packaging and, importantly for this work, transcription. These 
modifications include gain and loss of acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, deamination 
and ubiquitination. Nucleosomes surrounding active enhancers regions tend to contain certain 
modifications such as acetylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27ac) and histone H3 lysine 4 
monomethylation (H3K4me1) (Bulger and Groudine, 2011). More recently it has been 
determined that H3K4me1 is not a requirement for enhancer driven transcription in mESC 
(Dorighi et al., 2017) and in Drosophila melanogaster (Rickels et al., 2017). Additional findings 
determine that highly active enhancers are marked by H3K4me3 and not H3K4me1 in flies and 
mESCs (Henriques et al., 2018). 
In general, it was thought that DNA methylation at enhancers was associated with inactivation 
of the enhancer and repression of target gene expression, while hypo methylation at enhancer 
regions is associated with enhancer activity (Long et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2017; Wiench et al., 
2011). In a study on cancer, it was determined that there is an inverse relationship between 
methylation and chromatin accessibility at enhancers (Corces et al., 2018). Cases have been 
reported where, during differentiation, a rapid nucleosome gain at enhancers is followed by 
DNA methylation which is thought to make the repressed enhancer state stable (You et al., 
2011). More recently, through mSTARR-seq (Methylation Self-Transcribing Active Regulatory 
Region sequencing), it was determined that despite the fact that methylation regulated 
enhancers tend to have a negative correlation between methylation and target gene 
expression, only the minority of regulatory regions with enhancer activity (15% of regions 
found) have methylation-dependent gene regulatory action (Lea et al., 2017). Methylation at 
the promoter is also an important factor to consider in gene expression, recently it has been 
determined that methylation at the promoter is not sufficient in general to repress gene 
transcription (Ford et al., 2017), although further statistical analysis of the data used has 
proven otherwise (Korthauer and Irizarry, 2018). 
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1.2.4. Distance and orientation between enhancers and promoters 
Studies tend to associate enhancer elements to the closest promoter, however, it has been 
found that this is not always the case (Fu et al., 2018). In fact, interactions involving DNA 
looping (see DNA looping, section 1.5.4) have only 22% of the potential enhancers targeting 
the closest active gene (Sanyal et al., 2012). An enhancer sequence influencing a promoter 
could be very far away in linear DNA genomic distance. For example, the zone of polarizing 
activity Regulatory Sequence (ZRS) region regulates SHH expression, but lies within an intron of 
another gene 1 Mb away (Lettice et al., 2003). 
Despite this, the majority of enhancer – promoter interactions tend to lie within a certain 
range. A recent paper, using chromatin accessibility assays, Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) and 
a Bayesian approach between pairs of elements separated by 500Kb, established that more 
than 60% of causal interactions (for which there are enrichment in enhancer – promoter 
interactions), occur within 20Kb (Kumasaka et al., 2018). As noted by the authors of the study, 
the conclusions that can be extracted must be taken with caution, since enhancers not 
containing a genetic variant thought to alter their function are not included. In another study, 
from all promoters interacting with non-promoter regions, about 90% of these interactions 
occurred within 1Mb (Javierre et al., 2016). 
Also, a DNaseI hypersensitive site assay in conjunction with annotation estimated that 95% of 
DNasel I sites (of which enhancers will comprise a fraction of) are further than 2.5 kb from a 
Transcription Start Site and exhibit cell-specific patterns of activity (Thurman et al., 2012). 
Enhancers can be oriented upstream or downstream from the promoter and expand across 
other genes (Gorkin et al., 2014). There is also some evidence of inter-chromosomal 
interactions (Lomvardas et al., 2006). 
1.2.5. Extension, autonomy and combinatorial effect 
In general, enhancers are regarded as autonomous and maintain their influence independently 
of the surrounding sequences (except for insulators such as CCCTC-binding factors, CTCF sites, 
explained later). However, it has been shown that there is not always a clear-cut boundary to 
the region that is essential for its enhancer action (known as a core minimal enhancer) on a 
gene (Spitz and Furlong, 2012). This minimal sequence can require additional flanking 
sequences for greater range of adaptability to different environmental conditions (Ludwig et 
al., 2011). 
Different enhancers can have complex interactions on the target promoter, for example having 
an additive effect on the transcription levels or acting as overlapping modules (reviewed in 
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Spitz and Furlong, 2012). A particular case are “shadow” enhancers: DNA sequences which are 
thought to perform redundant functions to another enhancer for the same genes. They are 
especially important during development for the robustness they confer for example against 
enhancer deletions (Cannavò et al., 2016). 
1.2.6. Enhancer transcription 
Recently it has been discovered that RNA polymerase II is found at some enhancer regions and 
transcribes them into relatively unstable non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), enhancer RNA (eRNA). 
These eRNAs are thought to contribute in the transcription of the target gene (Ding et al., 
2018). Several mechanisms, are proposed, one of which is enhancer-promoter looping 
formation (Liiu et al., 2018) as it is explained in further detail in DNA looping, section 1.5.4. 
1.2.7. Super enhancers 
Super enhancers are a theoretical concept describing a particularly set of enhancers of large 
genomic extent and containing clusters of enhancers (reviewed in Sengupta et al., 2017). The 
most important characteristics are that enhancers within super enhancers contain an order of 
magnitude higher enrichment of H3K27ac, H3K4me1, Mediator complex (MED1), BRD4 and 
cell-type specific TFs compared with normal enhancers. Super enhancers also result in a target 
gene expression much higher than regular enhancers target gene expression. The target gene 
expression is more sensitive to any disruption of the TFs or Mediator proteins associated with 
super enhancers compared with disruption in regular enhancers TFs or Mediators. The target 
genes of super enhancers tend to be associated with cell-identity processes. 
 
1.3. Gene Transcription 
During gene transcription (Figure 1-1), briefly, first binding of the general TF TFIID (through the 
TATA-binding protein: TBP) to the TATA box containing promoter occurs (Sainsbury et al., 
2015). Then, assembly of the necessary components (pre-initiation complex: PIC) in multiple 
phases occurs by the addition of other general TFs such as TFIIA or TFIIB and Polymerase II 
(Sainsbury et al., 2015). After creating a DNA opening between both strands, initiation of 
transcription begins and after transcribing between 20 and 120 nucleotides from the 
Transcription Start Site (TSS), the polymerase pauses. To allow the release of the polymerase, 
the action of positive elongation factors are required into productive elongation. The main 
steps in transcription are outlined in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: Simplified schematic of the transcription process. From (Cramer, 2019). 
General TFs (purple bubbles) recognize and bind promoter DNA. The PIC is formed (blue bubble) including these 
general TFs and Polymerase II enzyme. DNA opening occurs in the transcription bubble changing the closed 
promoter to the open promoter complex state. The DNA template strand (dark blue line) is then transcribed into RNA 
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(red) by the Polymerase II for 20 and 120 nucleotides, after which, it pauses. Finally, positive elongation factors 
(orange bubbles) bind to the paused Polymerase (elongation complex) to release the Polymerase from the paused 
state and enable productive elongation. 
 
The process of gene transcription and how it is affected by the 3D organization of the genome 
is under heavy study, at present, there are various theories about how transcription is 
organised. The first is the concept of “transcription factory” which refers to the idea that 
components forming the transcription machinery, are found in high concentrations in 
particular areas within the nucleus where genes are actively transcribed (Andrew J Fritz et al., 
2019; Papantonis and Cook, 2013). One of the first ways in which this was observed was with 
HeLa cells, where nascent transcripts were allowed to extend transcripts in biotin and then 
biotin-RNA immuno-labeled particles binding to them were observed by microscopy, it is 
thought that 90% or more of transcripts are produced in transcription factories (Iborra et al., 
1996). Multiple genes, in cases thought to come from different chromosomes, can be actively 
transcribed in each of these regions (Osborne et al., 2004). There is evidence, which shows 
that if transcription factories exist, they may not be cell type specific, since the association 
between the same active domains are very overlapping in different cell contexts (Bickmore, 
2013). 
Another area under study regarding this work is the stepwise assembly of components that 
takes place at the promoter through the physical contact of the actors, enabled by the 
particular 3D organization of the genome. Enhancers regulate transcription in various ways, for 
example, encouraging the assembly of RNA polymerase by binding proteins called activators, 
which directly or through recruitment of other complexes modify histones, remodel chromatin 
clearing the promoter sequence from nucleosomes or, in the case of long-range gene-specific 
enhancers, have cofactors called mediator proteins binding to them (reviewed in García-
González et al., 2016). This step enables the correct assembly of the TFs required for 
transcription on the promoter (collectively known as general TFs). Each TF has different roles, 
for example TFIID, recognizes the specific targeted promoter (Sainsbury et al., 2015) and 
mediator complexes help to stabilize chromatin for TFs to bind to DNA (Eyboulet et al., 2015). 
Once this is completed, RNA polymerase combines with the general TFs to form the pre-
initiation complex (PIC) and transcription can begin. 
eRNA transcripts can also regulate gene transcription through facilitation of the RNA 
polymerase going from pausing to productive elongation when transcribing a gene. The 
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mechanism is thought to occur through eRNA independent chromatin looping (explained in 
DNA looping, section 1.5.4) enabling transcribed eRNA to inactivate negative elongation 
factors limiting the polymerase (Schaukowitch et al., 2014). It has also been found that eRNA 
can bind to co-activator CREBBP and EP300 (the latter transcribed by the P300 gene) which 
results in histone acetylation of active enhancers and corresponding gene expression of nearby 
genes (Bose et al., 2017).  While eRNA production often correlates with enhancer activity 
(Henriques et al., 2018), this is not always the case (Mikhaylichenko et al., 2018). 
 
1.4. Prediction of enhancers 
Various methods have been implemented to determine the location of putative enhancers (or 
regions having the potential of being enhancers) in the genome, these can be broadly divided 
into indirect methods and direct methods. Indirect methods are based on exploiting different 
characteristics of enhancers explained in Properties of enhancers, section 1.2, such as 
nucleosome-depleted accessible chromatin, enhancer histone modifications or clusters of TF 
binding sites among others. Direct methods include assays that give information about 
enhancer function, for example: enhancer bashing (Venken and Bellen, 2014), self-transcribing 
active regulatory region (STARR) sequencing (Arnold et al., 2013) or CAS9-mediated in situ 
saturating mutagenesis (Canver et al., 2015). 
It is possible to elucidate enhancers just by observing regions enriched for TF binding sites. This 
method however does not provide information about whether the binding site is occupied and 
the enhancer is active. Also, since enhancers are cell-type specific but the DNA sequence is 
not, this method does not yield tissue specific enhancers, which are activated by cell-specific 
TFs. 
One property of active enhancers used is the fact that they lie in nucleosome depleted open 
chromatin areas. This is the theory behind chromatin accessibility assays such as 
Deoxyribonuclease I: DNase I (Thurman et al., 2012) or Assay for Transposase-Accessible 
Chromatin using sequencing: ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2013) which work by adding an 
enzyme to the DNA that cleaves at sites of high chromatin accessibility (free of proteins such 
as nucleosomes). The details of ATAC-seq can be viewed in Figure 1-2. The fragments obtained 
from this process are then sequenced and the fragment ends reflecting the cleaved sites are 
assumed to lie in accessible chromatin. ATAC-seq tends to be the preferred method currently 
since it requires lower input DNA and the complexity of the experimental procedure is low.  
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Figure 1-2: ATAC-seq assay. From (Sun et al., 2019) 
ATAC-seq uses the Tn5 transposase, which cleaves the DNA at accessible, nucleosome depleted chromatin areas. The 
transposase tags these regions by inserting sequencing adapters (in red and green). The tagged fragments can then 
be purified, amplified using PCR and sequenced to obtain the location of the regions bioinformatically (not shown). 
 
A third assay that separates the genome into DNA regions bounded by protein and 
nucleosome depleted is called Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE-
seq: Giresi et al., 2007). This assay works by cross-linking cells, which fixes DNA to proteins 
such as nucleosomes, the cross-linked DNA, is then divided into smaller pieces by sonication. 
Finally, it is separated by phenol-chloroform extraction, which creates two layers and 
separates the DNA based on its properties: an organic layer, which enriches for DNA containing 
nucleosomes and an aqueous one with DNA free of nucleosomes. The DNA contained in the 
aqueous layer is then purified and sequenced and nucleosome-depleted, open chromatin 
regions are obtained.  
Chromatin accessibility methods have been extensively used in enhancer identification, 
particularly in cancer development (Davie et al., 2015). It is important to take into account that 
chromatin accessibility signal can be subject to bias due to factors such as copy number 
amplifications of regions for example and thus it is necessary to factor it in if the information is 
available whenever possible (Corces et al., 2018). 
Chromatin accessibility assays can also help in determining enhancers indirectly through a 
computational technique called TF footprinting (Rendeiro et al., 2016). TF footprinting can 
determine binding sites in the genome for a range of TFs. Observing the chromatin accessibility 
information on and around these sites, it can conclude that the corresponding TF is bound to 
the DNA. This is reflected by a closed chromatin region on the sites (protecting the DNA from 
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cleavage at these regions) while having the surrounding regions in open chromatin. This 
approach, also gives an idea of how the enhancers are being regulated through TFs. 
Additionally, through TF footprinting of chromatin accessibility data, it is possible to relate 
significant binding strength and the ability to open chromatin around a particular TF with the 
gene expression of that TF (Corces et al., 2018), marking potential enhancers. An important 
caveat of this approach is that the motifs associated to TF binding can sometimes be very short 
and low-complexity which can result in many false positive binding sites. 
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments target a protein of interest such as a TF 
thought to be collaborating in transcription by direct enhancer binding or a cofactor like EP300 
collaborating in enhancer – promoter interactions (Visel et al., 2010). Binding of general 
cofactors, such as EP300, have the advantage that their involvement in transcription is one 
step closer towards producing the transcript than just individual binding of TFs and therefore 
can render more accurate predictions (Visel et al., 2010). 
An experiment targeting an individual protein provides the areas of DNA where the protein is 
bound, by combining multiple assays targeting different TFs, clusters of different TFs binding 
sites become a proxy for enhancer regions (Nizovtseva et al., 2017). Other targets of ChIP can 
be RNA polymerase or a histone modification characteristic of enhancers. 
Histone modifications also serve as a means of predicting enhancers, as explained earlier, 
simply targeting H3K27ac through ChIP-seq can yield enhancer regions (Zhu et al., 2013). A 
more complex histone code can be used to segment the genome more precisely into its 
constituent functional units: genic enhancers, enhancers, promoters, TSS, exons, repressed 
chromatin, etc… For this, a combination of histone modifications including the enhancer marks 
mentioned and others such as trimethylated histone H3 at lysine 36 (H3K36me3) or histone H3 
lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) can be used. These marks are then used in combination 
with bioinformatics algorithms such as chromatin segmentation through a multivariate hidden 
Markov model: ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis, 2017) as it was done with the ENCODE Project 
(Hoffman et al., 2013). A functional label is produced for each DNA segment of a fixed length 
based on the signal for the different marks in that region and the nearby region’s functional 
labels. It has to be noted that some histone modifications when found, point at a region of 1kb 
or more, which can make difficult pinpointing the precise location of an enhancer within that 
region (Heinig et al., 2015). 
Additionally, various methods can be used to target eRNA and the underlying enhancer 
function. Global Nuclear Run-On sequencing (GRO-seq) (Lis, 2015) was an assay first designed 
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to capture nascent RNA transcripts in real time, preventing for example, missing the 
quantification of RNA transcripts by degradation. The protocol isolates nuclei in ice-cold 
temperature, brominated (tagged) nucleotides are incorporated and transcription is then 
resumed by exposing the cells to higher temperature with compounds preventing transcription 
re-initiation. Only transcripts with tagged nucleotides that began to be transcribed prior to 
isolation are selected through Immunoprecipitation and then sequenced. This protocol can 
also be used to capture eRNA nascent transcripts, which can be differentiated from RNA 
transcripts, by using genomic annotations. 
Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE) (Kodzius et al., 2006) was also initially designed to 
obtain a snapshot of the 5’ of nascent RNA transcripts but it is also used for eRNA mapping. 
The nascent transcripts 5’ is capped after the production of about 25 nucleotides by enzymes 
and are tagged, extracted and sequenced.  
Any combination of data from the described approaches can be used in the task of 
determining enhancers, for example by overlapping open chromatin regions obtained from 
ATAC-seq with H3K27ac enrichment areas to determine regulatory regions during erythro-
megakaryopoiesis (Heuston et al., 2018) or to recapitulate Drosophila melanogaster dorso-
ventral networks (Koenecke et al., 2016). ATAC-seq in combination with chromatin 
segmentation of ChIP-seq of histone modifications has also been used for this duty finding an 
enrichment of chromatin accessibility in regions marked as enhancer and promoters by 
chromatin segmentation (Corces et al., 2018). Adding to the use of chromatin state data, 
sequence conservation can also be included (Van Duijvenboden et al., 2015). Additionally, 
purely in silico approaches have also been used, for example, some studies have tried to 
accomplish the task solely through creating models of TF motif binding sites clusters but found 
that reinforcing the model with additional chromatin state data improved the accuracy of the 
predictions (Fang et al., 2016). Combining different sources of data has yielded some success 
(Erwin et al., 2014) but further studies have concluded that the predictions based on different 
combinations of data types and methods generate sets of putative enhancer regions which are 
not significantly coinciding (Kleftogiannis et al., 2015). Since it is currently challenging to 
establish a “ground truth” for enhancers, it is difficult to know if the low concordance in results 
across combinations of data types and methods could be due to a high rate of false positive 
calls or the fact that each prediction yields a particular subset of all the enhancers. 
The mentioned approaches provide a way of obtaining candidate putative enhancer regions to 
test. One technique that allows for testing of enhancer function is the Self-transcribing active 
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regulatory region (STARR) sequencing (Arnold et al., 2013). STARR uses reporter assays; these 
involve shearing the DNA to obtain different fragments to be tested for enhancer functionality. 
The different fragments are cloned downstream of a minimal promoter such that, after 
transfecting the different constructs into cells of interest, bona fide enhancers will transcribe 
themselves. The RNA produced is then sequenced, analysed and linked back to the 
corresponding enhancer construct. A higher RNA count indicates the construct has a higher 
enhancer activity. Using STARR to survey enhancer candidates in complex genomes without 
prior narrowing down of the number of potential regions can be a challenging task in terms of 
generating high-coverage transfecting libraries (Muerdter et al., 2015). Other limitations of 
STARR include the fact that is not performed in an endogenous context (artificial constructs 
are created), the plasmid may not contain histone modifications regulating the enhancer 
(Muerdter et al., 2018) or the fact that specific enhancers are cell type specific and this assay 
may not yield that specificity. 
Another method to test enhancer function is through enhancer bashing (Venken and Bellen, 
2014) which creates artificial constructs of candidate enhancer regions near a neutral 
promoter. Since the position of the enhancer can influence the transcription, the enhancer 
regions tested should be placed on the same location. 
CAS9-mediated in situ saturating mutagenesis (Canver et al., 2015) can also be used to test 
enhancer function by creating copies of the wild type cells and altering the genome, removing 
candidate enhancer regions and observing the results in terms of gene expression of the target 
gene. 
Another aspect to take into account when inferring enhancer related knowledge from the 
available data is whether the data corresponds to multiple or single cells. Data coming from 
multiple cells has to be interpreted as an average of all the cells, this average may or may not 
be representative of the individual cells. 
 
1.5. Nuclear organization of the cell 
To understand how elements within the cell’s DNA interact with each other it is important to 
understand the layers of packaging involved (Figure 1-3). Around two meters of DNA coiled 
around histones is packed into a space, which is only six micrometers in diameter, this gives an 
idea of the complexity of the mechanisms involved. With technologies allowing increasing 
resolution within the cell nucleus, various structures have been observed in a hierarchical 
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manner. Each of them also contributing in gene regulation. It must be noted that with recent 
high resolution Chromosome Conformation Capture approaches, it is beginning to emerge that 
the forces governing each layer of organization can work synergistically or antagonistically 
(Rada‐Iglesias et al., 2018). 
 
 
Figure 1-3: Large-Scale Nuclear Organization in Mammals. From (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013) 
Hierarchical division of DNA in mammals (highest genomic space to lowest): 
(A) Left: Chromosome territories shown for the mouse chromosome 3 (red) and 18 (green) with the nucleoli marked 
with N shown by DAPI staining. Dark intensity reflecting the level of chromatin condensation (darker is 
heterochromatin). Right: Comparative size of the chromosomes 3 and 18. 
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(B): Zoom in from (A) showing A/B compartments within Chromosome Territories, and in the nucleus in general, 
euchromatic chromatin is spatially separate from heterochromatin, which is inactive (HC). 
(C): Zoom in from (B) showing chromosome domains. PR stands for the perichromatic region, which is the outer layer 
of the chromosome domains and is shown interacting with TFs (pink circles) and RNA (orange lines). SP stands for 
larger speckles and reside in areas of low chromatin content distant from the PR. 
(D): Genome-wide contact heat-map matrix showing interaction density within and between chromosomes, as can 
be seen, the concentration of interactions occur within the same chromosomes (darker regions in the heat-map). 
(E): Subdivision of a chromosome territory in D for chromosome 18 into a Pearson correlation coefficient heat-map. 
Starting by dividing the chromosome into bins of a certain length, a matrix of contact frequencies between each pair 
of bins is produced. From this matrix a Pearson correlation coefficient matrix is generated reflecting how pairwise 
comparisons correlate (correlation here means how each member of the pair varies with respect to the 
corresponding pair average interactions in conjunction for each of the bins). Red indicates a positive correlation and 
blue for a negative correlation.  
(F): Zoom in from (D) with the same genome fragment as E showing a contact heat-map interaction matrix for 
chromosome 18 similar to (D). The inset is from a 3 Mb segment corresponding to a B compartment (as can be seen 
from (G)). 
(G): From the information in (E), for every bin, a pattern of correlations is obtained and these patterns are classified 
clustered together, creating the A/B compartments based on their principal component of variability.  
(H): Heat-map zoom of the shown 3 Mb area from (F), showing two TADs based on significant interaction frequency 
within the two different regions (1 and 2) compared with interactions between the regions. 
(I): Looping of chromatin of the two regions (marked 1 and 2) represented microscopically in (C) and in the 3C 
techniques in (H). There is with a higher frequency than normal of interactions within region 2 (black square in (H)). 
The model of the loop is trying to match the contact frequencies from Hi-C data (Zhang et al., 2012b). 
 
1.5.1. Chromosome Territories 
In order of decreasing genomic extent, this classification begins with Chromosome Territories 
(Figure 1-3 A): elements within a chromosome (Figure 1-3 E) will interact more frequently with 
each other (even if they are greatly separated in genomic distance) than with regulatory 
elements on other chromosomes (Figure 1-3 D) in general. Inter-chromosomal spatial 
proximity is somewhat higher between chromosomes that are simultaneously similar in both 
size (only small and large, not medium) (Zhang et al., 2012a) and gene density (Lieberman-
Aiden and Berkum, 2009; Sengupta et al., 2008). Due to the large extension of chromosomes, 
their capacity to relocate within the nucleus is very limited and their connections are highly 
determined by their initial positioning (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). Inter chromosomal areas 
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close to each other in a cell-type specific manner may explain the frequency of certain 
chromosomal translocations in these tissues (Andrew J. Fritz et al., 2019) 
1.5.2. A/B compartments, Lamin-associated domains and Nuclear Pore Complexes 
Within one Chromosome Territory, chromosomes are divided into two alternating 
compartments: A and B (Figure 1-3 B, Figure 1-3 F, Figure 1-3 G), despite genomic distance 
(Lieberman-Aiden and Berkum, 2009). This clustering is thought to be mediated at least in part 
by the CTCF insulator-binding protein (Li et al., 2013). The A compartment generally contains 
transcriptionally active genes, is enriched for open chromatin and is gene-rich, while the B 
compartment contains inactive and gene-poor chromatin (Lieberman-Aiden and Berkum, 
2009).  
Different cell types express different genes, this means that A/B compartment classification is 
cell-specific and cannot be based solely on DNA composition (Lieberman-Aiden and Berkum, 
2009). As with Chromosome Territories, the associations within each compartment are 
variable between different cells and determined by their initial positioning due to their large 
extension (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). 
A/B compartmentalization is also supported by interactions with the Nuclear Lamina capsule 
which shapes the Nuclear Envelope, active chromatin (A compartments) occupy the central 
regions while B compartments are found on the edges near the Nuclear Lamina in what is 
called lamin-associated domains (LADs). This organization is also maintained throughout cell 
differentiation (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010) but is not always constant in all cell types. For 
example, in the photoreceptors of nocturnal animals or quiescent or senescent human 
fibroblasts, active chromatin is located in the periphery of the nucleus and heterochromatin in 
the centre (Bickmore, 2013). Other ways in which the typical chromatin arrangement can be 
inverted is by a translocation event having translocation partners in different compartments 
(Bickmore, 2013). 
Nuclear Pore Complexes are made up of nucleoporins (Nups) and allow exchange of molecules 
such as RNA between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Nups can be localized at the core of 
Nuclear Pore Complexes or dynamically orbiting the nucleus of cells, where they preferentially 
bind to active or induced euchromatin regions (Brown et al., 2008). They are thought to have 
an effect on chromatin remodelling among other actions (Tan-wong et al., 2009) and in some 
cases thought to maybe establish insulator boundaries between highly active and repressed 
genes (Brown et al., 2008; Kalverda and Fornerod, 2010). 
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1.5.3. Chromosomal domains and Topologically Associating Domains 
Chromosomal domains (Figure 1-3 C) were observed using super-resolution fluorescence 
microscopy (Markaki et al., 2011). They are chromatin poor packaged structures present at the 
border of Chromosome Territories that contain a gene-rich outer layer with enrichment of 
transcriptional elements such as RNA polymerase II and histone modifications called the 
perichromatin region (Markaki et al., 2011). They are considered independent from A/B 
compartmentalization due to their different size (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). 
Within A/B compartments there is another hierarchical layer: Topologically Associating 
Domains (TADs), (Figure 1-3 H) defined as theoretical territories that have a significant 
enrichment (about two fold increase) of interactions between elements within them compared 
to interactions between elements from two different TADs (Dixon et al., 2012). This is 
important because most specific long-range interactions between enhancers and their 
regulating promoters occur within TADs (Shen et al., 2012). It is suggested that these enhancer 
– promoter interactions have higher frequency than other interactions within TADs (using CTCF 
binding sites as proxy for TADs in Sanyal, Lajoie, Jain, & Dekker, 2012). TADs therefore isolate 
the elements within them from the rest of the elements: it is thought that a TAD’s extent and 
the location of the elements within a TAD determines to a high degree which interactions 
between elements within a TAD will occur in a cell (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). One heavily 
studied way in which TADs are formed is through DNA looping. 
1.5.4. DNA looping 
To understand how enhancers regulate genes in a cell type specific manner, it is important 
understand what principles are acting at the chromatin level. There have been several 
mechanisms proposed to explain cell type specific enhancer action (reviewed in Johan H. 
Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). For example one mechanism in neurons, involves an enhancer 
decompacting its target gene SHH locus and increasing the distance between SHH promoter 
and the enhancer (Benabdallah et al., 2017). 
The prevalent mechanism, however, thought to be responsible in a significant number of cases 
(Bulger and Groudine, 2011; Dekker and Mirny, 2016), is that enhancers and promoters 
interact by being in close three dimensional spatial proximity, enabled by DNA looping (Figure 
1-3 I and Figure 1-4). This also helps to explain how enhancers can exert their effects on a 
network of promoters, within its domain of action and may exclude closest promoters (Fu et 
al., 2018) and (genes 2 and 3 promoters in dark blue and yellow rectangles respectively in 
Figure 1-5). In some cases, artificially bringing of the promoter close to the enhancer (thereby 
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simulating looping) is enough to generate transcription (Deng et al., 2012). Enhancer and 
promoter proximity seems to be necessary for gene activation in some cases (H. Chen et al., 
2018). 
 
Figure 1-4: Loop extrusion formation. From (Fudenberg et al., 2015) 
Loop extrusion model of chromatin domain formation across time (up to down): chromatin represented by grey lines, 
cohesin forming loops in yellow circles linked by red lines, TAD boundaries in red hexagons. From left to right: Loop 
extrusion formation of chromatin; Dissociation of the elements keeping the loop in place; Association of the 
elements to form a loop; Impeding of a growing loop by another formed loop; Impeding of a loop formation 
extrusion from one side by a TAD boundary.  
 
 
 
Figure 1-5: Prediction of enhancer - promoter interactions. From (Fu et al., 2018) 
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(a) Typically assumed enhancer – promoter association of least genomic distance. The enhancer shown in the green 
triangle is thought to regulate the genes 2 and 3 promoters (dark blue and yellow rectangles respectively). 
(b) Real gene regulation occurring through looping where the enhancer (green triangle) is really regulating gene 1 
(light blue rectangle) and skipping gene 2 (dark blue rectangle). Additionally, the loop created by CTCF-CTCF (orange 
arrows) and cohesin (red ring) is isolating the enhancer from the genes 3 and 4 promoters (yellow and red rectangles 
respectively). 
 
DNA looping is a mechanism allowing the establishment of regulatory networks within a 
hierarchy of structures, (reviewed in Johan H. Gibcus and Dekker, 2013 and Figure 1-4, Figure 
1-5). It is known that chromatin insulators such as CTCF can prevent enhancer-promoter 
interactions, stop heterochromatin spreading, and can even stop repression of chromatin by 
Polycomb response elements when CTCF binding sites are not methylated (Phillips and Corces, 
2009; West et al., 2002).  
This isolation mechanism can separate elements in cis from each other but are thought to not 
be able to prevent contacts of elements in trans (elements corresponding to different 
chromosomes) (Comet et al., 2011). CTCF insulators are both found within and flanking TADs in 
Drosophila melanogaster (Leblanc et al., 2012) which point to the fact that additional elements 
or mechanisms are needed for insulation. Cohesin complex was found to also be required for 
the boundary function (Roy et al., 2012; Vietri Rudan et al., 2015; Wendt et al., 2008). 
Additionally, the CTCF found at TAD boundaries was found to be oriented in opposite 
directions (de Wit et al., 2015; Gómez-Marín et al., 2015; Vietri Rudan et al., 2015). 
Two studied ways of disturbing TADs (which can lead to diseases such as cancer) is by 
disrupting the TAD boundaries themselves or by gene rearrangements such as translocations 
within TADs (Valton and Dekker, 2016). Changing the orientation of flanking CTCF sites is 
proven to disrupt the boundaries (de Wit et al., 2015; Sanborn et al., 2015) and patterns of 
expression (Lupiáñez et al., 2015). All these observations have led to argue that previously 
used models to explain the assortment of chromatin, such as the equilibrium state for an 
ordinary condensed polymer or the fractal globule are not consistent with the observed data 
(Dekker and Mirny, 2016; Sanborn et al., 2015). 
A loop extrusion model has been suggested as being a more plausible genome folding model 
(Goloborodko et al., 2016) through mathematical modelling of Hi-C data. Recently, this was 
confirmed through microscopy in yeast (Ganji et al., 2018). Here, cohesin forms dynamically 
increasing loops between cis-regulatory sequences. Cohesin forms a ring structure through 
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which the DNA slides, the sliding is restricted in both ends by CTCF bound proteins in 
convergent orientation in the chromatin. Once both the two DNA bound CTCF proteins come 
in contact, they homodimerize and create a stable complex with cohesin and this limits the 
loop extrusion, loops and TADs are thought to be dynamic structures (Hansen et al., 2017). It is 
suggested that multiple loops would form within TADs creating sub-TAD domains and would 
be limited at TAD boundaries by CTCF, thereby not allowing a loop to overlap two TADs 
(Fudenberg et al., 2015; Sanborn et al., 2015), see Figure 1-4. 
The looping process influencing promoter-enhancer communication is thought to be governed 
by both general and, to some extent, cell lineage specific principles (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2014; 
Jin et al., 2013) for example through cell-type specific CTCF interactions despite similar cohesin 
and CTCF binding in different cell types (Hanssen et al., 2017; Hou et al., 2010). There is also 
evidence from single cell experiments of cell to cell stochastic variation within the same cell 
type (Strickfaden et al., 2010) yielding differential chromosome folding, TADs and DNA looping 
(summarized in Ulianov et al., 2017). This can affect enhancer – promoter interactions (and 
general contact patterns between any two regions in the genome) at any given time (Parada et 
al., 2003; Walter et al., 2003) for example, as a result of transcriptional bursting (Nicolas et al., 
2017). 
During differentiation there is a higher correlation in expression between genes in the same 
TAD (independent of the distance between them) compared with genes in different TADs 
(Nora et al., 2012). Moreover, evidence of relative conservation of TAD boundaries across 
species (Dixon et al., 2012) exists. There is also evidence that different cell types have different 
looping and gene expression levels (E. M. Smith et al., 2016), which clearly establishes cell type 
specific enhancer - promoter contacts. It has also been shown that interactions of loci located 
in different TADs are cell-specific (E. M. Smith et al., 2016). These observations reinforce the 
idea that TADs orchestrate the expression of genes within of them (Dixon et al., 2012). 
 
1.6. Enhancer-promoter communication: how does a promoter determine its 
enhancer(s)? 
In the Prediction of enhancers, section 1.4, different methods to obtain enhancers have been 
shown, once an enhancer is discovered, the next task is establishing which enhancer, or 
enhancers (Angelica and Fong, 2008), affect a given gene promoter (Gheldof et al., 2010). This 
relation can be many to many (Sanyal et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012), for example, conserved 
developmental enhancers can be redundant in function and deleting one reduces but still 
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maintains some target gene expression (Zlotorynski, 2018). Enhancers and promoters can be 
separated by a great genomic distance and still interact (Angelica and Fong, 2008). For 
example, it was determined that around half of the promoter interacting regions (which 
should be enriched for potential enhancers) were interacting with one target promoter and 
around 35% were interacting with two to four promoters in human primary blood cell types 
(Javierre et al., 2016). These results are also consistent with another study performed on 
different human cancer samples (Corces et al., 2018). Indeed, it was determined that the 
interactions between a promoter and a non-promoter had a median linear distance between 
the elements of 331Kb with promoters interacting with regions within 1Mb in about 90% of 
the cases (Javierre et al., 2016). Another study found the average enhancer – promoter 
distance was 100Kb (Spitz, 2016). As it has been mentioned, recent studies have found that 
most enhancers interacting with promoters are within 20Kb (Hait et al., 2018; Kumasaka et al., 
2018). Interacting frequency of enhancers with their target genes is also thought to decrease 
with distance (Corces et al., 2018; Hait et al., 2018). 
As it is the case in the task of enhancer discovery, various methods and assays have been 
developed to elucidate enhancer – promoter interactions. 
1.6.1. Correlation between chromatin accessibility and gene expression 
The first step tends to be determining a set of enhancer and promoter interactions to test. 
Given the fact that most enhancer and promoter interactions occur within a certain distance, it 
is possible to infer these relationships through correlation between chromatin accessibility and 
gene expression where a large enough number of samples is available. This method is 
repeatedly found in the literature and the results obtained from this method give strong 
candidates to be tested. For example with a computationally determined kidney renal papillary 
cell carcinoma (KIRP) subgrouping a high positive correlation is found between the average 
chromatin accessibility at open chromatin regions in the neighborhood of the MECOM gene 
and gene expression of this gene (Corces et al., 2018). 
It is also possible to determine candidate enhancer – promoter links by looking into the effects 
of somatic mutations in putative enhancer regions when Whole-Genome Sequencing (WGS) 
data is available (Corces et al., 2018). Once the mutations have been identified through WGS 
data, a mutation that allows binding of a new TF that opens chromatin around it will have 
higher ATAC-seq signal for that allele due to the nature of the assay. If the region is a true 
enhancer region, this activation of chromatin should be co-incident with a gene expression 
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increase. Conversely, if the mutation restricts the binding of a pioneer TF, chromatin 
accessibility will decrease and any gene being regulated by the region should be repressed. 
1.6.2. Other commonly used methods 
To test the enhancer – promoter predictions, different assays are used. Chromosome 
Conformation Capture (3C) is a family of assays that target certain viewpoint sequences of 
DNA (for example promoters) and obtain chromatin elements that are in close spatial 
proximity (for example enhancers), (Dekker, 2002). While spatial proximity does not imply a 
functional interaction, a functional interaction is assumed to involve spatial proximity. 3C 
techniques provide an average of interactions for the population of cells, each cell has a 
unique chromatin arrangement at any given point in time (reviewed in Gibcus and Dekker, 
2013). 
CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) is another validation tool which can be used to test enhancer 
and promoter interactions, it involves CRISPR, which uses a guide RNA to target specific 
enhancer regions with the catalytically dead CAS9 (dCas9) protein (Qi et al., 2013). The guide 
RNA can target putative enhancer regions to be tested and the KRAB (Krüppel-associated box) 
repressor fussed to CAS9 can repress these regions for example through changing the 
chromatin state to heterochromatin (Corces et al., 2018). If the relationship between the 
putative enhancer and the gene exists and assuming that this enhancer is necessary for the 
expression of the gene, the expression of the gene should be significantly reduced. Within this 
context, a recent method was developed termed crisprQTL mapping, briefly, this method 
targets multiple candidate enhancers simultaneously in each cell through CRISPRi. This creates 
unique combinations of deactivated enhancers per cell. Single cell RNA-seq is then used to 
quantify gene expression and relate it (for example, within each TAD) in each cell with the 
enhancer combination using an eQTL-like framework (Gasperini et al., 2019). 
Other methods such as deleting the enhancers through CRISPR/CAS9 and seeing the target 
gene expression can be used (Cunningham et al., 2018). Also enhancer bashing (Venken and 
Bellen, 2014), CAS9-mediated in situ saturating mutagenesis (Canver et al., 2015) can also be 
used and have been mentioned in Prediction of enhancers, section 1.4. 
 
1.7. Enhancer – promoter deregulation in cancer 
Cancer is a disease of deregulation from the origin cell type in the different layers of gene 
regulation. At the accessible chromatin level (of which a significant subset is associated with 
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regulatory regions), a particular cancer cell’s chromatin accessibility tends to be the most 
similar to the cancer cell type origin tissue than with other tissues, although exceptions can 
occur. Such is the case with ATAC-seq chromatin accessible regions from cancer types such as 
lung squamous cell carcinoma, which have a more similar pattern to DNase I peaks of breast 
tissue than lung tissue (Corces et al., 2018), although it has to be noted that different 
experiment batches and assays were used in this comparison. Another study also found, that 
in terms of chromatin accessibility cancer reactivates regions by gain of accessibility which 
were present in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and other cell line lineages different from the 
origin cell tissue (Stergachis et al., 2013). 
Multiple other ways describing how enhancers or their function is altered in hematopoietic 
cancers has been documented and is summarized (Bhagwat et al., 2018) and Table 1-1. At the 
enhancer – promoter interaction level, some deregulation examples include commissioning 
and activation of new enhancers which deregulate their target genes expression as shown 
when comparing healthy tissues with their cancer counterparts (Corces et al., 2018). In Clear 
Cell Renal Cell Carcinoma, a detailed deregulation mechanism was proposed: VHL deficiency 
was found to be involved in activation of a subset of enhancers through H3K27ac and some 
H3K4me1 gain, with some of these enhancers regulating ZNF395 expression (Yao et al., 2017). 
These enhancers were found to acquire EPAS1/ARNT dimer binding further recruiting EP300 
and increasing gene expression of target genes with little change in DNA interaction frequency 
between VHL deficient and VHL restored state in these VHL-dependent enhancers. This was 
done combining histone modifications with Capture-C and ChIP-seq of EP300 and taking 
enhancer-promoter interactions correlating enhancers H3K27ac signal with gene expression 
within TADs. 
Combination of histone modifications and open chromatin have been used to determine 
oncogenic enhancer – promoter programs with clinical applications. For example, in a study 
involving ESR1 (Estrogen receptor alpha) positive breast cancers, putative enhancers were first 
obtained through histone modifications or open chromatin (Magnani et al., 2013). Then, it was 
concluded that ESR1-positive breast cancers responsive to endocrine therapy have active 
enhancers enriched in estrogen response elements (ESR1 binding motif) while ESR1-positive 
breast cancers resistant to treatments do not have the motif enrichment.  
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Disease Alteration event Effect on disease 
AML De novo RARA enhancer Promotes sensitivity to potent RARA antagonists 
B-cell 
lymphomas, 
multiple 
myeloma 
t(8;14) MYC driven by IgH enhancer 
T-ALL t(1;14) TAL1 driven by TCR enhancers 
T-ALL Deletions TAL1 driven by SIL enhancer 
AML t(3;3), inv(3) 
EVI1 driven by GATA2 enhancer, hemizygous loss of 
expression of GATA2 
T-ALL Duplication at 8q24 
Copy-number amplification of a NOTCH1-bound enhancer 
that drives MYC expression 
AML 
Copy-number amplifications 
1.7 Mb downstream of MYC 
Copy-number amplification of MYC enhancers 
T-ALL 
Focal indels 8 kb upstream 
of TAL1 
Creation of de novo MYB binding site, generating a super 
enhancer that drives TAL1 expression 
T-ALL 
SNP 4 kb upstream of 
the LMO1 transcription start 
site 
Creation of de novo MYB binding site, generating an 
enhancer that drives LMO1 expression 
CLL Mutations at 9p13 Disruption of enhancer that regulates PAX5 
CLL Mutations at 15q15.1 
Disruption of RELA enhancer that regulates BMF, leading to 
increased risk of CLL development 
T-ALL Aberrant NOTCH1 activity 
NOTCH1 binds to an enhancer to drive LUNAR1 
transcription. LUNAR1 is required for IGFR1 expression and 
T-ALL survival 
AML DNMT3A R882H mutations 
Mutant DNTM3A leads to loss of methylation at broad 
enhancers, activation of self-renewal gene programs 
AML TET2 mutations 
Mutant TET2 leads to hypermethylated DNA at enhancers, 
resulting in suppression of gene expression 
AML Cohesin complex mutations 
Impaired differentiation, increased self-renewal in 
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells 
T-ALL CTCF binding site deletions 
Disruption of TAD insulation 
surrounding TAL1and LMO2 genes, leading to aberrant 
enhancer activation of these genes 
Table 1-1: Examples of alterations of enhancers and their effects in hematopoietic malignancies, adapted from 
(Bhagwat et al., 2018). 
 
B cell malignancies such as B-cell lymphoma have also favored from studying enhancer 
deregulation from combining different data sources: FAIRE-seq, H3K27ac, H3ac and RNA-seq 
(Koues et al., 2015). First, characterizing non-cycling centrocytes as the most similar healthy 
cell type of origin of the cancer in terms of regulatory regions (through chromatin accessibility) 
and gene expression. Then combining active enhancer marks with the chromatin accessible 
regions to derive altered regulatory regions in B-cell lymphoma compared with healthy and 
finding a significant amount of putative enhancers that were attenuated in cancer. Enhancer - 
promoter interactions were determined first by connecting altered distal enhancers (FAIRE-
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seq, H3K27ac and H3ac) to their target genes within 500Kb. Then correlating chromatin 
accessibility changes (cancer vs. healthy) between distal enhancers and TSS and selecting only 
concordant changes in RNA-seq of the target genes (augmented, attenuated or unchanged in 
both chromatin accessibility and RNA-seq expression of putative target genes). Biologically 
relevant oncogenic pathways were found to be promoted by activation and decommissioning 
of enhancers, such as general cellular transformation gain and apoptosis loss respectively and 
enhancer associated TFs were derived. SNVs of patient-matched healthy peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and B-cell lymphoma samples were used to infer enrichment of these 
events in altered cancer enhancers and examples of disruption of enhancer activity with 
relevant biological repercussions through decreased TF motif affinity were proposed (Corces et 
al., 2018) and tested (Koues et al., 2015). Linking putative enhancers to target genes within 
500Kb through active enhancer signal correlation was also done in AML through H3K27Ac 
(Mckeown et al., 2017) with 62% super enhancer – gene interaction Hi-C validation in a close 
cell type. In this case, samples within certain AML subgroups were found to contain a super 
enhancer regulating the RARA gene with relevant prognosis and clinical applications. In 
another study, H3K27Ac was also used to identify enhancers and super enhancers in Adult T-
cell Leukemia/Lymphoma, linking them to the nearest genes and determining super enhancer 
associated important critical genes for the malignancy (Ishida et al., 2017). 
In MM, enhancer - promoter interactions have been analyzed comparing MM cells from bone 
marrow with a proxy for bone marrow Plasma cells: memory B-cells in vitro differentiated into 
Plasma cells in one study (Jin et al., 2018). MM exclusive, H3K27ac determined enhancers were 
assigned to target genes using GREAT (McLean et al., 2010) and genes within 200Kb up and 
downstream of each enhancer within CTCF boundaries. To my knowledge, super enhancers 
creating an oncogenic state were first identified in MM (Young et al., 2013), where a special 
group of large enhancers were found to be specially enriched in BRD4 and Mediator co-
activators in comparison to regular enhancers by 16-fold and 18-fold respectively. 
Superenhancer target genes included MM biology relevant genes such as “MYC, IRF4, PRDM1, 
and XBP1”, all of them associated with oncogenic processes when OE. MM super enhancers 
were determined from H3K27ac using Ranking Of Super Enhancer (ROSE: Whyte et al., 2013; 
Young et al., 2013) and TFs associated with MM super enhancers and enhancers were 
observed for TF motif enrichment relevant for MM such as ZFP36, PRDM1 or FLI1 (Jin et al., 
2018). Additionally, integration of ATAC-seq using TF footprinting, ChIP-seq, RNA-seq yielded a 
TF network for MM including TF such as IRF4 or FLI1 having central roles. 
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Another attempt at creating a catalogue of MM enhancers and affected genes was performed 
on the basis of recurrent mutations using primary MM whole-exome and whole-genome 
sequencing data and the effect of mutations on gene expression with matched RNA-seq data 
(Hoang et al., 2018). 114 recurrently mutated (in MM samples) cis-regulatory regions (a proxy 
for enhancers) thought to interact with 271 genes in B-cells (through the use of B-cell 
promoter Capture Hi-C data). Despite this, the study found only seven of these interactions 
having a significant association between mutated candidate enhancers and altered gene 
expression with a frequency of 1%-6% of the total samples considered in the differential 
analysis. In terms of enrichment in MM subgroups according to cytogenetic event 
classification, only two interactions were associated with different subgroups with less than 
5% of the subgroup samples affected (Hoang et al., 2018). Despite these efforts, to date, 
primary MM cells and PC from bone marrow have not been compared. Furthermore, subgroup 
specific changes have not been extensively determined. Leaving a field of opportunity to be 
explored. 
Copy number variations in genes such as MYC (Nau et al., 1985; Schwab et al., 1983) and 
enhancer regions can also cause tumorigenesis. An example of the latter can be seen in a study 
with different cancer types, amplified copies of active (containing H3K27ac) cancer tissue-
specific super-enhancers led to significant overexpression of target genes such as MYC in lung 
adenocarcinoma (Zhang et al., 2015). In the study, these interactions were verified to occur 
only in the relevant tissue through Chromosome Conformation Capture, EP300 binding, 
luciferase reporter assays showing duplication of the enhancer augmenting reporter gene 
transcription and CRISPR/CAS9 repressor assay targeted to the enhancer significantly reducing 
transcription of the target gene and the tumorigenesis properties. Amplifications in enhancer 
regions in AMLs can target MYC also in leukemia (Shi et al., 2013) and T-ALL (Herranz et al., 
2014).  
Carcinogenesis can occur by placing active enhancers close to aberrant target genes for 
example through disruption of TAD boundaries (as explained earlier) or by gene 
rearrangements such as translocations within TADs (Valton and Dekker, 2016). Chromosomal 
translocations can also put genes such as MYC under the influence of active enhancers such as 
the IgH enhancers in Burkitt lymphoma cells (Dalla-Favera et al., 1982) and MM (Affer et al., 
2014). The IgH enhancer can also deregulate CCND1, MAF and NSD2 genes in MM (see 
Multiple Myeloma and Plasma cells, section 1.7.2 and Chromosomal translocations, section 
1.8.4). Normally, studies take into account the overexpression of the new gene put under the 
expression of the rearranged enhancer, but it is also important to take into account the under 
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expression of the gene under the normal influence of the enhancer before the translocation 
event. Such is the case with the key GATA2 TF gene, which loses the translocated enhancer, 
and the reduced gene expression significantly accelerates leukemia initiation and progression 
in AML (Katayama et al., 2017). 
In addition, aberrant repression of enhancers through gain of nucleosomes and methylation or 
activation through loss of nucleosomes and hypomethylation are other possible enhancer 
deregulation mechanisms. For example, in AML, a DNA methyltransferase-encoding gene 
DNMT3A is mutated and this can cause loss of 5-methylcytosine and subsequent gain of an 
active chromatin properties at enhancers thereby deregulating nearby genes (Lu et al., 2016). 
In AML too, mutations of the TET2 gene generate a loss of demethylation function which 
results in hypermethylation at enhancers and loss of expression of the target genes 
(Rasmussen et al., 2015). Other examples involving methylation study methylation patterns in 
prostate cancer vs. healthy cells finding methylated and hypermethylated regions in cancer. 
Particularly intronic regions with a high degree of sequence conservation which points at 
potential enhancers (Yegnasubramanian et al., 2011). The effect of enhancer methylation on 
the target gene expression in cancer vs. healthy genomes was evaluated through machine 
learning algorithms (Aran et al., 2013), finding hypomethylated enhancers associated with 
upregulation of target genes and hypermethylated enhancers with downregulation in cancer 
vs. normal tissues. Hypermethylated enhancers with nucleosome repletion in breast and 
prostate cancer vs. healthy state were also found to have epigenetic repressive marks while 
nucleosome depleted and hypomethylated enhancers showed active epigenetic marks 
(Taberlay et al., 2014). Another striking finding was that in cancer, enhancer methylation state 
had a higher association than promoter methylation state with gene expression (Aran et al., 
2013; Aran and Hellman, 2013). 
Aberrant TF expression can also activate enhancers and initiate a cascade of deregulation 
events; this is the case in T-cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia, where NOTCH1 activates an 
enhancer driving the expression of the lnc-RNA LUNAR1. LUNAR1 in turn occupies with 
NOTCH1 an IGFR1 enhancer driving abnormal IGFR1 expression (Trimarchi et al., 2014). 
1.7.1. Cancer subtyping 
Cancer is a very general term that refers to a group of diseases characterized by uncontrollable 
growth and division of cells with the possibility of invasion into other tissues. This classification 
only refers to some of the functions that a cell must possess in order to be malignant, but it 
does not address the specific causes and pathways taken to become malignant. Even a typical 
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classification of cancer by originating tissue cell type is very broad since every cancer is 
genetically and epigenetically different and even every cell within the same cancer varies to a 
large degree due to genome instability. It is therefore important to further sub-classify cancers 
with common features into groups where actions in terms of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment 
design and response prediction can be assigned to each subgroup based on its characteristics 
(Zhao et al., 2018). 
Cancer classification has been traditionally performed with histological analysis (study of 
diseased tissue through a microscope). In this regard, presence or absence of chromosomal 
translocations (see Chromosomal translocations, section 1.8.4), or amplification/deletion of 
chromosome arms has also been used as biomarkers (Molist et al., 2004). As more in-depth 
data is available from new assays such as genomic sequencing, subtyping of different cancers 
based on this criteria has been possible (Zhao et al., 2018). This has been enabled by first 
elucidating a set of biomarkers that are relevant to a particular disease and then applying 
classifiers based on the patient data. There are many examples of biomarkers used in this 
process, a typical one used is gene expression whether done by Microarray or RNA-seq. 
Recently, RNA-seq is being more frequently used due its higher accuracy allowing it to discover 
novel and allele specific transcripts (Wang et al., 2009). A common process is to first determine 
a subset of genes that are most informative for the disease and then determine which patient 
samples group together using only these genes features through clustering and similar 
techniques. The typical gene expression profile for each of the sub classes is determined to 
create a classifier of the different sub classes, one of the first cancer type to benefit from this 
was human Acute Leukaemia (Golub et al., 1999). 
Other general biomarkers used have been DNA methylation to identify patterns in pancreatic 
cancer among other cancer types (Kumar Mishra and Guda, 2017) or DNA mutations by 
themselves or in combination with biological pathway knowledge (Kuijjer et al., 2018). Micro 
RNAs (miRNA) can also serve as potential biomarkers, they are non-protein coding, around 22 
nucleotides long and regulate gene expression through various mechanisms, they have been 
used in subtyping of breast cancer for example (Sherafatian, 2018). Other features used are 
structural variants in the DNA affecting stretches of 1Kb-3Mb, that, by either duplication or 
deletion, generate different number of copies are also another type of biomarker (Feuk et al., 
2006). They are also used in cancer subtyping, for example, to stratify young squamous cell 
carcinoma of the oral tongue (SCCOT) patients into different prognostic groups which can 
determine the level of personalized treatment required to improve survival (Gu et al., 2018). 
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Combinations of the different information types above are also used (Kumar Mishra and Guda, 
2017). 
Another type of general profiling used in the literature is based on chromatin state and 
accessibility marking of regulatory elements. This can be done genome-wide, within the 
regulatory context of a certain oncogenic gene such as MYC, on particular regulatory elements 
types such as enhancers or promoters or subsets of elements, for example elements that are 
unique to a particular condition (Corces et al., 2018). Other enhancer features explained 
before such as correlations between enhancers and promoters or TF binding to active 
enhancers can also be used to this end. 
There are also cancer-specific biomarkers for particular cancers, for example, for breast cancer 
there are different types based on the location of the malignancy: Ductal Carcinoma In Situ 
(DCIS), which means the disease, is within the ducts and Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC) if the 
cancer has spread to the surrounding tissues. Breast cancer also has particular molecular 
subtypes based on Estrogen Receptor, Progesterone Receptor and ERBB2 (HER2) gene 
amplification status (Gilcrease, 2015). 
1.7.2. Multiple Myeloma and Plasma cells 
MM is a malignancy of the terminally differentiated plasma cells (PC): B-cells, which are long-
lived, produce immunoglobin (Bianchi and Munshi, 2015) and provide protection against 
antigens that activated them. The plasma cells originate in the bone marrow, during 
malignancy, they multiply uncontrollably, invading space and preventing the production of 
other blood cell types, additionally they produce abnormal immunoglobulin proteins that 
cannot fight disease and can be deleterious to the kidneys.  
Studies involving multiple genomes, have shown MM to be characterized by a high 
heterogeneity within an individual population of cells, creating sub clonal populations of cells 
over time (Egan et al., 2012; Lohr et al., 2014). The heterogeneity is also spatial, since different 
clones of the disease are in different regions of the bone marrow with constrained access 
between them. All this makes MM a complex disease (Holstein et al., 2018). Despite advances 
in therapies, these characteristics make MM an incurable cancer to date (Ravi et al., 2018). 
MM is nearly always preceded by Monoclonal Gammopathy of Uncertain Significance (MGUS) 
followed by Smoldering Myeloma precursor states in plasma cells (Landgren et al., 2014; Weiss 
et al., 2009). MGUS to Smoldering Myeloma is characterized by increasing percentage of 
“clonal PC in the bone marrow” (van de Donk et al., 2016). Investigations into the initiating 
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driver events of MM generally consider a set of partially overlapping characteristics occurring 
both in early MGUS and MM, these include chromosomal translocations in the IgH locus due to 
aberrant Class-switch Recombination (CSR, see below), hyperploidy and deletions of 
chromosome 13 components (del13). These events directly or indirectly all derail expression of 
the Cyclins: CCND genes (Kuehl and Bergsagel, 2012) (reviewed in Prideaux et al., 2014) and 
they account for a large proportion of the cases (Bergsagel and Kuehl, 2005). Secondary events 
found are secondary translocations (not derived from aberrant CSR), loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH), copy number variations (CNV) and epigenetic modifications coupled with a favorable 
microenvironment (reviewed in Prideaux et al., 2014). 
Characterization of the primary driving event involving the deregulated oncogene gives rise to 
MM patient subgroups. Nearly half of all MM cases present a non-hyperdiploid profile with 
known oncogenes affected by chromosomal translocations of the IgH enhancers, these are: 
CCND1, FGFR3 and NSD2, MAF, MAFB, and CCND3, with the remaining cases being 
hyperdiploid (Türkmen et al., 2014). 
 
1.8. Plasma cell development 
Since chromosomal translocations involving the IgH locus account for a significant proportion 
of MM driving events, it is important to understand the mechanisms that create this outcome 
during the development of plasma cells (see Table 1-2 for details regarding the expression of 
PC relevant genes) and characterize them. Human antibody molecules (and B cell receptors) 
are composed of Immunoglobulin Heavy chain (IgH) and light chains. The germ line IgH locus 
contains Constant (Cμ and Cδ), Variable (V), Diversity (D), Joining (J) gene segments (Birshtein, 
2014) (see Figure 1-6 VDJ and Figure 1-7 regions in yellow). The gene expression of this locus is 
regulated by the µ-Enhancer and the 3’ RR cluster of enhancers (composed of the HS3, HS4 
and HS1,2 enhancers) and one per constant region at the 3’ end in the human locus, which can 
be seen in Figure 1-6 in brown. 
As can be seen in Table 1-2, induced DNTT (a gene encoding a template independent DNA-
polymerase which contributes to generate antigen receptor diversity by adding nucleotides at 
the cleavage ends) and recombinase makes the Lymphoid early progenitor cells (marked as 
“early pro-B cell” in Table 1-2) undergo D-J joining on the Heavy chain (see Figure 1-7). In this 
process, any DNA between one D and one J gene segment of the heavy chain locus is deleted. 
Recombination-Activating Genes proteins and DNTT are also required for Somatic 
Hypermutation (SHM). At this point the expression of the Light Chain is the initial (not 
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rearranged) and the cells express Immunoglobulin variable alpha (α) and beta (β) chains (Ig 
αβ), throughout the whole cycle. Bruton's tyrosine kinase (BTK) is involved in the B cell 
maturation cycle (Satterthwaite, 2018) and activation and begins to be expressed on this stage 
(Table 1-2). 
 
 
Figure 1-6: Schematic representation of the human Igh gene loci with emphasis on the 3′ RR enhancers. Adapted 
from (Birshtein, 2014). 
The IgH locus left to right corresponding to centromere to telomere (chromosome 14). The surrounding genes 
coloured in black, enhancers coloured in brown, in blue the constant regions involved in Class-Switch Recombination 
and in yellow the VDJ regions involved in VDJ Recombination. There are a group of enhancers per constant region: α1 
and α2. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-7: Simplistic mechanism of VDJ recombination. From (Market and Papavasiliou, 2003) 
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The figure shows VDJ recombination where excising of all DNA between the D and J segments selected and the V 
segment with the DJ combination occurs. The constant region (yellow rectangle) is unaltered during this process, so 
expression of the IgH gene includes the constant domain all throughout VDJ recombination. P: Promoter and E: 
Enhancer. 
 
 
Stages  in  B   Cell  Development 
 stem 
cell 
early 
pro-B 
late pro-
B 
large pre-
B 
small pre-
B 
immature 
B 
mature B 
cell cell cell cell cell cell 
H chain genes germline 
D-J V-DJ VDJ VDJ VDJ VDJ 
joining joining rearranged rearranged rearranged rearranged 
L chain genes germline germline germline germline V-J joining 
VJ 
rearranged 
VJ 
rearranged 
Surface Ig none none none 
 chain in 
pre-B 
receptor
 chain in 
cytoplasm 
and on 
surface
membrane 
IgM 
membrane 
IgM and 
IgD 
RAG, DNTT 
expression 
no yes yes no yes yes no 
Surrogate L 
chain expression 
no yes yes yes no no no 
Ig  expression no yes yes yes yes yes yes 
btk* no little yes yes yes yes yes 
Membrane 
markers 
CD34 
CD34 CD45R CD45R CD45R CD45R CD45R 
CD45 
(B220) 
Class II Class II Class II Class II Class II 
Class II CD19 pre-B-R pre-B-R IgM IgM 
 CD40 CD19 CD19 CD19 IgD 
  CD40 CD40 CD40 CD19 
     CD21 
     CD40 
Table 1-2: Stages in B Cell development. Adapted from (Decker, n.d.)  
* Bruton's tyrosine kinase 
 
Late progenitor B cells (marked as “late pro-B cell” in Table 1-2) undergo V-DJ rejoining (see 
Figure 1-7): joining of one V gene segment, from a region upstream of the newly formed DJ 
complex, forming a rearranged VDJ gene segment.  
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Late progenitor B cells become large pre-B cells (Table 1-2) when RAG and DNTT expression 
stops and VDJ rearrangement ends and they express membrane  chains with surrogate light 
chains in the pre-B receptor. 
Small pre-B cells express  chains in the cytoplasm and surface and undergo V-J joining in the 
light chain. Once Light chain has been successfully synthesized, it is expressed with  chain on 
the cell membrane as IgM and the cell is called an immature B cell. The immature B cells 
migrate from the bone marrow to the blood undergoing further differentiation and becoming 
mature B cells. 
When mature B cells bind to an antigen that is recognized both by the B-Cell Receptor (BCR) 
and T cell receptor (TCR) in T dependent responses, they cooperate together activating each 
other in a positive feedback loop where T cells activate B cells and B cells express molecules 
such as CD80 and CD86 required for the activation of T cells. In turn, T cells can differentiate 
into Th2 cells which can trigger differentiation of B cells into plasma cells, allowing CSR and 
SHM (Vale, 2010). 
1.8.1. V(D)J Recombination 
The IgH locus experiences multiple DNA rearrangements and transformations during the 
development and differentiation of B cells to give rise to the diverse human immunological 
response repertoire (Birshtein, 2014). V(D)J is one such recombination event (see Figure 1-7), 
which creates specific antigen receptor genes to recognize foreign antigens (Ebert et al., 2015). 
In this process, first the Immunoglobin Heavy Chain locus is rearranged, combining one D-
segment with one J-segment and eliminating the D and J segments in between. The 
mechanism (Figure 1-8) includes two phases: cleavage and joining. Recombination signal 
sequences (RSS) are brought together with the help of RAG proteins and RAG proteins produce 
nicks in both RSS. The cleaved DNA is then rearranged, processed and repaired and the ends 
are combined by non-homologous end joining (reviewed in Schatz & Swanson, 2011) where 
nucleotides are removed (Lieber, 1996) non-templated and palindromic nucleotides are added 
(Lieber, 1996). This is the highest determinant in diverse pathogen binding response 
repertoire. All this is facilitated by a process of long-range looping in pro-B cells (Ebert et al., 
2015) thought to be mediated by CTCF and cohesin in mice, among other factors (reviewed in 
Aiden & Casellas, 2015). 
In a similar process, the newly created D-J segment combines with a V-segment, eliminating all 
D and V segments in between (Aiden & Casellas, 2015). By this point, the cell is called a late 
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pro-B cell and it is expressing a transcript containing the VDJ region of the heavy chain and 
both of the constant chains: Cμ and Cδ (Vale, 2010). Pro-B cells become pre-B cells when 
they express membrane complete μ (Heavy chain) protein with surrogate (germ line) light 
chains to form the pre-B receptor, signalling the end of the heavy chain rearrangement (Vale, 
2010). 
 
 
Figure 1-8: Rearrangement in VDJ recombination. From (Roth, 2000). 
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During the synapsis phase RAG proteins (blue) bind to the recombination signal sequences (RSS) in the DNA (marked 
by white and red triangles) in the proximity of V, D or J coding elements (purple rectangles). DNA cleavage occurs at 
both RSS sites, generating DNA coding ends and signal ends. These elements are then repaired and ends are 
combined by non-homologous end joining. 
 
After four to six rounds of cell division, V-J segment joining occurs in the Immunoglobulin Light 
Chain and IgM is expressed on the cell membrane (Vale, 2010), at this point the cell is called 
an immature B cell. The cells migrate from the bone marrow to the blood undergoing further 
differentiation and becoming mature B cells with the ability to express IgM and IgD through 
alternative splicing (Vale, 2010). 
1.8.2. Class-switch recombination 
When the B cell binds to an antigen (such as bacteria or virus) via its B-cell receptor on 
secondary lymphoid organs, B cell activation begins. The activation can be T-cell dependent or 
independent and causes further differentiation (Vale, 2010). There are repetitive elements 
called switch (S) regions, which occur just before each region in the constant chain (Figure 1-6 
blue regions). According to current knowledge, these regions when transcribed create R-loops. 
R-loops expose accessible regions of single stranded DNA that can be targeted by activation‐
induced cytidine deaminase (AID/AICDA) (Chaudhuri et al., 2007) and end up as double-strand 
breaks, fixed by means of the Base excision repair and DNA mismatch repair (MMR) pathways 
(reviewed in Matthews et al., 2014). 
When activated B cells encounter specific signalling molecules they undergo antibody class 
switching, this is attained by removing of constant regions between the Eμ enhancer and a 
selected switch region, thereby putting the Eμ enhancer adjacent to the selected constant 
region. This process produces one of the different antibody isotypes, for example, if the 
constant region exon γ3 is adjacent to the Eμ enhancer, the antibody isotype is IgG3, if instead, 
exon ε was selected, IgE will be produced (Figure 1-6 blue regions). Class-switch recombination 
allows a mature B cell to acquire new functions while at the same time maintaining the binding 
to a specific antigen. 
1.8.3. Somatic hypermutation 
Somatic hypermutation (SHM) occurs during B cell development in the Germinal Centers, 
single nucleotides are changed in a sequential manner on the rearranged V-region and the 
surrounding nucleotides. The mutations are not completely random since there are certain 
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preferences in the conversions of nucleotides (Vale, 2010). As with CSR, SHM allows B-cells to 
add functions to the immune response without affecting affinity binding. 
1.8.4. Chromosomal translocations 
It is possible that during V(D)J and class-switching recombination, a non-legitimate binding 
occurs when breaks in DNA are rejoined whether through homologous or non-homologous 
end joining to achieve an immune response (Aplan, 2006), (Figure 1-9 A: abnormal VDJ 
recombination and B: abnormal CSR). Thus, new regulatory sequences are introduced (Figure 
1-9 A and B, Eδ enhancer, light blue rhombus) in the context of oncogenic genes and this can 
lead to deregulation of those oncogenes. It is important to note, that not all translocations 
occur as a result of plasma cell development processes but can take place in mature B cells 
(Affer et al., 2014). 
 
 
Figure 1-9: Chromosomal translocations during V(D)J recombination and CSR. From (Aplan, 2006) 
 
(A): VDJ rearrangement of the germ line T-cell receptor (TCRD) containing the V (orange), D (dark purple) and J (dark 
green) regions, the constant region Cδ (light green) and the Eδ enhancer (light blue) showing the normal result of 
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the TCRD locus and the germline SCL locus (dark red) after rearrangement. “SCL-TCRD translocation” showing the 
result of a recombination signal sequence in the SCL locus being recognized by the V(D)J mechanism, generating a 
non-legit SCL-TCRD translocation where the expression of the SCL locus is affected by the TCRD Eδ enhancer. 
(B): Before CSR recombination, IgM is produced beginning with an mRNA transcript including the VDJ segment (light 
blue rectangles) and stopping (spliced) at Cμ (pink rectangle). CSR occurs between the switches in the constant 
regions Sμ and Sγ1 (marked in the ends of the black arrow), denominating immunoglobin classes. When this process 
occurs normally, the regions between Sμ and Sγ1 are excised from the DNA and now the protein produced is IgG 
which corresponds to the transcript including VDJ and splicing at Cγ1 (green rectangle). When a translocation occurs, 
the IgH Eμ enhancer (light blue rhombus) is bounded to the MMSET (NSD2) gene (dark blue rectangle) chromosome 
region and the expression of NSD2/MMSET is affected by the IgH Eμ enhancer. This type of translocation can also 
occur with other genes, such as CCND1. 
 
1.9. Aims 
MM is a disease where around half of the cases are characterized by a critical driving 
translocation event involving the IgH enhancer resulting in abnormal gene expression 
(Türkmen et al., 2014). As such, this thesis aims at studying whether there are other clinically 
relevant examples of gene deregulation in MM (and particularly clinically determined MM 
subgroups) caused by associated altered enhancer states. 
To address this, novel primary MM and PC ATAC-seq assay data will be used to first obtain a 
set of candidate enhancers based on the chromatin accessibility (see Properties of enhancers, 
section 1.2) and RNA-seq information will be combined to correlate regions with target genes 
(thought to be regulated in a condition specific manner: MM or MM subgroup). This will be 
done using principles and techniques outlined in Enhancer-promoter communication: how 
does a promoter determine its enhancer(s)?, section 1.6 and Enhancer – promoter 
deregulation in cancer, section 1.7. These regulatory candidate enhancers will then be studied 
in the context of publicly available histone modification signal data to determine whether they 
are novel to MM or active in other tissues, particularly in the B-cell lineage. Furthermore, 
regions with promising regulatory potential will be validated for being in close proximity with 
the target promoters in B-cells. To establish viability of predictions, candidate enhancer – gene 
pairs will be tested through one of the methods outlined in Enhancer-promoter 
communication: how does a promoter determine its enhancer(s)? section 1.6, thereby aiming 
to elucidate important interactions for MM biology. 
Once relevant DNA regions causing Myelomagenesis are discovered, the present study will also 
try to elucidate what may be the key TF proteins that enable these candidate enhancers 
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involved in oncogenic gene expression. It will do so by studying the condition specific 
candidate enhancers for enrichment of binding sites, while putting observing how the 
expression of these TFs changes in the malignant states. Analogously, by analysing the 
deregulated genes, general pathways affected in the transition to the oncogenic state will also 
be determined. Moreover, gene expression alteration as a result of corresponding promoter 
accessibility will be studied to determine the importance of this factor in the cancer state.  
Finally, it will be verified whether there is a genuine PC, MM and MM subgroup specific effect 
and whether new subgroups emerge when considering chromatin accessibility and gene 
expression fluctuations simultaneously in an unsupervised manner. Additionally, for relevant 
sample separations, associated elements previously stated in this section will be studied: 
enhancers, deregulated genes, interactions involving the former, TF proteins and gene 
pathways. Moreover, the relative contribution to the overall effects of the samples divisions 
will be calculated and the results compared with supervised analysis details as well as previous 
literature. 
These interactions, key deregulated genes and TF activating enhancers should serve as a basis 
to design personalized treatment, such as the one based on enhancer biology as it has already 
been done before in Multiple Myeloma (Young et al., 2013). 
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2. Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
All data files referred to in this thesis are archived (Alvarez-Benayas, 2020a) unless specified 
so. 
2.1. ATAC-seq and RNA-seq assay in primary PC and MM samples 
Plasma cells and multiple myeloma samples from patients BM aspirates were subjected to red 
cell lysis. MM PCs were purified by two rounds of CD138 immunomagnetic selection (Miltenyi 
Biotech) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Pre and post selection purity was assessed 
by FACs analysis (BD LSR-Fortessa) using CD138, CD45, CD19, CD56 and CD38 panel antibodies. 
In order for a sample to be processed (after CD138 + purification), only samples with a 
minimum of 85% of purity (by FACs for CD138, CD38, CD45, CD56 and CD19) and at least 
500.000 pure cells were selected. Purified cells were immediately processed for ATAC-seq and 
RNA-seq. 
For PC BM samples, mononuclear cells (MNCs) from BM aspirates were isolated by ficoll 
(histopaque, Sigma). The MNCs were pre-cleared of T cells and Monocytes by consecutive 
immunomagnetic negative selection (CD3/CD14- EasySep StemCell Technologies) following 
manufacturer’s instructions. The sample was stained and sorted for positive CD138, CD319, 
CD27, CD45 and CD38, and negative for CD2, CD3, CD14, CD16,4TPA and 7AAD. (FACSAriaII, BD 
Biosciences) and CD19+ or CD19 neg. The sorted cells were immediately processed for ATAC-
seq and RNA-seq. 
ATAC-seq was performed as described in (Buenrostro et al., 2013). Briefly, 50.000 purified 
Plasma cells, myeloma plasma cells or cell lines, were washed with cold PBS (Sigma, UK) at 
500g at 40C for 5 min. The cells were resuspended in 50 μL of cold Lysis Buffer (10 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630) and washed at 500g at 40C for 10 
min. The nuclei were subjected to transposase reaction for 30 min at 37.0°C; termination of 
the reaction and DNA purification was performed using a MiniElute Kit (Qiagen) and eluted 
twice with 10 μL. The purified DNA was amplified with NEBNext High-Fidelity 2x PCR Master 
Mix (New England Biolabs). The PCR amplified product was cleaned twice with (0.9X) AMPure 
beads (Beckman). The quality of the libraries was assessed with the Bioanalyzer High 
Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent). The libraries were quantified using the NEBNext Library Quant Kit 
for Illumina (New Engand Biolabs) on a StepOne Plus Real-Time PCR (Applied Biosystems). The 
libraries were sequenced at the Genomics Facility at Imperial College London using the 
Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform to obtain paired-end 75bp reads. 
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Total RNA was isolated using the Nucleospin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel) and quantified using 
the Qubit RNA Assay kit (Life Technologies) and RNA quality was assessed on the Bioanalyser 
using the RNA pico kit (Agilent). Total RNA libraries were prepared by removing the ribosomal 
RNA with NEBNext rRNA depletion kit (New Engand Biolabs) and NEBNext Ultra II Directional 
RNA Library Prep kit for Illumina (New Engand Biolabs), following manufacturer’s instructions. 
Library quantity was determined using the Qubit High Sensitivity DNA kit (Life Technologies) 
and library size was determined using the Bioanalyser High Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent). 
Libraries were diluted to 2nM and sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform the 
Genomics Facility at Imperial College London to obtain paired-end 75bp reads. 
The processes were supervised by Valentina Caputo (Haematology, Division of Experimental 
Medicine Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College London). Further considerations for quality 
control of the samples are determined bioinformatically (explained later on). The details on 
the samples can be seen in Table 2-1. 
 
Sample 
RNA id 
Sample 
ATAC id 
MM or 
PC 
MM 
subgroup 
(or PC) 
PC id 
PC CD19 
status 
RNA 
batch 
ATAC batch 
Presence in 
analyses 
RS_1.10 A24.10 MM NA NA NA pool1 pool24_pool27 
MM-PC, 
MOFA 
RS_1.11 A26.6B MM HD NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.12 A26.8 MM CCND1 NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.13 A26.9B MM HD NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.14 A26.10B MM MMSET NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.15 A26.11 MM MAF NA NA pool1 
pool26_pool28_
pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.16 A26.12 MM MAF NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.17 A27.12 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool27 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
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Sample 
RNA id 
Sample 
ATAC id 
MM or 
PC 
MM 
subgroup 
(or PC) 
PC id 
PC CD19 
status 
RNA 
batch 
ATAC batch 
Presence in 
analyses 
RS_1.18 A26.13 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.19 A26.14 MM CCND1 NA NA pool1 pool26_pool28 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.2 A19.1 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool19 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.20 A26.15B MM HD NA NA pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.23 A26.19 PC PC 160617 - pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.3 A19.8 MM MMSET NA NA pool1 pool19 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.4 A19.2 MM CCND1 NA NA pool1 pool19 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.5 A24.7 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool24 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.7 A19.5 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool19 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.8 A19.6 MM NA NA NA pool1 pool19 
MM-PC, 
MOFA 
RS_1.9 A24.8 MM HD NA NA pool1 pool24_pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_2.1 A17.5 MM NA NA NA pool2 pool17_pool26 
MM-PC, 
MOFA 
RS_2.3 A17.9 MM HD NA NA pool2 pool17 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_2.4 A24.11 MM HD NA NA pool2 pool24_pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_2.5 A27.18 MM NA NA NA pool2 pool27 
MM-PC, 
MOFA 
RS_2.6 A27.19 MM MMSET NA NA pool2 
pool27_pool28_
pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_2.7 A27.20 MM NA NA NA pool2 pool27 
MM-PC, 
MOFA 
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Sample 
RNA id 
Sample 
ATAC id 
MM or 
PC 
MM 
subgroup 
(or PC) 
PC id 
PC CD19 
status 
RNA 
batch 
ATAC batch 
Presence in 
analyses 
RS_2.8 A27.21 PC PC 271017 + pool2 pool27 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_2.9 A27.22 PC PC 271017 - pool2 pool27 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_3B.1 A26.1 MM HD NA NA pool3 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_3B.2 A24.4 MM HD NA NA pool3 pool24 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_3B.3 A28.13 MM MMSET NA NA pool3 pool28 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_3B.4 A28.15 MM CCND1 NA NA pool3 
pool28_pool28_
RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_4.25 A28c.14 PC PC 230218 + pool4 pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_1.22 
A26.18.A
26.20 
PC PC 160617 + pool1 pool26 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup, 
MOFA 
RS_3B.1
1 
A28.7 
MM 
CL 
OPM2 
t(4;14) 
MMSET 
NA NA pool3 pool28 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup 
RS_4.19 A28c.3 
MM 
CL 
MM1S 
t(14;16) 
MAF 
NA NA pool4 pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup  
RS_4.9 A28c.5 
MM 
CL 
KMS12B
M 
t(11;14) 
CCND1 
NA NA pool4 pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup  
RS_4.16 A28c.6 
MM 
CL 
U266 - 
t(11;14) 
CCND1 
NA NA pool4 pool28_RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup  
RSJJN3.
1 
AJJN3.1  
MM 
CL 
JJN3 
t(14;16) 
MAF 
NA NA 
pool3_
pool4 
pool28_pool28_
RE 
MM-PC, 
Subgroup  
Table 2-1: All samples used in the analysis. 
MM: Primary Multiple Myeloma, PC: Normal Donor, CL: Cell Line. MM subgroup (or PC): PC or MM subgroup based 
on primary oncogenic event [HD: Hyperdiploid, IgH translocation partners: CCND1: t(11;14) IGH/CCND1, HD: 
Hyperdiploid, MMSET: t(4;14) MMSET/IGH, MAF: t(14;16) IGH/MAF. NA: cytogenetic information not available]. PC 
id: Normal donor patient id. PC CD19 status: CD19 receptor status on the cell surface of NDs, positive (+) or negative 
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(-). Presence in analyses: whether the sample is used for the different analyses presented in this thesis: MM-PC 
(chapter 3), Subgroup (chapter 4) and MOFA (chapter 5). 
 
2.2. General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis 
2.2.1. DESeq2 settings 
Differential and more accessible/expressed regions and genes were obtained using DESeq2 
version 1.18.1 and R. Unless otherwise noted default settings were used. In particular, count 
outliers were filtered using cook’s distance for RNA-seq analyses (removal of outliers using a 
Cook’s distance cutoff was disabled for ATAC-seq related analyses). Additionally, regions and 
genes were independently filtered for counts using mean counts across samples using an 
automatically chosen threshold, logFC changes are tested against a null hypothesis of no 
change, and p-values were corrected using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 
2.2.2. Tests performed and thresholds used to obtain significant regions and genes 
Tests for differential regions and genes were performed using Deseq2 with the settings 
specified in the DESeq2 settings, section 2.2.1. 
For the ATAC-seq and RNA-seq MM vs. PC analysis (primary samples), samples belonging to 
batches with only one sample were placed on the same meta batch. The following three tests 
were performed on the quantification matrix using the different covariates for each sample: 
condition, cd19, batch and donor id: 
 MM vs average CD19 (PC) 
 MM vs average donor (PC) 
 MM vs PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch. 
For the ATAC-seq and RNA-seq subgroup MM vs. PC analysis (primary samples), samples 
belonging to batches with only one sample were placed on the same meta batch. Only a MM 
subgroup vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch was performed on the quantification 
matrix since the CD19 status and donor id are confounding. 
For the DE genes between MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples analysis, batch effects couldn’t 
be taken into account since there were very few overlaps in batches between the PC and MM 
CL samples and only a Wald test MM vs. PC was done. Thus MM CLs were used only in a 
qualitative way. 
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Similarly, for the DE genes between subgroup MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples analysis, a 
Wald test MM subgroup vs. PC was done, there were no HD cell lines. 
The thresholds used to consider DE genes on all of the above tests were corrected p-value less 
than 0.05 in conjunction with absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1.5. In cases where 
multiple tests were performed, only results having met the specified criteria on all tests are 
kept. OE genes were obtained from DE genes with MM or MM subgroup log2FoldChange over 
PC greater or equal to 1.5. 
The thresholds used to consider DA regions were corrected p-value less than 0.05 in 
conjunction with absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1 on all tests. Over accessible 
regions are obtained from DA regions with MM or MM subgroup log2FoldChange over PC 
greater or equal to 2. 
In cases where samples were collapsed in the quantification matrix, the collapsed sample 
counts are added together, unless otherwise specified, the function collapseReplicates from 
the Deseq2 package is used. 
2.2.3. Regularized log counts 
Unless specified so, in cases where rLog or regularized log is mentioned, it was calculated using 
the rlog function from the Deseq2 package (blind parameter set to “True”). 
2.2.4. Removing batch effects from samples 
Unless specified so, in cases where batch effects are removed, the removeBatchEffect function 
from the R limma package (Ritchie et al., 2015) was used. 
2.2.5. Reference genome and annotations 
Unless specified so, the genome version used was hg38 with no alternative contigs, for the 
annotations, Ensembl version 85 was used. 
 
2.3. RNA-seq analysis 
2.3.1. Read cleaning and filtering 
Paired-end RNA-seq reads which had already been adapter trimmed by the DNA sequencing 
facility at Centre for Haematology, Division of Experimental Medicine Faculty of Medicine, 
Imperial College London were processed with FastQC version 0.11.3 to confirm good quality 
reads. No further quality processing was necessary. 
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2.3.2. RNA-seq quantification 
The paired-end reads for each sample were used with the pipeline_rnaseqdiffexpression 
pipeline from CGATPipelines (CGAT_Developers, 2018) and Salmon version 0.11.4 (Patro et al., 
2017) to obtain an estimate of how many reads were mapping to each gene quantified 
(including all the associated transcripts). Salmon was used with fragment GC bias correction, 
100 bootstrap samples and using an auxiliary k-mer hash over k-mers of length 31. A reference 
geneset from the reference genome was produced for this task. This process was taking into 
account the nature of the reads (uniquely mapping or multimapping to each transcript) and 
the relative abundance estimate for each transcript. For each sample, the number of reads for 
each gene were rounded to the nearest integer and a table was created with the integer 
number of reads for each gene in the reference geneset for each sample. 
2.3.3. RNA-seq mapping 
Pipeline_mapping pipeline from CGATPipelines was used to map the RNA-seq reads. Briefly, a 
reference geneset was created starting with the geneset from the human genome and filtering 
mitochondrial and non-standard chromosomes, removing long (>2Mb) and very short (<5bp) 
introns, ribosomal RNA. From this geneset, only the protein coding transcripts were retained 
and the splice junctions were curated. These known splice junctions and paired-end reads 
from each sample were supplied to Hisat version 0.1.6 (D. Kim et al., 2015) which maps the 
reads using index for the reference genome. These mapped files were used for RNA-seq signals 
shown throughout this thesis. 
2.3.4. RNA-seq quality control statistics 
The following statistics were generated as part of the analysis: 
 RNA Starting read pairs: Reads pairs obtained. 
 RNA Mapping rate (Salmon): Percentage of the read pairs quantified in a gene 
transcript “RNA-seq quantification”. 
 RNA Mapped read pairs: Calculated by multiplying starting read pairs by mapping rate. 
2.3.5. Obtaining annotated and unannotated Transcription Start Sites 
Unannotated TSS present in the PC and MM samples (primary and cell lines) were obtained 
using the pipeline for the detection of alternative polyadenylation (Sudbery, 2019a) developed 
by Dr. Ian Sudbery. Briefly, Stringtie version 1.2.3 (Pertea et al., 2015) was used with each 
sample’s RNA-seq mappings (RNA-seq mapping, section 2.3.3) in conjunction with the geneset 
from the human genome to generate cases of novel transcripts with alternate exon usage. 
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From all the novel transcripts, the ones that are one exon long were removed from this list 
(assuming they were eRNA transcripts). These novel transcripts were transformed using GNU 
Awk version 3.1.7 to obtain the 1bp long region representing their strand-aware five prime 
end. To obtain the promoter regions from these transformed novel transcripts, the strand-
aware five prime end was extended 2kb upstream of the TSS, this way the TATA box, proximal 
and distal promoter were likely to be captured. In addition, they were extended 100bp 
downstream to cover the TSS site; these are referred to as unannotated promoter sites. This 
was done using Bedtools version 2.22.1 (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). 
To obtain the annotated TSS, the annotations for the human genome were used. The TSS for 
the coding and non-coding genes were obtained and transformed in the same way as the 
unannotated TSS: the strand-aware five prime end was extended 2kb upstream and 100bp 
downstream of the TSS (strand-aware), these were referred to as annotated promoter sites. 
The unannotated and annotated promoter sites were merged into one file using Bedtools 
merge. 
2.3.6. DE and OE genes 
2.3.6.1. Obtaining DEMM genes 
The table with the quantified reads in each gene for each sample (Table 2-1 “MM-PC” 
category) was produced as explained in the RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2. The gene 
quantification table was inputted using the DESeq2 settings and test schemes outlined in 
General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2 for RNA-seq MM vs. PC 
analysis (primary samples), DEMM genes were obtained. 
2.3.6.2. Obtaining DESMM genes 
The table with the quantified reads in each gene for each sample (Table 2-1 “Subgroup” 
category) was produced as explained in the RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2. The gene 
quantification table was inputted using the DESeq2 settings and test schemes outlined in 
General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2 for RNA-seq subgroup 
MM vs. PC analysis (primary samples), DESMM genes were obtained. 
2.3.6.3. Obtaining MM vs. PC DE genes between MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples 
The table with the quantified reads in each gene for each sample PC and MM CL (Table 2-1) 
was produced as explained in the RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2. Sample RSJJN3.1 is 
formed of two technical replicates: RS_3B.10, RS_4.3, the replicates were collapsed. The gene 
quantification table was inputted using the DESeq2 settings and test schemes outlined in 
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General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2 for DE genes between 
MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples analysis. 
2.3.6.4. Obtaining subgroup MM vs. PC DE genes between MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples 
The table with the quantified reads in each gene for each sample PC and MM CL (Table 2-1) 
was produced as explained in Obtaining MM vs. PC DE genes between MM cell lines vs. PC 
primary samples, section 2.3.6.3. The gene quantification table was inputted using the DESeq2 
settings and test schemes outlined in General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq 
analysis, section 2.2, for DE genes between subgroup MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples 
analysis. There are no HD cell lines, so tables were created only for CCND1 vs. PC, MAF vs. PC 
and MMSET vs. PC. 
2.3.6.5. Obtaining OEMM genes  
OEMM genes were produced from DEMM genes as specified in General considerations for 
RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2. 
2.3.6.6. OESMM genes 
OESMM genes were produced from DESMM genes as specified in General considerations for 
RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2 (genes significantly OE in any MM subgroup vs. PC 
are filtered). 
 
2.4. ATAC-seq analysis 
2.4.1. Read cleaning and filtering 
Raw paired-end ATAC-seq reads were processed with FastQC version 0.11.3 (Andrews, 2010) 
to confirm good quality reads (Figure 2-1). ATAC-seq adapters were removed, uncalled bases 
(N's) on ends of reads were trimmed using Cutadapt version 1.9.1 (Marcel, 2011). Only read 
pairs with both single end fragments remaining were kept. A second quality pass was 
performed using Sickle version 1.33 (Joshi and Fass, 2011), trimming was performed with a 
sliding window average Phred quality threshold of 30 (without five prime trimming). Only 
paired-end reads with each single end containing a minimum length of 20 bases of length were 
allowed. All the read filtering was done via the pipeline_readqc pipeline from CGATPipelines 
(CGAT_Developers, 2018). 
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After the quality control, metrics were obtained through the pipeline_readqc for the number 
of reads remaining after each quality step filtering and the total number dropped since the 
start of the process. 
2.4.2. Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks 
The remaining paired-end reads were mapped using Bowtie2 version 2.3.0 (Langmead and 
Salzberg, 2012) in paired-end mode to the human genome reporting up to 4 alignments per 
read, with maximum fragment length 2000bp (Figure 2-1). This was done within the context of 
the pipeline_mapping pipeline from CGATPipelines (CGAT_Developers, 2018). 
With the help of some ideas from Dr. Ian Sudbery, I created pipeline_atacseq (Alvarez-
Benayas, 2019) based on the ENCODE pipeline and recommendations for ATAC-seq processing 
(Dunham et al., 2012; Kundaje, 2019a) in order to process the mapped reads to produce peaks 
in signals and reads in peaks per sample (Figure 2-1). It uses the CGATPipelines framework. 
Briefly the pipeline allows only correctly mapped read pairs. Reads removed using Samtools 
version 1.3.1 (Li et al., 2009) include unmapped (read pair or one of the reads), reads failing 
platform, orphan reads (one of the reads in the pair removed), read pairs mapping to different 
chromosomes (-F 524 -f 2 Samtools flags). Read pairs which were in the wrong orientation and 
contained no overlap were removed with Samtools and Bedtools. Mapped read pairs with 
more than single mapping sites were also removed. These last type of reads were removed 
with the script in (Kundaje, 2016).  
For the remaining read pairs, duplicates were marked using Picard Markduplicates version 
1.135 (Broad_Institute, 2018). The remaining read pairs were deduplicated and indexed using 
Samtools. 
Each deduplicated read pair was converted into two single end tags (one for each end of the 
fragment) using bedtools and GNU Awk version 3.1.7 (Arnold, 2011). Any single end tag in any 
mitochondrial or not standard chromosome was eliminated with the use of GNU grep version 
2.20 (Meyering, n.d.). The TN5 enzyme used in Atac-seq introduces a few base pairs on the 5' 
sites on each strand and these were removed from the remaining tags using GNU Awk, also 
any 5' trimming from the quality control was also extended on the 5' start sites in a strand-
aware manner. The resulting elements are referred to as shifted tags (Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-1: Bioinformatic process of ATAC-seq data processing. 
Shifted tags 
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The ATAC-seq paired reads are subject to quality control processing where low quality bases and N bases are 
removed, they are then mapped to the genome and filtered to remove incorrectly mapped pairs (for example, pairs 
mapping in the wrong orientation). Properly mapped pairs are then deduplicated and single end tags were created 
from each unique pair. Reads corresponding to the mitochondrial chromosome were removed and the remaining 
reads were applied TN5 shifting (the TN5 transposase introduces a few base pairs in the DNA cutting site) and any 5’ 
removed bases during quality control were also accounted for. The remaining reads were used for peak-calling and 
blacklisted chromosomal regions based on known mappability issues were removed from the resulting peaks. 
 
Broad and narrow peaks were called on each sample using MACS2 version 2.1.1.20160309 
(Zhang et al., 2008) with the following options for narrow peaks: 
-g hs      -q 0.01      --nomodel      --shift -100      --extsize 200      -B      --SPMR      --keep-dup all     
--call-summits 
And for broad peaks: 
-g hs      -q 0.01      --nomodel      --shift -100      --extsize 200      --broad    --broad-cutoff 0.01      -
-keep-dup all 
Narrow and broad peaks were filtered to remove areas of low mappability (Hoffman et al., 
2013) downloaded from (Dunham et al., 2012; ENCODE_UCSC, 2011) after performing a 
coordinate “lift over” from hg19 to hg38 (Dunham et al., 2012; UCSC, 2019). ENCODE blacklist 
regions (Dunham et al., 2012) (ENCODE, n.d.) were also removed. 
The narrow peaks and broad peaks produced per sample were merged, also any areas of 100 
base pairs or less between peaks per sample are also considered peaks. This was also done 
using bedtools. These are referred to as sample peaks from here onwards. 
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Figure 2-2: Types of ATAC-seq shifted reads. 
Shifted tags are the result of deduplicated, correctly mapped read pairs being converted to individual single ends 
after applying TN5 and quality control shifting (Figure 2-1 before calling peaks). 
Five prime extended shifted tags are shifted tags where the 5’ end representing in each read in a pair (from the 
sequenced read fragment), is extended 100bp up and downstream. 
Five prime shifted tags are shifted tags where only the 5’ end representing in each read in a pair are taken into 
account. 
In all of the above, the tags overlapping blacklisted areas (due to mappability issues) are removed, in the case of 
shifted tags, the resulting tags are called “filtered shifted tags”. 
 
Sections: 
-“Sample filtered shifted 
tags” 
-“ATAC-seq balanced 
consensus peaks” 
-“Balanced consensus 
chromatin accessible 
regions” 
  
Sections: 
-“Sample reads in all 
merged peaks” 
-“Reads in consensus 
peaks” 
 
Sections: 
-“Sample assigned 
fraction” 
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2.4.3. Sample assigned fraction 
The sample assigned fraction reflects the proportion of the total reads that are mapped to 
areas of high accessibility compared with background noise. To calculate it, sample shifted tags 
were transformed extending their five prime end 100bp upstream and then extending 200bp 
downstream (by the same values as with the peak calling). They were filtered to remove tags 
overlapping with areas of low and high mappability defined previously. The extended tags are 
referred to as five prime extended shifted tags (Figure 2-2). The sample assigned fraction is 
calculated in the following way:  
Five prime extended shifted tags overlapping merged sample peaks
Total five prime extended shifted tags
 
 
2.4.4. Sample reads in all merged peaks 
Sample shifted tags were also transformed to obtain only the 1bp long segment representing 
their strand-aware five prime end. They were then filtered to remove tags overlapping with 
areas of low and high mappability defined previously. They are referred to as five prime shifted 
tags (Figure 2-2). For each sample, the number of five prime shifted tags overlapping each 
common peak (merged peaks from all samples) is reported using Bedtools intersect. A table 
was created combining this data for all the samples and common peaks. 
2.4.5. Sample filtered shifted tags 
Sample shifted tags (Figure 2-2) were filtered to remove tags overlapping with areas of low and 
high mappability defined previously (referred to as filtered shifted tags). 
2.4.6. ATAC-seq balanced consensus peaks 
I created pipeline_atac_consensus_balanced_peaks (Alvarez-Benayas, 2020b) based on 
pipeline_atacseq in order to create a set of consensus peaks starting with filtered shifted tags 
from different samples (using the same number of filtered shifted tags for all samples). 
First the number of filtered shifted tags per sample (Figure 2-2) is obtained, the minimum of all 
the samples is calculated. For each clinical sample, a random sample is extracted with the 
minimum number of filtered shifted tags, all the sample filtered shifted tags are pooled 
together and peaks are called, filtered for excluded regions and merged in the same manner as 
with pipeline_atacseq in Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2. 
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2.4.7. Balanced consensus chromatin accessible regions 
Sample filtered shifted tags (Figure 2-2) were produced from each sample used, using the 
strategy explained in ATAC-seq balanced consensus peaks, section 2.4.6, first the minimum 
number of sample filtered shifted tags was obtained for all samples and samples were down-
sampled to this level. Then filtered shifted tags were pooled separately for each of sample 
group specified (PC and MM or PC and each of the MM subgroups). For the PC pool, since 
samples A26.20 and A26.18 are biological replicates, the sample filtered shifted tags coming 
from each sample in the pool is half the minimum sample number of sample filtered shifted 
tags, considering both samples as one. Starting with the pooled, downsampled, filtered, 
shifted tags, the chromatin accessible peaks were called and processed as specified in Mapping 
and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2, for each pool (Figure 2-1), leaving a set of 
consensus peaks for each sample group. 
The balanced consensus peaks found for each group were merged (any regions within two 
peaks of 200bp or less are also considered peak regions). 
2.4.7.1. Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for PC and MM 
The consensus peaks for PC and MM were calculated as specified in Balanced consensus 
chromatin accessible regions, section 2.4.7, using the samples in Table 2-1 “MM-PC” category. 
These are referred to as consensus peaks for PC and MM. 
2.4.7.2. Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and MM subgroups 
The consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups were calculated as specified in Balanced 
consensus chromatin accessible regions, section 2.4.7, using the samples in Table 2-1 
“Subgroup” category. These are referred to as consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups. 
2.4.8. Annotations of the consensus peak regions 
The balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and MM subgroups were 
obtained as specified in Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and 
MM subgroups, section 2.4.7.2 and intersected using Bedtools independently with the 
different MM subgroup (CCND1, HD, MAF and MMSET) and PC balanced consensus peaks. An 
overlap of 10% of either the balanced consensus peaks or the subgroup peaks is required for a 
positive overlap result. Regions were annotated as specified in Genomic annotations of 
regions, section 2.7.  
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2.4.9. Reads in consensus peaks 
Using all five prime shifted tags (Figure 2-2) from the samples selected, the number of tags for 
each sample in each consensus peak from the selected set was calculated as specified in 
Sample reads in all merged peaks, section 2.4.4. For the PC replicate (A26.20 and A26.18), the 
tag counts for each peak were added using the function collapseReplicates from the Deseq2. 
2.4.9.1. Getting the sample five prime shifted tag counts in each consensus peak for PC and MM 
The method specified in Reads in consensus peaks, section 2.4.9, was used to obtain the reads 
from the samples in Table 2-1 (“MM-PC” category) in each peak from the consensus peaks for 
PC and MM (see Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and MM 
subgroups, section 2.4.7.2). 
2.4.9.2. Getting the sample five prime shifted tags in each consensus peak for PC and MM 
subgroups 
The method specified in Reads in consensus peaks, section 2.4.9, was used to obtain the reads 
from the samples in Table 2-1 (“Subgroup” category) in each peak from the consensus peaks 
for PC and MM subgroups (see Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC 
and MM subgroups, section 2.4.7.2). 
2.4.10. ATAC-seq quality control statistics 
The following statistics are generated as part of the analysis: 
 ATAC Starting read pairs: Raw reads pairs sequenced. 
 ATAC After QC read pairs: Read pairs after read cleaning and filtering (see Figure 2-1). 
 ATAC % read pairs dropped start to After QC. 
 ATAC Aligned read pairs (Bowtie2): Aligned pairs after mapping (see “Mapping and 
calling chromatin accessible peaks”) 
 ATAC % reads pairs aligned from After QC:  
ATAC Aligned read pairs (Bowtie2)
ATAC After QC read pairs
 
 ATAC Reads pairs examined (MARK DUPLICATES): Correctly mapped read pairs 
inputted to Mark Duplicates version: 1.135 (Broad_Institute, 2018) after filtering as 
specified in Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2. 
 ATAC Unpaired reads examined (MARK DUPLICATES): Quality control, should always 
be 0 as only correctly mapped read pairs are inputted to Mark Duplicates. 
 ATAC Unpaired read duplicates (MARK DUPLICATES): Quality control, should always be 
0 as only correctly mapped read pairs are inputted to Mark Duplicates. 
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 ATAC Unmapped reads (MARK DUPLICATES): Quality control, should always be 0 as 
only correctly mapped read pairs are inputted to Mark Duplicates. 
 ATAC Read pairs marked as duplicates (MARK DUPLICATES): Number of paired end 
reads marked as duplicates (counts all duplicates regardless of source). 
 ATAC Read pairs duplicates that were caused by optical (machine) duplication (MARK 
DUPLICATES): A particular type of duplicate from all duplicates caused by the 
sequencing machine. 
 ATAC Fraction duplication: Obtained by Mark Duplicates 
Read pairs marked as duplicates
Reads pairs examined
 
 ATAC Estimated library size: Obtained by Mark Duplicates. Estimated number of total 
paired end fragments (at saturation). 
ENCODE estimated library complexity metrics (Kundaje, 2019b) starting from correctly mapped 
read pairs after filtering as specified in Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks, 
section 2.4.2: 
 ATAC Total read pairs: Total number of read pairs in the starting file (included 
duplicated). 
 ATAC Distinct read pairs: Total unique read pairs, repeated fragments count only once. 
 ATAC One read pair: Total number of read pairs that only appear once (do not have 
duplications). 
 ATAC Two read pairs: Total number of read pairs that only appear twice (have one 
duplication). 
 ATAC NRF=Distinct/Total: Non Redundant Fraction: 
Distinct read pairs
Total read pairs
 
 ATAC PBC1=OnePair/Distinct: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) Bottleneck coefficient 1 
One read pair
Distinct read pairs
 
 ATAC PBC2=OnePair/TwoPair: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) Bottleneck coefficient 
2 
One read pair
Two read pairs
 
 ATAC Total read pairs in proper pairs after deduplication (FLAGSTATS): Total 
deduplicated read pairs after deduplication obtained by Samtools. 
 ATAC Final number of single ends inputted to the peak caller: Number of single ends 
after filtering deduplicated read pairs removing any fragment in mitochondrial or not 
standard chromosomes. 
MACS2 peak calls: 
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 ATAC Narrow pre-processing (MACS2) 
 ATAC Broad pre-processing (MACS2) 
 ATAC Narrow post-processing (MACS2) 
 ATAC Broad post-processing (MACS2) 
Other: 
 ATAC Assigned fraction %: Calculated as explained in Sample assigned fraction, section 
2.4.3. 
 ATAC Single ends in peaks: Calculated by multiplying the assigned fraction by the 
number of single ends inputted to the peak caller. 
 ATAC Drop % in mapped - filtered (ATAC-seq pipeline): Filtered out paired end reads 
between mapping and producing correctly mapped read pairs as explained in Mapping 
and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2, as a fraction of the total mapped 
read pairs. 
 ATAC Drop % in mapped - input read PAIRS peak caller (ATAC-seq pipeline): Filtered 
out paired end reads between mapping and entering the peak caller producing 
correctly mapped read pairs as explained in Mapping and calling chromatin accessible 
peaks, section 2.4.2, as a fraction of the total mapped read pairs. 
2.4.11. Obtaining PC accessible peaks 
Sample peaks from all PC samples (Table 2-1 “PC” samples) were obtained as specified in 
Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2, considering the sample 
A26.18.A26.20 as two individual samples. The resulting peaks were merged (any regions within 
two peaks of 200bp or less were also considered peak regions). The resulting regions are 
referred to as “PC accessible peaks” (Figure 2-3). 
2.4.12. Obtaining cell line chromatin accessible peaks 
Sample peaks for all individual MM cell lines samples (Table 2-1 “MM CL” samples) were 
obtained as specified in Mapping and calling chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.2. 
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Figure 2-3: Chromatin accessible region types for MM vs. PC analysis. 
Consensus peaks for PC and MM are obtained and using the full sample reads in peaks, DAMM regions are found through differential analysis. 
From these regions, annotated and unannotated TSS (except 1 exon TSS generating transcripts) are removed to obtain MMPC enhancers. From 
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these, MM enhancers are obtained by keeping regions with significantly more accessible chromatin in MM and removing regions overlapping 
PC accessible peaks. 
 
2.4.13. DA regions 
2.4.13.1. Obtaining DAMM regions 
The table with the reads in PC and MM consensus peaks was obtained as specified in Getting the sample five prime 
shifted tag counts in each consensus peak for PC and MM, section 2.4.9.1. The reads in peaks quantification table 
was inputted using the DESeq2 settings and test schemes outlined in General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-
seq analysis, section 2.2, for ATAC-seq MM vs. PC analysis (primary samples), DAMM regions were obtained (Figure 
2-3). 
2.4.13.2. Obtaining DASMM regions 
The table with the reads in PC and MM subgroups consensus peaks was obtained as specified in Getting the sample 
five prime shifted tags in each consensus peak for PC and MM subgroups, section 2.4.9.2. The reads in peaks 
quantification table was inputted using the DESeq2 settings and test schemes outlined in General considerations for 
RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2 for ATAC-seq subgroup MM vs. PC analysis (primary samples), DASMM 
regions were obtained (Figure 2-4). 
2.4.14. Candidate enhancer sets 
2.4.14.1. Obtaining MMPC enhancers 
The DAMM regions that overlap the unannotated and annotated promoter sites (obtained as explained in Obtaining 
annotated and unannotated Transcription Start Sites, section 2.3.5) were filtered out using Bedtools. These regions 
are referred to as MMPC enhancers (Figure 2-3). 
2.4.14.2. Obtaining MM enhancers 
MM enhancers were produced from MMPC enhancers as specified in General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-
seq analysis, section 2.2, applying thresholds for over accessible regions. Additionally, using Bedtools, only regions, 
which were not overlapping any PC accessible peaks (Obtaining PC accessible peaks, section 2.4.11), were 
maintained. The remaining regions are referred as MM enhancers (Figure 2-3). 
2.4.14.3. Obtaining DASMM enhancers 
Starting with the DASMM regions (Obtaining DASMM regions, section 2.4.13.2), annotated and unannotated 
Transcription Start Sites were removed using Bedtools. These regions are referred to as DASMM enhancers (Figure 
2-4). 
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Figure 2-4: Chromatin accessible region types for MM subgroups vs. PC analysis.
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Consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups are obtained and through differential analysis of the reads in peaks, 
DASMM regions are attained. Annotated and unannotated TSS of more than one exon are removed from these 
regions to obtain DASMM enhancers. Additionally, DASMM regions overlapping PC accessible peaks are removed to 
obtain SMM regions. By also removing TSS from SMM regions, SMM enhancers are obtained. 
 
2.4.14.4. Obtaining SMM regions 
SMM regions were produced from DASMM regions as specified in General considerations for 
RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2, applying thresholds for over accessible regions 
and maintaining regions with at least one MM subgroup vs PC over accessible. The ATAC DE 
subgroup vs. PC columns were updated to reflect whether the subgroup is DA with respect to 
PC in terms of the log2FoldChange with these new thresholds. Using Bedtools, only regions, 
which were not overlapping any PC accessible peaks (see Obtaining PC accessible peaks, 
section 2.4.11), were maintained. The regions are referred as “SMM regions” (Figure 2-4). 
These regions were annotated following the same method specified in Annotations of the 
consensus peak regions, section 2.4.8. 
2.4.14.5. Obtaining SMM enhancers 
Starting with the SMM regions, annotated and unannotated Transcription Start Sites were 
removed using Bedtools (Figure 2-4). The remaining regions are referred to as “SMM 
enhancers”. 
 
2.5. Integrated ATAC and RNA analysis 
2.5.1. Relating candidate enhancer regions with altered expression genes 
2.5.1.1. Linking candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes 
The annotated protein coding genes’ TSS were obtained from the Geneset annotations for the 
human genome. The TSS were strand-aware extended to cover the promoters: 2kb upstream 
(to overlap the TATA box, proximal and distal promoter) and 100bp downstream of the TSS (to 
cover the TSS) using Bedtools. Each candidate enhancer from the set used was then extended 
1Mb upstream and downstream (using Bedtools) and the promoters of all protein coding 
genes within that area were related (Figure 2-5 black and dark yellow boxes). 
Ensembl gene ids were converted to symbols and added gene function descriptions using the 
AnnotationDbi R package (Pages et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2-5: Criteria for enhancer - promoter interactions. 
Interactions are determined on the basis of candidate enhancer regions within 1Mb of genes with altered expression 
in the malignant compared with the healthy state. Black boxes: genes with no altered expression. Dark yellow boxes: 
genes with altered expression. 
 
2.5.1.2. Obtaining MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding genes 
The interactions between MMPC enhancers and all protein coding genes were determined as 
specified in Linking candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.1. From 
these interactions, only interactions containing DEMM genes were kept. Information on 
whether each region – gene pair contains a MM CL vs. PC DE gene (see Obtaining MM vs. PC 
DE genes between MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples, section 2.3.6.3) or overlaps a MM cell 
line chromatin accessible peak, was added to the interactions (overlapping with Bedtools the 
regions obtained in Obtaining cell line chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.12). These 
interactions are referred to as MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding genes (Figure 2-5 
dark yellow boxes). 
2.5.1.3. Obtaining MM enhancers regulating OEMM protein coding genes 
From the table produced in Obtaining MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding genes, 
section 2.5.1.2, interactions were only maintained if both the region and gene complied with 
the over accessible and OE criteria respectively explained in Tests performed and thresholds 
used to obtain significant regions and genes, section 2.2.2. Using the guidelines explained in 
this section, the remaining interactions were annotated with information as to whether the 
gene involved are over-expressed in cell lines. 
Finally, using Bedtools, information regarding whether an interaction contained a region which 
was overlapping any PC accessible peaks (Obtaining PC accessible peaks, section 2.4.11), was 
annotated. Interactions containing these overlaps were removed and the remaining 
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interactions are referred to as “MM enhancers regulating OEMM protein coding genes” (Figure 
2-5 dark yellow boxes). 
2.5.1.4. Obtaining DASMM enhancers - protein coding DESMM genes 
The interactions between DASMM enhancers and all protein coding genes were determined as 
specified in Linking candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.1.  
From these interactions, only interactions containing DESMM genes and DASMM enhancers 
(for at least one subgroup vs. PC), were kept. Information on whether each region – gene pair 
interaction contains a MM subgroup CL vs. PC DE gene (see Obtaining subgroup MM vs. PC DE 
genes between MM cell lines vs. PC primary samples, section 2.3.6.4) was added. Furthermore, 
using Bedtools, information regarding whether an interaction contained a region which was 
overlapping any PC accessible peaks (see Obtaining PC accessible peaks, section 2.4.11) and 
whether an overlap with a MM cell line chromatin accessible peak (overlapping with Bedtools 
the regions obtained in Obtaining cell line chromatin accessible peaks, section 2.4.12), was 
annotated. These region – gene pairs are referred to as DASMM enhancers - protein coding 
DESMM genes (Figure 2-5 dark yellow boxes). 
2.5.1.5. SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes 
From the table produced in Obtaining DASMM enhancers - protein coding DESMM genes, 
section 2.5.1.4, interactions were only maintained if both the region and gene complied with 
the over accessible and OE criteria respectively explained in Tests performed and thresholds 
used to obtain significant regions and genes, section 2.2.2, in at least one MM subgroup and 
not overlapping any PC peaks. These interactions are referred to as SMM enhancers regulating 
protein coding OESMM genes (Figure 2-5 dark yellow boxes). 
2.5.2. Obtaining candidate enhancer regions sets within 1Mb of candidate regulated genes sets 
Promoters for protein coding and non-coding genes were obtained by extending the TSS as 
specified in Linking candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.1. Three 
promoter sets were created: all promoters, DEMM genes and OEMM genes by filtering out the 
corresponding gene set in each case. 
MMPC enhancers and MM enhancers previously obtained were extended upstream and 
downstream by 1Mb (Figure 2-5). For the following combinations, the number of extended 
candidate regions intersecting each promoter were obtained (variations for protein coding and 
non-protein coding of the below): 
 All promoters with extended MMPC enhancers. 
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 Promoters of DEMM genes with extended MMPC enhancers. 
 All promoters with extended MM enhancers. 
 Promoters of OEMM genes with extended MM enhancers. 
2.5.3. Obtaining states for the MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding genes on other cell 
types 
From MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding genes (Obtaining MMPC enhancers near 
DEMM protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.2) the unique regions were acquired. The human 
genome was divided into 200bp windows and each window overlapping the enhancer regions 
used was kept using Bedtools intersect. 
Next, the Chromatin State Segmentations (12 states) by ChromHMM for the 173 cell types for 
the GRCh38 genome available to date in The DeepBlue Epigenomic Data Server (Albrecht et al., 
2016) were retrieved. The chromatin state segmentations are already divided into the same 
200bp windows where each row contains a region and the state for each of the cell type. Each 
200bp enhancer region was intersected with the cell states table to obtain the chromatin state 
for each cell state in the region. 
Using manually curated annotations for each cell type provided by our collaborator Nikolaos 
Trasanidis (Centre for Haematology - Imperial College London), the cell types categories were 
refined and classified into disease/normal status. 
Heatmaps were produced for the regions and states in each cell type. Gower distance between 
the different states in cell types and enhancers and average clustering linkage was employed 
for the dendrograms. 
2.5.4. Relationship between protein coding promoter accessibility and gene expression in MM 
and PC 
From the quantified genes in the RNA-seq experiments (RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2) 
only protein coding genes that had annotated TSS in the human genome geneset were 
selected. In total 19,957 genes. 
To obtain chromatin accessibility of the promoters in each condition (MM and PC), the 
promoters for protein coding genes were obtained by extending the TSS as specified in Linking 
candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.1. For each condition (MM 
and PC), each promoter was overlapped with the corresponding consensus peaks for PC and 
MM (see “Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for PC and MM”) using Bedtools. 
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To obtain the gene expression for each sample in terms of Transcripts Per Million (TPM), the 
gene quantification pipeline in RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2 was used. The average 
TPM for each gene for MM samples and PC samples was calculated and a threshold of 5 TPM 
or more than was used to establish an expressed gene. 
For each condition, lists of genes were created with all combinations of: 
 Promoter chromatin accessibility. 
 Gene expression (expressed or not based on threshold). 
OEMM genes were obtained as specified in Obtaining OEMM genes, section 2.3.6.5, and only 
protein coding genes were selected. These gene identifiers were intersected with the gene 
categories established earlier to get all combinations.  
2.5.5. Reads in peaks tables 
2.5.5.1. rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for condition (MM or PC) 
effect for the MM and PC consensus peaks 
The table with the reads in PC and MM consensus peaks were obtained as referred to in 
Getting the sample five prime shifted tag counts in each consensus peak for PC and MM, 
section 2.4.9.1. The rLog counts with batch effects removed (taking into account MM and PC 
effects) were obtained with samples belonging to batches with only one sample were placed 
on the same meta batch. rLog and the batch effects were removed using the tools specified in 
General considerations for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2. 
2.5.5.2. rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect for the 
subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks 
The table with the reads in each subgroup consensus peak for PC and MM subgroups was 
obtained as described in Getting the sample five prime shifted tags in each consensus peak for 
PC and MM subgroups, section 2.4.9.2. The rLog counts, with batch effects removed (taking 
into account MM subgroup and PC effects) of the counts per peak were obtained with samples 
belonging to batches with only one sample were placed on the same meta batch. Non-
cytogenetically annotated samples were placed in the same subgroup (MM_OTHER). rLog and 
the batch effects were removed using the tools specified in General considerations for RNA-
seq and ATAC-seq analysis, section 2.2. 
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2.5.6. Gene quantification tables 
2.5.6.1. rLog RNA-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for condition (MM or PC) effect 
The table of the quantified reads in each gene for each sample (Table 2-1 “MM-PC” category) 
was produced as explained in RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2. rLog and batch correction, 
taking into account MM and PC effects, was performed as previously specified, with samples 
belonging to batches with only one sample placed on the same meta batch.  
2.5.6.2. rLog RNA-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect 
The table of the quantified reads in each gene for each sample (Table 2-1 “Subgroup” 
category) was produced as explained in RNA-seq quantification, section 2.3.2. rLog and batch 
correction, taking into account MM subgroup and PC effects was performed as previously 
specified with samples belonging to batches with only one sample were placed on the same 
batch. 
2.5.7. MM and PC consensus peaks chromatin accessibility and RNA-seq profiles for all genes 
For the chromatin accessibility profiles, the normalized reads in MM and PC consensus peaks 
were obtained as described in rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for 
condition (MM or PC) effect for the MM and PC consensus peaks, section 2.5.5.1. The average 
rlog count for the PC samples was calculated. The log2 fold changes between MM and PC were 
obtained for each consensus peak for PC and MM by the same procedure as the DAMM 
regions (see Obtaining DAMM regions, section 2.4.13.1) without filtering significant DA 
regions. 
For the RNA-seq profiles, the normalized gene counts were obtained as mentioned in rLog 
RNA-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for condition (MM or PC) effect, section 
2.5.6.1. The average rlog for the PC samples was calculated. The log2 fold changes between 
MM and PC were obtained for each gene for PC and MM by the same procedure as the DEMM 
genes (see Obtaining DEMM genes, section 2.3.6.1) without filtering out significant DE genes. 
For both ATAC and RNA profiles, since raw counts were normalized and batch effects removed 
accounting for condition, only the MM vs PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch and its 
adjusted p-value was used. The average rlog count for the PC and log2 fold changes between 
MM and PC were plotted taking into account that adjusted p-values of less than 0.05 were 
considered significant. The regions and genes either with 0 basemeans, containing a MM or PC 
sample with an extreme count outlier or filtered by Deseq2 automatic independent filtering 
for having a low mean normalized count were not shown. 
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2.5.8. Subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks chromatin accessibility and RNA-seq profiles for 
all genes 
An analogous version to MM and PC consensus peaks chromatin accessibility and RNA-seq 
profiles for all genes, section 2.5.7, for MM subgroups vs. PC, was computed. 
In this case, for the chromatin accessibility profiles, the normalized read counts in subgroup 
MM and PC consensus peaks (see rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for 
subgroup effect for the subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks, section 2.5.5.2) were obtained 
and mean rLog for the PC samples in each consensus peak calculated. The log2 fold changes 
between each subgroup and PC, and cognate adjusted p-values obtained from the same 
analysis described in Obtaining DASMM regions, section 2.4.13.2, without filtering significant 
DA regions.  
For the RNA-seq profiles, the normalized gene counts were obtained as described in rLog RNA-
seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect, section 2.5.6.2. The mean 
rLog counts for the PC samples was calculated. The log2 fold changes between each subgroup 
and PC and adjusted p-values were obtained for all genes by the same procedure as with the 
DESMM genes (see Obtaining DESMM genes, section 2.3.6.2) without filtering the significant 
DE genes. 
Threshold for significance is the same as in MM and PC consensus peaks chromatin 
accessibility and RNA-seq profiles for all genes, section 2.5.7. 
2.5.9. Chromatin accessibility and gene expression subtyping classification profiles for MMPC 
enhancers near DEMM coding genes 
For the chromatin accessibility profiling, the normalized read counts in the MM and PC 
consensus peaks were obtained as described in rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects 
accounting for condition (MM or PC) effect for the MM and PC consensus peaks, section 
2.5.5.1. From this table, only the regions corresponding to the MMPC enhancers near 
differential protein coding genes (see Obtaining MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding 
genes, section 2.5.1.2) were considered. 
For the RNA-seq profiles, the normalized gene counts were obtained as described in rLog RNA-
seq counts removing batch effects accounting for condition (MM or PC) effect, section 2.5.6.1. 
From this table, only genes corresponding to the MMPC enhancers near DEMM protein coding 
genes were considered.  
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Different heatmaps were produced for the selected regions and genes using the normalized 
counts and the heatmap.2 function from the gplots R package.  For the hierarchical clustering 
of samples and features 1 – Pearson correlation was used as distance metric and average 
linkage as the clustering method. 
2.5.10. Chromatin accessibility and gene expression subtyping classification profiles for DASMM 
enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes 
For the chromatin accessibility profiling, the normalized read counts in the subgroup MM and 
PC consensus peaks were obtained as described in rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch 
effects accounting for subgroup effect for the subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks, section 
2.5.5.2. From this table, only the regions corresponding to the DASMM enhancers - protein 
coding DESMM genes (see Obtaining DASMM enhancers - protein coding DESMM genes, 
section 2.5.1.4) were considered. 
For the RNA-seq profiles, the normalized gene counts were obtained as mentioned in rLog 
RNA-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect, section 2.5.6.2. From 
this table, only DASMM enhancers - protein coding DESMM genes. 
Different heatmaps (R heatmap.2 package) were produced for the selected regions and genes 
using the normalized counts with 1 – Pearson correlation was used as distance between 
features and samples, average linkage used for regions and complete linkage used for the 
clustering of genes. 
2.5.11. Accessibility and CCND2 expression correlation plots for candidate enhancer regions 
regions 
The normalized read counts in the subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks were obtained as 
specified in rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect for 
the subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks, section 2.5.5.2, from this the values for the 
candidate enhancer regions for the CCND2 gene studied were selected. The normalized gene 
counts (see rLog RNA-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect, 
section 2.5.6.2) were also obtained for the CCND2 gene. 
The correlation (R2 and Pearson) between both was calculated. 
 
2.6. Motif enrichment 
Motif enrichment was performed on selected regions by inputting them to the 
pipeline_denovo_motifs pipeline using CGATPipelines framework (Sudbery, 2019b) which was 
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developed by Ian Sudbery and contains some fixes done by myself. Briefly, the analysis 
pipeline runs MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) and DREME (Bailey, 2011) version 4.12.0 from the 
MEME suite. MEME was used to detect 40 maximum motifs, using DNA alphabet, allowing 
sites on both strands, finding distribution of motifs with any number of repetitions. DREME 
was used with minimum width of core motif 5 and maximum 30. This was performed to find 
novel motifs enriched in the provided regions. The motifs found were inspected for similarities 
between them using Tomtom (Gupta et al., 2007), which is also included in the MEME suite. 
First clusters of motifs were created by linking de novo motifs that were significantly similar (q-
value less than 0.05). The de novo motif having the most significant E-value and number of 
found binding sites was selected as the representative motif of the cluster. Then clusters were 
merged if their representative de novo motifs were similar (q-value less than 0.1). 
The reference motifs for each cluster were then checked for similarity to consensus binding 
sites for TFs from multiple databases using Tomtom. The databases used are: 
 Jaspar databases: JASPAR_CORE_2016, JASPAR_CORE_REDUNDANT_2016, 
JASPAR_CORE_2016_vertebrates, JASPAR_CORE_REDUNDANT_2016_vertebrates 
(Mathelier et al., 2016). 
 HOCOMOCO databases: HOCOMOCOv10_HUMAN, HOCOMOCOv10_MOUSE 
(Kulakovskiy et al., 2016). 
 CIS-BP databases: Homo_sapiens, Mus_musculus (Weirauch et al., 2014). 
 EUKARYOTE wei2010 human and mouse databases included with MEME version 
4.12.0. 
2.6.1. TF binding enrichment in the unique MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes 
Motif enrichment was performed on MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes, by 
getting the unique regions from all the interactions and merging contiguous regions using 
Bedtools. These regions were then inputted and processed as specified in Motif enrichment, 
section 2.6. 
2.6.2. TF binding enrichment in the SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes 
Motif enrichment was performed on the SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM 
genes, by getting only the unique regions from all the interactions and merging contiguous 
regions using Bedtools. These regions were then input and processed as specified in the start 
of the Motif enrichment, section 2.6. 
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A threshold of E-value < 0.05 was used for de novo motifs which were enriched in the regions 
for each enhancer set and subsequent similarity of TFs motifs with these de novo motifs. Only 
unique motifs - corresponding TFs combinations were reported. In cases where a motif for a TF 
was found for multiple species, only the human version was shown, if the human version was 
not present, only the mouse version was shown if it was available. The results using DREME 
and MEME were combined for each enhancer set. In turn, the results for each enhancer set 
were combined into a final table, showing whether each enriched motif in at least one MM 
subgroup enhancer was enriched in the other MM subgroup enhancers. 
2.6.3. Gene expression comparison for TF genes binding to SMM enhancers regulating protein 
coding OESMM genes for the different conditions 
Using the TF binding enrichments in the regulatory SMM enhancers (see TF binding 
enrichment in the SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes, section 2.6.2). A 
list of 425 TF genes was obtained by including genes having motif enrichment in at least one 
subgroup for regulatory SMM enhancers (38 TFs) and then overlapping and getting unique 
gene ids (Ensembl id) from: 
 TF genes found in the HOCOMOCOv10 HUMAN database (641 TFs). 
 Genes with measured RNA-seq data in this study (57992 genes). 
The 425 TF genes are referred to as annotated TF genes. To obtain Ensembl ids from gene 
names, the human gene symbol to Ensembl id conversions with the R package org.Hs.eg.db 
version 3.7.0 (Carlson, 2018) and a curated list for human genes (National Center for 
Biotechnology Information, 2019) were used. 
For this list, the rLog with batch effects removed of the gene expression were obtained as 
previously specified on the sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 respectively for quantified genes (section 
2.3.2) for all quality samples (Table 2-1, including the PC, MM CL and all MM samples). Since 
there are comparisons between PC, MM and MM CLs and given that MM CLs subgroups may 
not be comparable to MM subgroups, it was decided to not account for subgroup effect in this 
calculation. 
Gene expression was obtained for each TF list and all combinations of: 
 Each group of samples PC, MM, MM CLs. 
 Two groups from the annotated genes: one with the TF genes with significant binding 
in MM any subgroup and another one with no enrichment in MM subgroup. 
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For each combination, the mean regularized gene expression was calculated for the 
corresponding samples and genes. Then a two-sample one tail Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
within each group of samples (MM, PC and MM CLs) was performed under the null hypothesis 
that the distribution of gene means was not greater for TFs with significant motif enrichment 
in any MM subgroup compared with TFs without significant motif enrichment in any MM 
subgroup. 
100,000 permutation tests were performed through random sampling of a number of 
annotated genes equal to the number of TFs with a motif significantly enriched in any MM 
subgroup from all annotated genes. For MM, PC and MM CLs, for each sample the average 
expression of the selected TFs was calculated. The mean of all gene expression means (average 
expression of the selected TFs for the random sample of TFs) was compared to that of MM 
subgroup enriched annotated genes in any MM subgroup. The number of tests having the 
random sample average TF gene average expression higher or equal to that of TF motif 
enriched annotated genes in any MM subgroup was obtained and p-values were calculated. 
Similarly, as done with each combination of PC, MM and MM CLs samples, another set of 
combinations was performed for: 
 Each MM subgroup. 
 Two groups from the annotated genes: one with the TF genes with significant binding 
in the particular MM and another one with no enrichment in the particular MM 
subgroup. 
For each combination, the mean regularized gene expression was calculated for the 
corresponding samples and genes. Then a two-sample one tail Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
within each group of samples (MM subgroups) was performed under the null hypothesis that 
the distribution of gene means was not greater for TFs with significant motif enrichment in the 
particular MM subgroup compared with TFs without significant motif enrichment in the 
particular MM subgroup. 
For each subgroup, 100,000 permutation tests were performed through random sampling of 
all annotated genes, each sample’s number of elements was equal to the number of TF motif 
enriched annotated genes in that particular MM subgroup. The average of all gene expression 
averages (average expression of the selected TFs for the random sample) was compared to 
that of MM subgroup enriched annotated genes in that MM subgroup. The number of tests 
having the random sample average TF gene average expression higher or equal to that of TF 
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motif enriched annotated TF genes in that MM subgroup was obtained and p-values were 
calculated. 
 
2.7. Genomic annotations of regions 
To annotate regions, the R library Annotatr version 1.8.0 (Cavalcante and Sartor, 2017) was 
used, with annotations from the library TxDb.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg38.knownGene (Team_BC and 
Maintainer_BP, 2019). Any region can overlap multiple different types of genomic annotations 
on both strands but for each region, a particular type is only reported once. The annotations 
cover the following types: 
 Gene promoters (<1Kb upstream of the TSS). 
 Genes 5’ UTRs 
 Genes 3’ UTRs 
 Genes coding sequences (cds): All exons after removing the 5’ UTRs and 3’ UTRs 
 Genes introns 
 Genes intergenic regions 
 
2.8. Multi Omics Factor Analysis (MOFA) 
2.8.1. rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect for the MM 
and PC consensus peaks 
Reads in each consensus PC and MM peak were obtained as referred to in Getting the sample 
five prime shifted tag counts in each consensus peak for PC and MM, section 2.4.9.1. The rLog 
with batch effects removed (taking into account MM subgroup and PC effects) of the counts 
per peak were obtained, samples belonging to batches with only one sample were placed on 
the same batch, non-cytogenetically annotated samples were placed on the same subgroup 
(MM_OTHER). rLog and batch effects were removed from the rLog expression as previously 
specified. 
2.8.2. MOFA input features and execution 
For ATAC-seq, normalized reads in each consensus PC and MM peak were obtained as 
specified in rLog ATAC-seq counts removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect for 
the MM and PC consensus peaks, section 2.8.1. Regions corresponding to gender 
chromosomes (chrX and chrY) and annotated and unannotated TSS (obtained as explained in 
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in Obtaining annotated and unannotated Transcription Start Sites, section 2.3.5) were 
removed from these regions using GNU Awk and Bedtools respectively, yielding 273,216 
remaining regions. The variance per peak was calculated and only the 5000 (or 10,000) peaks 
with the highest variance were selected. 
For RNA-seq, normalized gene counts were obtained as specified in rLog RNA-seq counts 
removing batch effects accounting for subgroup effect, section 2.5.6.2. Genes with the TSS in 
gender chromosomes in the human genome were removed from the table. The sample names 
from the RNA-seq were converted to ATAC-seq sample names in this table, the variance per 
gene was calculated and only the 5000 (or 10,000) genes with highest variance. 
Using the R library MOFAtools version 0.99.0 (Argelaguet et al., 2018), the ATAC-seq and RNA-
seq tables were inputted to MOFA. The default data and model options were used and 
Gaussian data was selected both for ATAC-seq and RNA-seq. The training options used that 
were different to the defaults were: dropping factor threshold of 0.01, 10,000 maximum 
iterations, minimum tolerance convergence threshold of 0.01. Information on each samples’ 
subgroup (cytogenetic MM subgroup, PC or “MM_OTHER” for MM samples with no 
cytogenetic information), condition (PC or MM) was not used by MOFA but was included for 
the analysis of the results. 
The R script used to train the MOFA model can be found in: 
MOFA/MOFA_top5k_var_peaks_and_genes_no_gender_no_TSS_train_model.R 
The bash script to run the MOFA R script can be found in: 
MOFA/MOFA_train_model_script.sh 
2.8.3. Silhouette score for samples 
The sample and LF weights table (for all LFs) resulting from running MOFA as specified in 
MOFA input features and execution, section 2.8.2, were obtained. Additionally, the same table 
from running a MOFA model using only the same RNA-seq features and with the same 
parameters was obtained. For each model, each sample was assigned a label belonging to the 
cluster determined by its cytogenetic subgroup, the per sample silhouette score was obtained 
by calculating Euclidean distances between samples using all LFs as dimensions and also LF1 to 
LF5. This was done using the “silhouette” function from the “cluster” version 2.0.6 R package 
(Maechler et al., 2016). The mean silhouette score for each subgroup and model was 
calculated. 
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2.8.4. MOFA gene features and MM disease – gene association scores 
The genes - LF weights table (for all LFs) resulting from running MOFA as specified in MOFA 
input features and execution, section 2.8.2, was obtained. The 1,311 available genes and their 
association score with Multiple Myeloma (Piñero et al., 2020) by selecting "Multiple Myeloma, 
C0026764" were obtained and added to the genes - LF weights table. 
2.8.5. MOFA features interactions between candidate enhancers and genes with supervised 
analysis details 
The LF factor weights for each MOFA accessibility and gene feature and each LF was obtained, 
the corresponding annotated promoter sites for these gene features were obtained as 
described in Obtaining annotated and unannotated Transcription Start Sites, section 2.3.5. As 
done previously to obtain interactions, the promoters were extended 1Mb upstream and 
downstream and overlapped with the MOFA accessibility features (Figure 2-5 and Linking 
candidate enhancers to target protein coding genes, section 2.5.1.1), this was done for each 
LF.  
For the resulting candidate enhancer – gene interactions it was determined if they were 
overlapping MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes and MMPC enhancers near 
DEMM protein coding genes. Additionally, details for the accessibility and expression mean 
counts and for the all log2foldchanges and its averages (see Tests performed and thresholds 
used to obtain significant regions and genes, section 2.2.2 for the MM vs. PC analysis) were 
added to these interactions. 
Furthermore, the interactions were also annotated with MM subgroup vs. PC accessibility and 
expression details from the supervised analysis. For accessibility features, each MOFA feature 
was overlapped with the consensus peaks for primary PC and MM subgroups, with Bedtools 
version 2.22.1. In cases where there were multiple overlaps, the details for the PC and MM 
subgroup peak with the largest overlap was selected. The subgroup details added include 
accessibility and expression details (see Tests performed and thresholds used to obtain 
significant regions and genes, section 2.2.2, for the subgroup MM vs. PC analysis) for 
log2FoldChanges, whether each feature is DE/DA, OE or over accessible in each subgroup. 
The fields in the 
MOFA/MOFA_all_LFs_ATAC_1Mb_RNA_promoters_MM_vs_PC_and_subgroup_MM_vs_PC_d
etails.tsv.gz table are: 
 Chr: Chromosome of the MOFA region. 
 Start: Coordinate start of the MOFA region. 
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 End: Coordinate end of the MOFA region. 
 Factor: MOFA model factor. 
 Weight_ATAC: Weight assigned to the ATAC-seq feature. 
 Weight_RNA: Weight assigned to the RNA-seq feature. 
 SYMBOL: Gene symbol of the RNA-seq feature. 
 GENENAME: Gene description of the RNA-seq feature. 
 Present_MM_vs_PC_strict: Whether the interaction is a MM enhancer near OEMM 
protein coding gene. 
 ATAC_baseMean: Accessibility counts mean for the MOFA region. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19: Accessibility MM vs. average 
CD19 (PC) log2FoldChanges. 
 ATAC_padj_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19: Accessibility MM vs. average CD19 (PC) 
adjusted p-value. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_donor: Accessibility MM vs. average 
donor (PC) log2FoldChanges. 
 ATAC_padj_MM_vs_average_ND_donor: Accessibility MM vs. average donor (PC) 
adjusted p-value. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC: Accessibility MM vs. PC Log 
Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch log2FoldChanges. 
 ATAC_padj_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC: Accessibility MM vs. PC Log Ratio Test 
(LRT) accounting for batch adjusted p-value. 
 ATAC_MM_vs_PC_log2FoldChange_avg: Average accessibility MM vs. PC 
log2FoldChanges (ATAC_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19, 
ATAC_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_donor, 
ATAC_log2FoldChange_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC). 
 RNA_baseMean: Expression counts mean for the MOFA gene. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19: Expression MM vs. average CD19 
(PC) log2FoldChanges. 
 RNA_padj_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19: Expression MM vs. average CD19 (PC) adjusted 
p-value. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_donor: Expression MM vs. average donor 
(PC) log2FoldChanges. 
 RNA_padj_MM_vs_average_ND_donor: Expression MM vs. average donor (PC) 
adjusted p-value. 
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 RNA_log2FoldChange_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC: Expression MM vs. PC Log 
Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch log2FoldChanges. 
 RNA_padj_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC: Expression MM vs. PC Log Ratio Test 
(LRT) accounting for batch log2FoldChanges. 
 RNA_MM_vs_PC_log2FoldChange_avg: Average expression MM vs. PC 
log2FoldChanges (RNA_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_CD19, 
RNA_log2FoldChange_MM_vs_average_ND_donor, 
RNA_log2FoldChange_LRT_batch_condition_MM_vs_PC) 
 Present_MM_vs_PC_generic: Whether the interaction is a MM, PC candidate 
enhancers near a differential protein coding gene. 
 Gene: The Ensembl id of the MOFA gene. 
 ATAC_padj_LRT_MM_subgroup_vs_PC: Accessibility MM subgroup vs. PC Log Ratio 
Test (LRT) accounting for batch adjusted p-value. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_HD_vs_ND: Accessibility HD vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 ATAC_lfcSE_HD_vs_ND: Accessibility HD vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for 
batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_CCND1_vs_ND: Accessibility CCND1 vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 ATAC_lfcSE_CCND1_vs_ND: Accessibility CCND1 vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting 
for batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_MAF_vs_ND: Accessibility MAF vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 ATAC_lfcSE_MAF_vs_ND: Accessibility MAF vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for 
batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 ATAC_log2FoldChange_MMSET_vs_ND: Accessibility MMSET vs. PC Log Ratio Test 
(LRT) accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 ATAC_lfcSE_MMSET_vs_ND: Accessibility MMSET vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 ATAC_DE_HD_vs_ND: Accessibility consensus subgroup MM and PC region is DA in HD 
vs. PC, this is, accessibility MM subgroup vs. PC LRT accounting for batch adjusted p-
value < 0.05 and: 
o -1 if log2FoldChange <= -1 
o +1 if log2FoldChange >= +1 
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o 0 if abs(log2FoldChange) < 1 
 ATAC_DE_CCND1_vs_ND: Accessibility consensus subgroup MM and PC region is DA in 
CCND vs. PC. 
 ATAC_DE_MAF_vs_ND: Accessibility consensus subgroup MM and PC region is DA in 
MAF vs. PC. 
 ATAC_DE_MMSET_vs_ND: Accessibility consensus subgroup MM and PC region is DA 
in MMSET vs. PC. 
 RNA_padj_LRT_MM_subgroup_vs_PC: Expression MM subgroup vs. PC Log Ratio Test 
(LRT) accounting for batch adjusted p-value. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_HD_vs_ND: Expression HD vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 RNA_lfcSE_HD_vs_ND: Expression HD vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for batch 
log2FoldChange standard error. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_CCND1_vs_ND: Expression CCND1 vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 RNA_lfcSE_CCND1_vs_ND: Expression CCND1 vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting 
for batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_MAF_vs_ND: Expression MAF vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 RNA_lfcSE_MAF_vs_ND: Expression MAF vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting for 
batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 RNA_log2FoldChange_MMSET_vs_ND: Expression MMSET vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) 
accounting for batch log2FoldChange. 
 RNA_lfcSE_MMSET_vs_ND: Expression MMSET vs. PC Log Ratio Test (LRT) accounting 
for batch log2FoldChange standard error. 
 RNA_DE_HD_vs_ND: HD vs. PC differential expression, this is, expression of MM 
subgroup vs. PC LRT accounting for batch adjusted p-value < 0.05 and: 
o -1 if log2FoldChange <= -1.5 
o +1 if log2FoldChange >= +1.5 
o 0 if abs(log2FoldChange) < 1.5 
 RNA_DE_CCND1_vs_ND: CCND1 vs. PC differential expression. 
 RNA_DE_MAF_vs_ND: MAF vs. PC differential expression. 
 RNA_DE_MMSET_vs_ND: MMSET vs. PC differential expression. 
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 Present_CCND1_vs_PC_strict: Whether the MOFA interaction is more accessible and 
OE in CCND1 compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_HD_vs_PC_strict: Whether the MOFA interaction is more accessible and OE in 
HD compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_MAF_vs_PC_strict: Whether the MOFA interaction is more accessible and OE 
in MAF compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_MMSET_vs_PC_strict: Whether the MOFA interaction is more accessible and 
OE in MMSET compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_CCND1_vs_PC_generic: Whether the MOFA interaction is DA and DE in CCND1 
compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_HD_vs_PC_generic: Whether the MOFA interaction is DA and DE in HD 
compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_MAF_vs_PC_generic: Whether the MOFA interaction is DA and DE in MAF 
compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 Present_MMSET_vs_PC_generic: Whether the MOFA interaction is DA and DE in 
MMSET compared with PC (supervised analysis). 
 
2.9. Gene Ontology analysis 
Gene ontology analysis was performed using R version 3.5.1 and the packages goseq version 
1.34.0, TxDb.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg38.knownGene version 3.4.0, geneLenDataBase version 1.18.0, 
org.Hs.eg.db version 3.7.0, KEGGREST 1.22.0. The analysis Rscript can be found in:  
Analysis_scripts/Goseq-analysis_human_parameters.R 
Briefly, the script is provided with background genes which include the particular selected 
genes for enrichment analysis. It calculates a Probability Weighting Function for all background 
genes supplied taking into account gene length using the Goseq (Young et al., 2010) ‘nullp’ 
function and gets the Gene Ontology categories for all background genes. Results are obtained 
by testing different enriched statistics. FDRs are calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg 
procedure and thresholded using the FDR specified. An enrichment metric for each category is 
calculated as: the ratio of proportion of selected genes in the category from all selected genes 
with category and proportion of background genes in the category from all background genes 
with category. The different statistics used in the testing of all categories (Cellular Component, 
Biological Process and Molecular Function): Wallenius, Random sampling to generate the null 
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distribution, Hypergeometric with no gene length correction. Unless stated otherwise, only 
Wallenius is reported. Additionally, Wallenius approximation is done only on Biological Process 
and Molecular Function independently to reduce the multiple testing burden. Finally, a KEGG 
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) analysis pathway is performed. To reduce the 
number of tests to perform for each approximation, only categories with at least 10 
background genes are taken into account. 
2.9.1. Gene Ontology analysis on DEMM genes 
Gene Ontology analysis was performed as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, section 2.9, 
using as background genes all genes quantified and selected genes, the DEMM genes, using 
FDR of 0.1. 
2.9.2. Gene Ontology analysis on OEMM genes 
Gene Ontology analysis was performed as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, section 2.9, 
using as background genes all genes quantified and selected genes, the OEMM genes, using 
FDR of 0.1. 
2.9.3. Gene Ontology analysis on DESMM genes 
First subsets of the DESMM genes were calculated for each subgroup (see thresholds for DE 
genes in Tests performed and thresholds used to obtain significant regions and genes, section 
2.2.2). Each of these sets is referred from here onwards as differential expressed (DE) genes 
between MM particular subgroup and PC. 
Different Gene Ontology analysis were performed as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, 
section 2.9, using as background all genes quantified and as selected genes, the DESMM genes 
and each of the sets of DE genes between MM particular subgroup and PC using FDR of 0.1. 
Wallenius significant test results for each of the ontology analysis were combined filtering 
using a category enrichment of genes of 2 or more over background was performed for each of 
the test sets. 
2.9.4. Gene Ontology analysis on OESMM genes 
Subsets of the OESMM were calculated for each subgroup (see thresholds for OE genes in 
Tests performed and thresholds used to obtain significant regions and genes, section 2.2.2). 
Each of these sets is referred from here onwards as particular subgroup OESMM genes (for 
example MAF OESMM genes). 
Different Gene Ontology analysis were performed as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, 
section 2.9, using as background all genes quantified and as selected genes, the OESMM genes 
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and each of the sets of particular subgroup OESMM genes using FDR of 0.1. Wallenius 
significant test results for each of the ontology analysis were combined and filtered using a 
category enrichment cutoff of 2 or more over background. 
2.9.5. Gene Ontology analysis on top MOFA LF1 and LF2 MM activated genes 
Separate gene Ontology analyses were performed for LF1 and LF2, as specified in Gene 
Ontology analysis, section 2.9, using as background all genes used as MOFA features and as 
selected genes, the top 10% (500) genes in each LF with the most extreme negative weights 
(reflecting MM activation) using FDR of 0.1. Wallenius significant test results were performed 
using a category enrichment cutoff of 2 or more over background. 
2.9.6. Gene Ontology analysis on top MOFA LF3 genes by absolute loading 
Gene Ontology analysis was performed for LF3, as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, section 
2.9, using as background all genes used as MOFA features and as selected genes, the top 10% 
(500) genes by LF3 absolute weights only for only Molecular Function categories at FDR of 0.1. 
Wallenius significant test results were outputted, filtering using a category enrichment cutoff 
of 2 or more over background. 
2.9.7. Gene Ontology analysis on top MOFA LF5 genes by absolute loading 
Gene Ontology analysis was performed for LF5, as specified in Gene Ontology analysis, section 
2.9, using as background all genes used as MOFA features and as selected genes, the top 10% 
(500) genes by LF5 absolute weights only for only Molecular Function categories at FDR of 0.1. 
Wallenius significant test results were outputted. 
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3. Chapter 3: MM vs. PC chromatin and gene expression analysis 
3.1. Acronyms and Abbreviations used in the chapter 
 
Acronym Definition 
3C Chromosome Conformation Capture 
ATAC-seq Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing 
BM Bone Marrow 
BMP Bone Morphogenetic Protein 
bp Base pair 
BP Biological Process 
CL Cell Line 
DA Differentially Accessible 
DAMM Differentially Accessible MM 
DE Differentially expressed 
DEMM Differentially Expressed MM 
eRNA Enhancer RNA 
FACS Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting 
FDR False Discovery Rate 
H3K27ac Acetylation of histone H3 lysine 27 
H3K4me1 Histone H3 lysine 4 monomethylation 
H3K4me3 Histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation 
HD Hyperdiploid 
IgH Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain 
Kb Kilobase 
KEGG Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
lnc-RNA Long non-coding RNA 
log2foldchange Log (base 2) fold change 
Mb Megabase 
mESC Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells 
MF Molecular Function 
miRNA Micro RNA 
MM Multiple Myeloma 
MMPC Multiple Myeloma and Plasma Cell 
mRNA Messenger RNA 
ncRNA Non-coding RNA 
ND Normal Donor 
OE Overexpressed 
OEMM Over Expressed MM 
PC Plasma Cell (used interchangeably with ND) 
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 
RNA-seq RNA sequencing 
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism 
TF Transcription Factor 
TPM Transcripts per Million 
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TSS Transcription Start Site 
UTR Untranslated Region 
 
 
3.2. Introduction 
MM is a cancer where the primary driver events in half of the patients involve rearrangement 
of the IgH enhancers deregulating the expression of oncogenes. MM enhancer biology is 
therefore a critical subject to study to understand how the PCs transition to the malignant 
state. Efforts in this regard have been previously performed extensively in hematopoietic 
cancers, for example, in different leukemia types (Gröschel et al., 2014; Yamazaki et al., 2014) 
where through chromosomal inversions and translocations, the expression of EVI1 is altered, 
or in Blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasms where the RUNX2 super-enhancer activates 
MYC (Kubota et al., 2019). In particular, B-cell lymphomas (Taub et al., 1982) and MM (Affer et 
al., 2014) have also benefited from these studies.  
3.2.1. ATAC-seq quality control metrics 
More recently, MM cells from patient bone marrow (BM) were compared with memory B-cells 
which were in vitro differentiated into PC (Jin et al., 2018). MM putative enhancer regions 
were determined on the basis of H3K27ac signal and approximately 20,000 candidate 
enhancers were found having a different signal between the differentiated PCs and MM 
samples. Candidate enhancer regions were assigned to genes within 200Kb accounting for 
CTCF sites. Since this study uses in vitro differentiated cells, only 11 MM samples (none 
reported to include MAF translocations) and H3K27ac signals which are known to generate 
different enhancer sets than chromatin accessibility (Kleftogiannis et al., 2015), it is possible 
that the study shown here can extend the MM enhancer biology knowledge. Samples quality is 
a key added value in the study in this thesis, recommendations in terms of ATAC-seq quality 
control include assigned fraction (reads in called chromatin accessible peaks from the total 
reads), fragment length, input reads and called peaks (Alasoo et al., 2017) have been proposed 
and taken into account. 
Read number: For ATAC-seq experiments, 50 million mapped reads have been proposed as a 
minimum to infer chromatin accessibility changes (Buenrostro et al., 2015; Neph et al., 2012). 
Other studies have produced at least 30 million filtered reads entering the peak caller 
(Ackermann et al., 2016).  
Assigned fraction: The assigned fraction is a measure of the ratio of reads used to form 
chromatin accessible regions with respect to the background reads produced by the assay 
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(similar to a signal to noise ratio). An assigned fraction of 10% or more has been used as a 
cutoff (Alasoo et al., 2017). 
Number of peaks called: Since the number of called peaks to be expected is correlated with 
the assigned fraction and the number of input reads, once these two metrics are 
accomplished, around 30,000 peaks per sample seems to be a reasonable lower limit (Alasoo 
et al., 2017). 
The ENCODE consortium has also produced ATAC-seq analysis guidelines and an analysis 
pipeline based on the work of the Kundaje lab (Kundaje, 2019a, 2019b). Together with Dr. Ian 
Sudbery, we also implemented many of the features of this pipeline when analyzing this data. 
Of particular interest are metrics which inform about the sample library complexity (where the 
sample lies in the unique fragment saturation curve). 
Different peak calling tools are available for ATAC-seq, they are mainly imported from the 
ChIP-seq data analysis. The most widely used are MACS2 (Zhang et al., 2008), Epic2 (Stovner 
and Sætrom, 2019) or ZINBA (Rashid et al., 2011). Following ENCODE guidelines, MACS2 was 
used to analyze the data. 
3.2.2. Chapter Aims 
The ultimate aim of this chapter is to obtain a set of active MM enhancers (Figure 2-3) and 
relate them to OEMM genes. For this, quality samples according to the guidelines stated are 
used to establish the chromatin accessible landscape of MM and the healthy state and 
obtaining significant differences between them pointing at condition specific enhancers. In a 
similar way, the gene expression program for the healthy and malignant state and associated 
expression changes during Myelomagenesis are also elucidated. Altered genes are studied in 
terms of the pathways involved through gene ontology. In addition, the influence of promoter 
accessibility in cancer altered genes is also examined to determine how critical of a factor it is. 
Specific and shared interactions between PC and MM are inferred from candidate enhancer 
regions being associated to genes though condition specific changes. This catalogue of 
regulatory mechanisms is also cross checked with MM cell lines to produce testable 
candidates. Furthermore, the regulatory regions inferred from these interactions are also 
studied on other cell types to determine if these candidate enhancer regions are active or are 
novel on other lineages. Moreover, from these interactions, the exclusively active ones in MM 
are studied for TF networks involved in them. 
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3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Quality control statistics 
For this study, 60 MM patients were recruited into the study following at diagnosis and relapse 
with all clinical information at recruitment. Bone marrow (BM) samples were obtained either 
at the Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust in London, or at the 
AHEPA University Hospital of Thessaloniki in Greece, patients were consented by Alexia 
Katsarou, (Department of Haematology) and Evdoxia Hatjiharissi at each facility respectively. 
Written informed consent and research ethics committee approval was obtained (Research 
Ethics Committee reference: 11/H0308/9). 
ATAC-seq was performed on 60 samples and RNA-seq on 54 as specified in section 2.1. Sample 
input material for ATAC-seq and RNA-seq was decided after purification aiming for 50,000 and 
100,000 paired-end reads for ATAC and RNA respectively (when available). The samples were 
then bioinformatically analysed post-hoc to maintain only samples complying with the 
guidelines mentioned in the introduction section of this chapter. 
Due to too low assigned fraction, a low number of single ends entering the peak caller, low 
quality when manually inspecting a sample’s peaks produced, ATAC – RNA pairing not 
available, non-comparable RNA type, RNA-seq contamination, only 38 paired ATAC – RNA were 
used (see Table 2-1), of which 33 are primary samples and 5 MM CL samples. Cytogenetic 
information was obtained for some samples prior to sequencing and was later confirmed by in-
house methods by Philippa May. Cytogenetics is available for primary MM samples creating 
subgroups based on translocations involving the IgH locus and the MMSET/NSD2, MAF and 
CCND1 genes and the Hyperdiploidy (HD) status (chapter 4). 
Since the ATAC-seq sequencing material was of significantly lower depth for MM CLs 
compared to PC and MM primary samples, the former samples were used only in a qualitative 
(and not quantitative) manner and correspondingly different quality control criteria were 
employed. Primary samples were used in determining the candidate enhancer regions 
regulating genes, only samples with more than around 30M single ends entering the peak 
caller (except sample A26.11 with 28,278,284) and in general greater than 10% assigned 
fraction (except sample A26.6B with 7%) were considered. Cell lines were only required to 
have an assigned fraction of around 10% or more and were used to obtain primary MM 
interactions also activated in CLs.
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The 38 samples consisted of: 5 primary PC samples comprising of 3 donors (with CD19+ and 
CD19- variant samples for two of them and a technical replicate for one of these) and 28 MM 
primary samples. In total, 3,124,720,754 RNA-seq read pairs were generated with an average 
mapping rate of 83% when quantifying reads in transcripts, generating an average of 
67,937,531 mapped reads per sample. 3,287,274,493 ATAC-seq read pairs were sequenced 
and 2,258,363,658 total unique read single ends (average of 59,430,623 per sample) were 
input into the peak caller to generate a total of 2,350,508 and 2,645,283 sample narrow and 
broad peaks respectively. The average sample assigned fraction is 21%. The table with all the 
samples and details can be seen at: MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/ATAC_and_RNA-
seq_stats.xlsx 
To determine that the ATAC-seq reads were piling up in patterns reflecting open chromatin 
consistent with previous studies (Alasoo et al., 2017), the number of single ends entering peak 
calling, the peaks produced and the assigned fraction were studied and classified in groups of 
samples (PC, MM and MM CL). The number of peaks per sample after filtering for areas of high 
and low mappability is greater for PC than for MM or MM CL with medians of 80,000, 60,000 
and 40,000 respectively (Figure 3-1 A). The number of single ends (one read pair has two single 
ends) input into the peak caller per sample with each category is only slightly higher for PC 
than for MM (median of 55M vs. 50M respectively), but significantly fewer for MM CL (around 
15M) (Figure 3-1 B). This is consistent with the strong correlation between the number of 
single ends used for peak calling and the number of peaks produced (Figure 3-1 D). 
The assigned fraction is in the great majority of cases above the required 10% threshold, which 
complies with the guidelines (Alasoo et al., 2017) (Figure 3-1 C). In the case of MM samples, 
the variability in the assigned fraction is very high, this can be due to the nature of the 
different subgroups, for example in terms of overall chromatin accessibility and also due to 
different Hyperdiploid states which may alter the piling up of chromatin accessibility signal in 
certain areas (studied in greater detail in chapter 4). PC samples have a higher number of 
peaks than MM, albeit having similar reads entering peak calling, this could mean that the 
chromatin accessibility signal is more concentrated in regions that are more spread out for PC, 
hence explaining its lower assigned fraction in the healthy condition. 
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Figure 3-1: Quality control of ATAC-seq data. 
A-C: Distribution of ATAC-seq statistics for different groups of all samples used in the study (Table 2-1): MM and ND (PC) primary samples, MM 
CL (MM cell line). A) Broad peaks called by MACS2. B) Number of filtered reads used for peak calling. C) Assigned fraction. D) Relationship 
between the number of filtered broad peaks called and the number of filtered reads used for peak calling. E) Relationship between the number 
of filtered reads used for peak calling and the sample assigned fraction. 
 
In PC, maybe for a fraction of the signal, there is not sufficient sequencing material to surpass the threshold to be 
considered an accessible region, or perhaps there is more background noise. The higher assigned fraction in MM can 
be caused by duplications (at the gene, chromosomal arm or full chromosome level). Since amplification of these 
regions are likely contributing to the disease state, it is possible that they are chromatin active (and accessible 
regions) that can pile up more signal. However, since the ATAC-seq processing pipeline removes PCR duplicate 
fragments, the magnitude of this effect would be reduced. A higher number of input reads produces more peaks, 
which in turn, can mean that a greater proportion of the genome is marked as having open chromatin. 
A B C
A
D
A
E
A
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Surprisingly, the number of single ends used to call peaks in each sample does not correlate 
with the assigned fraction produced (Figure 3-1 E). If chromatin accessible reads were 
randomly placed, samples with higher number of peaks would be expected to have higher 
assigned fraction, however, as it is seen between MM and PC, this is not the case and likely 
points at a genuine sample-specific distribution of open chromatin. As mentioned before, since 
MM CL have a significantly lower sequencing depth, it is difficult to compare the assigned 
fraction with the other groups of samples. 
3.3.2. Consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and MM 
All the samples were subjected to ATAC-seq read adapter removal, quality check and filtering 
as explained in the Materials and Methods chapter, section 2.3.1. Then mapped to the human 
genome, and sample peaks were called (as explained in section 2.4.2). 
Consensus chromatin accessible peaks for primary PC and MM (Figure 2-3) were obtained as 
specified in the “Balanced consensus chromatin accessible peaks for PC and MM” in the 
Materials and Methods chapter. To obtain a combined set of peaks for downstream uses, first 
consensus peak sets were obtained separately for primary PC and MM conditions by down-
sampling reads in each sample and pooling reads together and calling peaks on the joint read 
sets. The reason for having two separate pools was to account for the fact that there were an 
uneven number of samples for PC and MM and pooling all reads together and calling peaks 
might "hide" PC peak signal behind background MM signal. The down sampled filtered shifted 
tags per sample used was 28,231,242. Consensus peaks were called by merging all the samples 
reads first and calling peaks instead of calling sample peaks and then merging, to solve the 
data snooping issue associated where reads are used twice if sample peaks are called (Lun and 
Smyth, 2014).   
The number of balanced consensus peaks found for PC was 188,065 and for MM 306,709. 
These were merged (any regions within two peaks of 200bp or less are also considered peak 
regions) and a joint set of 330,500 consensus peaks were found, referred to as primary MM 
and PC consensus peaks. These are areas of high chromatin accessibility in at least one of the 
conditions (MM or PC) considered using the same sample sequencing depth. 
3.3.3. DAMM regions 
Within consensus chromatin accessible peaks, areas where chromatin is significantly more 
open in PC compared with MM: a proxy for PC enhancers being inactivated in MM, areas 
which become more open in MM versus PC (enhancer activation in cancer) and areas which 
are open in both with not much change (enhancers in both conditions) were obtained. All but 
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the latter regions were attained and studied. The process followed is detailed in the Materials 
and Methods chapter, sections 2.4.9.1 and 2.4.13.1. 
Several factors complicate this analysis, the five PC samples belonged to three patients and for 
two of them, there were positive and negative CD19 receptor status on the cell surface 
samples (Table 2-1). Additionally, sequencing of samples was done in several batches and 
some samples had sequencing material from more than one batch. Ideally, condition, batch, 
CD19 status and donor id effects would have been modelled together. However a full model 
including all these factors simultaneously could not be constructed because the factors were 
confounding. Thus, three models were constructed, each accounting for a different 
confounder, and the results combined in a conservative fashion. Each test can be seen in the 
section 2.4.13.1 of the Materials and Methods.  
Since only 33 primary MM and PC were used from the starting samples, the experimental 
design and its corresponding batches were affected. For some batches, only a single sample 
passed quality control. For these samples it is not possible to estimate a batch level effect. 
These samples were put in a single batch (singleton batch). Since the idea is to model the data 
using additive effects for the covariates, by doing this the effects of the singleton batch are the 
same for all conditions. For example, taking only the covariates “batch” and “condition”, the 
singleton batch (batch_singletons) effect will be the weighted average change from the 
reference batch for all conditions. This is the weighted effect (depending on the number of 
samples in each subgroup) of: 
 Mean of samples in condition PC (for the reference batch level) – mean of samples PC 
(batch_singletons) 
 Mean of samples in condition MM (for the reference batch level) – mean of samples 
MM (batch_singletons) 
If the change for both comparisons above is in the same direction, for example, all conditions 
having higher average in the batch_singletons, it will be modelled by the singleton batch 
(batch_singletons) effect, more likely, it will cancel out. When performing this analysis, the 
assumption is that the batch_singletons effect in the samples in this batch is the same. 
Moreover, this approach allows significant effects in other batches to be modelled 
independently of the batch_singletons effect. The MM and PC primary samples tested and the 
covariates can be seen in Table 2-1. 
The results from the tests performed show the number of statistically significant (FDR < 0.05 
and absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1) consensus peak regions for each test: 
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 25,565 MM vs. average PC CD19. 
 21,092 MM and PC donor average. 
 24,278 batch and condition significance over batch alone. 
The final set of regions was the intersection of these three sets. 18,339 final regions complying 
with all the above criteria were found, these regions are referred to as DAMM regions (Figure 
2-3). There are 365 regions which have more chromatin accessibility in PC and 17,974 regions 
more accessible in MM. Despite the fact that the healthy state has more regions of DNA 
marked as accessible chromatin in individual samples (Figure 3-1 A), when observing the 
consensus regions, it seems that most of the regions are more accessible in the cancer state. 
This points to a general opening of chromatin and possible activation of enhancers in cancer, 
however, it has to be taken into account that despite PC having more accessible-marked 
regions per sample on average, there are nearly six times more MM samples generating 
consensus accessible regions, which are mostly formed by MM accessible regions. Hence, 
these results should be taken with caution. Also, these results are consistent with what has 
been suggested before: it is possible that the ATAC-seq signal has a more diffused spread in PC 
samples. 
The table with all the regions and the corresponding tests results can be found in 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_all_DE_ATAC_regions_all_cond.tsv.gz 
The table with only the statistically significant regions can be found in 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_ATAC_regions_all_cond.tsv.gz 
3.3.4. MMPC enhancers 
Since the objective of this work was to locate DNA enhancer regions regulating genes, it is 
important to distinguish promoters from enhancers (and keep only the later). With this in 
mind, all RNA-seq from PC and MM samples (including cell lines, with the exception of around 
60% of the sequencing material from the cell line RSJJN3.1 which wasn’t included due to initial 
mislabeling) was used to assemble a transcript set. Start locations of multi-exon transcripts 
from the assembly were used as potential promoters, to which were added start sites of 
annotated multi-exon transcripts (see Materials and Methods chapter, section 2.3.5). These 
regions were filtered out from the DAMM regions (see Materials and Methods chapter, section 
2.5.1.2). Single exon transcripts may be eRNA (Ding et al., 2018) and we wanted to include 
these regions in the analysis. This left approximately half of the starting regions (9,527), 
referred to as “MMPC enhancers” (Figure 2-3). Full results can be found in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_ATAC_regions_all_cond_no_TSS.tsv.gz 
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3.3.5. MM enhancers 
Once the MMPC enhancers are found, the MM exclusive enhancers (referred to as “MM 
enhancers”) are determined as it is explained in the section 2.4.14.2 of the Materials and 
Methods chapter and Figure 2-3. Out of the 9,527 MMPC enhancers shared between 
conditions only 1,462 regions are thought to be activated exclusively in the malignant state. 
The table with the MM enhancers can be found in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_sign_OE_ATAC_regions_all_cond_no_TSS.tsv.gz 
3.3.6. DEMM genes 
Once the MMPC and MM candidate enhancers had been identified, I sought to find a matching 
set of genes which are significantly changed expression (DEMM genes). Testing of the 
expression changes was performed similarly to the ATAC-seq analysis described above, 
including the same tests (see Materials and Methods, section 2.3.6.1). The primary samples 
tested and the covariates can be seen in (Table 2-1). Significant genes were those with FDR < 
0.05 and absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1.5 for each test: 
 2,660 MM vs. average PC CD19. 
 2,575 MM and PC donor average. 
 1,214 batch and condition significant over batch alone. 
To obtain genes complying with all three criteria, the significant genes for each test were 
intersected. 806 final genes complying with all the above criteria were found. Full results can 
be found in MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_all_DE_genes_all_cond.tsv.gz 
The table with only the statistically significant genes can be found in 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_genes_all_cond.tsv.gz 
To find which cell processes are affected in terms of gene expression in the PC to MM 
transition, a gene ontology analysis was performed testing the category enrichment in the 806 
DEMM genes compared with the 57,992 genes which are quantified (specified in the Materials 
and Methods chapter, section 2.9.1). In total 202 categories were overrepresented (FDR 0.1) in 
the DEMM genes. The table is filtered to show only Molecular Function and Biological Process 
categories with fold enrichment equal or greater to 2, only some categories are shown in Table 
3-1, the full table with all the enriched categories can be seen in:  
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/GO_pan_MM_vs_PC_DE_genes_Wallenius.xlsx 
Some categories such as regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, negative 
regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signalling pathway, blood vessel morphogenesis, protein 
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binding involved in protein folding, extracellular matrix structural constituent and angiogenesis 
are general cancer categories. While, some are MM specific such as positive regulation of 
interleukin-8 production which may contribute in MM metastasis, cell proliferation and 
angiogenesis (summarized in Aggarwal et al., 2006). Other categories are typical of PCs and the 
immune response such as activation of immune response, biological adhesion, antimicrobial 
humoral response and response to bacterium. 
KEGG analysis for these genes shows only one over-represented category for Systemic lupus, 
the literature already shows connections (albeit rare) between MM and Lupus (Bila et al., 
2007; Choi et al., 2010). 
 
Term Ontology FDR Fold 
biological adhesion BP 0.00032 2 
regulation of cell migration BP 0.00484 2 
extracellular matrix structural constituent MF 0.00553 4 
regulation of cell motility BP 0.01150 2 
regulation of immune response BP 0.01150 2 
negative regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signalling pathway BP 0.01263 5 
positive regulation of interleukin-8 production BP 0.02117 7 
antimicrobial humoral response BP 0.02359 4 
activation of immune response BP 0.02747 2 
blood vessel morphogenesis BP 0.04532 2 
response to bacterium BP 0.04777 2 
protein binding involved in protein folding MF 0.04802 10 
angiogenesis BP 0.06619 2 
Table 3-1: Gene Ontology Categories using Wallenius approximation for DEMM genes between MM vs. PC. 
BP: Biological Process, MF: Molecular Function. Fold: Fold enrichment for the category. 
3.3.7. OEMM genes 
After determining the deregulated genes between the cancer and healthy condition, the gene 
activation program required for Myelomagenesis is determined. OEMM genes were identified 
as explained in the Materials and Methods chapter, section 2.3.6.5. 548 OEMM genes were 
identified, they can be found in:  
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_OE_RNA.gz  
To find which gene categories are enriched in these genes and find MM associated biological 
processes and functions, gene ontology enrichment was performed (see section 2.9.2 in 
Materials and Methods chapter). 221 categories from 548 genes are found, see: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/GO_pan_MM_vs_PC_OE_genes_Wallenius.xlsx 
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The results show new categories emerging compared with DEMM genes enrichment. Some are 
more general, such as DNA and chromatin remodeling is present (DNA packaging, chromatin 
assembly, chromatin assembly and chromatin disassembly categories). Other categories are 
more MM specific, one example is response to Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) and 
cellular response to BMP. Additionally, positive regulation of cell migration (DEMM genes only 
have regulation of cell migration) may be cancer related. Another relevant pathway with 
enriched genes is ossification, which is the process of cartilage to bone formation by 
osteoblasts and can be thought of the reverse of osteolysis. 
Some ontology categories are enriched both in OEMM and DEMM genes, for example 
nucleosome organization/assembly, which can influence enhancer state. General cancer 
categories include negative regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signalling pathway and negative 
regulation of apoptotic signalling pathway which contribute in the Myelomagenesis state 
(OEMM genes also include the negative regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signalling pathway in 
absence of ligand category). Another class which is also found is negative regulation of 
megakaryocyte differentiation (negative regulation of cell differentiation and negative 
regulation of myeloid cell differentiation only enriched in OEMM genes). It is known that until 
recently PC has been considered terminally differentiated but new research is emerging with 
new differentiation states within PC with relevant prognostic implications (Paiva et al., 2017), it 
is therefore possible that MM potentially acquires gene expression profiles similar to other cell 
types. 
3.3.8. MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes  
To identify MMPC enhancers regions that may regulate DEMM genes, I linked regions and 
genes based on a maximum genomic linear distance of 1Mb. It has been previously observed 
that 90% of promoter interacting regions were found to be within 1Mb (Javierre et al., 2016), 
so this distance threshold should cover the great majority of genuine interactions. Not all 
enhancer – gene pairs found using this method will be biologically meaningful interactions, but 
it is a good starting point to generate a set of candidates for further study. 
Pairing MMPC enhancers with all DEMM protein coding genes within 1Mb leads to 124,728 
region - pairs (see section 2.5.1.2). Of these 2,698 pairs involve simultaneously MMPC 
enhancers and DEMM protein coding genes. These 2,698 interactions are therefore referred to 
as “MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes”. 
Examples of candidate interactions between MMPC enhancers and DEMM genes are shown in 
the context of B-cell line interactions (Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4). As can be seen in 
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Figure 3-2, ABCA1, a gene involved in ATP-binding cassette (ABC) which transports various 
molecules across membranes, has interactions in B-cells with the proposed enhancer 
(chr9:104,968,040-104,968,931), marked in red. ABCA1 is very expressed in PC and MM with 
the latter having a 14-fold higher expression, SNPs in this gene in MM patients have been 
associated with Thalidomide-Related Neuropathy (Johnson et al., 2011). The enhancer thought 
to interact with ABCA1 is accessible in PC but more accessible in MM. BMP4 is a Bone 
Morphogenetic Protein anticorrelated with proliferation and apoptosis in MM cultures 
(Fukuda et al., 2006) and correlated with resistance to Bortezomib treatment in Myeloma 
(Grčević et al., 2010). With nearly 100 times more expression in MM, it is thought to interact 
with the region chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 (having nearly quadruple the accessibility in MM 
compared to PC) and having a high enrichment of contacts in B-cells (Figure 3-3). Finally, HGF, 
a gene thought to be regulated in MM by H3K27Ac-marked enhancers (Jin et al., 2018) is also 
present in my study with multiple related enhancers. As can be seen in Figure 3-4, the HGF 
promoter (significantly overexpressed in MM) has visible interactions (marked in red) with one 
of the enhancer regions delineated in my study: chr7:81,886,300-81,888,146, which is 
significantly over accessible in MM. This gene regulates cell growth, motility and 
morphogenesis, in MM it has been targeted previously (Rao et al., 2018) and when bound to 
the surface of extracellular vesicles derived from Myeloma, it can activate HGF/c-Met signaling 
of osteoblast-like cells (Strømme et al., 2019). Furthermore, interactions of MM cells with 
bone marrow stromal cells expressing CXCL12 can cause HGF OE among other genes, involved 
in angiogenesis and osteoclastogenesis (Ullah, 2019). 
3.3.8.1. MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes reproducible in MM CL 
To improve the inference of candidate enhancers, information about open chromatin regions 
and DE genes from MM CLs was cross checked with MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM 
protein coding genes. The aim is to identify reproducible interactions from the primary sample 
analysis which may also be present in the MM CLs to test them in the CLs. 
To obtain DE genes between MM CLs and PC, RNA-seq data was used as specified in the 
Materials and Methods chapter (section 2.3.6.3). Since, only 1/5 PC samples have an 
overlapping batch with MM CL samples, DE genes are directly obtained. 
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Figure 3-2: chr9:104,968,040-104,968,931 interactions with ABCA1 in B cell line (GM12878). 
Hi-C raw data on hg38 assembly at 5Kb resolution (Rao et al., 2014), location of the chr9:104,968,040-104,968,931 enhancer marked with a grey column (bottom part). Visualization obtained using the Feng 
Yue lab at Northwestern University Genome Browser (Yue, n.d.). Scale of interactions shown on the top left. 
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Figure 3-3: chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 interactions with BMP4 in B cell line (GM12878). 
Hi-C raw data on hg38 assembly at 5Kb resolution (Rao et al., 2014), location of the chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 enhancer marked with a grey column (bottom part). Scale of interactions shown on the top left.  
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Figure 3-4: chr7:81,886,300-81,888,146 interactions with HGF in B cell line (GM12878). 
Hi-C raw data on hg38 assembly at 5Kb resolution (Rao et al., 2014), location of the chr7:81,886,300-81,888,146 enhancer marked with a grey column (bottom part). Scale of interactions shown on the top left. 
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The results from the test performed show that there are 8,463 genes significantly DE (FDR < 0.05 and 
absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1.5). The table showing these genes can be found in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_CL_vs_PC_DE_genes.tsv.gz 
As mentioned previously, MM CL samples’ ATAC-seq material is sequenced at a significantly lower depth, not 
complying with ATAC-seq guidelines (Ackermann et al., 2016) and therefore accessibility differential analysis 
between MM CLs and PC is not performed. To compensate for this, while still finding accessible chromatin 
regions shared between MM patient samples and MM CL samples, individual MM CL sample chromatin 
accessible peaks were obtained (following the method in section 2.4.2 of the Materials and Methods 
chapter). MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes were marked with overlapping sample 
MM CL accessible chromatin regions and DE genes between MM CLs and PC. 
The 2,698 MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes were annotated with the information 
from the MM CL samples. 75 region – gene pairs are found to be reproducible interactions in PC vs. MM CL. 
These final regions have the following characteristics: 
 All primary samples ATAC and RNA tests (MM vs. average CD19 PC, MM vs. PC donor average and 
condition accounting for batch) significant (FDR 0.05) and with absolute log2FoldChange equal or 
greater than 2. 
 Containing a gene DE in Cell line MM vs. primary PC. 
 Having 3 or more cell lines with overlapping chromatin accessible peaks. 
These regions are referred to as “MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes reproducible in 
MM CL”. A full list of these candidate enhancers is contained in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_all_DE_ATAC_DE_RNA_1Mb.xlsx (those reproducible in cell 
lines are marked “Strong Candidate”). 
The MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes were studied to find clues to the chromatin 
state of these potential enhancer regions on other cell types (section 2.5.3 in Materials and Methods 
chapter). This will hopefully provide insights of whether these regulatory regions are novel MM enhancers, 
or are active in other cell types while also becoming active in MM. For this, the chromatin state 
segmentations (see section 1.4 for more details) using different histone modifications (Albrecht et al., 2016) 
and ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis, 2017) were used (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7).  
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Figure 3-5: Relationship between each histone modification signal and the state assigned by ChromHMM. From (Albrecht et al., 2016) 
and (Blueprint_project, 2016). 
 
It must be noted that state 12 can be considered a possible active enhancer state in this study. This is 
because, state 12 is considered an active TSS, but TSS are removed from the regions under study and recent 
findings (Henriques et al., 2018) have found at least some enhancers to be marked by H3K4me3 instead of 
H3K4me1, perhaps as a consequence of multiple rounds of transcription generating eRNA (Soares et al., 
2017). Arguably, state 10 (considered distal active promoters) can also be considered an active enhancer 
state since it contains H3K27ac, H3K4me3 and H3K4me1 signals, although it has been shown that H3K4me1 
“was anticorrelated with polymerase density” (Wissink et al., 2019). 
From the 2,698 MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes, 1,959 unique regions (33 of them 
more accessible in PC) are used overlapping 11,220 200bp genome windows which can be seen in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_all_DE_ATAC_DE_RNA_1Mb_enh_other_cells.gz 
State1.- Repressed Polycomb High signal H3K27me3 
State2.- Repressed Polycomb Low signal H3K27me3  
State3.- Low signal 
State4.- Heterochromatin High Signal H3K9me3 
State5.- Transcription High signal H3K36me3 
State6.- Transcription Low signal H3K36me3 
State7.- Genic Enhancer 
State8.- Enhancer High Signal H3K4me1 
State9.- Active Enhancer 
State10.- Distal Active Promoter (2Kb) 
State11.- Active TSS High Signal H3K4me3 & H3K4me1 
State12.- Active TSS High Signal H3K4me3 & H3K27Ac 
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Figure 3-6: MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes in disease cell types.
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Each row represents a 200bp window containing a MMPC enhancer regulating a DEMM protein coding gene. Each 
column reflects a Blueprint disease cell line also including MM primary samples (marked in purple between the cell 
line label and the heatmap), plasma cells in red and MM CL in blue. Each cell in the heatmap contains the assigned 
chromatin state for the 200bp window and cell type. 200bp enhancer regions and disease cell types are 
hierarchically clustered by Gower distance and average linkage. Different types of enhancers shown on the left. 
 
The cell types are separated into disease (Figure 3-6) and healthy (Figure 3-7) cell types, both 
plots include the PC, MM tissues and MM U-266 CL for reference. In general, the disease heat 
map contains an enrichment of the active enhancer state in the majority of regions only for the 
MM tissue (Figure 3-6 columns marked in purple between the cell line label and the heatmap 
have predominantly a green state), which confirms that the regions being surveyed have the 
potential to be genuine enhancers. Within this heatmap, very distinct groups are formed, one 
of them is the “MM specific” group, these are considered novel in MM compared with other 
cell types and have high chromatin accessibility, H3K4me1 and H3K27ac. Figure 3-6 also 
contains “plasma cells and MM” candidate enhancers which might be tissue specific and 
important in Plasma cell biology and another set of regions (“Most cell types”) were those that 
tend to be acetylated in MM (and considered active: green or cyan) and either active or with 
the potential for activation on other cell lines (yellow). Finally, there is a subgroup of 
enhancers (Figure 3-6 bottom rows, not labelled) which are related with active TSS states, 
since state 12 can also be considered an enhancer state, it is possible that this group also 
comprises active enhancers across different cell types. 
The heat map showing healthy cells (Figure 3-7) has less distinct blocks of regions. Additionally, 
there are two sets of regions which are common to the B-cell lineage, including PCs and MM 
enhancers (marked as “MM, Plasma and B-cell”) which are active in these cell types. The 
bottom set common to B-cell lineage enhancers are only marked as enhancers in the B-cell 
lineage (as well as PC and MM). Some regions are marked as “MM specific” (novel) enhancers 
while a block of regions seems to be either active or with the potential for activation in non-
MM cell types. Enhancers labelled as “other cell types” in Figure 3-7 have predominant 
enhancer state throughout many cell types. A subgroup of these regions also has the active 
enhancer state in neutrophils, as has been previously found, MM cells from a patient 
resembled morphological characteristics of mature neutrophils (Wei Wang and Shimin Hu, 
2015). As it is the case with the healthy cell types heat map above, there are H3K4me3 
enriched regions which can also be considered enhancers (blue dominant rows at the bottom).  
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Figure 3-7: MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding genes in healthy cell types.
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Each row represents a 200bp window containing a MMPC enhancer regulating a DEMM protein coding gene. Each 
column reflects a Blueprint healthy cell line also including MM primary samples (marked in purple between the cell 
line label and the heatmap), plasma cells in red and MM CL in blue. Each cell in the heatmap contains the assigned 
chromatin state for the 200bp window and cell type. 200bp enhancer regions and healthy cell types are 
hierarchically clustered by Gower distance and average linkage. Different types of enhancers shown on the left. 
 
3.3.9. MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes 
Now that I have obtained a list of putative PC and MM enhancers and possibly related altered 
genes and determined how the chromatin state in other cell types correlate, an important 
piece of knowledge to determine is which enhancers are becoming active in cancer in terms of 
chromatin accessibility and their target OEMM genes.  
For this, the table produced in the last section containing the 2,698 MMPC enhancers 
regulating DEMM protein coding genes was further filtered removing PC more accessible and 
expressed regions and genes respectively (see section 2.5.1.3 in Materials and Methods). 481 
regions were identified that are more open in MM and are within 1Mb of an upregulated gene. 
311 of these interactions are not overlapping PC open chromatin areas, which points at these 
subset of enhancers being active in MM and inactive in PC. These are referred to as “MM 
enhancers regulating OEMM protein coding genes”. 
The table containing these details can be observed in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MM_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.gz 
These regions, which represent potential MM specific enhancers, together with nearby OEMM 
genes were studied in detail. One of the four MM interactions with no accessibility in PC and 
accessible chromatin in all five MM CLs studied and having gene overexpression in them 
(thereby having a high chance of being reproducible in all MM CLs studied) is shown in Figure 
3-8. This interaction involves a MM enhancer (chr7:124,059,178-124,059,929, marked in black 
below the signal tracks on the left) it is thought to regulate the GPR37 gene (Figure 3-8 right-
side panel) at a distance of around 700Kb and increase significantly its expression. As can be 
seen, the chromatin accessibility is significantly open at the enhancer for most of the MM and 
MM CLs samples while it is likely in the heterochromatin state for the PC samples. Additionally, 
the GPR37 promoter, while being somewhat accessible in PC samples, it is more accessible in 
MM and CLs. The GPR37 gene has been previously linked with the proliferation of MM cells 
(Huang et al., 2014).  
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Figure 3-8: Samples chromatin accessibility and gene expression for a candidate enhancer and GPR37 gene
700KCHR7 
ATAC RNA 
MM 
PC 
MM CL 
Enhancer 
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Left: ATAC-seq tracks show the different chromatin accessibility profiles of the different samples (and whether they 
are primary MM or PC or MM CLs) in different colours depending on the different subgroups: HD in red, MAF in 
orange, CCND1 in purple, MMSET in cyan, cytogenetically non-annotated samples in grey, PC samples in green and 
MM CL in dark blue. The baseline calculated chromatin accessibility signal (noise) is overlaid in black for all samples. 
On the left section, the enhancer at location chr7:124,059,178-124,059,929 (marked in black below the signal 
tracks), on the centre, the chromatin accessibility for the GPR37 gene. The scale for each track is 0-1.5 (fragment 
pileup normalized for each sample per million reads). 
Right: RNA-seq signal corresponding to each of the ATAC-seq tracks (each RNA sample is horizontally aligned with its 
patient’s ATAC sample, ATAC-RNA sample correspondence can be seen in Table 2-1), the colours for the RNA-seq 
signal are the same as for the ATAC-seq signal. The scale for each track is 0.1 (reads mapping normalized by sample 
million reads mapped). 
 
It is important to validate whether these candidate enhancers are thought to regulate the 
target genes through methods such as 3C or CRISPR-dCas9 repression in MM primary samples. 
3.3.10. Chromatin accessible regions in the vicinity of MM and PC genes  
Previous reports suggest that enhancers can interact with multiple promoters. Studies have 
found that 90% of these interactions occur within the 1Mb range (Javierre et al., 2016). In 
general enhancers are more likely to interact with their target genes with a frequency inversely 
proportional to the distance separating both (Corces et al., 2018). In this section I will 
investigate the relationship between genes and the number of putative enhancers within 1Mb. 
If these enhancers are regulatory, genes thought to be regulated should be expected to have a 
greater number of candidate enhancers within regulatory range than any gene (which may or 
not be regulated). 
In particular, the number of MMPC enhancers within 1Mb of all DEMM genes (includes DEMM 
genes independently of being within 1Mb of a MMPC) and genes in general is compared. 
Similarly, it is also observed whether there is an enrichment in the number of MM enhancers 
in the regulatory range of all OEMM genes (includes OEMM genes independently of being 
within 1Mb of a MM enhancer) compared with genes in general. The presence of MMPC and 
MM enhancers are studied in the context of protein coding and non-protein coding genes as 
specified in section 2.5.2 from the Materials and Methods. Furthermore, the proportion of 
genes in these categories with one or more enhancer(s) within 1Mb are observed. 
Overall, a greater proportion of all DEMM protein coding genes have more MMPC enhancers 
within the regulatory range where most enhancer – promoter interactions occur (Javierre et 
al., 2016) compared with protein coding genes (Figure 3-9 A). This points to the idea that in 
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general, DEMM protein coding genes have the potential for a greater regulatory influence 
from MMPC enhancers than regular protein coding genes. For non-protein coding genes, there 
is a higher proportion of DEMM genes with no MMPC enhancers within regulatory range 
compared to non-protein coding genes in general (Figure 3-9 B). There is however, a greater 
ratio of non-protein coding genes DEMM genes with eight or more MMPC enhancers 
compared to non-protein coding genes in general. 
 
 
Figure 3-9: Histograms showing different sets of candidate enhancer regions intersecting different gene sets. 
A: Number of MMPC enhancers within 1Mb of all DEMM protein coding genes (whether within 1Mb of a MMPC 
enhancer or not) and protein coding genes in general. 
B: Number of MMPC enhancers within 1Mb of all DEMM non-protein coding genes (whether within 1Mb of a MMPC 
enhancer or not) and non-protein coding genes in general. 
A B 
C D
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C: Number of MM enhancers within 1Mb of all OEMM protein coding genes (whether within 1Mb of a MM enhancer 
or not) and protein coding genes in general. 
D: Number of MM enhancers within 1Mb of all OEMM non-protein coding genes (whether within 1Mb of a MM 
enhancer or not) and non-protein coding genes in general. 
 
The great majority of DEMM protein coding (90%) and DEMM non-protein coding genes (82%) 
have at least one MMPC enhancer in the selected regulatory range, with no significant 
difference compared with the ratio from all protein coding (88%) and non-protein coding 
genes (85%) containing one or multiple MMPC enhancers respectively (Figure 3-10 “Coding, 
MMPC” and “Non-coding, MMPC” categories). 
When considering MM enhancers with OEMM genes and all genes, the OEMM genes tend to 
be enriched for having more MM enhancers nearby compared with genes in general, whether 
protein coding or non-protein coding (Figure 3-9 C and D respectively). While only around one 
third of all protein coding genes contain nearby MM enhancers, around half of all the OEMM 
protein coding genes do (Figure 3-10 “Coding, MM” category). Similarly, 37% of all non-protein 
coding genes have nearby MM enhancers but 48% of all non-protein coding OEMM genes have 
(Figure 3-10 “Non-coding, MM” category). When it comes to genes with one or more MM 
enhancer(s) in range, the proportion from all OEMM genes is statistically significantly higher, 
both for protein coding and non-protein coding genes.  
There is a statistically significant increase in the proportions of MMPC enhancers near DEMM 
genes for protein coding compared with non-protein coding genes (Figure 3-10 “Coding, 
MMPC” and Non-coding MMPC” categories) but not between protein coding and non-coding 
proportions of OEMM genes with MM enhancers nearby (Figure 3-10 “Coding, MM” and Non-
coding MM” categories). 
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Figure 3-10: Proportion of genes with MMPC and MM enhancers. 
The proportion of any gene (pink bars), DEMM genes (green) and OEMM (blue) containing at least 1 enhancer 
(MMPC or MM) within 1Mb are shown. Comparisons are divided into different categories for protein coding and 
non-protein coding genes (see column labels, down). 
Pairwise Pearson's chi-squared test using Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) correction p-adjusted values between the 
groups shown above. 
 
Taken together, a similar proportion of DEMM genes are in the range of influence of MMPC 
enhancers compared with any random gene. There is, however, a statistically greater 
proportion of OEMM genes containing MM enhancers in the regulatory space than what 
would be expected by chance. 
Presumably, in this analysis, MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM genes capture two effects: 
MM activation and deactivation of enhancer – promoter interactions compared to PC. 
However, since these two effects are considered simultaneously, a DEMM gene that is 
downregulated in MM quantifies all MMPC enhancers within 1Mb (including MM deactivated 
but also activated enhancers with respect to PC). The inverse effect will also be quantified (PC 
activated MMPC enhancers near DEMM genes downregulated in PC). On the other hand, when 
only considering MM enhancers within the regulatory range of OEMM genes, only MM 
activated interactions are considered and the differences between the number of MM 
enhancers near OEMM and regular genes is significant. This is to be expected in a scenario 
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where MMPC enhancers and particularly MM enhancers are thought to regulate DEMM genes 
and OEMM genes respectively. 
3.3.11. TF binding in MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes 
Another important question to address is which TF (or TFs) are critical for enhancer activation 
in MM as compared with the PC counterparts provides critical knowledge on the mechanism 
which favors the cancer state. To identify potential regulators, motif enrichment was 
performed on the 311 MM enhancers regulating OEMM protein coding genes, by getting the 
unique regions (see Materials and Methods, section 2.6.1). This set of regions is thought to be 
most representative of the MM enhancers because it takes into account regions which are 
significantly more chromatin accessible in MM compared with PC and it doesn’t include TSS or 
PC chromatin accessible areas. Additionally, only the regions being within 1Mb of a OEMM 
gene are considered. 
Enriched motifs from MEME and Dreme were clustered together to group similar motifs, and a 
reference motif selected to represent the cluster. Significance was measured at FDR 0.05 using 
the E-value metric, which, according to the Meme Tools developers is an “estimate of the 
number of motifs (with the same width and number of occurrences) that would have equal or 
higher log likelihood ratio if the input sequences had been generated randomly according to 
the (0-order portion of the) background model” (Bailey and Noble, n.d.). 
Each of the novel motifs is compared to a database of known Transcription Factor binding 
motifs (also filtered at E-value<0.05), full results in Table 3-2 and: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/pan_MM_enhancers_all_sign_motifs.xlsx 
 
De novo motif 
E-value 
between 
seed and 
TF motif 
TF name (species) 
Matching TF 
consensus motif 
Seed 
enrichment 
E-value in 
enhancers 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
5.33E-11 
SOC1 (Arabidopsis 
thaliana) 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA 
1.00E-73 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
0.000813161 IRF4 (Mus musculus) 
AAAAAAGAAAATGAA
A 
1.00E-73 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
0.00127638 CPEB1 (Homo sapiens) 
AAAAAAAAAAATAAA
AA 
1.00E-73 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
0.00183016 BCL6 (Mus musculus) 
AGGAGAGAAGGGGA
AGGGAAGAAAGGGA
AA 
1.00E-73 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
0.0115145 STAT1 (Mus musculus) 
AAGAAAGAGAAACTG
AAAG 
1.00E-73 
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De novo motif 
E-value 
between 
seed and 
TF motif 
TF name (species) 
Matching TF 
consensus motif 
Seed 
enrichment 
E-value in 
enhancers 
AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGAAA 
0.0250331 
AZF1 (Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae) 
AAAAAGAAA 1.00E-73 
GGTCAGGAGTTCGAGA
CCAGCCTGGCCA 
0.0110846 RXRG (Mus musculus) 
GAGTTCAAGGTCAGC
CT 
9.40E-54 
GGTCAGGAGTTCGAGA
CCAGCCTGGCCA 
0.0120605 RXRA (Mus musculus) 
AGGATCAGGAGTTCA
AGGTCAG 
9.40E-54 
GCCACTAGATGGCAGT 1.40E-08 CTCF (Homo sapiens) 
TGGCCACCAGGGGGC
GCTA 
1.90E-53 
GCCACTAGATGGCAGT 3.60E-08 CTCFL (Homo sapiens) 
TGGCCACCAGGGGGC
GCTA 
1.90E-53 
TGTGTGTGTGTGTG 0.00093051 
DAF-12 (Caenorhabditis 
elegans) 
GTGTGTGTGTGCGTG 0.0057 
AAATGAAA 0.0130044 IRF8 (Homo sapiens) GAGAAAGTGAAACTG 6.20E-07 
AAATAAAT 0.0077805 
AHCTF1 (Mus 
musculus) 
AAATAAAT 7.80E-05 
ATTTGCAT 0.0226467 
POU2F1 (Homo 
sapiens) 
ATTTGCATA 0.0017 
ATTTGCAT 0.0403733 
POU2F2 (Homo 
sapiens) 
TTCATTTGCATAT 0.0017 
Table 3-2: Significant motifs and associated TFs for the MM enhancers near OEMM genes. 
De novo motif: The pattern significantly enriched in the MM enhancers near OEMM genes regions. 
E-value between seed and TF motif: E-value between the pattern significantly enriched and the TF motif from the 
database. 
Matching TF consensus motif: The TF motif from the database.matching the pattern significantly enriched in the MM 
enhancers near OEMM genes regions. 
Seed enrichment E-value in enhancers: E-value for the pattern significantly enriched in the MM enhancers near 
OEMM genes regions. 
 
Many of the enriched motifs in the enhancer regions are of low complexity, but some are not. 
One such motif matches to CTCF (Figure 3-11). CTCF is expressed in both PC and MM (at similar 
levels). This, in conjunction with the fact that these regions are chromatin accessible in MM 
and not in PC (since PC chromatin accessible peaks have been removed) could point to a 
possible chromatin mechanism where the CTCF sites in the enhancer regions are becoming 
more accessible through interactions with transcription activators, as it is the case with GATA-
1 and CTCF regions in Erythroid cells (Kang et al., 2017). This increased binding of CTCF to DNA 
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through chromatin accessibility in MM might create new CTCF boundaries, for example 
through insulation (S. Kim et al., 2015) placing enhancers in a position where they are 
regulating new genes compared with PC. Mutations can also influence the binding affinity of 
CTCF in these enhancers and disrupt enhancer – promoter interactions (Katainen et al., 2015). 
 
 
Figure 3-11: CTCF motif. 
Top: the consensus logo for the TF CTCF. Bottom: the consensus motif found to be enriched in the MMPC enhancers. 
 
The low complexity de novo motif “AAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA” matches to many TF 
binding sequences. One of them is IRF4: an essential gene in the development of PCs and their 
immune function (Klein et al., 2006; Mittrücker et al., 2017). It is also essential for MM, IRF4 
repression can be toxic for cell lines inducing downregulation of more than 300 genes, forming 
a positive feedback loop with MYC expression and deregulating genes involved in cell cycle 
regulation, metabolism and energy or cell death regulation among others (Shaffer et al., 2008). 
For these reasons, IRF4 is considered a therapeutic target for MM (Agnarelli et al., 2018). The 
results show that there is an enrichment for candidate enhancer regions containing two motifs 
which each match the Mus musculus IRF4 motif, which is very similar to Homo sapiens IRF8 
and IRF4 motifs as can be verified in the HOCOMOCO database (Kulakovskiy et al., 2016). 
Additionally, as it is expected IRF4 is very expressed both in MM and PC (in the top 1% of 
genes) with nearly double expression in MM compared with PC. 
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CPEB1 is another TF found to have the previously mentioned associated motif significantly 
enriched. CPEB1 is expressed in both the healthy and cancer condition but not OE in MM and it 
is sometimes methylated and down regulated in MM (Heller et al., 2008). AHCTF1 is involved 
in mitotic and cell cycle processes, very highly expressed both in MM and PC and is down 
regulated in response to treatment (Hernández-García et al., 2017). POU2F1 and POU2F2 are 
highly expressed in PC and MM, POU2F2 has a two-fold expression in MM vs. PC and it has 
been shown to be an important expressed gene in maintaining PC identity (Nagy et al., 2002; 
Radomska et al., 1994). 
This shows that the MM enhancer regions thought to regulate OEMM genes are enriched for 
motifs associated with TFs that have previously been well established as important in the PC 
and MM literature. This reinforces the idea that these regions might be genuine enhancers and 
also active. 
3.3.12. Protein coding promoter accessibility and gene expression in MM and PC 
Enhancer chromatin accessibility and state has been studied in detail in this thesis, in the 
context of gene transcription. Transcription initiates at promoters and it is important to 
determine how changes in promoter accessibility affect expression of genes, inducing 
transcription or repression. 
The great majority of protein coding genes are accessible at the promoter, both in MM and PC, 
with more genes lying in open chromatin in MM compared with PC, likely pointing at a general 
opening of chromatin in MM (see Table 3-3, Materials and Methods, “Relationship between 
protein coding promoter accessibility and gene expression in MM and PC”). Highly expressed 
genes were separated from less expressed genes using a gene Transcripts Per Million (TPM) 
average per condition (MM or PC) threshold of 5 (Table 3-4). In both MM and PC around one 
third of the genes are highly expressed. There is a large difference (close to 50% of all assayed 
promoters) between the number of promoters being accessible and those highly expressing 
genes point at promoter open chromatin not being sufficient for high gene expression, 
perhaps other mechanisms such as acetylation are involved. This effect occurs both in MM and 
PC. 
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 TSS in open chromatin  
(% TSS  open/total) 
TSS in closed chromatin  
(% TSS closed/total) 
MM 16,301 (82%) 3,656 (18%) 
PC 14,512 (73%) 5,445 (27%) 
Table 3-3: Promoter accessibility of protein coding genes in MM and PC. 
Percentage of protein coding genes overlapping a MM or PC consensus peak from the total protein coding genes 
quantified and annotated. 
 
 Lowly expressed genes 
(% lowly expressed/total) 
Highly expressed genes (% 
highly expressed/total) 
MM 13,020 (65%) 6,937 (35%) 
PC 14,004 (70%) 5,953 (30%) 
Table 3-4: Promoter expression of protein coding genes in MM and PC. 
Percentage of protein coding genes with high expression (TPM of at least 5) and low expression from the total 
protein coding genes quantified and annotated. 
 
As can be seen in Table 3-5 and Figure 3-12, the proportion of low expressed genes in open 
chromatin is very similar in MM than in PC and being in both cases the great majority of low 
expressed genes. This suggests open chromatin at the TSS not being sufficient, as a generic 
mechanism, for gene expression in general. Additionally, most of the highly expressed genes in 
either condition have their promoter in accessible chromatin for both MM and PC (Table 3-5 
and Figure 3-12) which can mean that open chromatin is a necessary component for most of 
the genes to achieve gene expression in both conditions. There are, however, a number of 
highly expressed genes which are not in open chromatin, which could point at compensatory 
mechanisms occurring in the transcription of these genes, or the fact that the method I used is 
not 100% sensitive at detecting open chromatin at promoters. Another possibility is that 
alternative promoters are used for the expression of these genes. 
From all the genes in open chromatin, about two thirds are lowly expressed in both conditions, 
with roughly equal proportions for both conditions. This means that for a high proportion of 
genes, open chromatin by itself does not result in higher gene expression: additional 
mechanisms must be required. This suggests that open chromatin is not sufficient for high-
expression without indicating whether its necessary. From all the genes in closed chromatin, 
about one sixth of genes are highly expressed in both conditions with no difference among the 
conditions. This means that for a proportion of genes, closed chromatin by itself does not 
result in gene repression, requiring supplementary mechanisms. 
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Figure 3-12: Gene counts for each category. 
Expressed genes (red) are defined as having an average of 5 TPM or more in each condition. Chromatin accessible 
promoters (blue) overlapping condition specific consensus peaks. 
 
  MM PC 
Low expressed genes in open chromatin (% Low expressed 
genes in open chromatin/Total low expressed genes) 
9,992 
(77%) 
9,404 
(67%) 
Low expressed genes in closed chromatin (% Low 
expressed genes in closed chromatin/Total low expressed 
genes) 
3,028 
(23%) 
4,600 
(33%) 
Highly expressed genes in open chromatin (% Highly 
expressed genes in open chromatin/Total high expressed 
genes) 
6,309 
(91%) 
5,108 
(86%) 
Highly expressed genes in closed chromatin (% Highly 
expressed genes in closed chromatin/Total high expressed 
genes) 
628 (9%) 845 (14%) 
Open chromatin low expressed genes (Open chromatin low 
expressed genes/Total genes open) 
9,992 
(61%) 
9,404 
(65%) 
Open chromatin highly expressed genes (Open chromatin 
highly expressed genes/Total genes open) 
6,309 
(39%) 
5,108 
(35%) 
Closed chromatin low expressed genes (Closed chromatin 
low expressed genes/Total genes open) 
3028 
(83%) 
4600 
(84%) 
Closed chromatin highly expressed genes (Closed 
chromatin highly expressed genes/Total genes open) 
628 (17%) 845 (16%) 
Table 3-5: Categories of protein coding promoters based on chromatin accessibility and gene expression. 
Percentages for different categories. Total protein coding genes quantified and annotated: 19,957. 
Criteria: Low expressed genes are protein coding genes with TPM of less than 5, while high expressed genes have 
TPM of more than 5. Open chromatin genes for a condition are protein coding genes where the promoter is 
overlapping a condition consensus peak, while closed chromatin are non-overlapping promoters.  
 
MM PC 
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Importantly, chromatin accessibility of the 264 protein coding MM genes which are up 
regulated with respect to PC are studied in detail (Figure 3-13). A third of these genes (86) 
have their promoters in a non-accessible chromatin PC state; most of these are also closed in 
MM (48 closed vs. 38 accessible in MM). It is possible that these OEMM genes that have the 
promoters in the non-accessible chromatin state are not expressed: with the expression going 
from very low in PC to low in MM. 
As it is expected, for the remaining two thirds (178) which have their promoters accessible in 
PC, the majority (173 promoters) are accessible, while 5 are not accessible in the cancerous 
state. Surprisingly, since most of the OEMM genes have the promoter already in open 
chromatin in the PC state, an extra mechanism is required for these genes to be OE in MM 
either in the promoter (for example recruitment of a TF) or elsewhere (for example activation 
of a nearby enhancer) or both. 
In terms of protein coding genes, around 20% (53/264) of the OEMM genes are in non-
accessible chromatin in MM and 33% (86/264) have non-open chromatin in PC compared with 
18% of all protein coding genes with non-accessible chromatin in MM and 27% in PC (Figure 
3-14 A). As can be seen in Figure 3-14 A, the differences between the proportion of genes with 
low accessibility at the TSS from all OEMM and from any gene are non-significant for PC and 
MM. This indicates that whether a gene is OE in the cancerous condition does not affect its 
possibility of being chromatin accessible compared with any random gene. It is possible that 
there is no clear relationship between a promoter’s accessibility and its overexpression in 
different conditions, another possibility could be that this exposes the inherent sensitivity of 
the ATAC-seq assay: whether all chromatin accessible regions are recalled. The great majority 
of OEMM with accessible promoter in MM also have an accessible promoter in PC, suggesting 
that a chromatin accessible promoter might be necessary but not sufficient for gene 
expression or overexpression, something which has already been suggested before (Klemm et 
al., 2019). 
Finally, there are 1.2% (178/14,512) MM up regulated genes from all accessible promoters in 
PC compared to 1.5% (86/5,445) for non-accessible promoters (Figure 3-14 B). 1.3% 
(264/19,957) genes are generally up regulated in MM and the differences in this proportions 
are not significant (Figure 3-14 B). This indicates that having open chromatin in the PC state, 
does not make a gene more likely to become up regulated in the cancerous state, actually, a 
slightly higher proportion of genes in non-accessible chromatin in PC become up regulated in 
MM. The percentages, are also consistent with the general chance of any gene (whether 
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having open or closed TSS) to be up regulated in MM. Therefore, overexpression of a gene in 
the malignant state does not seem dependent on the healthy state open or closed chromatin. 
 
 
Figure 3-13: MM OE promoter state of protein coding genes in detail. (ND: PC). 
OEMM genes in red, chromatin accessible promoters overlapping condition specific consensus peaks: PC peaks 
(blue), MM peaks (green). 
 
 
Figure 3-14: OEMM genes and TSS accessibility effects. (ND: PC). 
A: Proportion of MM non-accessible TSS from all protein coding genes (pink) and proportion of MM non-accessible 
TSS from all OEMM protein coding genes (cyan) marked by the group of bars with label “MM non accessible TSS”. 
Proportion of PC non-accessible TSS from all protein coding genes (pink) and proportion of PC non-accessible TSS 
from all OEMM protein coding genes (cyan) marked by the group of bars with label “PC non accessible TSS”. 
A B 
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B: Left to right categories: proportion of OEMM genes from all non-accessible protein coding TSS in PC, proportion of 
OEMM genes from all accessible protein coding TSS in PC, proportion of OEMM genes from all protein coding TSS. 
Pairwise Pearson's chi-squared test using Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) correction p-adjusted values between the 
groups shown above. 
 
3.4. Discussion 
In this chapter I have delineated the regulatory network of 28 MM primary samples compared 
with 5 PC samples (coming from 3 individual patients) from bone marrow. To my knowledge, 
only one previous study used in vivo primary MM and PC samples to analyze interactions 
between enhancers and promoters. This was done by obtaining recurrent mutated regions and 
associated genes with altered expression and linking them through B-cell promoter Capture Hi-
C data (Hoang et al., 2018). Additionally, in vitro differentiated PCs were used to establish 
enhancers based on histone acetylation (Jin et al., 2018). Y. Jin et al. discovered around 20,000 
regions with differential histone acetylation between PC and MM, considered enhancers. 
Unfortunately, to my knowledge, no comprehensive list of these enhancer regions was 
published to be compared with my results. In the study presented here 18,339 regions were 
considered to be DA, but importantly only 9,527 of these regions were considered MMPC 
enhancers after removing TSS (except for e-RNAs). Y. Jin et al. employed H3K27Ac to establish 
the candidate enhancer sets and ATAC-seq data was also used to obtain correlations with 
H3K27Ac signals. Despite the fact that they were correlated, the correlation is far from perfect 
and it is reasonable to assume that the in vitro differentiated cells do not fully resemble the 
PCs in this study. Furthermore, considering also a previous study (Kleftogiannis et al., 2015) 
showing that enhancers sets obtained by different methods (and from the associated data 
types) yield “significantly different enhancer predictions” it is very possible that the candidate 
regions from Y. Jin et al. obtained from acetylation data will differ from chromatin accessible 
data derived enhancers. 
The study by Hoang and colleagues proposed 114 recurrent mutated regions intervening with 
271 altered genes in MM (through B-cell interactions). When considering these mutated 
regions as possible enhancers, only 9 MMPC enhancers overlapping were found. These are: 
chr9:37,197,100-37,199,238, chr9:37,390,761-37,391,506, chr9:37,300,722-37,303,075, 
chr9:37,370,895-37,372,317, chr1:178,531,785-178,532,684, chr9:37,408,907-37,409,738, 
chr15:59,543,131-59,545,052, chr6:142,706,264-142,706,564 and chr14:35,883,745-
35,883,958. The latter two being the only ones overlapping the 1,462 MM enhancers 
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elucidated in this thesis, hence, pointing at novel MM regulatory candidates provided to be 
tested.  
806 DEMM and 548 OEMM genes were also found to be deregulated in the MM transition in 
this work. From these, the genes contained in the mentioned interactions (Hoang et al., 2018) 
overlap only: MIR3153, CKS2, SNORA63, CYP2R1 and COBLL1 (the latter only in the DEMM 
genes). Once again, pointing at different mechanisms: mutations or enhancer activation 
targeting different pathways of gene deregulation. 
Y. Jin et al. also performed gene ontology and pathway analysis using these genes associated 
with the candidate activated MM vs. PC enhancers (Jin et al., 2018). In this study, MM and PC 
DEMM as well as OEMM genes were surveyed and functions regarding PCs and MM have been 
found. To my knowledge there is no comprehensive list of DE genes between MM and PC 
published by Y. Jin et al. but examples of genes that are very highly expressed in MM 
compared with PC (recapitulating previously found evidence by Y. Jin et al.) are NCAM1, MLLT3 
or CDH2. Examples of enriched functions in DEMM genes include activation of immune 
response and response to bacterium. OEMM genes are enriched for novel pathways such as 
negative regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signalling pathway or negative regulation of 
megakaryocyte differentiation. Some pathways corresponding to OEMM genes are also found 
enriched in genes associated with regions having heterochromatin state in B-Lymphocytes but 
higher accessibility in MM compared to PC (Jin et al., 2018). Examples include: positive 
regulation of cell migration (with positive regulation of blood vessel endothelial cell migration 
being found by Y. Jin et al.), within the neuron differentiation category, neuron recognition 
subcategory found by Y. Jin et al., angiogenesis (sprouting angiogenesis found by Y. Jin et al.) 
or homophilic cell adhesion via plasma membrane adhesion molecules (homophilic cell 
adhesion found by Y. Jin et al.). Other specific categories are found to be enriched in the 
OEMM genes regarding BMPs which have bone formation inducing properties among other 
roles (Katagiri and Watabe, 2016). BMP2 is known to have apoptosis-independent effects 
affecting proliferation and cell cycle arrest in MM (Lagler et al., 2017), while BMP9 also has 
anti-myeloma activity (Olsen et al., 2014). Another category enriched is cell migration, which in 
MM is known to be induced by various pathways including SH3GL3 overexpression in CD138-
negative myeloma cells (Chen et al., 2016), SH3GL3 is not significantly expressed/OE in MM so 
it seems like another mechanism might be involved. This pathway could be perhaps through 
CD40 activation (Tai et al., 2003) or high GJA1/CX43 expression promoted by SRC3 expressed 
in bone marrow stromal cells (Jin et al., 2017). Furthermore, ossification is also an enriched 
pathway. Osteolysis (the reverse of ossification) can be caused by MM through osteoclasts 
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differentiation and activity (Mansour et al., 2017) and maybe through other ways, at the same 
time osteoblasts can slow MM growth (Reagan et al., 2015). It seems that osteoblasts, 
osteoclasts and MM are closely related. 
Applying the knowledge that 90% of enhancer - promoter interactions occur within the 1Mb 
range with a median linear distance between the elements of 331Kb (Javierre et al., 2016) and 
in favour of covering a greater proportion of the interactions, an extended threshold of 1Mb 
has been considered to increase the sensitivity. To account for a higher Type I error rate, only 
interactions having the same direction ATAC-seq and RNA-seq signals changes have been 
considered. The result is a list of 1,959 MMPC enhancers generating a set of 2,698 pairs of 
MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM genes, which were further filtered to 311 MM only 
enhancers up regulating genes. To my knowledge, Jin et al. didn’t publish a list of candidate 
interactions regarding enhancers and target genes, from the 12 examples given regarding MM-
related genes, only the gene HGF is recapitulated in my study. This gene has a high significance 
in MM and signalling with other cells in the bone marrow, promoting angiogenesis and 
osteoclastogenesis (Ullah, 2019). An example candidate enhancer possibly activing this gene in 
the cancer state is shown with over accessible MM chromatin and relevant Hi-C interactions in 
B-cells (of which PCs are a subset). Furthermore, other possible interactions are shown for 
other DEMM genes such as BMP4 and ABCA1. If the TAD boundaries are maintained, these 
interactions could reveal possible enabling mechanisms. 
The B-cell interactions on the basis of recurrent mutations in candidate enhancers being 
associated with target gene expression changes proposed by Hoang et al. resulted in only 6 
interactions proposed as enriched in 1% - 6% of the MM cases considered. These involved 
chr11:14,579,387-14,583,849 with CALCB, chr2:165,615,060-165,624,028 with COBLL1, 
chr17:46,094,139-46,103,073 and HOXB3, chr3:186,739,608-186,745,052 and ST6GAL1, 
chr9:37,375,172-37,395,282 with PAX5 and chr1:16,944,603-16,958,779 with ATP13A2. 
Additionally, two MM subgroup associated interactions were suggested: chr3:187,635,970-
187,636,359 related with TPRG1 in a very low MM samples percentage (2% of the HD and 3% 
of MYC translocated subtype samples) and chr3:186,739,608-186,745,052 was found related 
to the ST6GAL1 gene in 4/109 (4%) of MYC translocated samples (Hoang et al., 2018). Despite 
not overlapping, the present study has a general MM vs. PC differential potential interaction 
with the COBLL1 gene less than 4Kb downstream of the reported one: chr2:165,626,541-
165,627,945. 
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Jin et al. studied the chromatin state of enhancer regions determined for MM in GM12878 
(normal B-cell line). The study found a high enrichment of MM accessibility in the 
heterochromatin state (determined by ChromHMM using histone modifications) of GM12878 
(B cell healthy cell line) combined with a moderate correlation of MM H3K27Ac with 
accesibility at heterochromatin state regions of GM12878 (Jin et al., 2018). Together this 
suggests that there may be a significant proportion of inactive enhancers in B-cells becoming 
active in MM and perhaps regulating target genes. In this chapter, I established the predicted 
chromatin state of the putative MM and PC enhancer regions in 173 other cell types available 
in both healthy and cancer states. As can be seen in Figure 3-7, the putative enhancers labelled 
“MM specific” comprise around one third of all the MMPC enhancers thought to regulate 
DEMM protein coding genes and are mainly assigned “low signal” state in B-cells while mainly 
having an active enhancer state in MM and other cell types (such as endothelial) for some 
regions. Despite there being heterochromatin and repressed states, it is possible that the low 
signal state represents inactivation in most of these regions and cell types except MM, perhaps 
recapitulating the findings by Y. Jin et al. Another study profiling histone modifications and 
gene expression at 16 developmental stages of hematopoietic commitment reflected that 90% 
of the 48,415 hematopoietic candidate enhancers altered their state during hematopoiesis and 
were similar within a major lineage: myeloid, lymphoid, and erythroid, with enhancer 
activation occurring early in the lineage and repression more progressively (Lara-Astiaso et al., 
2014). The fact that different cell types are clustering together based on chromatin state 
(enhancer state) is also seen in the subset of all hematopoietic candidate enhancers presented 
in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 for disease and healthy cell types respectively. Within this cell type 
clustering, some enhancers in various hematopoietic cell types, such as macrophage or 
neutrophils within the myeloid lineage or T-cells and precursor B-cells, have various regulatory 
programs comprising of activation of enhancers that are also active in malignant differentiated 
PCs. In this regard, neutrophils are found to have activated a set of enhancers also active in 
tonsil PC and MM samples. 
Activated MM enhancers regulating OEMM genes have also been found to be enriched in 
binding motifs for proteins that have previously been associated with myeloma activation 
(superenhancer associated TFs by Jin et al.) such as the IRF family, POU2F2 or CTCF (Jin et al., 
2018) and novel motifs such as CPEB1, BCL6, STAT1 or AHCTF1, POU2F1 and CTCFL. 
Interestingly, BCL6 which is key for B-cell germinal center formation and differentiation into 
PCs (Fukuda et al., 1997) has bounded sites with affinity to STAT TFs which are also found to be 
enriched at the MM enhancers (Dent et al., 1997). Moreover, BRD4, a TF found to bind at 
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enhancers in MM CLs (Fulciniti et al., 2018), was not found in my study, however, it was not 
found either in the study by Jin and colleagues done on primary samples. Perhaps it is more 
detectable in the MM CLs. Together these results increase confidence in the enhancer regions 
proposed and suggest mechanisms of enhancer activation which can be targeted. Another 
important control for the proposed regions in this analysis is the fact that there is a clear 
enrichment in the number of MM enhancers found within 1Mb of OEMM genes compared 
with any gene. This is likely in a scenario in which the regions are genuinely regulating the 
OEMM genes. 
Importantly, since a differentiation has been made in the candidate regions to retain only 
enhancers and not promoters, the relationship between chromatin accessibility in terms of the 
promoter and gene expression is tested. General promoter accessibility is a required 
characteristic of expressed genes but not sufficient, perhaps requiring further mechanisms, a 
finding recapitulated (Klemm et al., 2019). Additionally, it is also found that an accessible 
promoter state in the PC does not increase the chances of high gene expression of that gene in 
the MM state. The relationship between promoter accessibility and gene expression has been 
previously studied. One study comparing breast cancer cell lines treated with BMP4 and 
vehicle control determined that in general chromatin openness at the TSS correlated with its 
expression but with the caveat that transcription variation was not fully explained by it, with 
different TF binding partially or increased intron accessibility (perhaps enhancers) explaining it 
(Ampuja et al., 2017). Coherently with this hypothesis, a study profiling chromatin accessibility 
and gene expression during hematopoiesis, showed enrichment of accessibility at “active 
promoters” (Lara-Astiaso et al., 2014). Moreover, another paper involving progenitor cells 
from human cord blood found that assigning the top 2,000 most variable accessibility peaks to 
the nearest TSS reproduced transcriptomic-like clusters reflecting the different blood lineages, 
thereby establishing that promoter accessibility and expression might be linked but also found 
that accessibility was coherent with gene expression only in some lineage transitions (Zheng et 
al., 2018). In an analysis in human cortical neurogenesis, highly significant correlations were 
found between TSS accessibility and expression in neurodevelopment and highly DE genes 
between the two main human neocortex regions, but less so at genome-wide protein-coding 
genes and lncRNA (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018). Apart from different TF binding and 
enhancers other factors proposed to influence gene expression are DNA methylation, histone 
modifications and miRNA (summarized in de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018). 
Finally, a recent paper, concluded that genes with a significant correlation between promoter 
accessibility and gene expression in the mid-gestation placenta (both variables being high) 
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were likely related to housekeeping functions while high expression but medium – low 
accessibility marked tissue-specific genes, replicating these findings in other mouse cell types 
such as alpha, beta, embryonic stem or hematopoietic (Starks et al., 2019). Furthermore, genes 
with a medium – low expression and high accessibility at the promoter were found to be 
actively suppressed in general, suggesting that repressed differentiation programs (such as the 
neuronal in the mid-gestation placenta cells) occur through this mechanism, mediated at least 
in part, by repressive histone modifications at such gene promoters (Starks et al., 2019). 
Together, these results extend and complement the current knowledge of MM enhancer 
biology, activation TFs required and enhancer evolution through different hematopoietic cell 
types, allowing to test the findings and advancing the therapeutical aspect.  
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4. Chapter 4: MM subgroups 
4.1. Acronyms and Abbreviations used in the chapter 
 
Acronym Definition 
ATAC-seq Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing 
BM Bone Marrow 
bp Base pair 
BP Biological Process 
ChIP-seq Chromatin Immunoprecipitation sequencing 
CL Cell Line 
CRISPRi CRISPR interference 
DA Differentially Accessible 
DAMM Differentially Accessible MM 
DASMM Differentially Accessible Subgroup MM 
DE Differentially expressed 
DESMM Differentially Expressed Subgroup MM 
eRNA Enhancer RNA 
FDR False Discovery Rate 
GO Gene Ontology 
H3ac Acetylation of histone H3 
H3K27ac Acetylation of histone H3 lysine 27 
HD Hyperdiploid 
IgH Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain 
Kb Kilobase 
KEGG Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
log2foldchange Log (base 2) fold change 
LRT Log Ratio Test 
Mb Megabase 
MF Molecular Function 
miRNA Micro RNA 
MM Multiple Myeloma 
MMPC Multiple Myeloma and Plasma Cell 
mRNA Messenger RNA 
ND Normal Donor 
OE Overexpressed 
OESMM Over Expressed Subgroup MM 
PC Plasma Cell (used interchangeably with ND) 
rLog Regularized Log 
RNA-seq RNA sequencing 
SMM Subgroup MM 
TF Transcription Factor 
TPM Transcripts per Million 
TSS Transcription Start Site 
UTR Untranslated Region 
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4.2. Introduction 
As mentioned in the Introduction, sub-classification of cancer within a particular originating 
tissue cell type is very important for the patient from multiple points of view, the most 
important ones: diagnosis, prognosis and treatment strategies. MM tends to involve presence 
of chromosomal translocations in the IgH locus, nearly in all cases derailing the expression of 
either CCND1, FGFR3 and NSD2 (used interchangeably with MMSET in this work in 
correspondence with oncologists), MAF, MAFB, or CCND3. Hiperdiploidy (HD) or 
amplification/deletion of chromosome arms (Perrot et al., 2019) are also driver events 
accounting for a large proportion of the cases (Bergsagel and Kuehl, 2005) and are used to sub 
classify MM into different subgroups. 
Characterization of MM subtypes has been previously performed first using cytogenetic 
information to elucidate the primary oncogenic drivers and then using the available data in a 
supervised way as explained in section 1.7.2. Initially MM subgroups were determined by 
unsupervised methods on gene expression microarray data, leading to two basic classification 
systems: translocation/cyclin D (TC) and University of Arkansas for Medical Science (UAMS) 
classification. As its name implies, the TC classification is based on IgH translocation partners 
and cyclin D expression. Subgroups are determined using absolute expression of the 4 typical 
translocation partners NSD2/MMSET or FGFR3, high MAF or MAFB, high CCND3 and CCND1 
with manual expression boundaries for assigning samples to groups (Bergsagel et al., 2005). 
Additionally, 4 subgroups with relative enrichment of expression in MM compared to bone 
marrow PCs: D1 only (CCND1), D2 only (CCND2), D1 and D2 and finally, none of D1 or D2 
(Bergsagel et al., 2005) for 8 subgroups in total.  
The UAMS classification used a cohort of 414 newly diagnosed MM patients creating 7 groups, 
4 of them corresponding to the cytogenetic classification in this chapter: MMSET [t(4;14)], 
MAF [t(14;16)] (also including MAFB [t(14;20)]), CCND1 [t(11;14)] and HD/HY, but extending it 
to CCND3 [t(6;14)], proliferation associated genes and low percentage bone disease (Zhan et 
al., 2006). 
The UAMS classification was later extended by a study involving 320 newly diagnosed MM 
patients that found a small percentage of bone disease samples clustering with the MAF/MAFB 
translocated cluster and 4 additional groups: one with a myeloid signature, another with high 
expression in the nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) genes, 
a new group with overexpression of cancer testis antigens without overexpression of 
proliferation genes and finally one with upregulation of the protein tyrosine phosphatase 
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PTP4A3, the receptor PTPRZ1 and the suppressor of cytokine signaling SOCS3 (Broyl et al., 
2010). Furthermore, gene expression data has been used to infer cytogenetic abnormalities 
with some success (Zhou et al., 2012). 
Other methods have been used for sub classification of MM samples, such as genomic features 
like DNA mutations (Kuijjer et al., 2018), epigenetic such as DNA methylation (Kumar Mishra 
and Guda, 2017) or through transcriptomic data as it is the case of gene expression panels 
(Golub et al., 1999). Some studies have studied the general MM enhancers (Hoang et al., 2018; 
Jin et al., 2018) or their activator proteins (Fulciniti et al., 2018), however, the MM enhancers 
and regulating genes in the context of MM subgroups remains unknown. 
As mentioned in section 3.3.1, the samples contain cytogenetic information regarding the 
most common driver initiation events in MM: translocations of the IgH locus with 
MMSET/NSD2, MAF and CCND1 genes and the Hyperdiploidy (HD) status. 
4.2.1. Chapter Aims 
One of the aims of this chapter is to identify the chromatin and gene expression landscape, 
including the activated enhancers in each subgroup (Figure 2-4). As well, to detect to what 
extent these features are shared between or are exclusive to each subtype. Moreover, the 
determined chromatin/enhancer and gene expression activation profiles are validated to 
decide its usefulness in assigning subtype to the available samples (including non-
cytogenetically annotated). 
Additionally, mechanistic ways in which the enhancer – promoter candidate interactions might 
be driving the cancer phenotype in a given subtype are examined. In particular the TF network 
regulating the set of subtype specific enhancers is determined. Furthermore, it is also observed 
whether the activity of TFs correlates with altered gene expression or chromatin accessibility. 
Finally, the gene-associated pathways leading to oncogenesis for each MM subgroup are 
uncovered. 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Subgroup specific quality control statistics 
A similar criteria for quality control of primary PC and MM samples and MM cell lines has been 
used as in chapter 3. Starting with the 38 paired ATAC – RNA samples used in chapter 3, only 
samples with cytogenetic information were selected resulting in 33 paired ATAC – RNA were 
used (28 primary samples and 5 MM CL samples). The 33 samples consisted of: 5 primary PC 
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samples comprising of 3 donors (with CD19+ and CD19- variant samples for two of them and a 
technical replicate for one of these) and 23 cytogenetically annotated MM samples comprising 
of 13 Hyperdiploid, 4 containing t(11;14) IGH/CCND1, 2 containing t(14;16) IGH/MAF, 4 
containing t(4;14) MMSET/IGH and 5 MM cell lines (2 t(14;16) IGH/MAF, 2 t(11;14) IGH/CCND1 
and 1 t(4;14) MMSET), see Table 2-1. From the 38 samples used in chapter 3, non-
cytogenetically annotated samples were excluded in the subgroup quality control statistics 
since it can’t be determined whether they may include known translocations and belong to an 
existing subgroup, but were subject to the sample quality threshold where used. For the 33 
samples, a total of 2,695,129,775 RNA-seq read pairs were generated with an average 
mapping rate of 82% when quantifying reads in transcripts, generating an average of 
67,170,007 mapped reads per sample. 2,803,428,347 ATAC-seq read pairs were sequenced 
and 1,963,890,986 total unique read single ends (average 59,511,848 per sample) were input 
into the peak caller (MM subgroup, PC and MM cell line sample single ends entering peak 
calling can be seen in Figure 4-1 A) to generate a total of 2,015,593 and 2,291,890 sample 
narrow and broad peaks respectively. The average sample assigned fraction is 20%. Assigned 
fractions for each sample grouped by subgroup can be seen in Figure 4-1 B and the number of 
peaks per sample per subgroup in Figure 4-1 C. Additionally, the subgroup sample RNA-seq 
mapped pairs in Figure 4-1 D. The table with all the samples and details can be seen at:  
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/ATAC_and_RNA-seq_stats.xlsx 
In general, it can be seen that the median sample number of peaks generated (Figure 4-1 C) is 
highest in the subgroups with the highest median single ends per sample (Figure 4-1 A). The 
clear exceptions to this are the MAF subgroup and the MM CL with around 37M and 17M 
sample median single ends and 75K and 37K sample median peaks respectively. This is to be 
expected in samples with exceptional proportion of reads in accessible regions, which is the 
case for both (Figure 4-1 B): sample median 24% for MAF and 20% for the MM CLs. As it was 
explored in Chapter 3, the number of single ends entering the peak calling is not correlated 
with the assigned fraction (not shown). Additionally, higher number of single ends produce 
greater number of called peaks (not shown). Also, as Figure 4-1 E shows, the number of called 
chromatin accessible peaks is only weakly but significantly correlated with the assigned 
fraction.  
The RNA-seq mapped pairs (Figure 4-1 D) tended to be above 60M for all primary sample 
subgroups. As is the case with ATAC-seq, cell line samples with significantly less number 
mapped reads were allowed in the analysis. 
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Figure 4-1: Quality control metrics for the different subgroups 
A-D: Distribution of ATAC-seq statistics for different groups of all samples used in the study including all cytogenetic 
annotated MM subgroups for primary samples based on primary initiating genetic event (CCND1, HD, MAF, MMSET) 
as well as PC (ND) and MM CL (Table 2-1). A) Number of filtered reads used for peak calling. B) Assigned fraction. C) 
Broad peaks called by MACS2, after filtering. D) RNA-seq mapped read pairs. E) Relationship between the assigned 
fraction and the broad peaks called by MACS2, after filtering. 
 
4.3.2. Consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups 
Since the purpose of the analysis is to obtain MM subgroup differences, it is important to 
consider all subgroup specific features. The number of samples in every subgroup is 
unbalanced, therefore, similarly to how consensus peaks for primary PC and MM samples were 
A B 
C D 
E 
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produced, first consensus peak sets were obtained for the different subgroups and then 
merged (as described in the Materials and Methods). 
As was the case with the PC and MM samples (see Chapter 3), the number of down sampled 
filtered shifted single ends per sample used was 28,231,242. The number of balanced 
consensus peaks found for each subgroup can be seen in Table 4-1, in general, it can be seen 
that the called subgroup consensus peaks may be entering saturation as the number of 
samples increases in the HD group. The PC group, despite having 5 samples still has a very high 
peaks per sample ratio and can likely benefit from the incorporation of more samples and 
higher sequencing. PC chromatin accessibility and RNA-seq expression were observed in terms 
of CD19 status and donor id (not shown) with the highest variance being due to donor id 
status, it is possible that these two covariates were producing the heterogeneity in the PC 
samples, leading to the high peak to sample ratio. Despite having 13 samples, the HD group is 
still creating a considerable peak set in terms of peaks per sample, this can be due to the high 
variability between these samples due to different copies of chromosomal arms. 
 
Subgroups 
Number 
of 
samples 
Subgroup 
peaks 
(balanced) 
Peaks/sample 
MAF 2 104,903 52,452 
HD 13 224,475 17,267 
MMSET 4 97,631 24,408 
CCND1 4 73,899 18,475 
PC 5 188,261 37,652 
 Table 4-1: Consensus peaks per sample for each subgroup. 
Subgroups: MM subgroups based on cytogenetics and PC. Subgroup peaks (balanced): PC and MM subgroup 
consensus peaks produced at equal sequencing depth per sample. 
 
All the subgroup balanced consensus peaks were merged and a joint set of 295,238 consensus 
peaks were found, referred to as subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks. These are areas of 
high chromatin accessibility in at least one of the samples considered using the same sample 
sequencing depth.  
From the 295,238 total regions, 45,322 regions are only accessible in PC samples (Figure 4-2 A 
white area, bottom right). As can be seen in Figure 4-2 A, there are 44,296 regions accessible in 
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all MM subgroups and 5,062 of them not intersecting with PC (Figure 4-2 B). There are 
therefore 39,234 (44,296 – 5,062) regions common to all MM subgroups and PC regions. 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Consensus peak regions overlap for each subgroup. 
Consensus peak regions for each MM subgroup: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green), MMSET (purple) and PC (in 
white area, bottom right) overlapping the consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups. 
A: Chromatin accessible regions for all subgroups including PC regions. B: Excluding PC. 
A 
B 
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111,117 peaks remained after removing PC chromatin accessible regions (Figure 4-2 B). The 
largest set of subgroup specific chromatin accessible areas occurs in HD, with more than half of 
the total (59,123), and MAF (10,180). A very high proportion of MM only regions are common 
to both of them: 8,278, meaning that one quarter of MAF accessible chromatin is also 
accessible in HD.  HD and MMSET share 7,296 MM only peaks, a third of MMSET peaks are also 
found in HD. Since the HD subgroup has many samples and more reads can pile to the same 
regions due to Hyperdiploidy, this can contribute to creating a larger set of consensus peaks. It 
is therefore to be expected that the chromatin accessibility profile for HD will partially 
recapitulate other subgroups. Furthermore, 5,062 MM only chromatin accessible peaks are 
common to all MM subgroups. 
The annotations of the consensus peak regions and the different subgroup specific subsets 
were studied (see Materials and Methods): the distributions are generally similar to each other 
and to a random set of genomic regions (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). Most of the regions are 
introns (between 37% and 45% of the total), followed by intergenic which is highly 
underrepresented in consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups and the subset of peaks for 
all subgroups (18% to 28%) compared with randomly generated genomic regions 
representative per chromosome (Figure 4-3 “RANDOM_ALL” category in cyan and Figure 4-4 D 
with 40%).  
There is an enrichment of open chromatin in PC and MM subgroups in the proportion of 
promoters (9-16%) compared to random regions (5%); coding sequences (Figure 4-3 labelled 
“cds” in green and Figure 4-4 C): 10-13% vs. 5%. Also, the 5’ UTR, non-coding parts of the 
mRNA involved in translational regulation, is enriched for accessible chromatin (Figure 4-3 
labelled “5UTRs” in dark yellow and Figure 4-4 B) vs. random background: 5-12% vs. 2%. These 
enrichments can be explained because promoters can extend from 1kbp upstream of the TSS 
to 1kb downstream, therefore a portion of the 5’UTR (and perhaps the CDS) annotated sites 
might in fact be promoters. Also, unannotated TSS involved in MM and PC might overlap exons 
(CDS) on the annotation, so these CDS might in fact be acting as promoters of expressed genes. 
As it was seen in Chapter 3, around half of the DAMM regions were annotated or unannotated 
TSS and promoter accessibility tends to be necessary for gene expression. Finally, the 3’ UTR 
ratio is even throughout the different MM subgroups, PC and random background (3-4%), this 
is marked in Figure 4-3 labelled “3UTRs” in light red and Figure 4-4 A. 
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Figure 4-3: Annotation of consensus peak regions. (ND: PC) 
Genomic annotation of the consensus peak regions, one region can overlap multiple genomic categories on both 
strands but each genomic category was counted only once per region. ALL: All consensus peak regions. MM 
subgroup regions: CCND1, HD, MAF, MMSET and PC. RANDOM_ALL: A random generation of sequences simulating a 
sample equal to all consensus peak regions per chromosome. UTR: Untranslated Region. 3UTRs: 3 prime end UTR, 
5UTRs: 5 prime end UTR. CDS: coding sequence. 
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Figure 4-4: Ratio scatterplots showing annotation of consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups. (ND: PC) 
Proportion of consensus peak regions corresponding to each genomic annotation: A: 3 prime end UTR, B: 5 prime 
end UTR, C: coding sequence, D: intergenic, E: introns, F: promoters. One region can overlap multiple genomic 
categories on both strands but each genomic category was counted only once per region. The groups on the x-axis 
are: All consensus peak regions (ALL). Regions overlapping different subgroups: CCND1, HD, MAF, MMSET and PC 
(“ND” label). A random generation of sequences simulating a sample equal to all consensus peak regions per 
chromosome (RANDOM_ALL). 
 
The chromatin accessibility profiles were obtained as specified in the Materials and Methods 
section and can be seen in Figure 4-5. In general the cancer state is characterized by general 
opening of chromatin (enrichment of regions in Figure 4-5 in the first column above the 0 
log2Foldchange for each subgroup). CCND1 and HD samples have a large proportion of regions 
opening up even more than already open regions in PC (regions in the top right quadrant in the 
A B C 
D E F 
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first column in Figure 4-5). MMSET has an enrichment of regions becoming accessible which 
are in inactive chromatin in PC (regions in the top left quadrant in the first column in Figure 
4-5). MAF seems to have more even distribution in this regard. Finally, the subgroup samples 
are very correlated in terms of the change in fold accessibility compared to normal. This 
phenomenon however, can be a result of spurious correlation of ratios where even if two MM 
subgroups are not correlated with each other, they may be individually correlated with a third. 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Subgroup chromatin accessibility profiles. (ND: PC) 
Details for the subgroup MM and PC consensus peak regions. The first column shows the average Rlog (normalized) 
chromatin accessibility for the PC samples. The rest of the columns and rows show the Log2fold change in chromatin 
accessibility signal between the samples of each subgroup specified and PC samples. Distinction is made between 
signals with significant Log Ratio Test (LRT) where the effect of the subgroup accounting for batch is significant. 
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4.3.3. DASMM regions 
Using the consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups as features, regions with significantly 
different chromatin accessibility between any MM subgroup and PC state were determined: a 
proxy for enhancers in each condition. The process followed is detailed in the Materials and 
Methods chapter. Outlier detection by DESeq2 (based on Cooks distance for subgroups having 
3 or more samples) was disabled for this analysis. This is because the HD group samples are 
now isolated in a condition and since they are very heterogeneous, due to the fact that 
different sets of chromatin accessible regions can be found in multiple copies in different 
samples, they can genuinely have extreme signal at certain regions. 
As was the case with the MM vs. PC analysis, several covariates convolute the analysis of these 
regions. As mentioned previously (and can be seen in Table 2-1), the 5 PC samples involved 
corresponded to 3 donors with different CD19 status for two of the donors and one of them 
having an additional replicate which was merged with its corresponding sample. Additionally, 
sample batches exist. A model testing for MM subgroup vs. PC accounting for batch was 
performed using an LRT which fitted the data using a “reduced model” with only batch and 
compared it to a “full model” including batch and condition effects (where each subgroup was 
a “condition”). If the condition effect was decided to be significant enough at explaining the 
data, a region’s chromatin accessibility variation among different conditions was assumed to 
be influenced by it. As it was done in Chapter 3 for the analogous analysis, samples belonging 
to singleton batches were assigned to the same batch. Since the MM samples were subdivided 
into distinct subgroups, subgroups containing few samples can’t be compared with PC while 
taking into account the PC donor or CD19 status because of confounding variables. Individual 
tests comparing each subgroup to PC average patient id and PC average CD19 status were not 
performed because the variables are confounding. 
The results from the test performed showed there are 8,911 statistically significant DA (FDR < 
0.05 and absolute log2FoldChange greater or equal to 1) consensus peak regions (DASMM 
regions). They can be seen in:  
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_ATAC_regions.tsv.gz 
An analysis of the different types of genomic regions distributions can be seen in Figure 4-6 
and Figure 4-7. Qualitatively, the results are very similar to the consensus peak region 
distributions (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). Introns make up between 42-46% of the distributions 
(Figure 4-6 blue and Figure 4-7 E). DASMM regions lying in intergenic parts of the genome 
being particularly downrepresented in all MM subgroups and the complete set of DASMM 
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regions (Figure 4-6 cyan “intergenic label” and Figure 4-7 D) compared with its representative 
counterpart random set of regions (Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 D “RANDOM_ALL” label). Also, 
similarly as with the consensus peak regions, promoters (Figure 4-6 in pink and Figure 4-7 F), 
coding sequences (Figure 4-6 labelled “cds” in green and Figure 4-7 C) and 5’ UTRs (Figure 4-6 
labelled “5UTR” in dark yellow and Figure 4-7 B) are also qualitatively overrepresented in all 
DASMM regions and MM subgroup specific ones compared with random sets of regions. This is 
to be expected because the DASMM regions are a subset of the consensus peak regions 
including TSS.  
 
 
Figure 4-6: Annotation of DASMM regions. 
Genomic annotation of the DASMM regions, one region can overlap multiple genomic categories on both strands 
but each genomic category was counted only once per region. ALL: DASMM regions DA in any MM subgroup vs. PC. 
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MM subgroup regions (DA in a particular subgroup vs. PC, can also be DA in other subgroups): CCND1, HD, MAF, 
MMSET. RANDOM_ALL: A random generation of sequences simulating a sample equal to the “ALL” group per 
chromosome. UTR: Untranslated Region. 3UTRs: 3 prime end UTR, 5UTRs: 5 prime end UTR. CDS: coding sequence. 
 
 
Figure 4-7: Ratio scatterplots showing annotation of DASMM regions. (ND: PC) 
Proportion of DASMM regions corresponding to each genomic annotation: A: 3 prime end UTR, B: 5 prime end UTR, 
C: coding sequence, D: intergenic, E: introns, F: promoters. One region can overlap multiple genomic categories on 
both strands but each genomic category was counted only once per region. The groups on the x-axis are ALL: 
DASMM regions DA in any MM subgroup vs. PC. MM subgroup regions; MM subgroup DASMM regions (DA in a 
particular subgroup vs. PC, can also be DA in other subgroups): CCND1, HD, MAF and MMSET. A random generation 
of sequences simulating a sample equal to all DASMM regions per chromosome (RANDOM_ALL). 
A B C 
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4.3.4. Removing TSS from the DASMM regions 
As in the pan MM vs. PC analysis, annotated and unannotated TSS were removed from 
DASMM regions (see Materials and Methods chapter), while allowing unannotated TSS from 
novel single exon transcripts, which may be eRNA transcripts (Ding et al., 2018). From the 
8,911 starting regions, only 6,897 remained after this step, these regions are referred to as 
DASMM enhancers. The table with the regions can be found in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_ATAC_regions_no_TSS.tsv.gz 
Figure 4-8 shows how they are distributed among the different subgroups (compared with PC). 
 
 
Figure 4-8: DASMM enhancers overlap for each subgroup. 
DASMM enhancers for each MM subgroup: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple) overlapping 
the DASMM enhancers. 
 
As can be seen qualitatively, about a quarter (1,798) of all the DASMM enhancers are MAF 
specific which makes this subgroup the most different from the healthy state in terms of 
chromatin accessibility. It must be noted that there are only 2 MAF samples, so the effect of 
one of them having a strong signal could contribute strongly to this effect. Figure 4-2 A, shows 
that about 5% of all consensus peaks (13,479 out of 295,238) for PC and MM subgroups are 
MAF and PC specific so there is a 5-fold enrichment when it comes to the proportion of 
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DASMM enhancers found compared with the proportion of simultaneously accessible areas for 
MAF and PC. The HD group follows with 509 specific genomic regions with altered chromatin 
state, while about 15% of all the regions (1,057) are common DASMM enhancers between all 
MM subgroups and PC. 
4.3.5. SMM regions 
In order to identify de novo enhancer candidates, it is important to determine regions that are 
more chromatin accessible in the cancer state (for each subgroup) and are not already 
accessible in the healthy state (see Materials and Methods): the SMM regions. The regions can 
be seen in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis\MM_subgroup_vs_PC_ATAC_OE_regions_no_ND_peaks.bed.
gz 
There are 3,107 regions which are significantly more accessible in at least one MM subgroup 
than in PC, the distribution of the regions can be seen in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10. Around 
half (50-60%) of the SMM regions (MM subgroup specific SMM regions, any SMM region and 
random set of regions) lie in introns and between 28-44% are now intergenic (Figure 4-9 blue 
and cyan label and Figure 4-10 E and D respectively). In general, the intergenic category is now 
at qualitatively very similar levels as the background randomly generated sequences and not 
underrepresented compared to random sequences as was the case in consensus peak regions 
(Figure 4-3 cyan label and Figure 4-4 D) and DASMM regions (Figure 4-6 cyan label and Figure 
4-7 D). All the categories of SMM regions have similar profiles (Figure 4-9), except the HD 
state, having a qualitatively enrichment in the proportion of introns and a decrease in the 
intergenic category with respect to the rest (Figure 4-9 blue and cyan and Figure 4-10 E and D 
respectively). Maybe pointing at amplification in the copy number of enhancers as a 
consequence of Hyperdiploidy generating more accessibility in each enhancer. 
There is an enrichment in promoters (pink), coding sequences (labelled “cds” in green) and 5’ 
UTR regions (labelled “5UTRs” in dark yellow) overlapping subgroup regions compared with 
randomly sampled regions that was seen in previous cases such as with the consensus peaks 
(Figure 4-3 labels corresponding to mentioned colours and Figure 4-4 F, C and B respectively). 
This enrichment has been qualitatively eliminated (Figure 4-9 labels corresponding to 
mentioned colours and Figure 4-10 F, C and B respectively). Perhaps this is a consequence of 
chromatin accessible areas for PC samples being removed, particularly promoters (and regions 
which are adjacent to them and might be annotated as promoters). It is possible that a large 
proportion of promoters correspond to genes which may be expressed in MM while still being 
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accessible in the PC state, although this may not result in PC gene expression (which was 
shown in chapter 3), leading to a set of regions more deterministic to MM gene expression. 
 
 
Figure 4-9: Annotation of Distribution of the SMM regions. 
Genomic annotation of the SMM regions, one region can overlap multiple genomic categories on both strands but 
each genomic category was counted only once per region. Labels for percentages of 2% or less are omitted. 
ALL: SMM regions over accessible in any MM subgroup vs. PC. MM subgroup SMM regions (over accessible in a 
particular subgroup vs. PC, can also be over accessible in other subgroups): CCND1, HD, MAF, MMSET. 
RANDOM_ALL: A random generation of sequences simulating a sample equal to the “ALL” group per chromosome. 
UTR: Untranslated Region. 3UTRs: 3 prime end UTR, 5UTRs: 5 prime end UTR. CDS: coding sequence. 
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Figure 4-10: Ratio scatterplots showing annotation of SMM regions. 
Proportion of SMM regions corresponding to each genomic annotation: A: 3 prime end UTR, B: 5 prime end UTR, C: 
coding sequence, D: intergenic, E: introns, F: promoters. One region can overlap multiple genomic categories on both 
strands but each genomic category was counted only once per region. The groups on the x-axis are ALL: SMM 
regions over accessible in any MM subgroup vs. PC. MM subgroup regions (over accessible in a particular MM 
subgroup vs. PC, can also be over accessible in other subgroups); CCND1, HD, MAF MMSET. A random generation of 
sequences simulating a sample equal to all SMM regions per chromosome (RANDOM_ALL). 
 
4.3.6. SMM enhancers 
SMM regions will contain both cis-regulator regions and transcription start sites. To identify 
enhancer candidates, the TSS should be removed. 2,801 regions are considered chromatin 
accessible exclusively in MM subgroups vs. PC, referred to as SMM enhancers and can be seen 
in Figure 4-11 and: 
A B C 
D E F 
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MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis\MM_subgroup_vs_PC_ATAC_OE_regions_no_ND_peaks_no_
TSS.bed.gz 
All MM subgroups have a statistically significant difference in the proportion of subgroup 
exclusive regions when transitioning from consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups (Figure 
4-12 pink bars within each subgroup) to DASMM enhancers (Figure 4-12 green) and from 
DASMM enhancers to SMM enhancers (Figure 4-12 blue). The proportion of MM subgroup 
exclusive regions increases through these transitions, except in the case of the HD subgroup 
with a significant decrease in the ratio of HD consensus peaks to HD DASMM enhancers. The 
relative conversion ratio of SMM to DASMM enhancers is similar for each subgroup (between 
63% and 73%) but the overall conversion rate is 41% and 13% for regions common to all 
subgroups (Table 4-2). While 1,057/6,897 (15%) of DASMM enhancers are DA in all subgroups 
compared with the normal state, only 134/2,801 (5%) are over accessible in all subgroups 
compared to the PC. This points at a specialization in the chromatin profile in terms of 
subgroups: the regions representing candidate enhancers, which are inactive in the normal 
donor state and thought to become functional in the cancer state, tend to be subgroup 
specific. Additionally, a high share of the consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups are 
coming from the HD subgroup, something to be expected due to the high sample numbers, as 
already observed in Table 4-1. 
 
 
Figure 4-11: SMM enhancers overlap for each subgroup. 
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SMM enhancers for each MM subgroup: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple) overlapping the 
SMM enhancers. 
 
 
Figure 4-12: Proportion of exclusive MM subgroup regions from total.  
For each MM subgroup (CCND1, HD, MAF and MMSET), the proportion of MM subgroup exclusive regions from all 
consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups (pink bars, includes PC regions overlapping), DASMM enhancers (green) 
and SMM enhancers (blue) are shown. The pairwise Pearson's chi-squared test using Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) 
correction p-adjusted values between proportions within MM subgroups are all statistically significant (p-adjusted 
values less than 0.0001 for all cases). 
 
 HD CCND1 MAF MMSET 
Common to 
all subgroups 
Total 
SMM enhancers 321 136 1,265 218 134 2,801 
DASMM enhancers 509 213 1,798 297 1,057 6,897 
Ratio 
(activated/differential) 
63% 64% 70% 73% 13% 41% 
Table 4-2: Ratios of SMM and DASMM enhancers. 
Ratios of regions exclusive to each subgroup (significant when compared to PC) are included: HD, CCND1, MAF and 
MMSET. Also regions common to all subgroups vs. PC and total regions. 
 
Nearly half (1,265/2,801) of the SMM enhancers becoming active are exclusive to the MAF 
subgroup (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 MAF subgroup blue bar), a very high proportion of the 
total enhancers found. This represents a high and statistically significant enrichment compared 
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with about a quarter: 1,798 out of 6,897 all the DASMM enhancers which are DA in the MAF 
vs. PC subgroup (Figure 4-12 MAF subgroup green bar). This points to the fact that MAF is the 
group deviating most in terms of chromatin accessibility profile of putative enhancer sites from 
the healthy state, with a general euchromatin state.  
4.3.7. Transcriptomic profiles 
Once the enhancer regions with a change in chromatin accessibility between healthy and 
subgroup MM state had been identified, I sought to study the MM subgroup transcriptome. 
RNA-seq profiles were obtained as stated in the Materials and Methods section and can be 
seen in Figure 4-13. In general all subgroups display a similar profile compared with PC (Figure 
4-13 first column) with a proportion of the genes which become OE in MM (perhaps 
corresponding to oncogenes) and genes becoming suppressed in the cancer state (which could 
be tumor suppressing genes) with variable baseline expression. The MAF subgroup has the 
highest fold variation compared to PC in both extremes while the MMSET has the lowest. The 
relevant genes for each subgroup are marked: for each subgroup, the gene affected by the IgH 
enhancer translocation and CCND2. CCND2 expression is high and OE in the HD, MAF and 
MMSET subgroups and low in CCND1, pointing at a dichotomy in CCND1-CCND2 expression. 
The log fold change of this gene with respect to PC is comparable to the IgH enhancer 
translocated gene target overexpression for each subgroup. Additionally, as it is expected for 
the CCND1 subgroup, CCND1 is very highly OE compared with PC expression. There is also a 
correlation between the subgroups and their gene change with respect to PC (Figure 4-13 
second, third and fourth column), as in the case for accessibility, this could be due to spurious 
correlation of ratios. 
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Figure 4-13: Transcriptomic profiles of the different MM subgroups compared with PC. (ND: PC) 
Details for all the quantified genes. The first column shows the average Rlog (normalized) gene expression for the PC 
samples. The rest of the columns and rows show the Log2fold gene expression between the samples of each 
subgroup specified and PC samples. Distinction is made between signals with significant Log Ratio Test (LRT) where 
the effect of the subgroup accounting for batch is significant. Relevant genes are marked for each subgroup. 
 
4.3.8. DESMM genes 
After the general gene expression profiles were studied, I sought to find a set of genes with 
significantly changed expression with respect to PC. Testing of the expression changes was 
performed similarly to the ATAC-seq analysis described above (but with outlier detection since 
DESeq2 was initially developed for RNA-seq analysis and it is more robust), (see Materials and 
Methods, section 2.3.6.2). The samples tested and the covariates can be seen in Table 2-1. 
2,749 differentially significant genes, referred to as DESMM genes can be viewed in: 
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MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_sign_DE_genes_all_cond.tsv.gz 
The number of DESMM genes in each subgroup vs. PC comparison can be seen in Figure 4-14. 
About a quarter of these genes are DE in all subgroups compared with PC. The MAF subgroup 
has the highest number of subgroup specific DESMM (298) followed by the MMSET group with 
198, it is important to note that these two subgroups also have a significant number of group 
specific peak regions not accessible in PC, which could be regulating these genes (Figure 4-2 B). 
There is also a high overlap of DE genes between the MAF, HD and CCND1 group, perhaps 
showing a proportion of similar pathways deviating from their PC counterparts. The table with 
all the DE details for all the genes can be viewed in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_all_DE_genes_all_cond.tsv.gz 
 
 
Figure 4-14: DESMM genes overlapping each subgroup. 
DESMM genes overlapping each MM subgroup: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple). 
 
To observe which cell processes are affected in terms of gene expression in the PC to MM 
subgroup transition, gene ontology analysis was performed testing the category enrichment in 
all the 2,749 DESMM genes (and subgroups specific DESMM) compared with the 57,992 genes 
which were quantified as specified in the Materials and Methods chapter. The results show 
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1,158 Biological Process, 105 Molecular Function and 105 Cell Cycle categories with 
overrepresentation in at least one of the subgroups or all the DESMM genes and can be 
viewed in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/GO_subgroup_MM_vs_PC_DE_genes_Wallenius.xlsx 
165 Biological Process and Molecular Function categories are overrepresented in all 
subgroups, some are expected, novel and general to gene expression such as “proximal 
promoter DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific” or plasma 
cell processes: “humoral immune response mediated by circulating immunoglobulin”, “positive 
regulation of leukocyte activation”, “killing of cells of other organism” or “ERK1 and ERK2 
cascade” which is involved in differentiation of PCs (Yasuda et al., 2011). Also, the term 
“regulation of ossification” (process of cartilage to bone formation) is overrepresented in all 
subgroups except HD. Some terms associated with cancer could be found to be enriched, for 
example, “angiogenesis” (formation of new blood vessels commonly found in cancer) were 
found enriched in MAF and MMSET subgroups and previously found enriched in MM (Jin et al., 
2018), “vasculogenesis” in MAF, “cell migration” and “regulation of B cell activation” in all but 
CCND1 and also in the literature (Hoang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018). “Chemokine production” 
is overrepresented in all subgroups, as an example, CX3CL1 is a chemokine which is found to 
be involved in MM angiogenesis (Marchica et al., 2019). Another pathway found enriched is 
cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate) mediated signalling in all subgroups but MMSET 
subgroup and also found in the literature (Jin et al., 2018). 
4.3.9. OESMM genes 
To find a set of genes that could be regulated by subtype specific enhancers, DESMM were 
filtered to get only genes OE in at least one subgroup (see Materials and methods chapter). 
1,664 genes fitting these criteria were found (referred to as OESMM genes). These can be 
found in:  
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_OE_RNA.gz  
As Figure 4-15 shows, there are 240 genes which are OE in all subgroups vs. PC. All MM 
subgroups have a number of exclusive genes OE with respect to normal state which is either 
similar to the DESMM genes (Figure 4-14) in the case of the HD (72 OE, 87 DE) and CCND1 (73 
compared to 95) subgroups or higher: MAF (346 versus 298) and MMSET (344 and 198). 
Accordingly, the proportions of MM subgroup exclusive genes from the total reflect an 
increase in DEMM compared to OEMM genes for each subgroup (Figure 4-16 pink and cyan 
bars respectively), being statistically significant for MAF and MMSET. 
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Figure 4-15: OESMM genes overlapping each subgroup. 
OESMM genes overlapping each MM subgroup: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple). 
 
 
Figure 4-16: Proportions of MM subgroup exclusive DEMM and OEMM genes. 
For each MM subgroup (CCND1, HD, MAF and MMSET), the proportion of subgroup exclusive genes from all DEMM 
genes (pink bars), OEMM genes (cyan) are shown. The pairwise Pearson's chi-squared test using Benjamini & 
Hochberg (1995) correction p-adjusted values between proportions within MM subgroups are shown above the bars. 
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In the case of MAF and MMSET, there might be more subgroup exclusive OESMM genes than 
DESMM genes because some DESMM genes are shared with other subgroups but down-
regulated in the other subgroups and over-expressed in MAF or MMSET. Additionally, the 
OESMM genes shared by more than one subgroup (Figure 4-15) dramatically decrease 
compared to the DESMM genes (Figure 4-14) except for gene overlaps between MMSET and 
HD. There are 775/2,749 (28%) DESMM genes (Figure 4-14) which are shared by all subgroups 
with respect to the normal state (out of all DESMM genes) and 240/1,664 (14%) OESMM genes 
(Figure 4-15) which are shared by all subgroups compared with PCs. In terms of the 
transcriptome, this points to the different MM subgroups acquiring distinct profiles compared 
to the healthy state. 
When the SMM enhancers are taken into account (Figure 4-11), it can be seen that MAF has 
the highest number of putative SMM enhancers (1,265) and OESMM genes (346, Figure 4-15). 
Despite this fact, this functional relationship between the number of putative SMM enhancers 
and OESMM is not very clear in general. For example, MMSET has a sixth (218) of the 
enhancers compared to MAF but there are 344 OE genes in MMSET (nearly as many as in 
MAF). Although enhancers may be redundant (Cannavò et al., 2016) and this may help to 
explain this fact, it is important to fine tune the requirements to consider enhancer regions as 
it was done later in this chapter. 
To find which gene categories and biological pathways were enriched in these genes Gene 
Ontology enrichment was performed. All 1,664 OESMM genes (and subgroups specific OESMM 
genes) were compared to the 57,992 genes quantified and 965 Biological Process and 
Molecular Function categories with overrepresentation in at least one of the subgroups or all 
the OE genes between subgroup MM were identified: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/GO_subgroup_MM_vs_PC_OE_genes_Wallenius.xlsx 
70 categories were overrepresented in all subgroups, some including cancer-related such as 
cell migration or the chemokine-mediated signaling pathway which could be involved in MM 
(Marchica et al., 2019). Other terms are present in some or all the subgroups which were 
found to be enriched, for example, angiogenesis as mentioned before, involved in MM (Ribatti 
and Vacca, 2018) and is enriched in all but CCND1 subgroups, regulation of aspects of the 
extracellular matrix such as organization or adhesion. The extracellular matrix remodelling has 
been shown to be of importance in MM (Glavey et al., 2017). Another example is regulation of 
cell proliferation in MAF. 
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4.3.10. DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes 
To identify regions of open chromatin in subgroups vs. PC that might be regulating DESMM 
genes a window around DASMM enhancers of 1Mb was used as specified in the Materials and 
Methods chapter. There were 6,090 region – gene pairs are DA and DE in at least one 
subgroup vs. PC. These are referred to as DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM 
genes. They can be seen in the table: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_DE_ATAC_DE_RNA_1Mb.xlsx 
The interactions corresponding to each subgroup and their overlaps that are active compared 
to PCs can be seen in Figure 4-17. There are 2,404 interactions where a subgroup may contain 
either ATAC, RNA or both either more accessible (and OE) or equal in PC with respect to all 
MM subgroups. The number of subgroup specific interactions between DASMM enhancers and 
protein coding DESMM genes are qualitatively correlated with the combination of the 
individual DASMM enhancer regions (Figure 4-8) and DESMM genes (Figure 4-14) as it is 
expected. For example, MAF is the dominant group with 1,399 interactions generated from 
1,798 regions and 298 genes, this is followed by MMSET with 585 interactions and HD with 
512, finally, CCND1 has 139 interactions. There are 106 interactions common to all subgroups. 
 
 
Figure 4-17: DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes. Enhancer – gene interactions overlapping 
each subgroup. 
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Protein coding DESMM genes regulated by DASMM enhancers overlapping each MM subgroup, a subgroup is 
considered overlapped if both the region and gene are over accessible and OE respectively compared to PC: HD (red), 
CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple). Outside the bubbles, bottom right: interactions that have either 
ATAC, RNA or both either more accessible (and OE) or equal in PC with respect to all MM subgroups. 
 
4.3.11. Chromatin accessibility and gene expression subtyping classification profiles for DASMM 
enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes 
Having determined pairs of DASMM enhancers and DESMM genes, I set out to determine 
whether these pairs could classify cytogenetically annotated and unannotated samples. Using 
DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes (individually for regions and 
genes), the samples were subjected to clustering (including samples with cytogenetic 
information unavailable). 
As can be seen in Figure 4-18, all of the subgroup samples were grouped together using 
chromatin accessibility profiling. Clusters were determined by the average distance between 
the elements of one cluster and the elements of the other, creating clusters equally dissimilar 
to other clusters. The cytogenetically unannotated samples A27.20, A27.18 and A24.10 
clustered together with HD samples, suggesting a similar chromatin accessibility profile. 
Additionally, the sorting suggests that the sample A17.5 could in fact be an MMSET 
cytogenetic sample (Figure 4-18 marked with a red arrow). To check this, the expression of the 
MMSET gene which is a hallmark of this subgroup was verified and the expression was at a 
level comparable of the samples containing the t(4;14) where the IgH enhancer is deregulating 
the MMSET expression (Figure 4-19). 
Clustering was also performed on protein coding DESMM genes (Figure 4-20), clusters were 
determined by the shortest distance between the furthest elements in clusters, and this 
created groups where all elements contained in them had limited dissimilarity. The gene 
profiling based on protein coding DESMM genes also suggested that the sample A17.5 
corresponds to the MMSET group (Figure 4-20 marked with a red arrow). Moreover, identically 
as with the chromatin accessibility profiling, the gene expression profiling also clustered all 
subgroup samples together and the samples with unknown cytogenetic information were 
categorized as HD samples. 
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Figure 4-18: MM subgroup chromatin accessibility profiling in terms of regulatory DASMM enhancers. 
Each row is a unique DASMM enhancer regulating a protein coding DESMM gene. Columns correspond to samples, 
names contain cytogenetic groups: Hyperdiploid (HD), translocations MAF, CCND1, MMSET, Plasma Cells (PC) and 
cytogenetically unannotated MM samples (MM_OTHER). The cells in the heatmap represent the rLog normalized 
reads in peaks. Samples and enhancers are hierarchically clustered on correlation metric and average linkage. Red 
arrow indicating non-cytogenetically annotated sample A17.5 clustering with MMSET translocated samples. 
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Figure 4-19: MMSET Gene expression for the different categories of primary samples. 
Normalized rLog gene expression for all the MM subgroups, PC and the unknown sample A17.5 that clusters with 
MMSET samples in terms of accessibility in enhancer regions. 
 
Together these results suggest that the DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM 
genes are very relevant features capable of classifying samples into their subgroups. This may 
suggest that the putative enhancers and regulated genes proposed are in fact genuine 
interactions although this requires further testing. It must be noted that samples 
corresponding to the same subgroup (such as MMSET) are clustered together based not only 
on the MMSET gene expression, but on a gene signature of a combination of multiple relevant 
genes. This was previously explored in the gene ontology for DESMM and OESMM genes. 
Finally, the chromatin accessible profile will be further explored for TF motif enrichment. 
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Figure 4-20: MM subgroup gene expression profiling in terms of regulated DESMM genes. 
Each row is a unique DESMM gene regulated by a DASMM enhancer. Columns correspond to samples, names 
contain cytogenetic groups: Hyperdiploid (HD), translocations MAF, CCND1, MMSET, Plasma Cells (PC) and 
cytogenetically unannotated MM samples (MM_OTHER). The cells in the heatmap represent the rLog normalized 
reads in genes. Samples and genes are hierarchically clustered on correlation metric and average linkage. Red arrow 
indicating non-cytogenetically annotated sample A17.5 clustering with MMSET translocated samples. 
 
4.3.12. SMM enhancers near OESMM protein coding genes 
Potential subgroup specific enhancers are those that are increased in activity in cancer states 
and the genes they regulate will presumably be upregulated compared to PC. Thus I sought to 
relate the subgroup activated enhancers to the corresponding upregulated genes. 1,419 region 
– gene pairs were obtained as specified in the Materials and Methods chapter, they are 
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referred to as SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes. They can be seen in 
the table: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.tsv.gz 
Additionally, for each MM subgroup a table was created where the particular subgroup regions 
and genes are significantly more accessible and expressed than in PC respectively: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/CCND1_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.tsv.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/HD_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.tsv.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MAF_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.tsv.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/MMSET_vs_PC_OE_ATAC_OE_RNA_1Mb.tsv.gz 
As can also be seen in Figure 4-21, the greatest number of SMM enhancers near OESMM 
protein coding genes is coming from MAF (704), followed by MMSET (211), HD (169) and 
CCND1 (66). This correlates well, as it is to be expected, with the relationship between the 
OESMM genes (Figure 4-15) and SMM enhancers (Figure 4-11) which has MAF with 1,265 
active candidate enhancer regions and 346 upregulated genes, MMSET with 218 and 344, HD 
with 321 region but only 72 genes and CCND1 with 136 and 73 respectively. Surprisingly, there 
are very few interactions common to all subgroups (13) despite having 240 upregulated genes 
and 134 active enhancer regions. 
Consistent with this observation, when compared with the DASMM enhancers - protein coding 
DESMM genes interactions (Figure 4-17), there is subgroup specialization in the interactions 
for all subgroups except HD. For example, about 5% (66/1,419) of activated region - gene pairs 
are exclusive to CCND1, but only 2% of all differential region - gene pairs are. MAF is always 
the subgroup deviating most from PC, with MAF exclusive SMM enhancers and protein coding 
OESMM genes pairs accounting for about half of all the interactions.  
Moreover, the interactions common to multiple or all subgroups drastically decline in the 
SMM enhancers compared with the DASMM enhancers. This result in the SMM enhancers 
regulating protein coding OESMM genes could be a consequence of eliminating any DA regions 
which are chromatin accessible in PC (as well as regions more chromatin accessible in PC), 
removing equally or OE PC genes, while also employing stricter thresholds than for differential 
gene expression and chromatin accessibility in subgroup comparisons with PC. The combined 
effect of applying this across multiple subgroup comparisons could decrease the number of 
overlapping interactions. This, however, increases the confidence in the interactions proposed. 
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Figure 4-21: SMM enhancers near OESMM protein coding genes interactions. Enhancer – gene interactions 
overlapping each subgroup. 
MM subgroups overlapping the interactions: HD (red), CCND1 (blue), MAF (green) and MMSET (purple). 
 
As previously mentioned, it was observed, that primary MM samples tend to show either 
CCND1 or CCND2 overexpression. The mechanism of CCND1 overexpression is identified 
through the IgH enhancer translocation, while CCND2 remains unknown. An example of these 
more discriminatory interactions can be seen in Figure 4-22 (location 1), for the MAF subgroup 
with the CCND2 gene and a candidate enhancer (chr12:4,141,400-4,141,861). This chromatin 
accessible region is also present in the HD sample A26.9B but doesn’t produce CCND2 
overexpression in this sample, as it will be seen in chapter 5, this sample is an outlier in terms 
of chromatin accessibility. In addition, location 2 on Figure 4-22 corresponding to region 
chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378, is also a region predicted to regulate the CCND2 gene (DASMM 
enhancer regulating protein coding DESMM genes table). As can be seen in the corresponding 
table (MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/subgroup_MM_vs_PC_DE_ATAC_DE_RNA_1Mb.xlsx) 
this region is accessible throughout PC and MM samples (hence why it is not considered an 
exclusive SMM enhancer) but significantly more open in the MAF subgroup (nearly 8 fold more 
accessible than in PC). Since the chromatin accessibility is not an “on” or “off” scale, this region 
can be considered somewhat open in PC but significantly more accessible in MM and 
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becoming active and activating the CCND2 gene, resulting in overexpression. The CCND2 gene 
is expressed all throughout MM and PC samples but has a 128 fold increase in expression in 
the MAF subgroup compared with PC.  
The region chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 overlaps an enhancer region (peak 6) that was tested 
for CCND2 regulation (not shown) by (Alexia Katsarou, Department of Haematology, 
Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust in London, pers. 
comms.) through CRISPR-dCas9 repression in a MAF translocated cell line (to my knowledge 
JJN-3) obtaining a significant lower relative CCND2 expression comparable to CCND2 promoter 
repression (p-value is less than 0.01). Furthermore, Alexia Katsarou performed super-enhancer 
calling using the H3K27ac histone modification Chromatin Immunoprecipitation sequencing 
(ChIP-Seq) in MAF-translocated JJN3 cells and identified this region (and surrounding ones) as a 
putative super enhancer extending the region chr12:4,103,242-4,177,985 (not shown). The 
accessibility of the putative enhancer chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 correlates with CCND2 
expression (Figure 4-23 A). Region chr12:4,141,400-4,141,861 doesn't seem to be correlated 
with CCND2 expression (Figure 4-23 B) in general and it is not clear if this region is acting as an 
enhancer only in MAF or perhaps the MAF samples could just have a wide area of open 
chromatin including the aforementioned region. 
Further supporting the regulatory effect of the selected tested enhancer, the samples in the 
present study tend to have either high CCND1 expression or high CCND2 expression (Figure 
4-24 A and B), consistent with the literature regarding the CCND1 and CCND2 expression 
dichotomy (Chesi and Bergsagel, 2011; Shah et al., 2018; D. Smith et al., 2016) with CCND3 
expression being somewhat lower in some samples with high CCND2 expression (Figure 4-24 
B). Moreover, the expression of CCND2 tends to be correlated with the accessibility of region 
chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 (implying regulation), with CCND1 abundance being anti-correlated 
with this candidate enhancer’s accessibility, high accessibility for this region is found in CCND2 
expression above 12.5 (Figure 4-24 A). Furthermore, there are 3 samples with relatively high 
CCND1 expression and higher CCND2: the HD samples 19.1 and 26.9B and the MMSET 
translocated sample 28.13. CCND3 is not found to be DE in any subgroup compared to PC. 
Additionally, 3D chromatin interactions, as measured by HiC, in the B-cell line GM12878 (which 
is a less differentiated state compared with PCs) showed some contacts for the 5Kb region 
containing the candidate regions and the CCND2 promoter (Figure 4-25 blue rectangle 
intersecting CCND2 promoter). 
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Figure 4-22: MAF CCND2 candidate enhancers. 
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Left: ATAC-seq tracks showing the different chromatin accessibility profiles of the different samples in different 
colours depending on the different subgroups: HD in red, MAF in orange, CCND1 in purple, MMSET in cyan, 
cytogenetically non-annotated samples in grey, PC samples in green and MM CL in dark blue. The baseline 
calculated chromatin accessibility signal (noise) is overlaid in black for all samples. On the left section, the enhancer 
at location 1 (chr12:4,141,400-4,141,861) and location 2 (chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378). The scale for each track is 0-3 
(fragment pileup normalized for each sample per million reads). 
Right: RNA-seq signal corresponding to each of the ATAC-seq tracks (each RNA sample is horizontally aligned with its 
patient’s ATAC sample, ATAC-RNA sample correspondence can be seen in Table 2-1), the colours for the RNA-seq 
signal are the same as for the ATAC-seq signal. The scale for each track is 0-80 (reads mapping normalized by 
sample million reads mapped). 
 
 
 
Figure 4-23: Correlation of chromatin accessibility with CCND2 expression for candidate enhancer regions. 
CCND2 rLog normalized expression with the rLog normalized candidate regions accessibility. The regions shown are 
A: chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 and B: chr12:4,141,400-4,141,861. 
 
A B 
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Figure 4-24: CCND1 - CCND2 dichotomy. 
A: CCND1 with CCND2 rLog normalized expression and accessibility for the chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 region. 
B: Rlog normalized expression for CCND1, CCND2 and CCND3. 
A B 
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Figure 4-25: B cell line (GM12878) Hi-C for the CCND2 gene and CCND2 candidate enhancer regions.  
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Hi-C raw data on hg38 assembly at 5Kb resolution (Rao et al., 2014), location of the 5Kb regions of the studied 
candidate enhancers (chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 and chr12:4,141,400-4,141,861) in the blue rectangle region. 
Visualization obtained using the Feng Yue lab at Northwestern University Genome Browser (Yue, n.d.). 
 
4.3.13. TF binding in SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes 
Now that a set of subgroup specific genes that I hypothesise may be activatated via the 
triggering of nearby enhancers had been identified, I set out to determine which activator 
proteins might be binding to the active enhancers. Motif enrichment was performed on the 
regions for each subgroup with the most confidence of having regulatory potential: the unique 
SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes obtained in the previous section. 
As can be seen in the Materials and Methods section 2.6.2, the regions selected for motif 
enrichment for each subgroup are 143 regions for CCND1, 662 for MAF, 314 for MMSET and 
264 for HD. They can be seen in: 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/Subgroups motif enrichment/CCND1_enhancers.bed.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/Subgroups motif enrichment/HD_enhancers.bed.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/Subgroups motif enrichment/MAF_enhancers.bed.gz 
MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/Subgroups motif enrichment/MMSET_enhancers.bed.gz 
Thirty-eight TF motifs were found to be enriched in SMM enhancers (any subgroup) regulating 
protein coding OESMM genes (Figure 4-26). Most of the enriched TFs have been found to be 
relevant in MM, for example, BCL6 is found to be OE in patient MM cells in coculture with 
bone marrow (BM) stromal cell-culture supernatant (Hideshima et al., 2010), ERG expression is 
discovered to be high in MM samples (Knief et al., 2017) or MAZ OE and activating MYC 
expression in a subset of MM samples (Zhan et al., 2002). Furthermore, CTCF, ELF2, ETV family, 
IRF family, POU2F1, POU2F2, PRDM1, RXRA, SP3 and SPI1 are found to be MM CL super 
enhancer-associated TF genes (Jin et al., 2018). Each MM subgroup has specific TF motif 
enrichment in its activated enhancers, some (such as CTCF and CTCFL) are common to all 
subgroups. HD and MMSET have the larger set of the enriched TFs. It must be noted that 
because of thresholds used, it is possible that despite TFs appearing as non-enriched for 
certain subgroups, they might be binding to a very small subset of enhancers. 
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Figure 4-26: TFs motif enriched in DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes. 
Black boxes indicating significant enrichment in a particular TF for the regions in the DASMM enhancers – protein 
coding DESMM that are DA and DE for a subgroup vs. PC. 
 
If these enriched TFs are to regulate the subgroup specific enhancers, it is important to 
determine whether they are readily available in the cells to activate the putative enhancer 
regions and promote the expression of myeloma related genes. The method described in the 
section 2.6.3 of the Materials and Methods was used. The TF genes with significant motif 
enrichment in any sample group were statistically significantly more expressed than those with 
non-enriched binding motifs (Figure 4-27 A) when considering all PC samples (labelled “ND”), 
primary MM samples (labelled “MM”) and MM CLs (labelled “MM_CL”). 
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Figure 4-27: Expression of TF motif enriched in DASMM enhancers regulating protein coding DESMM genes. 
A: Average rLog normalized gene expression distribution of any MM subgroup enriched TFs (37, not counting the 
STAT1::STAT2 dimer in Figure 4-26) compared with the non-enriched TFs in any MM subgroup (388) for different 
conditions (MM, MM CL, ND: PC). Significance shown for two-sample one tail Kolmogorov-Smirnov test within each 
group of samples (MM, PC and MM CLs), null hypothesis: distribution of gene means not greater for TFs with 
significant motif enrichment in any MM subgroup compared with TFs without significant motif enrichment in any 
MM subgroup. 
B: Same as A, but comparing the average rLog normalized gene expression distribution of the particular MM 
subgroup enriched TFs (not counting the STAT1::STAT2 dimer in Figure 4-26) with the non-enriched TFs for the 
particular subgroup (from all the 425 TF genes considered in this section) for different conditions MM subgroup 
samples (CCND1, HD, MAF and MMSET). Significance shown for two-sample one tail Kolmogorov-Smirnov test within 
each group of samples, null hypothesis: distribution of gene means not greater for TFs with significant motif 
A C 
B D 
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enrichment in particular MM subgroup compared with TFs without significant motif enrichment in particular MM 
subgroup. 
C: Results for 100,000 permutation tests, each test creates a random sample of size the number of TFs with a motif 
significantly enriched in any MM subgroup from all the 425 TF genes considered in this section, and compares it with 
the TFs with a motif significantly enriched in any MM subgroup (not considering the STAT1::STAT2 dimer). Within 
each comparison, the mean of the mean expression of the selected TFs was calculated for the samples considered 
(MM, ND:PC or MM CL) for both groups of samples. The number of tests having the random sample mean TF gene 
mean expression higher or equal to that of TF motif enriched annotated genes in any MM subgroup was obtained 
and p-values were calculated. 
D: Same as C but using gene expression for each particular MM subgroup specific enriched motif binding TFs 
compared with that of all considered TFs. 
 
To account for the fact that distribution of TF gene means is unknown, an additional 
permutation test was performed (Figure 4-27 C), also obtaining statistically significant results 
that the enriched TF motifs were more highly expressed than the non-enriched motifs. The 
average subgroup gene expression distribution for the enriched TFs in each subgroup was 
higher compared to that of the non-enriched TFs in that subgroup (Figure 4-27 B) but only 
statistically significantly higher for the HD and MMSET subgroups. The mean of the mean gene 
expression for enriched TFs in each subgroup was also higher than that of all the TFs (Figure 
4-27 D) but again, only statistically significant for the HD and MMSET subgroups. When 
combined, the results show strong evidence that the regions with regulatory potential that are 
becoming more chromatin accessible in MM and hypothesized to regulate genes, are enriched 
with relevant TFs in PC, MM in general (HD and MMSET in particular) and MM CL. This is 
consistent with the fact that these regions are thought to become active by binding of these 
TFs. Within MM samples, these pathways leading to cancer are significant in the HD and 
MMSET groups as can be seen in Figure 4-27. These subgroups have the great majority of 
enriched motifs, perhaps exhibiting this mechanism to deregulate genes more profoundly. 
 
4.4. Discussion 
In this study, samples with higher number of single ends contain a higher number of 
corresponding accessible peaks while the latter is only weakly correlated with the assigned 
fraction. Therefore, out of the covariates studied (Figure 4-1), in general, the distribution (not 
the number) of chromatin accessible reads from ATAC-seq is the factor dictating the assigned 
fraction. A higher assigned fraction implies a higher difference between background and higher 
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accessibility. This means that MAF, MM CL samples and HD samples (all containing a high 
assigned fraction) could have more total areas of high accessibility with very large contrasts 
compared to the surrounding regions while the rest of the subgroups might have a higher 
proportion of the DNA in a somewhat accessible state to a large degree. For HD samples, the 
ratio of peaks to input reads is around half that for MAF and MM CL samples. Its high assigned 
fraction might be explained by a significant proportion of the peak regions overlapping 
genomic areas that have been duplicated (a feature of HD). This could translate to one peak 
being assigned reads from multiple duplicated regions. Finally, it must be noted that 2 out of 5 
MM CLs contain a MAF translocation, this might explain why MM CLs samples have similar 
metric ratios as the MAF samples. In this regard, it is possible that MAF overexpression or its 
downstream repercussions are creating this effect on the chromatin. 
A set of 295,238 chromatin accessible regions relevant in the PC – MM subgroup context were 
produced. The different sequencing depth of each sample was taken into account by 
subsampling all samples to a common sequencing depth corresponding to the lowest of all 
samples included in the study (28,231,242 single end reads). These were used to obtain the PC 
and MM subgroup consensus regions from which the rest of regions of interest were derived. 
The number of samples in each subgroup was unbalanced (Table 4-1): HD is the highest with 
13, while MAF is the lowest with 2, in between MMSET and CCND1 with 4 and PC with 5 (3 
donors with different CD19 status). Despite this, the number of subgroup peaks doesn’t 
correlate with the number of samples (Table 4-1), with MAF and PC producing the largest 
number of peaks per sample. Various factors may be influencing this such as the heterogeneity 
of the accessibility of the samples corresponding to each subgroup or how close the subgroup 
peaks are to saturation. 
Despite balancing the per sample sequencing depth, the total sequencing depth per subgroup 
(taking into account the total number of samples per subgroup) was not accounted for. The 
reason for this was that for chromatin accessible peak calling, a minimum starting material is 
required for each sample to build up signal and distinguish genuine regions from noise. 
Additionally, if the lowest number of reads per sample and lowest number of samples per 
subgroup across the whole set had been used, most of the sequencing material would not be 
used in this process (particularly in the case of HD), since there are more than 6 times more 
samples than for the MAF subgroup. Finally, once the consensus regions were used as 
features, quantification of each full sample signal was used in each consensus region to 
consider subgroup specific enhancers. This accounts for subgroup specific balancing of reads in 
each consensus region but is also susceptible to some groups of samples being more 
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deterministic than others in determining a subgroup effect: for example, since there are only 
two MAF samples, an area containing a high accessibility in one MAF sample has a high 
influence in determining a MAF subgroup open chromatin region (also applicable in RNA-seq 
changes). The strategy employed means that for the starting consensus regions, the degree to 
which chromatin accessible profiles are studied is different for each subgroup and it has to be 
taken into account when considering subgroup specific regions throughout this work, 
nevertheless, it also presumably correlates to the incidence of each subgroup’s primary 
oncogenic driver in patients. Consistent with this, HD has the highest number of exclusive 
accessible consensus regions respectively with 98,801 (Figure 4-2 A) about one third of all 
consensus peaks for PC and MM subgroups when including overlapping PC accessible regions 
(Figure 4-12 pink bar for HD category). This also suggests that is it possible that the accessible 
regions for other MM subgroups might not have saturated and additional samples may be 
required. MAF is the second MM subgroup with most exclusive consensus peak regions with 
13,473 (Figure 4-2 A) regions which could be a result of the high per sample influence 
explained above. 
There is an enrichment of promoter regions in consensus accessible regions throughout all 
subgroups consistent with the fact that promoter accessibility tends to be a requisite of gene 
expression (chapter 3). Furthermore, the general nature of chromatin accessible changes 
required from the normal to the cancer state differs between each subgroup with CCND1 and 
HD having an enrichment in accessibility gain in already PC accessible regions while MMSET 
has a high proportion of de novo chromatin accessible regions and MAF lying somewhere in 
between. 
DASMM enhancers and SMM enhancers have MAF as the subgroup deviating most from the 
PC state in terms of chromatin accessibility, the number DA regions shared across all 
subgroups vs. PC [1,057/6,897 (15%)] dramatically decreases when considering only activated 
enhancers shared by all subgroups vs. PC [134/2,801 (5%)], pointing at a MM subgroup 
specialization in the chromatin profile. 
Similarly to accessibility, there is also a MM subgroup specialization acquiring distinct 
transcriptomic profiles compared to the healthy state when going from DE to OE genes but in 
contrast with accessibility, the degree to which this occurs is lower in absolute and relative 
terms. There are 775/2,749 (28%) DESMM genes which are shared by all subgroups with 
respect to the normal state and 240/1,664 (14%) OESMM genes which are shared by all 
subgroups compared with PCs. Not only is the relative ratio of DE features shared by all 
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subgroups double for genes compared to regions but when considering only activated features 
in all subgroups the relative ratio is triple. This suggests a higher importance of subgroup 
specific chromatin accessibility changes. MAF had the highest range in gene expression change 
with respect to PC while MMSET had the lowest variability. 
MAF and MMSET had an enrichment for subgroup exclusive DESMM genes and OESMM genes 
with DESMM genes associated pathways such as vasculogenesis (MAF), chemokine production 
(all subgroups) found to be involved in MM angiogenesis (Marchica et al., 2019) and cAMP 
(cyclic adenosine monophosphate) mediated signalling (all subgroups but MMSET subgroup). 
Interestingly, despite the fact that the cAMP-mediated signalling pathway is also enriched in a 
study (Jin et al., 2018) in 11/23 MM samples, it is not enriched in any of the 3 MMSET t(4;14) 
translocated samples, consistently, in the analysis presented in this thesis the ontology 
category is overrepresented in all MM subgroups except MMSET. As Jin et al. mentioned, 
targeting of the cAMP has been performed and the study in this thesis has extended the fact 
that the MAF translocated samples may also have a similar response as all subgroups except 
MMSET t(4;14). OESMM genes have associated pathways related to aspects of the 
extracellular matrix such as organization or adhesion, of importance in MM (Glavey et al., 
2017). Similar to the accessibility, each of the MM subgroup transcriptome becomes very 
specialized. 
As it was done in Chapter 3, a range of 1Mb was used to relate DASMM enhancers regulating 
protein coding DESMM genes. These interactions were shown to be key for unsupervised 
sample classification into subgroups (from a chromatin accessibility and gene expression 
independent point of view), consistently classifying cytogenetically annotated and 
unannotated samples (with evidence for correct grouping). They are also strong candidates to 
be considered genuine interactions for MM patient classification, prognosis and to be 
exploited as therapeutical targets. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, Hoang et al. previously linked 6 interactions on the basis of 
recurrent region mutations affecting candidate genes in MM with one of them and an 
additional being associated with cytogenetic subgroups. In this study, the interactions 
discovered by Hoang et al.: chr2:165,615,060-165,624,028 with COBLL1, chr9:37,375,172-
37,395,282 with PAX5 and chr1:16,944,603-16,958,779 with ATP13A2 were proposed as 
enriched in 1% - 6% of the MM cases considered. Despite not overlapping, the present study in 
this thesis found multiple regions upstream of the COBLL1 and PAX5 thought to regulate these 
genes and being more accessible in most subgroups compared with PC. Additionally, the 
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regions chr1:16,444,028-16,444,514 and chr1:17,027,461-17,027,702 are found more active in 
the MAF subgroup and thought to regulate ATP13A2 in the subgroup analysis. The work in this 
thesis therefore provides novel MM subgroup resolution into interactions. 
Finally, SMM enhancers regulating protein coding OESMM genes are also obtained, there are 
very few interactions common to all subgroups (13) pointing at a clear subgroup specialization. 
It is observed that primary MM samples tend to have either high CCND1 or CCND2 expression 
and one studied illustrative example of gene regulation occurring in the MAF subgroup is 
found in the region chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 regulating the CCND2 gene which is key in PC 
and MM biology (Bergsagel et al., 2005; Nahar et al., 2011; Tooze, 2013). Additionally, CCND2 
is involved in PC differentiation biology: in pre-B cells, once the pre-B cell receptor is activated, 
cell cycle exit is induced through high BCL6 expression which targets and represses MYC and 
CCND2 (Nahar et al., 2011). Furthermore, high levels of CCND2 are required for the transition 
from Plasmablasts to PCs (Tooze, 2013). 
Cyclin D1, D2, or D3 are genes involved in cell cycle progression and expression of at least one 
appears to be altered in practically all MM tumours, also, profiling this expression has been 
shown relevant in MM stratification (Bergsagel et al., 2005). In terms of D-cyclin deregulation 
in MM, there are two models proposed for how they are an oncogenic initiating event 
contributing to malignancy: on the first one, healthy PCs are assumed to have exited the cell-
cycle irreversibly and deregulating D-cyclins establishes an “abnormal quiescent, but not post-
mitotic state, which is not observed in normal plasma cells” (Tooze, 2013), the second one 
regards normal PCs as having this state and deregulation of D-cyclins just lowers the threshold 
to allow for cell-cycle re-entry during malignancy (Tooze, 2013). 
Prior studies have pointed at a general CCND1 – CCND2 dichotomy in MM cases (D. Smith et 
al., 2016), having high CCND1 expression in CCND1 t(11;14) translocated samples and HD 
samples with polysomy in chromosome 11 leading to biallelic CCND1 expression while having 
high CCND2 expression in MAF t(4;14) and MMSET t(14;16) translocated samples and a subset 
of HD and non-HD (Shah et al., 2018), with very few MM cases reporting a CCND3 
overexpression due to the t(6;14) of the IgH enhancer (Chesi and Bergsagel, 2011). This has 
been confirmed in the present study (Figure 4-24), there are only 3 samples with relatively 
high CCND1 expression and higher CCND2, the cytogenetic information can be seen in the 
samples details table (MM_vs_PC_supervised_analysis/ATAC_and_RNA-seq_stats.xlsx): HD 
samples A19.1 (1q gain) and A26.9B (TP53 deletion, 1q gain) and the MMSET translocated 
sample A28.13. The high CCND1/2 expression for HD samples has been previously found in a 
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small proportion of HD samples (Kaiser et al., 2013). Despite the fact that gaining of 1q arm in 
HD samples is associated with high CCND2 (as reflected in the results) and silenced CCND1 
expression (Shah et al., 2018), there is no cytogenetic information regarding gaining 1q for any 
of the samples (associated with CCND1 expression increase). This may be because no sample 
in the study has this feature or perhaps because it is not determined in the analysis, leaving 
the possibility open for the highlighted samples to have that feature. Out of these samples, 
A28.13 is a sample with the lowest CCND1 expression, on the borderline of a high CCND1 
expression, but still having a significantly higher CCND2 expression. 
Deregulation of different D-cyclins occurs through different mechanisms: CCND1 and CCND3 
are known to be deregulated by the previous mechanisms proposed with the t(6;14) CCND3 
affecting translocation occurring in less than 5% of all MM cases (Chesi and Bergsagel, 2011; 
Kaiser et al., 2013; Sarasquete et al., 2013; D. Smith et al., 2016). Different mechanisms have 
been suggested causing CCND2 abnormal expression, for example, it was proposed that at 
least two CCND2 mRNA isoforms are produced and, via alternative polyadenylation, the 
samples with CCND2 overexpression contain a greater abundance of one of the isoforms 
containing a shortened 3'UTR length that loses miRNA binding sites, this characteristic impairs 
miRNA repression of this gene (Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al., 2016). Interestingly, the study also 
found that this CCND2 mRNA shortening was significant when repressing CCND1 and the 
longer CCND2 isoform abundance was greater with CCND1 and CCND3 overexpression, 
postulating the role of CCND1 and CCND3 regulating CCND2 through alternative 
polyadenylation. Furthermore, it was found that the explained mechanism was unlikely to 
occur in CCND1 translocated t(11;14) MM cell lines with no detectable CCND2 isoform and in 
these cases, it was found that methylation of the CCND2 promoter was repressing its 
expression (Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al., 2016). 
Downstream of the novel elucidated CCND2 enhancer regions found in the present work, a 
previously found different CCND2 super-enhancer provided another hypothesis for CCND2 
overexpression (Young et al., 2013). This putative enhancer starting at position 4,247,853 in 
chromosome 12 (upstream of CCND2) and overlapping the CCND2 TSS was reported in a MM 
CL (Young et al., 2013), but it could be an extended CCND2 TTS and not an enhancer. The 
mechanism of CCND2 overexpression suggested in the present work refers to the novel CCND2 
super-enhancer region. Suppression of one region within it (chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378) 
represses CCND2 expression in a MAF translocated cell line (to my knowledge JJN-3) to levels 
comparable as the ones repressing the CCND2 promoter (Alexia Katsarou, Department of 
Haematology, Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust in 
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London, pers. comms.). In primary samples, its accessibility is correlated with CCND2 gene 
expression and in a close B-cell line there is evidence showing interactions between this region 
and the CCND2 promoter. Together, these results propose regions within the CCND2 
superenhancer (chr12:4,103,242-4,177,985) and particularly chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 as a 
very strong candidate in regulating the CCND2 gene overexpression, complementing the 
already known converging cyclin-deregulation program found in virtually all MM samples. At 
the time of writing, the chromatin state segmentations (Albrecht et al., 2016) and ChromHMM 
(Ernst and Kellis, 2017) are not showing active enhancer states for these regions in the 4 
primary MM samples available (not shown), but this may be due to not having any MAF 
translocated samples among them. This evidence points at these putative enhancers 
(particularly chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378) becoming active in MAF translocated samples and 
other samples from other subgroups and regulating the CCND2 gene. 
TF enrichment on these candidate enhancers unveils a possible regulatory program where TFs 
which are already found to be relevant in the literature for PC and MM and are highly enough 
expressed already in both the MM subgroups and PCs might be binding to the enhancers and 
activating them. The MMSET/NSD2 TF motif was not an available TF motif in the database 
used, interestingly, the MAF subgroup was not found significantly enriched with the MAF TF at 
specific candidate enhancers. Perhaps because on the whole, the 662 MAF enhancers were 
not generally enriched for MAF motifs (while maybe a fraction of them might be). It is also 
possible that the MAF TF is binding preferentially to promoters in the activated genes of the 
MAF subgroup instead of enhancers, as it is the case of the CCND2 gene which contains a MAF 
binding motif in the promoter and MAF can directly transactivate a CCND2 promoter construct 
in transient transfection assays (Hurt et al., 2004), although it may also bind to a CCND2 
enhancer. Together these results help to uncover MM subgroup biology with potential 
druggable targets. 
Previous attempts have endeavoured to stratify cases of MM based on enhancer action, 
studying the possible oncogenesis generating mechanism. As seen in chapter 3, the ones most 
related to this work are the previously mentioned study (see chapter 1, 2 and 4) studying gene 
regulation with in vitro differentiated memory B cells used as reference PCs (Jin et al., 2018). 
This study found 20,000 regions with differential histone acetylation between PC and MM (a 
proxy for enhancers) but to my knowledge the enhancer list is not public. Also, to my 
knowledge, there is only one study which has provided MM subgroup-related specific 
interactions (albeit only 2) which is previously mentioned (Hoang et al., 2018).  
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5. Chapter 5: Multi Omics Factor Analysis (MOFA) 
5.1. Acronyms and Abbreviations used in the chapter 
 
Acronym Definition 
AID Activation‐Induced Cytidine Deaminase 
AML Acute Myeloid Leukaemia 
ATAC-seq Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing 
ATP Adenosine triphosphate 
BET Bromodomain and Extraterminal Domain 
BM Bone Marrow 
BMP Bone Morphogenetic Protein 
bp Base pair 
ChIP-seq Chromatin Immunoprecipitation sequencing 
CL Cell Line 
CRISPRi CRISPR interference 
DA Differentially Accessible 
DAMM Differentially Accessible MM 
DASMM Differentially Accessible Subgroup MM 
DE Differentially expressed 
DEMM Differentially Expressed MM 
DESMM Differentially Expressed Subgroup MM 
eRNA Enhancer RNA 
FDR False Discovery Rate 
H3K27ac Acetylation of histone H3 lysine 27 
HD Hyperdiploid 
HDACi Histone Deacetylase inhibitors 
IgH Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain 
Kb Kilobase 
LF Latent Factor 
lnc-RNA Long non-coding RNA 
log2foldchange Log (base 2) fold change 
Mb Megabase 
MGUS Monoclonal Gammopathy of Uncertain Significance 
miRNA Micro RNA 
MM Multiple Myeloma 
MMPC Multiple Myeloma and Plasma Cell 
MOFA Multi Omics Factor Analysis 
mRNA Messenger RNA 
ncRNA Non-coding RNA 
ND Normal Donor 
OE Overexpressed 
OEMM Over Expressed MM 
OESMM Over Expressed Subgroup MM 
PC Plasma Cell (used interchangeably with ND) 
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PCA Principal Component Analysis 
PCL Plasma Cell Leukemia 
QC Quality control 
rLog Regularized Log 
RNA-seq RNA sequencing 
SMM Subgroup MM 
snoRNA Small nucleolar RNA 
SNV Single Nucleotide Variant 
TF Transcription Factor 
TSS Transcription Start Site 
UTR Untranslated Region 
VDJ V-D-J block recombination (PC formation) 
WES Whole-Exome Sequencing 
WGS Whole-Genome Sequencing 
 
5.2. Introduction 
As mentioned in the introductory section in chapter 4, multiple MM sub classification systems 
have been previously used. Some studies have implemented an unsupervised approach to 
then relate the findings to the cytogenetic MM subtypes known at the time, for example, in a 
study of PC dyscrasias (diseases): 7 Monoclonal Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance 
(MGUS), 39 MM and 6 Plasma Cell Leukemia (PCL) patients were profiled (Mattioli et al., 2005) 
in terms of the RNA expression (microarray). The study found the unsupervised classification of 
samples tended to create subgroups corresponding to the IgH translocations (despite not 
creating condition specific groupings). Later on, in a microarray study containing 532, also 
newly diagnosed, patients treated with 2 different therapeutic protocols , it was found that a 
profile of 70 genes (with 30% of these belonging to chromosome 1), were associated with 
different prognostic outcomes (Shaughnessy et al., 2007). This was then reduced to 17 genes, 
which performed equally well. 
Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) have also been used to sub classify MM. snoRNAs are a type 
of small non-coding RNAs molecules involved in the modification and processing of ribosomal 
RNA. More recently it was found that snoRNAs have commonalities with miRNAs in terms of 
processing pathways, and in fact some snoRNAs can be processed to release miRNA like 
molecules (Scott and Ono, 2011). For example, in a study involving 55 MM, 8 secondary 
plasma cell leukaemia samples and 4 PC donors from tonsils (not bone marrow), they were 
found to be down regulated in disease in general and did not subgroup patients in terms of 
translocation partner and HD status (Ronchetti et al., 2012). LncRNAs have been used to 
stratify and determine prognosis in MM patients leading to a four lncRNA signature (Zhou et 
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al., 2015). Furthermore, using the 500 most variably expressed lncRNA, in a cohort of 30 MM 
patients (Ronchetti et al., 2018) the same subgroups used in Chapter 4 were recapitulated. 
Finally, miRNAs have also been used for this purpose. In a study by (Liu et al., 2019) correlation 
analysis was performed to obtain miRNA-mRNA relationships in MMSET-translocated patients. 
In another study with 33 MM samples, 5 MGUS and 9 PC, 109 miRNAs were found to be DE in 
MM compared to normal with most of them being up regulated in MM (Chi et al., 2011). 
Interestingly, Chi et al. also found DE miRNAs associated with MGUS, with more than half of 
them overlapping with deregulated miRNAs in MM. Moreover, 26 of the 33 MM samples were 
cytogenetically annotated and certain miRNAs were aberrantly expressed in the following 
individual subgroups CCND1 t(11;14), MMSET t(4;14) and also in a group of samples harboring 
del(13q) (Chi et al., 2011), which, among other events, deletes negative cell cycle regulators 
and tumor-suppressor genes, an event associated with worse prognosis (Chavan et al., 2017). 
More recently, using single cell RNA-seq, disease progression has been studied in bone marrow 
MM 597 PCs from 15 patients at different MM disease stages: MGUS, smoldering MM, newly 
diagnosed MM and relapse/refractory MM (Jang et al., 2019). In this study, classification based 
on 790 most variable expressed genes placed the cells from each patient in 2 or more groups. 
Combination of different data types has been performed in MM before, for example to assess 
cell line resistance changes with regards to accessibility, DNA methylation and gene expression 
(Dimopoulos et al., 2018).  
Also, in a study, combination of whole genome, exome sequencing and RNA-seq was used first 
to determine translocation breakpoints and clustering of samples according to their gene 
expression (Barwick et al., 2019). Furthermore, chromatin accessibility and ChIP-seq were used 
to determine a superenhancer near the immunoglobulin lambda (IgL) locus (Barwick et al., 
2019). A combination of ChIP-seq and ATAC-seq was used to show that the E2F-DP1 dimer 
acting as a TF and its effect was increased promoter chromatin accessibility at E2F-DP1 bound 
promoters (Fulciniti et al., 2018). Furthermore, Fulciniti et al. also used RNA-seq data to 
confirm the relationship between E2F1 expression and expression from E2F-DP1 bound 
promoters, implying regulation. RNA-seq data was also used to assess prognosis in terms of 
expression of E2F.  
Hoang and colleagues combined whole-exome sequencing (WES), whole-genome sequencing 
(WGS) and matched RNA-seq in MM samples with publicly accessible promoter Capture Hi-C, 
ATAC-seq and regulatory histone modifications generated on naïve B-cells, in order to 
determine promoters and associated cis-regulatory elements (potential enhancers) and their 
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relationship to recurrent mutations affecting expression (Hoang et al., 2018). This study 
however, found few interactions enriched in 1%-6% of the total samples considered in the 
differential analysis and only two interactions correlated with MM subgroup incidence (with 
less than 5% presence in HD and MYC translocated subtype samples). Thereby lacking a 
comprehensive view of the MM subgroup enhancer – promoter interactions.  
Finally, ATAC-seq and gene expression data were combined in the previously mentioned (see 
chapter 1, 2 and 4) study studying gene regulation with in vitro differentiated memory B cells 
used as reference PCs (Jin et al., 2018). 
Depending on the data, unsupervised analyses can be a very valuable tool to elucidate novel 
biology. To my knowledge, this is the first exhaustive unsupervised coordinated analysis 
involving chromatin accessibility and gene expression data comparing PCs to their malignant 
Myeloma state, including cytogenetic subgrouping. 
5.2.1. Chapter Aims 
The software package MOFA (Argelaguet et al., 2018) was used in combination with chromatin 
accessibility and gene expression data in an unsupervised way with the aim of classifying MM 
patients. This resulted in identification of meaningful axes separating samples. This procedure 
intended to answer questions such as what sample separations, each of the resulting axes was 
identifying and whether they related to previously known subgroups based on cytogenetic or 
other biological information. Regions and genes were identified and their contribution to each 
separation was quantified, for the resulting genes, they were related to previously known 
genes (whether from the supervised analysis in chapter 4 or the literature). Furthermore, 
regions and genes were related to identify important interactions guiding each resulting axis. 
Further technical questions regarding the resulting MOFA model were also investigated. For 
example, to what extent adding ATAC-seq to RNA-seq data aid in the PC vs. MM and its 
subgroups classification and whether the model generated is robust to the number of input 
features used and within the input features used to starting seeds. Also, I set to determine 
whether the input features selected in an unsupervised way were meaningful (for example 
genes with a minimum expression) and if any correlations existed (for example in terms of 
library sizes). 
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5.3. Results 
5.3.1. MOFA separates samples into their constituent subgroups 
The MOFA model (Argelaguet et al., 2018) was run using as inputs the normalized paired 
ATAC-seq (reads in peaks) and RNA-seq data (Figure 5-1) from the same 33 primary MM and 
PC samples (Table 2-1) as in chapter 3, including the primary MM samples with no cytogenetic 
information as specified in the Materials and Methods chapter. Since there is no gender 
information about the samples and to eliminate that source of biological variability, gender 
chromosomes and genes lying in them were removed from the ATAC-seq counts in consensus 
chromatin accessible peaks (for primary PC and MM) and RNA-seq gene counts respectively. 
Moreover, to obtain an enhancer – regulated genes based classification, TSS were removed 
from the accessible regions too. From the remaining, the top 5,000 regions and genes based 
on variability are inputted to MOFA. 
 
Figure 5-1: MOFA schematic. 
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ATAC-seq reads in consensus peaks and reads in genes are normalized. Regions corresponding to gender 
chromosome regions and overlapping annotated and unannotated TSS of more than 1 exon are not considered, 
genes having TSS in gender chromosomes are also disregarded. The top 5,000 regions and genes are inputted to 
MOFA based on variability. MOFA creates 17 Latent Factors (LFs) and divides the overall variability into these 
dimensions.  
 
Briefly, MOFA is similar to PCA, in that it creates a framework to explain the data in an 
unsupervised way (subgroup classification information is not used a priori) based on variability 
using 17 Latent Factors (LFs) (in this case). Importantly MOFA trains a model with different 
data types (in this case chromatin accessibility and gene expression) simultaneously and each 
LF can be thought of as a dimension where each of the ATAC-seq and RNA-seq features 
contributes in a particular way.  
The LF – sample weights resulting from the chosen model can be seen in: 
MOFA/samples_LFs_weights_matrix.tsv.gz 
The factor weights for RNA-seq and ATAC-seq respectively can be seen in: 
MOFA/RNA_weights.tsv.gz 
MOFA/ATAC_weights.tsv.gz 
To verify that the model used was robust, 5 runs with different seeds were used and the one 
with the best data fit was selected, all models showed very similar grouping of samples and 
little correlation between LFs. To validate that the results were independent from sample 
library sizes, no significant correlations were observed (not shown) between sample LF weights 
and the ATAC-seq final number of single ends inputted to the peak caller, ATAC-seq reads in 
peaks or RNA-seq mapped read pairs. Likewise, the influence of the number of input features 
were accounted for in the model by training a model with the top 10,000 variable ATAC and 
RNA features producing a very similar model to the one with 5,000 (not shown).  
In addition, it was important to determine whether the features used in the model were 
biologically meaningful (for example, genes that were expressed to some degree in a subset of 
the samples). Particularly, the mean signal across all samples of the chromatin accessible 
features included in the model was compared to that of the MMPC enhancers obtained in the 
supervised analysis in Chapter 3 in the context of the LF1 separation (Figure 5-2 A). As can be 
seen, the feature selection based solely on variability choses variables with similar minimum 
means as in the supervised analysis (which uses robust tools), suggesting variability is not high 
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purely because the signal is low and noisy. An analogous check was performed in terms of 
gene expression (Figure 5-2 B), lower gene expression averages than the supervised MM vs. PC 
DEMM genes were found, however, the LF weights for these genes drastically tend towards a 0 
weight (meaning they are not meaningful to the model in this separation). 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Quality control metrics from the MOFA model features. 
A: Mean of normalized ATAC-seq counts for all samples in MOFA with MOFA LF1 ATAC-seq weights for MOFA 
regions intersecting MMPC enhancers from the supervised analysis (labelled “ATAC DA region”) and “MOFA only” 
regions. B: Mean of the normalized gene counts for MOFA gene features corresponding to DEMM genes (labelled 
“RNA DE gene”) or non-DEMM genes. 
 
Despite the fact that the model is unsupervised, the different LFs capture the variance in such 
a way that the samples are split into the different subgroups (Figure 5-3). This occurs more 
profoundly when simultaneously using chromatin accessibility and gene expression data 
(Figure 5-3 left column), LF2 completely separates PC from MM, with LF1 creating a similar 
separation. Furthermore, LF3 parts the MMSET samples from the rest and LF5 creates an axis 
dividing the samples into MAF and CCND1 at each of the extremes with the rest of the samples 
in between. The variance explained plot (Figure 5-4 A) shows how LF3 and LF5 have an even 
variance explained profile between accessibility and gene expression, and LF4 (as it will be 
seen later) separates a HD outlier sample exclusively based on its accessibility profile. LF1 and 
LF2, despite generating a matching healthy – cancer separation exhibit a different nature in 
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terms of the source of variation captured. LF1 is chromatin accessibility dominant, explaining 
more than half of all the data variance (while having a significant gene expression influence) 
and LF2 is practically solely gene expression based. LF1 and LF2 are correlated (Figure 5-4 B). 
For this reason multiple different model executions were performed. Despite this, these LFs 
always remained independent. This is to be expected because the ordering of MM samples is 
different for each LF, even pointing at an anti-correlation between LF1 and LF2 MM sample 
weights. As Figure 5-4 B shows, the only other significant correlation is between LF14 and LF8, 
since the variance explained at this point is low and no relationship with any of the covariates 
studied was seen (CD19 status, PC donor id, subgroup or condition), these LFs were not 
considered. 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Separation of MM subgroups and PC samples by MOFA for each LF with different feature inputs. 
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Separation of samples by the LFs of the MOFA model sample – LF weights with different inputs. Left column: 5,000 
top variable ATAC and RNA features. Middle column: 5,000 top variable ATAC features only. Right column: 5,000 top 
variable RNA features only. 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Quality control metrics from the MOFA model. 
A: Percentage variance explained by each dimension (LF) for each data type: ATAC-seq and RNA-seq with each LF. B: 
MOFA LF correlation plots (LF – sample). 
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These results point at a genuine subgroup profile when taking into account chromatin 
accessibility and gene expression data. It is important to determine which features are creating 
this effect and relate them to the supervised MM vs. PC (Chapter 3) and MM subgroup vs. PC 
(Chapter 4) analysis. 
As Table 5-1 shows, none of the regions used in the MOFA analysis (i.e. the 5,000 most variable 
regions) are more accessible in PC than MM by the pan-myeloma analysis in Chapter 3. The 
gene expression features in MOFA overlapped by the supervised analysis are more balanced in 
terms of being OE in PC compared with MM or MM subgroups. In some cases, as with the 
CCND1, HD and MAF subgroups, the number of overlapping genes that are OE in PC is larger 
than in the specific MM subgroup. 
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Dominant 
accessibility/expression 
MOFA 
regions 
overlapped 
MOFA 
genes 
overlapped 
MM vs. PC DE/DA 
MM 1,912 237 
PC 0 148 
Subgroup MM vs. PC 
DE/DA 
CCND1 
CCND1 590 277 
PC 13 782 
HD 
HD 904 398 
PC 0 636 
MAF 
MAF 668 465 
PC 48 692 
MMSET 
MMSET 647 645 
PC 15 485 
Table 5-1: Genes and regions in MOFA overlapped by supervised analysis DE genes and regions. 
Columns: “Dominant accessibility/expression” the count for MM, MM subgroup or PC elements with higher 
accessibility (column “MOFA regions overlapped”) or higher gene expression (column “MOFA genes overlapped”) for 
each pairwise comparison. 
 “MM vs. PC DE/DA”: The supervised analysis MM vs. PC (Chapter 3) MMPC enhancers and DEMM genes.  
“Subgroup MM vs. PC DE/DA”: The MM subgroup vs. PC analysis (Chapter 4) DASMM enhancers (DA) and DESMM 
genes.For the overlap in DASMM enhancers, each MOFA region inputted is only overlapped by either one SMMPC 
enhancer or none. In cases where they are overlapped by multiple DASMM enhancers, the one with the largest 
overlap is selected. 
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5.3.2. Paired accessibility and expression data is more optimal classifying samples 
After examining the overall results, it is important to identify if using ATAC-seq and RNA-seq 
data simultaneously with MOFA provides benefits in terms of the profiling of samples 
compared with using either data source alone. 
As Figure 5-3 shows, the MOFA algorithm using accessibility and gene expression data (Figure 
5-3 left column) outperforms using either data source by itself (Figure 5-3 middle and right 
columns) in the task of correctly classifying samples. The model using ATAC-seq data by itself 
only creates distinguishing axis for MAF samples (LF3) and MM vs. PC samples (LF1). The use of 
RNA-seq data is more effective than ATAC-seq, creating a MM vs. PC separation for LF1 and a 
MAF - CCND1 axis in LF4. 
To quantify the difference in the ability of the various data types to separate subtypes, 
silhouette scores, which measure the coherence of clusters in a multi-dimensional space, were 
calculated for each class in each model (Figure 5-5 A). Chromatin accessibility in conjunction 
with gene expression data (Figure 5-5 A, pink circles) creates more distinct subgroup clusters 
than gene expression by itself (Figure 5-5 A, cyan circles), while gene expression alone 
classifies MM vs. PC better. Mirroring the LF plots (Figure 5-3), the MMSET, HD and CCND1 
samples are better classified within the cluster when using a combination of accessibility and 
expression data. Cytogenetically unannotated samples are more similar to other clusters when 
using a combination of data sources, this is to be expected, consistent with the fact that this 
group of samples contains samples belonging to other cytogenetic groups. MAF is regarded as 
slightly more similar to other clusters when using the combination of data types compared 
with using only expression data. This however rectifies when considering only LF1-LF5, which 
are the LFs found to be most relevant to this analysis and explaining the most variability in the 
data (Figure 5-5 B): LF1 explains 57% total ATAC-seq and 8% RNA-seq variability, LF2 1% and 
27%, LF3 7% and 13%, LF4 8% and 2%, LF5 3% and 8% respectively. Interestingly, when 
regarding only these dimensions, the only subgroup that is classified more optimally with gene 
expression data alone is HD. 
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Figure 5-5: Average silhouette width per subgroup. 
Average per subgroup silhouette comparison after assigning each sample to its corresponding subgroup and 
calculating the Euclidean distance between samples, comparison between MOFA models comprising of ATAC and 
RNA input features and RNA input features only. A: Using all samples LFs 1-17 factors as distance dimensions. B: 
Using only LF 1-5 factors as distance dimensions. The silhouette score for each sample goes from -1 (very similar to 
another cluster) to 1 (very similar to own cluster). MM_OTHER (cytogenetically unannotated samples). 
 
5.3.3. LF1 and LF2 create MM vs. PC separation 
Now that it has been established that simultaneous integration of accessibility and gene 
expression data provides an advantage in terms of classification of samples, the LFs creating 
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meaningful separations can be studied in detail, relating them to the supervised analyses in 
Chapter 3 and 4 and integrating the coordinated importance for features of both data types 
provided by MOFA. To cover the different categories of genes and enhancer – gene 
interactions, throughout this chapter, examples are provided containing genes with or without 
associations in the literature with MM and PC, in cases where a significant association between 
gene and MM disease is found (Piñero et al., 2020), an association score is attached. 
Additionally, it is indicated whether a gene is previously found to be DE or OE in MM (or a MM 
subgroup) or in PC, equivalently on interactions, whether an enhancer is obtained in the 
supervised analysis for each LF. Futhermore, for completeness, examples are also selected 
according to whether the gene or region weights are extreme for a given latent factor. 
As was observed in Figure 5-3, LF1 establishes approximately PC vs. MM sample separation 
with positive LF1 weights corresponding to PC samples (Figure 5-6 A and B). This LF explains 
nearly half of the accessibility variability (coherently with having around 40% of MOFA features 
overlapping candidate MMPC enhancers as can be seen in Table 5-1) and a significant fraction 
of that for the gene expression (Figure 5-4 A).  
The table with the MOFA ATAC-seq features containing supervised analysis MM vs. PC 
information can be found in: 
MOFA/MOFA_ATAC_MM_vs_PC_details.gz 
The very predominant negative weights in the LF1 ATAC-seq features (Figure 5-7 A and B) 
reflect the general opening of MM chromatin vs. PC (Figure 5-6 A) as can also be seen by the 
negative correlation of MM vs. PC openness change (but not general openness, not shown) 
with increasing LF1 weights (Figure 5-7 A). This correlation is only significant when taking into 
account all MOFA features (which include regions that are equally or more open in the healthy 
compared with the cancer state) and not when using only overlapping MM vs. PC enhancer 
regions from the supervised analysis. Furthermore, all the MOFA features found to overlap 
differential features in the MM vs. PC analysis in Chapter 3 are more accessible in cancer 
(Table 5-1) and have an enrichment for negative weights compared with all MOFA features 
(Figure 5-7 B). Finally, it can be observed how 146/200 regions with the most negative LF1 
weight are also DAMM regions more accessible in MM. Pointing at a likely enhancer signature 
overlapping both analyses. 
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Figure 5-6: Heatmaps for the top 100 ATAC and RNA features (absolute factor loading) for LF1 and LF2.
A B 
C D 
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rLog normalized feature counts heatmaps with the different sample covariates, heatmap scale and factor scale 
shown to the right of each plot. Rows hierarchically clustered by correlation metric and complete linkage. A: LF1 with 
ATAC-seq features, B: LF1 with RNA-seq features, C: LF2 with ATAC-seq features, D: LF2 with RNA-seq features. 
Donor: PC donor id. CD19 status: CD19 receptor status for the PC donor. CCND1_2_status: sample CCND1 and 
CCND2 normalized log expression positive if larger or equal to 11. Subgroup: Plasma Cells (PC), Hyperdiploid (HD), 
MM_OTHER: cytogenetically unannotated samples, primary IgH translocation driving event: MAF, CCND1, and 
MMSET. 
 
Together these results show that this LF separates a change in chromatin openness between 
conditions (not correlated with absolute accessibility) and the MM and PC candidate enhancer 
regions from Chapter 3 are very relevant to this separation. MOFA, however, not only 
recapitulates a portion of these regions but also incorporates new genomic areas that are 
more accessible in PCs and are meaningful to this separation. 
The table with the MOFA RNA-seq features containing supervised analysis MM vs. PC 
information can be found in: 
MOFA/MOFA_RNA_MM_vs_PC_details_association_score.gz 
 
 
Figure 5-7: Chromatin accessibility MOFA features for LF1. 
LF1 weight loadings for MOFA chromatin accessibility. 
A B All MOFA features: R2=0.26. 
Spearman: -0.472, p-val.: 1.05e-275 
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A: correlation with MM vs. PC log2FoldChange average for the MM vs. PC analysis in Chapter 3 (MM vs. average PC 
CD19, MM vs. PC donor average and MM vs. PC accounting for batch), features with distinction for MMPC enhancer 
features (labelled “ATAC DA region”) overlapping and non-overlapping “MOFA only” features (Chapter 3). 
Correlation metrics taking into account all MOFA features. 
B: Weight density distributions, distinction between MMPC enhancer (labelled “DA ATAC features overlapping”) 
features overlapping MOFA features and all MOFA features (labelled “MOFA features”). 
 
The gene expression feature weights for LF1 are evenly distributed (Figure 5-6 B and Figure 5-8 
A and B) and negatively correlated with MM vs. PC fold expression change only when taking 
into account all MOFA features (Figure 5-8 A). There is no relationship between the LF weights 
and overall gene expression (not shown). The features that overlap DEMM (Chapter 3) consist 
of over and under expressed genes (Table 5-1) with an enrichment on the corresponding 
extreme weight ends when compared to gene expression for all features using in MOFA 
(Figure 5-8 B).  
 
 
Figure 5-8: Gene expression MOFA features for LF1. 
LF1 weight loadings for MOFA gene expression. 
A: correlation with MM vs. PC log2FoldChange average for the MM vs. PC analysis in Chapter 3 (MM vs. average PC 
CD19, MM vs. PC donor average and MM vs. PC accounting for batch), features with distinction for DEMM genes 
All MOFA features: R
2
=0.308. 
Spearman: -0.619, p-val.: 0 
A B 
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(labelled “RNA DE gene”) overlapping and non-overlapping MOFA features (labelled “MOFA only”). Correlation 
metrics taking into account all MOFA features. 
B: Weight density distributions, distinction between DEMM genes features overlapping MOFA features (labelled “DE 
RNA features overlapping”) and all MOFA features (labelled “MOFA features”). 
 
Analogously to chromatin accessibility features, LF1 splits conditions based on a change in 
gene expression occurring during Myelomagenesis with already studied and novel genes. This 
LF axis could be a consequence of the cancer state creating a general chromatin opening (or 
further opening already PC accessible regions) which is not always associated with general 
overexpression. 
Gene Ontology analysis was carried out on the LF1 and LF2 top 10% genes by extreme negative 
weight (see Gene Ontology analysis on top MOFA LF1 and LF2 MM activated genes, section 
2.9.5). The results can be seen in: 
MOFA/LF1_LF2_top_500_neg_weights_GO.xlsx 
For LF1, there is enrichment in 88 ontology categories, some such as type I interferon signalling 
and positive regulation of interleukin-8 production involved in immunity or PC-related like 
osteoblast differentiation and BMP signaling pathway. Others which may be cancer related 
such as negative regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway and positive regulation of 
proteolysis; involving gene regulation: gene silencing by miRNA, posttranscriptional gene 
silencing by RNA, mRNA splicing via spliceosome, posttranscriptional regulation of gene 
expression; epigenetic and chromatin remodelling categories: DNA conformation change, DNA 
packaging, epigenetic regulation of gene expression, chromatin assembly or disassembly, 
nucleosome organization. 
The next step is to take advantage of the integrated accessibility and expression data, for this 
the MOFA ATAC-seq features that are within 1Mb of the promoters of MOFA genes are 
computed, resulting in 15,903 interactions per LF. The table containing the 15,903 interactions 
for each LF, MM vs. PC and subgroup MM vs. PC accessibility and expression log2FoldChanges 
can be found in: 
MOFA/MOFA_all_LFs_ATAC_1Mb_RNA_promoters_MM_vs_PC_and_subgroup_MM_vs_PC_d
etails.tsv.gz 
These interactions are analysed with emphasis on extreme negative LF1 weights (signifying 
high importance in the MM vs. PC separation produced by MOFA and generally MM more 
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open chromatin and gene overexpression compared with the healthy state) in Figure 5-9. 173 
of these interactions recapitulate some of the 311 pairs of MM enhancers near OEMM protein 
coding genes found in Chapter 3. One such example with association to MM, with gene MM 
association score of 0.01 (Piñero et al., 2020), is the region chr5:137,739,042-137,739,301 
interacting with CDC25C (marked as “chr5:137,739,042-137,739,301 CDC25C”, coloured 
magenta in Figure 5-9), a gene found to be up regulated in a sub-population of cells within MM 
cell lines (Nara et al., 2013). Another gene previously found in Chapter 3 to be OE and 
regulated by candidate MM enhancers chr8:106,524,326-106,525,957 and chr8:107,457,615-
107,457,954 is ANGPT1 (gene disease association score of 0.03), which was discovered to be 
up regulated in MM (Munshi et al., 2004). Three additional putative MM enhancers are found 
in the MOFA analysis that were disregarded by the supervised analysis for having a MM vs. PC 
log2foldChange slightly below the used threshold: chr8:106,745,254-106,745,782, 
chr8:107,382,945-107,383,638 and chr8:106,597,737-106,598,615 (this last one annotated in 
Figure 5-9 as “chr8:106,597,737-106,598,615 ANGPT1” in grey), these regions and gene were 
found to have the corresponding negative weights in the MOFA analysis. 
 
 
Figure 5-9: MOFA candidate enhancer - gene interactions for LF1 in the context of MM vs. PC analysis. 
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Each dot represents an interaction between a MOFA accessibility and gene feature within 1Mb. Different categories 
are created depending on whether or not the interaction overlaps an already found MM enhancer regulating a 
OEMM protein coding gene (“Known”) or not (“Novel”). Also an interaction is classified on whether it contains 
extreme negative weights for both LF1 ATAC (less or equal to -0.45) and RNA-seq features (less or equal to -0.2). 
Only a fraction based on the range of weights of all interactions is shown. 
 
The novel candidate MM enhancer chr5:82,984,408-82,986,144 is found, among others, in 
proximity to the cancer OE gene VCAN (highlighted in Figure 5-9 as “chr5:82,984,408-
82,986,144 VCAN” in grey). Its protein product accumulates in MM lesions (Hope et al., 2016) 
and sustains inflammation favouring tumours while suppressing the immune response 
preventing T-cell infiltration (Pagenkopf et al., 2017), it has a MM association score of 0.02. A 
new interaction with extreme weights is CHSY3 (a gene with transferase activity) in the vicinity 
of chr5:129,069,040-129,069,757 (among other candidate regions present in MOFA). CHSY3 is 
reported (marked with the label “chr5:129,069,040-129,069,757 CHSY3” coloured black in 
Figure 5-9) in the literature as OE in the disease compared with PC (Zhou et al., 2009). 
Other candidate interactions examples present in the MOFA analysis involving genes not 
significantly associated with MM (Piñero et al., 2020) and having negative weights found to be 
expressed or OE in MM are: CASP12 (Chauhan et al., 2010), ATP10B (Broyl et al., 2010; 
Kassambara et al., 2012), ELOVL4 (Condomines et al., 2009), PARD3B containing SNV in MM 
(Egan et al., 2012) and SH3BGRL2 (Kassambara et al., 2012). Also, the following genes with 
negative weights may be of future interest to be studied: SNORA63 (a type of small nucleolar 
RNAs that enable chemical modifications of other RNAs such as methylation), LINC02029 (a 
long intergenic non-protein coding RNA) and IFI44, an interferon protein linked to IRF4, a key 
plasma cell gene (Klein et al., 2006), also linked in lymphomas (Wang et al., 2014). There are 
other genes selected as MOFA features that despite not having extreme LF1 weight values are 
of relevance, for example, FGFR3. FGFR3 contains a very strong association score with MM 
(0.7), it is a translocation partner, in t(4;14) MM samples in conjunction with MMSET (Kalff and 
Spencer, 2012). Other genes are AZGP1: correlated with survival of non-MMSET myeloma 
patients (Wu et al., 2016), SFRP2: found to be secreted by myeloma cells, inhibiting the Wnt 
signaling pathway and preventing bone formation (Oshima et al., 2005) and having a MM 
association score of 0.02. 
Similarly to LF1 and correlated (Figure 5-4 B), LF2 completely separates PC samples from the 
cancer samples (Figure 5-3) with PC having positive weights (Figure 5-6 C and D), the variance 
explained by this LF is dominantly for gene expression with little chromatin accessibility (Figure 
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5-4 A). ATAC-seq features have an even distribution of positive and negative weights, with the 
weights for those overlapping MMPC enhancers from the supervised analysis being slightly 
enriched for negative weights in comparison (Figure 5-10 C). This occurs because the factor 
decreases through Myelomagenesis, therefore increasing accessibility in the cancer state is 
reflected by negative weights and the recapitulated regions therefore have importance in this 
separation. 
The accessibility LF weights are centred on a MM vs. PC log2FoldChange of around 2, with a 
moderate negative correlation between these two variables (Figure 5-10 A). As with LF1, this 
axis separates samples by chromatin openness between healthy and cancer state. 
LF2 gene expression features have both positive and negative weights, with a bias for positive. 
There is a bimodal distribution of weights: positive corresponding to known (chapter 3) MM 
under expressed genes and negative ones with OE in MM (Figure 5-10 D). Consistent with this, 
a strong negative correlation between MM vs. PC gene log2FoldChange and weights exist 
(Figure 5-10 B) which occurs both with all genes used in MOFA and only with overlapping 
DEMM genes from the supervised analysis. This LF delineates PC to MM gene expression 
change with most of the positive weights being more extreme than the most negative weights. 
This points at a stronger importance on the known PC OE genes (maybe tumour suppressor 
genes), than the MM ones (perhaps proto oncogenes). The reason for this could be due to the 
fact that there are less of the former than the latter and its importance is inversely 
proportional to its number. Together with the accessibility, LF2 reflects coordinated changes in 
general chromatin opening with corresponding gene expression changes through 
Myelomagenesis. 
LF2 Gene Ontology on the top 500 genes by extreme negative weight has enrichment in 9 
categories, importantly, there are no ontology categories overlapping extreme-LF1-weighted-
genes. Interestingly, most are neuron and synapse related, also present is the voltage-gated 
cation channel activity. 
Interactions of MOFA regions with genes within 1Mb were analysed in the context of LF2 
(Figure 5-11), 391 out of the 2,698 total MMPC enhancers regulating DEMM protein coding 
genes were recapitulated by the analysis.   
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Figure 5-10: Chromatin accessibility and gene expression MOFA features for LF2. 
LF2 weight loadings for MOFA input features. 
A and B: Correlation with log2FoldChange average (A: accessibility, B: gene expression) for the MM vs. PC analysis in 
Chapter 3: MM vs. average PC CD19, MM vs. PC donor average and MM vs. PC accounting for batch. Correlation 
metrics taking into account all MOFA features. A: features with distinction for MMPC enhancer features (labelled 
“ATAC DA region”) overlapping and non-overlapping (labelled “MOFA only”) MOFA features. B: features with 
All MOFA features: R
2
=0.214. 
Spearman: -0.486, p-val.: 1.58e-294 
A B 
C D 
All MOFA features: R
2
=0.584. 
Spearman: -0.827 p-val.: 0 
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distinction for DEMM genes (labelled “RNA DE gene”) overlapping and non-overlapping (labelled “MOFA only”) 
MOFA features.  
C: Weight density distributions for accessibility features with distinction between MMPC enhancers (labelled “ATAC 
DA features overlapping”) MOFA features and all MOFA features (labelled “MOFA features”). 
D: Weight density distributions for gene expression features with distinction between DEMM genes (labelled “DE 
RNA features overlapping”) overlapping MOFA features and all MOFA features (labelled “MOFA features”). 
 
An example of one such interaction is the chr15:33,915,253-33,916,443 candidate enhancer 
with the FMN1 gene (marked in magenta with the label “chr15:33,915,253-33,916,443 FMN1” 
in Figure 5-11), the expression of which is increased in advanced stages of MM (Lu et al., 
2018). Both the genomic region and gene have significant negative weights and is more than 5 
fold more accessible and nearly 11-fold OE in MM. The gene is expressed throughout both the 
cancer and PC condition, while the candidate enhancer is already accessible in PC, hence why 
it is not classified as a MM enhancer), exclusive to MM. Another potentially functional 
regulation that recapitulates a MM enhancer regulating a protein coding OEMM gene is 
chr14:24,246,900-24,247,115 with STXBP6 (marked in orange with the label 
“chr14:24,246,900-24,247,115 STXBP6” in Figure 5-11). With a MM chromatin openness and 
overexpression of more than 6 and 9-fold respectively and negative weights signifying the 
activation in MM. STXBP6, is a gene found to be deregulated when applying Histone 
deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) and DNA methyltransferase inhibitors (DNMTi) as therapeutics 
on a murine MM model. The human ortholog has prognostic value in MM patients (Maes et 
al., 2015). 
A novel MM putative enhancer – promoter communication with extreme negative weights is 
chr7:121,994,561-121,995,365 correlating FEZF1-AS1 overexpression (marked in black with the 
label “chr7:121,994,561-121,995,365 FEZF1-AS1” in Figure 5-11). FEZF1-AS1 is a non-protein 
coding RNA involved in multiple cancerous processes within different cancer types such as 
colorectal (Bian et al., 2018), pancreatic and lung adenocarcinoma among others and linked 
with poor prognosis (Shi et al., 2019). It has been reported that its expression is increased in 
primary MM samples and cell lines, within them FEZF1-AS1 promotes MM cell proliferation 
through the MIR610/AKT3 axis and FEZF1-AS1 suppression creates arresting of the cell cycle 
and produces cell death in vitro (Li et al., 2018). 
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Figure 5-11: MOFA candidate enhancer - gene interactions for LF2 in the context of MM vs. PC analysis. 
Each dot represents an interaction between a MOFA accessibility and gene feature within 1Mb. Only the weights 
within the figure limits are shown. Different categories are created depending on: 
Whether or not the interaction overlaps an already found MMPC enhancer regulating a DEMM protein coding gene 
(label including “DE”). 
Whether the interaction overlaps a MM enhancer regulating an OEMM protein coding gene (and therefore also DE), 
label including “MM active and DE”. 
“Not supervised” label: MOFA interaction not found in any supervised analysis. 
“Extreme weights”: defined as ATAC weight equal or more negative than -0.10 or equal or larger than 0.10, MOFA 
RNA weight equal or more negative than -0.5 or equal or larger than 0.5. 
 
Other regulatory connections are activated in MM vs. PC with negative (albeit not extreme 
weights) either for the gene or accessible feature, but contain relevant genes to MM: 
chr3:111,681,470-111,682,126 with CD200 (marked in grey with the label “chr3:111,681,470-
111,682,126 CD200” in Figure 5-11). CD200 is a gene expressed in MM and not in PC with 
prognostic value (Douds et al., 2014). Another interaction is chr18:28,523,816-28,524,705 with 
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the CDH2 cadherin 2 gene (marked in grey with the label “chr18:28,523,816-28,524,705 CDH2” 
in Figure 5-11), having a 266-fold over expression in MM and MM association score of 0.02. 
There is evidence that targeting of N-cadherin in MM is an effective treatment option (Mrozik 
et al., 2015). Similarly, chr15: 87,403,924-87,405,261 and LINC00052 (also known as lnc-
AGBL1-4), a Long Non-Protein Coding RNA with a 102-fold expression in MM, implicated in 
breast (Salameh et al., 2017) and gastric cancer (Shan et al., 2017). Through in silico analysis of 
interactions, in primary MM, LINC00052 is thought to interact with MIR185, a tumor 
suppressor in other cancers (Lei et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2014). This enhancer – promoter 
interaction is marked in grey in Figure 5-11 with the label “87,403,924-87,405,261 LINC00052”. 
Other genes are found containing LF2 weights signifying MM activation, with interactions that 
may be of interest and relevant overexpression in MM with no MM – gene association score 
(and therefore may be of novel importance to MM). Examples of these include DCAF4L2, 
involved in colorectal cancer invasion and metastasis (Wang et al., 2016); ADGRG6, proposed 
to contribute to pathological angiogenesis in urothelial bladder carcinomas (Wu et al., 2019); 
VTRNA1-1, whose expression is proposed to contribute to cancer cell line resistance to 
chemotherapy (J. Chen et al., 2018); CYP2J2, a gene shown to promote apoptosis and curb cell 
proliferation in lung cancer when repressed by MIRLET7B/let-7b (Chen et al., 2012); CNTN1, a 
neural cell adhesion protein that promotes prostate cancerogenesis (Yan et al., 2016), also in 
breast cancer (N. Chen et al., 2018) and gastric cancer (Chen et al., 2015) and classified as a 
possible potential T-cell antigen for gliomas (Dettling et al., 2018). Examples of genes with no 
prior association to MM include: LOC100508631, MTMR11, LMAN1L, HIST2H4B, RXFP4, 
HIST2H2AA4, HIST2H2BC, KIAA1217, RIMS2, FMNL3 or GPRC5A. A protein coding OEMM also 
found in the MOFA analysis is GALNT13. 
Also, genes with previously found MM association scores (0.02 and 0.06) are found: RELN and 
SYT1 respectively. RELN, the Reelin protein-coding gene which protects MM cells from 
doxorubicin caused cell death by MM cell linkage to fibronectin (Lin et al., 2017a), SYT1 is a 
protein coding OEMM. 
Some interactions involve MM suppressed genes such as IGLL5 (with a 9-fold lower expression 
than in PC), which may be regulated by chr22:23,485,578-23,485,844, a region which is more 
accessible in PC and has positive weights (corresponding to PC activation with respect to MM). 
The interaction is marked in grey with the label “chr22:23,485,578-23,485,844 IGLL5” in Figure 
5-11. IGLL5 is found to be a tumor suppressor in large B-cell lymphoma (Cornish et al., 2019). 
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Also, chr5:266,683-266,982 regulating SLC12A7 with diminished accessibility and expression in 
MM (marked in grey with the label “chr5:266,683-266,982 SLC12A7” in Figure 5-11).  
5.3.4. LF3 distinguishes the MMSET subgroup 
MMSET samples have the most negative LF3 weights (Figure 5-3). The LF weights for the 
chromatin accessibility and gene expression features are distributed around 0 with some bias 
for negative weights (not shown), which represent MMSET activation. 4,855 out of 5,000 of 
the features used in MOFA overlap a subgroup consensus peak (MOFA features derive from 
MM and PC accessible peaks). Nevertheless, the distribution of LF3 weights for these subgroup 
features is representative of all (not shown). As Table 5-1 shows, there are 662 MMSET – PC 
DA features present in the analysis (647 more accessible in MMSET samples). Predictably, 
there is an enrichment of negative LF3 weights in the DA genomic regions (Figure 5-12 A), since 
the great majority are MMSET activated. As expected, there is a moderate negative correlation 
between LF3 weights and MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChanges for both MOFA regions 
corresponding to subgroup MM and PC peaks and DA areas between the MMSET subgroup 
and the healthy state (Figure 5-12 B). This correlation doesn’t translate in terms of weights 
with absolute accessibility (not shown), signifying that LF3 explains a change in accessibility 
between MMSET and the remaining samples. 
There are 1,130 DE MMSET – PC genes (645 of them more expressed in MMSET, Table 5-1) 
which makes an even number of under and OE genes. The LF3 weights for the MMSET DESMM 
genes are more extreme (positive and negative) than for all the MOFA gene features (Figure 
5-13 A) and this is consistent with the division this LF produces (MMSET activation). 
Concordant with this, as it is the case with the accessibility features there is a moderate 
negative correlation between MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChange in expression and LF3 weights, 
but in this case the anti-correlation exists only when taking into account the DE genes (Figure 
5-13 B, Spearman’s correlation -0.497) and not all the MOFA genes (-0.389, not shown). The 
absolute gene count means are not correlated with the LF weights, suggesting, as with 
accessibility, this axis reflects MMSET activation vs. the rest of samples. 
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Figure 5-12: MOFA LF3 accessibility features overlapping DASMM regions. 
LF3 weight loadings for MOFA input reads in peaks features. 
A: Weight density distributions for accessibility features, with colour distinguishing between all MOFA features and 
MOFA features that are also MMSET – PC DA (label “MOFA features overlapping DA ATAC features”). 
B: Correlation of LF3 weights with MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChange (Chapter 4). Features that overlap MM subgroup 
vs. PC consensus regions (Chapter 4) which are also MMSET – PC DA are distinguished by colour. Correlation metrics 
taking into account all MOFA regions overlapping MM subgroup vs. PC consensus regions.  
A B All MOFA features overlapping any MM 
subgroup consensus regions (DA or not): 
R
2
=0.246. 
Spearman: -0.484, p-val.: 7.75e-284 
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Figure 5-13: MOFA LF3 gene expression features overlapping MM subgroup DE genes. 
LF3 weight loadings for MOFA gene counts. Any MOFA features with no MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChange or mean 
count available due to Deseq2 filtering are disregarded. 
A: Weight density distributions for features with distinction between all MOFA features (labelled “MOFA features”) 
and MOFA features that are MMSET – PC DE (label “MOFA features overlapping DE RNA features”). 
B: Correlation of LF3 weights with MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChange (Chapter 4) for MOFA features overlapping MMSET 
– PC DE genes. 
 
5.3.4.1. Highly weighted genes in LF3 
Consistent with this MMSET separation, the loading value on the NSD2/MMSET gene (Figure 
5-14 B in grey labelling) is -0.756, ranking in the top 3% loadings by absolute value, which 
shows its high relative importance in the model. Figure 5-14 A, exhibits how the negative 
values of the LF are associated with high MMSET expressing samples. In this category, the 
cytogenetically unannotated sample A17.5 shows the most extreme negative weight. As was 
shown in Chapter 4, this sample has an MMSET-like expression and clusters together with the 
MMSET subgroup in terms of accessibility and gene expression. 
This and other genes thought to be relevant for MMSET, with the corresponding LF3 weight 
loading ranking, are shown in Figure 5-14 B. Genes in MOFA overlapping a list of 71 genes 
differentially expressed in MMSET patients vs. Non-MMSET patients (Wu et al., 2016) are 
marked in Figure 5-14 B with red circles. Within them, two genes with positive (CCND1 and 
NOL4), near zero (EDNRB and CDH2) and negative weights (CDC42BPA and MAP1B) are 
A B 
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labelled in red (Figure 5-14 B). CCND1 (LF3 weight of 0.36) is an IgH translocation target having 
a modest MMSET vs. PC log2FoldChange of 1.48, its expression seems to be discriminatory 
between MMSET and non-MMSET MM patients (Wu et al., 2016). CCND1 is very significantly 
overexpressed in CCND1 translocated MM patients compared with the rest (including the 
MMSET subgroup), thereby having a positive weight (non-MMSET activation). NOL4 is the only 
other gene identified by Wu and colleagues with positive LF3 weight (0.23), it was found to be 
cancer-testis antigen with expression in MM making it a possible candidate as a biomarker and 
therapeutical target for MM patients (Ghafouri-Fard et al., 2015). Although not significant, 
NOL4 is more than 13 times more expressed in the MMSET subgroup compared with PC. 
However, it tends to have similar overexpression in other MM subgroups compared with PC, 
while being highly OE in HD (and therefore around half of all the samples), hence why it may 
appear to be deactivated in MMSET compared with the rest of samples and have a positive LF3 
weight. 
 
 
Figure 5-14: LF3 with MMSET subgroup genes. 
A: MMSET Rlog normalized expression (as inputted to MOFA) with LF3 sample weight for the different subgroups. 
MM_OTHER: samples with no cytogenetic information available. 
B: MOFA gene expression weight loadings for LF3 ranked with relevant MMSET features marked. Genes marked with 
red circles overlap with a list of 71 genes differentially expressed in MMSET patients vs. Non-MMSET patients (Wu et 
al., 2016), from these, the analysed genes are labelled in red. Genes involved in IgH translocation in MMSET are 
abelled in grey. 
A B 
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EDNRB and CDH2 are genes involved in activating a phosphatidylinositol-calcium second 
messenger system and generating calcium-dependent cell adhesion molecule and glycoprotein 
respectively. EDNRB and CDH2 have a LF3 weight of -0.06 and -0.30, despite having a nearly 
500-fold and 428-fold increase in expression from MMSET to PC respectively; the weight is 
indicating low importance for this separation. The reason why these genes might not be 
contributing significantly to the MMSET vs. rest separation might be because they are similarly 
overexpressed in the majority of samples from other subgroups. This is the case in both, with 
overexpression in the HD (281 and 286-fold) and CCND1 (13 and 25-fold) subgroups with 
respect to PC for CDH2 and EDNRB expression respectively. 
MAP1B is a protein implicated in normal cells in microtubule assembly and also as part of 
neurogenesis, the gene has an extreme LF3 weight of -0.97 and correspondingly it is 42-fold 
overexpressed in MMSET vs. PC, second to the CCND1 subgroup with only 3-fold 
overexpression. It is thought to interact with REIIBP (one of the two protein isoforms of the 
MMSET gene) in H929 cell lines harbouring the MMSET translocation (Mirabella et al., 2014). 
MAP1B has a 42-fold higher expression in MMSET samples compared with PC in this study. It 
was found as possible target of multiple microRNAs (miRNAs) in MMSET translocated vs. non-
translocated MM samples through regulation models and hypothesized to interact with FGFR3 
in conjunction with MYRIP and CDC42BPA (Liu et al., 2019). CDC42BPA (also labelled in red in 
Figure 5-14 B) has a negative weight of -1.17 indicating MMSET-only activation, which is the 
case: CDC42BPA is significantly overexpressed with respect to PC in MMSET while being 
underexpressed in the rest of the subgroups. 
Tumours containing the IgH - NDS2/MMSET t(4;14) also have high FGFR3 expression in around 
75% of the cases (Stewart et al., 2004). Consequently, this gene has an extreme negative 
weight, ranking in the top 2% by absolute weight value (Figure 5-14 B in grey labelling). It can 
be seen that the previously determined genes separating MMSET from non-MMSET MM 
samples (Wu et al., 2016) overlap extreme and non-extreme LF3 weights (Figure 5-14 B with 
red circles) with genes such as EDNRB and CDH2 having close to zero weights. 
Gene Ontology analysis was carried out on the top 10% genes by absolute LF3 loading using as 
background distribution the top 5k genes by total variation used as input in the MOFA analysis 
at FDR 0.1 obtaining an enrichment for only one category: chromatin binding category. 
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5.3.4.2. Gene – region pairs in LF3 
Since LF3 accounts for a significant fraction of the accessibility and gene expression variability 
(Figure 5-4 A), enhancer – promoter interactions assigned an important weight are likely to 
have meaningful biological implications distinguishing this subgroup from the rest. 
Additionally, they could be the consequence of biologically relevant changes, for example, 
upregulation of a gene such as MYC deregulates multiple target genes (some of them might be 
tumorigenic). As Figure 5-15 shows, MMSET activated interactions compared to normal (from 
the supervised analysis in chapter 4) tend to lie in the negative LF3 weights, consistent with 
the fact that this reflects overall MMSET activated interactions in the MOFA model. Moreover, 
there are examples of interactions showing deactivation in the MMSET subgroup. 
For example, the candidate enhancer chr3:46,386,101-46,386,648, which is less accessible in 
MMSET, is close to CCR5 (marked with “chr3:46,386,101-46,386,648 CCR5” in magenta in 
Figure 5-15), a gene with a nearly 25-fold decrease in MMSET compared with healthy state. 
This relationship has positive extreme weights (larger than 0.25 and 0.45 for ATAC and RNA 
respectively), signifying deactivation in MMSET. It was also found to be significant in the 
MMSET – PC differential supervised analysis. CCR5 is a member of the chemokine receptor 
family. When activated, such receptors trigger cell responses such as chemotaxis (migration of 
cells). MM cells encourage osteoclast formation and in turn osteoclasts express the MM risk 
factor CCL3 which signal CCR1 and CCR5 receptors and promote MM growth (Abe et al., 2004; 
Vallet et al., 2007; Yaccoby, 2010). Only CCR1 (which is more than 8-fold expressed in MMSET 
compared with PC) inhibition reduces formation of mature osteoclasts in the MM context 
(Dairaghi et al., 2012), but in the L363 MM cell line, CCR5 is highly expressed and a significant 
migration of cells occurs towards the CCR5 ligand CCL5 (Udi et al., 2013). Perhaps in MMSET, 
this oncogenic pathway is less favoured than in other MM subtypes. 
Examples of genes upregulated in MMSET with a nearby region that gains accessibility that 
were also found in the supervised analysis (chapter 4) include CDC42BPA and ROBO1. 
chr1:227,191,697-227,192,560 (among other candidate regions) interacts with the CDC42BPA 
gene (marked with “chr1:227,191,697-227,192,560 CDC42BPA” in blue in Figure 5-15) and is 
active in MMSET (signified by extreme negative LF3 weights) as can be seen in (Figure 5-14 B 
red circles). As explained in the previous section, CDC42BPA is found altered when between 
MMSET and non-MMSET subgroup MM patients in a previous study (Wu et al., 2016), thought 
to affect FGFR3 in a majority of MMSET translocated samples (Liu et al., 2019). Together with 
CLEC11A, it is thought to be a regulator in MM primary samples and shown to be key in two 
t(4;14) MM CLs: KMS-26 and NCI-H929, it is also critical for these cells survival (Laganà et al., 
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2018). Consistent with this finding, CLEC11A also has an extreme negative LF3 weight (MMSET 
active) and ranks in the top 3% by absolute value, despite not having a MOFA accessibility 
feature (either highly or lowly ranked) nearby. 
 
 
Figure 5-15: MOFA candidate enhancer - gene interactions for LF3 in the context of MM vs. PC analysis. 
Each dot represents an interaction between a MOFA accessibility and gene feature within 1Mb. 
Different categories are created depending on: 
“ext. weights”: LF3 extreme weights which are positive or negative simultaneously for both ATAC and RNA: MOFA 
ATAC weight equal or more negative than -0.35 or equal or larger than 0.25, MOFA RNA weight equal or more 
negative than -0.8 or equal or larger than 0.45). 
“Only MMSET DE”: MOFA interaction that is also a MMSET DASMM enhancer regulating a MMSET DESMM gene. 
“MMSET active and DE”: MOFA interaction that is also a MMSET SMM enhancer regulating an MMSET OESMM 
gene. 
“Not supervised”: MOFA interaction not found in any supervised analysis. 
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Another example of a gene previously found relevant in the MMSET subgroup (Wu et al., 2016) 
is the ROBO1 gene with the genomic area chr3:79,564,198-79,564,511 (marked with 
“chr3:79,564,198-79,564,511 ROBO1” in light blue in Figure 5-15), having a 16-fold and 8-fold 
enrichment in expression and accessibility in MMSET vs. PC respectively. The interaction has 
region and gene negative weights (despite not being extreme) agreeing with its activation 
state in MMSET samples (subgroup supervised analysis). ROBO1 has been previously shown to 
be significantly correlated with MMSET subtype myeloma and also significantly associated with 
the survival of non-MMSET myeloma patients (Wu et al., 2016). 
Genes are found to be MMSET active in MOFA, but which were not found by the supervised 
analysis include MYOM2, FOXA1, ASPM, CCNA2 and BMP4. MYOM2 and chr8:2,089,819-
2,090,268 (marked with “chr8:2,089,819-2,090,268 MYOM2” in black in Figure 5-15) have a 5 
and 3-fold enrichment in gene expression and accessibility respectively compared to PC. 
MYOM2 is a MM “spike” gene, defined as having a “strong overexpression in MM cells of a 
fraction of patients” (Kassambara et al., 2012). It was shown to be DE between PCs and MGUS 
PCs and decreased abundance of its protein (M-protein 2) was found have statistically 
significant association with survival after oral Melphalan and Prednisone therapy in MM 
patients (Palmer et al., 1988). The region chr14:37,385,329-37,385,604 and the gene FOXA1 
(marked with “chr14:37,385,329-37,385,604 FOXA1” in black in Figure 5-15), with more than 
4,000 and 53-fold higher accessibility and expression compared to normal and being only 
expressed in MMSET, is also classified in this category. FOXA1 is complex in the cancer 
landscape, it is recurrently mutated in prostate cancer (Barbieri et al., 2012) but high 
expression of this gene tends to be associated with good prognosis in breast cancer 
(summarized in Hu et al., 2014). Another novel interaction is chr1:196,558,296-196,558,778 
with ASPM (marked with “chr1:196,558,296-196,558,778 ASPM” in grey in Figure 5-15) with an 
8-fold higher activation (accessibility and expression) in MMSET, having negative weights 
(despite not being extreme). ASPM produces proteins required in the cell cycle and mitosis, it 
is found to be down regulated in primary bone marrow (BM) MM cells (Cohen et al., 2014). 
High expression of this gene predicts shorter time to MM progression (Sarasquete et al., 2013) 
and its expression is higher in extra medullary (tumour cells found outside of the BM) relapsed 
MM tumours compared to MM BM PCs (Sevcikova et al., 2015). It is also more highly 
expressed in some cell populations of cells of various MM CLs. These cells have cancer 
initiating, stem-like, features such as ability to differentiate, repopulation (proliferation of 
surviving cells during treatment), capability to form clones and self-renewal: division of a stem 
cell keeping its characteristics, and are selectively sensitive to aurora kinase and proteasome 
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inhibitors (Nara et al., 2013). The CCNA2 gene encodes a protein of the Cyclin family and it is 
involved in the cell cycle, an interaction is proposed in the MOFA analysis with 
chr4:121,100,031-121,101,325 (marked with “chr4:121,100,031-121,101,325 CCNA2” in grey 
in Figure 5-15). This interaction is more active in MMSET and also has negative weights. CCNA2 
has previously been found to be down-regulated when MM CLs are treated with 
Oxophenamide and Pterostilbenedown inducing S-phase cell-cycle arrest (Zhang et al., 2018) 
and when preclinical models of MM are treated with Lenalidomide/Dexamethasone (LDA) and 
pan-BCL2 inhibitor (Paulus et al., 2014). It is also thought to be regulated by the miRNA miR-
150 in MM (Bong et al., 2017). BMP4 is another gene associated with multiple general MM 
candidate regulatory enhancers which may be of relevance and found to have enrichment of 
B-cell 3C contacts between the regions and the promoter in Chapter 3, section 3.3.8. It has a 
64-fold MMSET enrichment and it is a bone morphogenetic protein involved in bone 
development. In some MM cultures, BMP4 hinders proliferation and triggers apoptosis 
(Fukuda et al., 2006). In human samples, however, it is significantly OE in MM BM samples 
compared to BM PC and this overexpression is accompanied by higher expression of its 
receptor ACVR1 and lower expression of NOG (a BMP antagonist). Furthermore, during 
Bortezomib treatment, BMPs seem to provide resistance (Grčević et al., 2010). Additionally, 
SMAD1 is also OE in MMSET (more than 10-fold enrichment compared to normal), and is 
associated with MM in the literature. In a treatment of MM which exposes the cells to BMP6, 
suppression of MM occurs by phosphorylation of SMAD1/5 and induction of mesenchymal 
stromal cells to differentiate into osteocytes (Grab et al., 2019), a similar process also occurs in 
AML favouring the disease (Battula et al., 2017). Activin A and B are also found to collaborate 
in SMAD1/5 phosphorylation (mediated by ACVR1 receptor signalling) triggering MM growth 
inhibition (Olsen et al., 2018), SMAD1/2/8 phosphorylation can also supress MYC increasing 
apoptosis in human MM (Jiang et al., 2016). 
5.3.5. LF4 isolates the outlier sample A26.9B 
As it can be seen in Figure 5-3, LF4 separates the outlier sample A26.9B, a HD sample which 
has general extreme accessibility (not shown). As can be seen in Figure 5-4 A, LF4 is mainly 
explaining accessibility variability. It is unknown whether A26.9B is a biological or technical 
outlier, despite this, from the LFs explaining relevant variability, it only appears isolated from 
the rest of the HD samples in LF4, ensuring that this separation is capturing the outlier 
characteristics. 
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5.3.6. LF5 creates an axis splitting CCND1 and MAF translocated samples 
As can be seen in Figure 5-3, LF5 places MAF translocated samples on the positive values of the 
axis and CCND1 on the negative side with the remaining samples in-between. The distribution 
of weights for accessibility features is dominant for positive weights (MAF activated 
enhancers). Furthermore, this distribution is very similar to that of the weight for the 97% of 
MOFA accessibility features overlapping subgroup MM and PC consensus peaks (not shown). 
The MOFA features corresponding to MAF vs. PC regions of DA (supervised analysis) are 
enriched in positive weights with a smaller number of more negative ones (Figure 5-16 A). The 
weights are also significantly correlated with MAF vs. PC accessibility (Figure 5-16 C), even 
when taking into account only MAF – healthy DA regions only (not shown). The consequence 
being, that the LF5 positive weights resemble the 668 regions more accessible in MAF (Table 
5-1) compared to the 48 regions with more open chromatin in PC. There is no connection 
between the overall accessibility of the features and the weights. CCND1 DA regions are 
enriched with somewhat more extreme weights on both ends (Figure 5-16 B); 590 of these 
regions have higher accessibility in CCND1 samples and 13 in the healthy state (Table 5-1). 
There is very little correlation between LF5 weights and CCND1 fold change in accessibility 
compared to normal (Figure 5-16 D) or LF5 weights and overall accessibility (not shown). 
Together, these results show that, at least in terms of MM subgroup compared with normal, 
MAF samples seem to be the driving force in this separation and CCND1 samples lying on the 
other extreme is a consequence of it. This results in CCND1 activation (vs. PC) in both extremes 
of the LF5 weights, supported by the clear dominance in the presence of CCND1 over 
accessible regions compared to PC enriched on both extremes in terms of LF5 weights. It is 
possible that the difference captured by this axis is between MAF and the remaining samples 
(healthy and other subgroups, particularly CCND1). 
MOFA gene features have an even distribution of LF5 weights on both ends. As Table 5-1 
shows, there are 1,157 MAF vs. PC DE genes, 465 out of these are MAF OE, while for CCND1 
there are 277/1,059. Similarly to the accessibility features, a large proportion of the the MAF 
and CCND1 DESMM gene features overlapping have negligible LF5 weights. There is a gain of 
extreme positive weights for MAF DESMM genes (Figure 5-17 A) and little gain on negative and 
positive weights for CCND1 vs. PC DESMM genes (Figure 5-17 B). This suggests that for this LF 
the majority of genes are not relevant and the overexpression in MAF is of higher relative 
importance. Positive weights on CCND1 DESMM genes might point to these genes having an 
active state in MAF, (as seen most of them being CCND1 vs. PC repressed genes). 
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Figure 5-16: LF5 accessibility features with CCND1 and MAF DA regions. 
LF5 weight loadings for MOFA input reads in peaks features. 
All MOFA features overlapping any MM 
subgroup consensus regions (MAF DA or 
not): R
2
=0.553. 
Spearman: 0.757, p-val.: 0 
A B 
All MOFA features overlapping any 
MM subgroup consensus regions 
(CCND1 DA or not): R
2
=0.0256. 
Spearman: -0.13, p-val.: 1.17e-19 
C D 
MAF DA regions CCND1 DA regions 
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Weight density distributions for accessibility features with distinction between all MOFA features and MOFA 
features that are A: MAF DASMM enhancers and B: CCND1 DASMM enhancers. The label in both cases for these 
categories are “MOFA features overlapping DA ATAC features”. 
Correlation of LF5 weights with C: MAF vs. PC log2FoldChange (Chapter 4) and D: CCND1 vs. PC log2FoldChange. 
Features with distinction for any MOFA region overlapping any MM subgroup vs. PC consensus regions and 
additionally overlapping each distinct subgroup DASMM enhancers (label “MOFA overlapping consensus regions 
DA”). Correlation metrics taking into account all MOFA regions overlapping any MM subgroup vs. PC consensus 
regions. 
 
As with the accessibility features, the correlation between LF5 weights and MM subgroup 
log2Foldchange is significant for MAF (Figure 5-17 C), particularly when including only MAF vs. 
PC DE genes: Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of 0.695 (not shown). CCND1 doesn’t 
show a similar trend, with no correlation (Figure 5-17 D). Together these results show that 
there is a dominant coupling between higher LF5 weight ranking and MAF activation with the 
difference in expression between MAF and healthy being very representative of this 
separation. CCND1 samples lie on the other extreme, with different samples having different 
degrees of similarity to PC and non-MAF subgroups in this dimension. 
Similarly to LF3, gene ontology analysis was performed on the top 10% genes by absolute LF5 
loading. All genes used as input to MOFA were used as background distribution and a FDR 0.1 
threshold used. No pathways were over represented, but there was an under-representation 
of integrin binding and signalling receptor binding with respect to background. 
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Figure 5-17: LF5 expression features with CCND1 and MAF DESMM genes. 
LF5 weight loadings for MOFA gene counts. Any MOFA features with no subgroup vs. PC log2FoldChange or mean 
count available due to Deseq2 filtering are disregarded. Weight density distributions for features with distinction 
between all MOFA features (label “MOFA features”) and A: MOFA features that are also MAF DESMM genes, B: 
MOFA features that are also CCND1 DESMM genes. The label in both cases for these features is “MOFA features 
overlapping DE RNA features”. 
MAF DE genes CCND1 DE genes A B 
C D All MOFA genes (MAF DE or not): 
R
2
=0.258. 
Spearman: 0.578, p-val.: 0 
All MOFA genes (CCND1 DE or not): 
R
2
=0.00835. 
Spearman: -0.214, p-val.: 1.18e-52 
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Correlation of LF5 weights with C: MAF vs. PC log2FoldChange (Chapter 4) and D: CCND1 vs. PC log2FoldChange. 
Features coloured by whether they are also DESMM genes in each condition (label “MOFA DE genes”) or not (“MOFA 
genes”). Correlation metrics taking into account all MOFA gene features. 
5.3.6.1. Highly absolute weighted genes significant in MAF 
Figure 5-18 studies genes included in the MOFA analysis and the associated LF5 weights in the 
context of previously found top over (Figure 5-18 in red) and under-expressed genes (Figure 
5-18 in blue) separating clusters of 320 bone marrow MM samples into clinical subgroups 
(Broyl et al., 2010) representative of: MAF (Figure 5-18 A) and CCND1 (Figure 5-18 B). Among 
the labelled genes, two examples containing positive, near zero and negative loadings are 
analysed for each of the two subgroups (in the case of MAF, the only gene with negative 
loading is DKK1). 
 
 
Figure 5-18: LF5 gene weight loading ranks with MAF and CCND1 subgroup relevant genes. 
MOFA LF5 gene loadings with top 10 over (red) and under-expressed genes (blue) separating from the rest of 
clusters A) MAF subgroup cluster (labelled “MF”) B) CCND1 subgroup cluster (labelled “CD-2” in 320 bone marrow 
samples (Broyl et al., 2010) (P < .001, false discovery rate < 5%) showing the greatest fold change per cluster in 
comparison with remaining clusters. In grey, the MAF gene, relevant to the MM MAF subgroup. 
 
As reference, the Transcription Factor MAF gene is shown for the MAF subgroup (Figure 5-18 A 
in grey label), showing that it is very important in terms of weight with a loading of 1.44 and 
A B 
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ranking in the top 0.5% by LF5 absolute loadings. MAF is OE compared to PC in HD (an average 
of 18-fold), MMSET (more than 76-fold) and in MAF translocated samples 3,666-fold. As 
explained in Chapter 4, another deregulated gene, CCND2 (Figure 5-18 A in red) is a member of 
the Cyclin family and it is involved in cell cycle processes and PC differentiation (Nahar et al., 
2011; Tooze, 2013), cyclins activate cyclin-dependent kinases and these in turn phosphorylate 
their substrates (Chiles, 2004). CCND2 is highly expressed in a significant number of samples in 
the present study (Figure 5-19). It ranks in the top 2% of genes by absolute LF5 loading with 
0.94 and on average it is OE in relation to the healthy state in HD, MMSET and MAF 13, 18 and 
135-fold respectively, with 17-fold under expression for the CCND1 subgroup making it a 
hallmark MAF subgroup gene in the samples examined. As mentioned in section 4.3.12, 
deregulation of Cyclins is a common feature in Myeloma (Bergsagel et al., 2005; D. Smith et al., 
2016) and has been previously studied as a therapeutical target (Tiedemann et al., 2008). 
Another gene containing a very high positive weight (1.3) is NUAK1/ARK5 (Figure 5-18 A in red) 
with very high overexpression compared to PC particularly in the MAF subgroup (417-fold), 
with MMSET being the only other subgroup with 10-fold overexpression. NUAK1 is a 
serine/threonine-protein kinase of significant therapeutic interest: simultaneous therapeutical 
inhibition of CDK4 and NUAK1 in MM CLs and primary samples induces cell-cycle arrest and 
apoptosis in vitro (Perumal et al., 2016). 
Genes with close to zero LF5 weights are of low importance to this separation. Examples of 
previously found genes separating a cluster containing MAF translocated samples from the 
rest (Broyl et al., 2010) are EHD3 (Figure 5-18 A in red) and BASP1 (Figure 5-18 A in blue), 
found to be over and underexpressed respectively (Broyl et al., 2010). EHD3 is an ATP and 
membrane-binding protein, in the present study, EHD3 has a LF5 weight of 0.17. Being 
expressed throughout all samples, including PC and having no significant expression alteration 
on any MM subgroup it is assigned a low LF5 weight. BASP1 a membrane bound protein with 
LF5 weight of 0.05, has a non-significant underexpression in all subgroups compared with PC. 
The DKK1 gene (Figure 5-18 A in blue) is found to inhibit the Wnt signalling pathway through 
repressing LRP5/6 – Wnt interactions. Recently proposed as a biomarker for MM (Feng et al., 
2019). In MM murine models, repressing DKK1 – LRP5/6 interaction has shown promising 
results (Park et al., 2017) and DKK1 has also been shown to be key to inducing MM bone 
lesions, preventing osteoblastogenesis (Qiang et al., 2008), at least in part by downregulating 
the miRNA miR-152 which targets DKK1’ 3’UTR to repress it (Xu et al., 2015). This gene is highly 
expressed with respect to normal in HD, CCND1 and MMSET (36, 20 and 11-fold expression) 
while having a normal-like expression in the MAF subgroup. It has a negative LF weight of -0.32 
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and signifying that it has a low expression in the MAF subgroup compared with most of the 
remaining samples. 
 
 
Figure 5-19: CCND1 and CCND2 dichotomy and LF5. 
Correlation between normalized rLog CCND2 expression and accessibility for the chr12:4,148,394-4,148,872 region 
with LF weights shown by colour and CCND1 expression by point size. 
 
As can be seen, in the extremes of the LF5 weights, there is a high correlation between gene 
expression array data by Broyl and colleagues and RNA-seq from the study in this thesis. In 
these cases, genes with high positive LF5 weights correspond to significantly higher MAF 
subgroup expression than the majority of the remaining samples (Figure 5-18 A genes labelled 
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in red), while very negative weights are assigned to under expressed genes in the MAF 
subgroup (Figure 5-18 A genes labelled in blue). Furthermore, as it is expected, genes assigned 
near zero weights (assumed not meaningful in separating MAF samples from the rest) have a 
constant expression throughout all samples in my study. As it happens with EHD3 and BASP1, 
this occurs despite the fact that they may be considered significantly altered by Broyl et. al, a 
disparity that can be caused by the different method of measuring RNA availability. 
5.3.6.2. Highly absolute weighted genes significant in CCND1 
From the standpoint of the CCND1 subgroup and the top altered genes separating the CCND1 
subgroup cluster from the rest in a previous study (Broyl et al., 2010), the deregulated CCND1 
gene (Figure 5-18 B genes labelled in red) is OE with respect to PC in HD (16 times average 
change) and CCND1 subgroup (1,234-fold). Consistent with this, it is assigned by MOFA -0.42 
LF5 weight (Figure 5-18 B labelled in red). Another example is the gene KCNMB2 (Figure 5-18 B 
labelled in red), a gene influencing the calcium sensitivity of Big Potassium channels, has a 
negative weight of -0.25 and it is not previously found associated in MM. Consequently with 
the LF5 sample separation, it is overexpressed in all subgroups but MAF with respect to PC: 25-
fold in HD, 63-fold in CCND1 and 12-fold in MMSET. 
Examples of genes with negligible weight loading for LF5 (-0.03) are UCHL1 (Figure 5-18 B 
labelled in blue) and SLC8A1 (Figure 5-18 B labelled in red). UCHL1 is a gene with high 
expression associated to poor prognosis in MM (Hussain et al., 2015), compared with PC 
expression, it has a 18-fold overexpression in HD and 57-fold in MMSET, while being more than 
7 times less expressed in CCND1 and having similar expression compared to PC in MAF. UCHL1 
encodes an enzyme that hydrolyses ubiquitin. SLC8A1 is a gene associated to cardiac 
conduction and mineral absorption pathways; it is expressed throughout all PC and MM 
samples with no significant differences in MM subgroups with respect to PC. It is possible that 
since these genes are not separating MAF samples from CCND1 and PC samples by a large 
factor, it is assigned a close to zero weight. 
Genes with positive LF5 weights include CSF2RB (Figure 5-18 B labelled in blue) and IL6R 
(Figure 5-18 B labelled in blue) with weights of 0.38 and 0.28 respectively. CSF2RB mediates 
the exchange of calcium ions in cellular processes and it doesn’t have any previous 
associations in literature with MM. The gene has a 25-fold and 3-fold CCND1 and MMSET vs. 
PC under expression respectively, with the other MM subgroups maintaining PC-like 
expression. IL6R (interleukin 6 receptor complex) is a cytokine involved in multiple processes 
such as cell growth, differentiation or immune response. IL6R is a gene very expressed 
throughout all samples with no significant variability between PC and any of the MM 
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subgroups. IL6R is located in the 1q21 arm, which appears amplified in MM cases and serves as 
a prognostic marker (Kim et al., 2011). Overexpression of this gene induces hyper activation of 
the STAT3 oncogenic pathway (Teoh et al., 2019) and bromodomain and extraterminal domain 
(BET) inhibitors are shown to decrease IL6R activity (Stubbs et al., 2019). 
Genes such as SLC8A1 and IL6R do not have correlating CCND1 subgroup overexpression when 
comparing data from Broyl’s study with my thesis. As it was previously mentioned in the 
previous section, this can be due to the different methods in RNA availability quantification. 
Furthermore, there isn’t a clear relationship between LF5 weights and over (Figure 5-18 B 
genes labelled in red) and under-expressed genes (Figure 5-18 B genes labelled in blue) 
separating the CCND1 subgroup cluster from the rest in Broyl and colleagues study. 
5.3.6.3. Highly weighted gene-region interactions 
The already established interactions between MOFA accessibility and gene features within 
1Mb are studied from a MAF and CCND1 vs. PC analysis (Chapter 4) point of view (Figure 5-20). 
The MAF vs. PC differential interactions have a greater dispersion in terms of accessibility and 
expression weights, with CCND1 having an enrichment of interactions containing DE genes 
with weights around zero. As can be seen in both, the corresponding MM subgroup activated 
interactions are almost exclusively in the positive and negative weights for MAF and CCND1 
respectively, coherently with the MOFA axis separation. 
In terms of the MAF subgroup (Figure 5-20 A), a prominent interaction example is CCND2, is a 
critical gene that as mentioned before, its overexpression is complementary to CCND1’s in MM 
for the practical totality of MM samples. In the MOFA model, it is linked to multiple enhancers 
overlapping the novel super enhancer region derived from the H3K27ac histone modification 
enrichment in MAF-translocated JJN3 cells (Alexia Katsarou, Department of Haematology, 
Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust in London, pers. 
comms). Furthermore, the interaction shown in Figure 5-20 A (marked with “chr12:4,148,394-
4,148,872 CCND2” in black) and Figure 5-19 involving the chr12:4,148,394-4,148,872 region is 
particularly interesting because it overlaps a tested region for regulation of the CCND2 gene. 
This is done through CRISPR-dCas9 repression in a MAF translocated cell line by Alexia 
Katsarou obtaining a significant result (p-value less than 0.05), as can be seen in section 4.3.12. 
This is consistent with the strong correlation coefficient between accessibility and expression 
for the primary samples in this analysis (Figure 5-19).   
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Figure 5-20: MOFA candidate enhancer - gene interactions for LF5 in the context of MAF and CCND1 vs. PC analysis. 
A 
B 
MAF supervised analaysis context 
CCND1 supervised analaysis context 
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Each dot represents an interaction between a MOFA accessibility and gene feature within 1Mb. Different categories 
are created depending on: 
“Extreme weights”: LF5 weights being positive and negative simultaneously for both ATAC and RNA: ATAC weight 
equal or more negative than -0.13 or equal or larger than 0.25, MOFA RNA weight equal or more negative than -
0.24 or equal or larger than 0.8). 
“Only subgroup DE”: MOFA interaction that is also a MM subgroup DASMM enhancer regulating a protein coding 
DESMM gene. 
“Subgroup active and DE”: MOFA interaction that is also a SMM enhancer (compared with PC) regulating an 
OESMM gene for a MM subgroup. 
“Not supervised”: MOFA interaction not found in the supervised analysis (Chapter 4). MOFA interaction not found in 
any supervised analysis. A: MAF supervised analysis context. B: CCND1 supervised analysis context. 
 
Furthermore, this region is accessible throughout all samples but more open compared to 
normal in the MAF samples (4-fold) and repressed in CCND1 samples (3 times). Consequently, 
the interaction is assigned significant positive weights signifying MAF subgroup and CCND2 
gene activation and CCND1 subgroup and gene repression, denoted by the LF5 axis. 
There are interactions showing activation both in MOFA and in the supervised analysis with 
respect to PC. One such example is the enhancer chr12:105,226,230 – 105,226,534 with the 
gene NUAK1/ARK5 (marked “chr12:105,226,230 – 105,226,534 NUAK1” in blue in Figure 5-20 
A). As mentioned before in Highly absolute weighted genes significant in MAF, section 5.3.6.1, 
NUAK1 is a serine/threonine-protein kinase which has been proven to be an oncogenic target. 
The interaction is 33 and 417-fold more accessible and expressed respectively in MAF and, 
consistently, is assigned extreme positive weights in LF5. Another interaction found in the MAF 
vs. PC analysis is chr5:95,087,076-95,088,428 with MCTP1 (marked “chr5:95,087,076-
95,088,428 MCTP1” in magenta in Figure 5-20 A). MCTP1 is a gene in MM that is a MM “spike” 
gene for 4 out of 206 samples in a study of newly-diagnosed patients (Kassambara et al., 
2012), it is not reflected in the study, but perhaps the samples were MAF translocated 
samples. The region is only significantly more accessible and the gene significantly OE in MAF 
vs. PC: 14 and 25 times respectively. It is present in the MAF DE analysis but it is not a MAF 
active interaction with respect to normal because it overlaps an accessible peak region in the 
healthy state, this candidate regulatory area is accessible in PC but significantly more active in 
MAF, suggesting that it could be active only in the later subgroup. 
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A novel active candidate enhancer - promoter pair in MAF found in MOFA that was not found 
in the previous analysis in chapter 4 is chr4:88,359,414 – 88,359,966 with SPP1 (marked 
“chr4:88,359,414 – 88,359,966 SPP1” in black in Figure 5-20 A). This gene is expressed in bone 
marrow tissues and it is involved in diverse functions from bone remodelling to regulating 
hematopoietic stem cell production. It was found to be regulatory in a variety of cell processes 
that become deregulated in different haematological cancers such as leukaemia, lymphoma 
and myeloma (Bastos et al., 2017). This interaction is active in all MM subgroups except 
MMSET, but is particularly so in MAF translocated samples with an accessibility and expression 
change over healthy state of 26 and 2,369-fold. 
Another example is the lncRNA ENSG00000278058/RP11-70D24.2, associated with the 
candidate enhancer chr16:79,283,625 – 79,283,930. This lncRNA was recently found to be 
simultaneously down regulated (and correlated) with MAF expression in CCND1 translocated 
samples from a study of 30 MM patients (Ronchetti et al., 2018). It is worth noting that the 
downregulation was calculated by comparing the expression of the 8 CCND1-translocation 
containing patients with the rest of the samples, out of which, 4 and 7 were MAF and MMSET 
translocated respectively. This is consistent with the present study: RP11-70D24.2 expression 
is significantly up regulated in the HD, MMSET and MAF groups (55, 50 and 2,096-fold change 
over PC) with CCND1 having just a 2-fold expression compared with PC. Furthermore, as 
mentioned earlier, compared with the normal state, the MAF TF has an 18-fold expression in 
the HD group, 76-fold in MMSET, 3,666-fold in MAF while having a similar expression to 
normal cells in CCND1 translocated samples. The associated candidate enhancer region is 3-
fold more accessible in HD with respect to PC, nearly twice in MMSET and nearly 7 times more 
in MAF and 1.5-fold less accessible in CCND1. The LF5 weights for both the DNA feature and 
gene are extremely positive. Together this interaction is representative of MAF activation and 
CCND1 deactivation represented by high weights in the LF5 axis and not only does it 
recapitulate the hypothesis that RP11-70D24.2 might be interacting with MAF (Ronchetti et al., 
2018), it extends to the possibility that the means of producing this lncRNA might be through 
the chr16:79,283,625 – 79,283,930 possible enhancer area. 
ENSG00000258776/AL161757.4 is found to be one of the top five long non-coding RNAs 
(lncRNAs) significantly deregulated in MAF translocated vs. non MAF translocated samples 
(Ronchetti et al., 2018). In the study presented in this thesis, ENSG00000258776 was found to 
be DE in the MAF subgroup (and no other subgroup) compared to healthy PC, having a 2570 
fold overexpression in MAF. This makes ENSG00000258776 a key lncRNA for separating MAF 
samples and a possibly important diagnostic/prognostic marker, as reflected by its significant 
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high LF5 loading (2.45, ranking second). The candidate enhancer region chr14:57,066,897-
57,067,276 is associated to it (marked with the label “chr14:57,066,897-57,067,276 
ENSG00000258776” in grey in Figure 5-20 A), it is accessible throughout PC and MM but more 
significantly accessible in the MAF subgroup (5-fold). 
NRG3 is a gene under expressed in MAF and located in the negative weights in LF5. It belongs 
to the neuregulin family, which encodes proteins that activate transmembrane tyrosine kinase 
receptors ERBB3 and ERBB4, activating intracellular signalling and cellular responses. This is a 
key process in the majority MM patients (Mahtouk et al., 2006). NRG3 was previously found to 
be OE in MM vs. bone marrow PCs (Mahtouk et al., 2010). In the analysis presented in this 
thesis, it is down-regulated only in the MAF subgroup compared to healthy state (by a factor of 
92), with CCND1 having a 3-fold overexpression with respect to PC. Perhaps, in MAF 
translocated samples, this mechanism is replaced by an alternative one resembling the small 
ratio of MM patients found in the mentioned studies for which the process involving NRG3 is 
not critical. NRG3 is associated with the nearby region chr10:81,095,087-81,097,795 (marked 
with the label “chr10:81,095,087-81,097,795 NRG3” in magenta in Figure 5-20 A) which has 
half the accessibility in MAF that it has in PC. Consistent with this, the both the gene and the 
region have extreme negative weights and it is also found to be significant in the MAF vs. PC 
differential analysis. 
Finally, another repressed gene – enhancer interaction in MAF is BMP4 (bone morphogenetic 
protein 4) and chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 respectively (marked with the label 
“chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 BMP4” in magenta in Figure 5-20 A). This interaction is 
activated in all the MM subgroups except MAF (2 times less DNA openness and 36-fold less 
expression). BMP4 is previously found in the LF3 axis to be OE in MMSET, it is also OE in the 
CCND1 and HD subgroups compared to PC. Since bone morphogenetic proteins are known to 
protect MM cells against Bortezomib treatments (Grčević et al., 2010), it is possible that this 
pathway is deactivated in the MAF subgroup. 
From the CCND1 subgroup supervised analysis point of view there are also biologically relevant 
interactions with corresponding LF5 weights (Figure 5-20 B). One such example having 
negative weights and mainly signifying MAF subgroup repression (and secondarily CCND1 
sample activation) is chr14:60,632,346 – 60,633,210 with SIX4 (with label “chr14:60,632,346 – 
60,633,210 SIX4” coloured black in Figure 5-20 B). The region is active throughout all samples 
in the study but at least 2-fold more active than in the normal state in the HD, CCND1 and 
MMSET groups and 1.5 less accessible in MAF. The corresponding gene expression is 
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consistent with the candidate enhancer accessibility being only repressed in MAF compared to 
normal 4-fold and OE in the rest of the MM subgroups. 
Also, the gene CPED1 is relevant to MM biology, being OE in MM cells when applying in vitro 
combined treatment containing filanesib, pomalidomide and dexamethasone which induces 
cell death in the disease state (Hernández-García et al., 2017). It is also OE on average in 
Smoldering Myeloma (a MM pre-malignant condition) patients progressing to MM than in 
slower or non-progressing MM patients (Storti et al., 2019). In the present study, CPED1 is OE 
with respect to normal in the HD, CCND1 and MMSET groups, while having nearly half the 
expression in MAF compared to normal. The associated region to this gene: chr7:120,032,813 
– 120,033,781 (marked with “chr7:120,032,813 – 120,033,781 CPED1” in grey in Figure 5-20 B), 
has a similar normal-like accessibility in MAF while having six or more times more openness in 
the rest of the MM subgroups and being assigned corresponding negative weights. Assuming 
CPED1 or other genes’ expression with meaningful weights assigned to this separation are 
associated with the mentioned therapeutical benefit it may be interesting to study if different 
MM subgroups might benefit from different drug combinations. 
The DKK1 gene (referred to in Highly absolute weighted genes significant in MAF, section 
5.3.6.1) is associated with multiple candidate enhancers, with a prominent one being 
chr10:53,304,024 – 53,304,853 (with label “chr10:53,304,024 – 53,304,853 DKK1” coloured 
blue in Figure 5-20 B), which is more accessible in all MM subgroups except MAF. Coherently 
with this, it is elucidated in the supervised analysis as a CCND1 vs. PC interaction and contains 
extreme negative weights (showing MAF repression).  
The knowledge of the PRR15 gene is still at its infancy. It is known that it is “expressed almost 
exclusively in post mitotic cells both during fetal development and in adult tissues” (Meunier 
et al., 2011). In the present study, it is found to be expressed throughout the normal and 
disease condition with an overexpression compared to normal in HD, MAF and MMSET of 5, 15 
and 4-fold respectively and a 66 fold repression in CCND1. This is consistent with the fact that 
through RNA microarray gene quantification it was found to be one of the top 10 genes OE in 
IgH translocated samples with MAF t(14;16) and MAFB t(14;20) vs. the rest (Broyl et al., 2010). 
PRR15 is associated in MOFA to the chr7:30,237,120-30,237,762 region (label 
“chr7:30,237,120-30,237,762 PRR15” magenta on Figure 5-20 B). The region is open 
throughout the PC and MM state but particularly accessible in the HD and MAF subgroups (4 
and 20-fold with respect to normal respectively), perhaps, these are the only subgroups 
surpassing the activation threshold in terms of accessibility. The promoter – enhancer 
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relationship is found to be differential in PC vs. MAF supervised analysis too, despite this, it is 
not considered a MAF activated enhancer regulating a MAF OE gene in the supervised analysis 
(chapter 4) because the region is considered to be accessible in PC too. This interaction is 
assigned a high LF5 weight, consistently signifying a high activation in MAF and repression in 
CCND1. 
Together these results point at LF5 marking a distinction between MAF and the rest of the 
samples (whether CCND1 translocated or not) with positive LF5 weights signifying MAF 
activation. 
 
5.4. Discussion 
As can be seen in this unsupervised analysis given the primary samples data used, while gene 
expression only discriminates the cancer from the normal state, the most effective way to 
segregate PC from the different MM subgroups is to combine accessibility and gene expression 
data. This points at a genuinely distinct subgroup profiles in terms of enhancer - promoter 
interactions. Interestingly, the only exception is the HD group, which is separated from the rest 
of the subgroups more profoundly with RNA-seq data than by adding chromatin accessibility to 
it (when classifying based only on the first 5 LFs). A possible reason for this may be that HD is 
more heterogeneous in terms of chromatin accessibility with different enhancer activity 
changes that end up in the same gene expression changes. Perhaps, the Myelomagenesis-
associated changes occurring in the HD state cause a large number of changes at the 
chromatin level, but most are unimportant. 
Quality control and experimentation with different input features and samples combination 
was performed when running the MOFA model, in particular, sample RS_4.25 was the only 
sample in its batch and was assigned the average PC gene expression for each gene. Possible 
solutions to this were considered, for example, removing batch effects including MM CLs 
samples (which contained samples in the same batch as RS_4.25), but this would assume the 
subgroup effect to be the same for a cell line and primary sample based solely on IgH 
translocation partner or considering all cell lines belonging to the same independent subgroup 
(having the same effect independently of their cancer driving translocation). Since none of 
these assumptions seemed rational in the current subgroup analysis context, I evaluated 
whether not accounting for batch effects or removing sample A28c.14/RS_4.25 yielded similar 
results as the current model used, a hypothesis that was confirmed. Thus, due to lack of time 
to redo all the analyses presented here, this sample was included in the analysis. 
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The 5,000 most variable regions and genes were selected as MOFA input features, while the 
number of starting MM and PC consensus accessible regions after removing TSS and gender 
chromosomes is 273,216 and there are 55,110 filtered quantified genes, selecting around 9% 
of all available genes but only less than 2% of the regions. As a reference to check the selection 
criteria, the feature means for accessibility (Figure 5-2 A) and gene expression (Figure 5-2 B) 
were studied in the context of LF1 which produces an approximate MM vs. PC separation 
(Figure 5-3) explaining more than half of the accessibility and a significant proportion of the 
expression sample variability (Figure 5-4 A). In both cases, there is a significant proportion of 
features with means close to zero and features that do not overlap with DEMM genes and 
MMPC enhancers (this is particularly true for the RNA-seq data). These features are likely to be 
of low biological relevance and should likely be removed. Nevertheless, there are 33 primary 
samples divided into different subgroups of very variable number of samples, having each 
group influencing the mean of a feature in an unbalanced way. For example, it is possible for a 
region or gene to be highly accessible or expressed respectively in one subgroup (for example 
in both of MAF samples), while still having negligible values in the remaining samples and 
therefore having a low overall mean while still showing a biologically relevant MAF subgroup 
effect. Taken together, the number of features inputted to MOFA (for gene expression 
particularly) could be reduced without affecting the biological conclusions if the aim is to 
classify samples. Conversely, due to having 5 times more accessible features than quantified 
genes, it is possible that some accessibility features with biological meaning can be lacking in 
the model. 
In a similar vein, there are no MOFA analysis regions that are more accessible in PC for the 
MMPC enhancers (Table 5-1). This is likely due to two main reasons: the first is that there are 
only 350 out of 9,527 MMPC enhancers that are more accessible in PC (and only 5,000 regions 
are used in the analysis). Secondly, the study contains 33 samples, out of which only 5 belong 
to the PC group. The contribution of the variability in the dataset therefore is biased to come 
from within the MM samples and not between MM and PC, causing a negative selection of 
variable regions more accessible in PC. In the case of the subgroups, the number of overlapped 
regions does not entirely correlate with the number of samples. This can be probably due the 
fact that the regions used in MOFA are coming from the PC and MM consensus peaks, which 
despite using a balanced per sample sequencing depth strategy to call peaks, the overall 
sequencing depth per condition is proportional to the samples per condition. Therefore 
making it likely that in general PC and MM consensus peaks are favoured by the MM 
condition. For these reasons, it is also plausible that the samples containing higher accessibility 
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in the feature regions are coming from one or multiple MM subgroups (within the MM 
samples), this effect can be seen in Table 5-1: the majority of regions are more accessible in 
MM subgroups than PC. If available it would have been desirable to have more normal donor 
samples. Short of this, including the same number of consensus peaks being generated from 
PC and from MM to balance out the dominant accessibility features produced by the 28 MM 
samples could have been another solution, albeit not a completely unsupervised one in terms 
of feature selection as it is presently by total sample variance. 
In terms of gene expression features there is more balance between the number of genes OE 
in PC compared with MM or MM subgroups. A possible reason why this is occurring could be 
the scale of the data, while the chromatin accessibility mean ranges up to 200 normalized read 
counts (with some outliers having 300), the average gene expression scale ranges is 5-fold 
higher extending to 1,000 normalized gene counts, with outliers going as far as 30,000 (Figure 
5-2). This makes it more likely for gene expression data to have the potential for more variance 
and therefore more probable that the fewer PC samples could create more overall variability. 
There are also a higher proportion of PC OE genes (compared with MM) from the total, 258 
out of 806 making it more likely that they would be represented in the MOFA analysis, which 
can also explain this effect. 
Genes and enhancer – gene interactions examples are presented considering previous 
associations in the PC and MM literature, overlap with supervised analysis (Chapter 4 and 5) 
findings and extreme LF weights for each separation. For LF1 and LF2, a MM disease – gene 
association score (Piñero et al., 2020) is also included where available. For reference, LF3 
considers in the analysis a list of genes previously found to separate MMSET from non-MMSET 
MM samples (Wu et al., 2016) and LF5 takes into account key genes differentiating individual 
MAF and CCND1 subgroups from the rest (Broyl et al., 2010). Examples (whether complying or 
not) with the above criteria are provided for completeness. 
The first two LFs establish a change in chromatin openness and overexpression associated with 
the Myelomagenesis transition. LF1 and LF2 explain a dominant accessibility and expression 
variation ratio respectively. LF1 reflects a general chromatin opening (or becoming even more 
accessible) going from the normal to the cancerous state which is not always accompanied by 
overexpression. As it was found in Chapter 3, chromatin accessibility at promoters is necessary 
but not sufficient in general in gene expression and similarly, enhancers may need activation 
(for example through TF binding or acetylation). Gene repression also occurs, this could be an 
outcome of additional mechanisms such as genetic mutations (Mantovani et al., 2019), 
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epigenetic changes (Baxter et al., 2014) or changes in chromosome conformation partially 
mediated by CTCF (Braccioli and de Wit, 2019) to name a few. Moreover, the top 500 LF1 
negative-weighted genes (MM activated) have enrichment for multiple ontology categories 
including the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signalling pathway, previously found to be 
enabled by interferon genes in MM (Takaoka et al., 2008). Furthermore, enrichment for 
epigenetic and chromatin remodelling categories including conformation changes or DNA and 
nucleosome packaging, which may affect accessibility, are also discovered. This is in line with 
why, as opposed to LF2, this LF explains a very significant amount of chromatin accessibility 
variability (reflecting increases in the cancer state). Additionally, post-transcriptional gene 
repression terms are also found which may help to explain why some genes are more 
expressed in PC, despite there not being significantly PC over-accessible candidate enhancers. 
Also, cancer and MM-specific categories such as negative regulation of apoptotic signaling 
pathway and positive regulation of proteolysis respectively, the latter has been targeted in 
MM through proteasome inhibitors (Csizmadia et al., 2016). 173 interactions recapitulate 
some of the 311 pairs of MM enhancers near OEMM protein coding genes previously found in 
Chapter 3 such as chr8:106,524,326-106,525,957 and chr8:107,457,615-107,457,954 with 
ANGPT1, a MM up regulated gene also in another study (Munshi et al., 2004) or novel 
functional relationships such as chr5:129,069,040-129,069,757 with CHSY3 also found to be 
MM OE (Zhou et al., 2009). 
The LF2 axis has a distribution of chromatin features centered on a 4-fold chromatin 
accessibility enrichment in MM compared to PC, reflecting an axis going from regions being 
approximately equally accessible in MM and PC to extreme opening of chromatin in cancer. 
Over and under expression in MM is found in gene expression features, having a very 
significant anti-correlation (Spearman's correlation coefficient -0.827) between feature 
loadings and MM vs. PC fold changes. Despite there being no regions that are less accessible in 
MM than in PC, it is possible that, as in the case of LF1, additional mechanisms could be 
repressing genes in MM. A representative example in LF2 is chr15:33,915,253-33,916,443 with 
the FMN1 gene being 5 times more accessible and 11-fold OE in the cancer condition, this 
region is not classified in chapter 3 as a SMM enhancer because it is considered accessible in 
PC (albeit less than in the MM state). The top 500 genes with extreme negative weight have 
enrichment for categories mainly involving neuron and synapses processes, perhaps pointing 
at this gene-driven axis altering these pathways. This could occur for example through a known 
gene involved in neuron migration: Reelin (RELN), which becomes very active in MM through 
hypomethylation of its promoter (Lin et al., 2017a).  
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LF3 separates MMSET samples from the rest (including the cytogenetically unannotated A17.5 
sample which has a high NSD2/MMSET and was implied to be a MMSET subgroup sample in 
chapter 4). There is a moderate anti-correlation in terms of weights and MMSET vs. PC 
log2FoldChanges for both MOFA regions and genes. Furthermore, for genes, the anti-
correlation only occurs when taking into account MMSET differential features compared with 
PC. The weights of genes previously found to separate MMSET from non-MMSET MM samples 
(Wu et al., 2016) are distributed on the LF3 weight extremes although as it would be expected, 
although this is not always the case. This can be due to important differences existing between 
the MOFA analysis and the previous study. Measuring of the RNA availability in the previous 
study was done through gene expression microarray while in this thesis it was done through 
RNA-seq. Additionally, the analysis by Wu and colleagues classified MM samples into MMSET 
and non-MMSET, while the I analysis I presents further includes PC samples in the non-MMSET 
group. 
Also, as can be seen in Table 5-1, there are more total DE genes than regions 1,130 compared 
to 662, and more balanced in terms of being more activated in MMSET (645 more expressed 
genes and 647 more accessible regions) compared to activated in PC (485 genes and only 15 
regions). A reason for this unbalance in PC more accessible regions might be that perhaps this 
axis has a higher representation of regions more activated in other MM subgroups compared 
to MMSET (and not so many PC more activated than MMSET regions) in comparison to genes. 
LF3 axis delineates novel activation and repression of MMSET subgroup specific promoter – 
enhancer interactions, including but not limited to MMSET vs. PC interactions previously 
determined in chapter 4. 
Gene Ontology analysis for the top absolute LF3 weights revealed an enrichment in chromatin 
binding. NSD2/MMSET has been previously associated with transcriptional elongation: MMSET 
mono and dimethylates the histone H3K36 (H3K36me1/2) (Kuo et al., 2011; Martinez-Garcia et 
al., 2011), proposed to be required by SETD2 for its role in transcriptional elongation (García-
Carpizo et al., 2016). Perhaps overexpression of NSD2 hyper-methylates H3K36 thereby 
enabling genome-wide SETD2 binding. Furthermore, in MM, these changes in methylation are 
also associated with recruitment of the histone methyltransferase EZH2 (Popovic et al., 2014) 
hence why this axis contains chromatin binding enrichment. 
LF5 is a MAF subgroup guided axis, separating MAF samples from all the rest (including PC) and 
having CCND1 samples on the other extreme as a consequence of this effect. The MAF 
subgroup vs. rest separation top over and under expressed genes (Broyl et al., 2010) are 
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consistent with LF5 weights in the great majority of cases studied occupying positive (Figure 
5-18 A genes labelled in red) and negative LF5 weights (Figure 5-18 A genes labelled in blue) 
respectively. This is not the case for the CCND1 subgroup genes. 
The dichotomy presented in CCND1 and CCND2 expression is reflected in the LF5 separation, 
having CCND1 assigned a negative and CCND2 a positive LF weight. From higher to lower MM 
subgroup vs. PC overexpression, the key gene MAF is OE in the MAF, MMSET, HD and CCND1 
subgroups. Importantly, this relationship is also maintained in terms of subgroup sample LF5 
weights: with MAF having the most positive, MMSET following with close to zero weights, HD 
samples having negative weights and CCND1 being on the negative extreme. Furthermore, 
CCND2 expression (linked to MAF) seems to have a similar pattern of expression compared to 
LF5 weights as MAF (Figure 5-19). Moreover, the HD subgroup samples are heterogeneous: 
with high MAF and CCND2 expression correspondingly associated to high LF5 weight and high 
CCND1 linked with negative LF5 weights. This points at the high importance of MAF linked to 
CCND2 expression simultaneously with the CCND1 – CCND2 dichotomy in the LF5 axis. 
Additionally, it is possible that MMSET and MAF subgroups converge in over-expression of 
CCND2 through common routes such as the lncRNA ENSG00000278058/RP11-70D24.2 gene 
with the candidate enhancer chr16:79,283,625 – 79,283,930 (active in MMSET and MAF). This 
interaction is marked as “chr16:79,283,625 – 79,283,930 ENSG00000278058” in black in Figure 
5-20 A. Also, through different routes such as chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 with BMP4, which 
is active in all subgroups but MAF. Novel MAF specific active or repressed interactions are 
found such as chr5:95,087,076-95,088,428 with the new MM gene MCTP1, only reported in 
MM as a spike gene in few samples (Kassambara et al., 2012) but significantly more active than 
in the normal state only in the MAF subgroup. Conversely CPED1 and its associated 
chr7:120,032,813 – 120,033,781 enhancer are repressed only in the MAF subgroup (with 
respect to normal), thereby having possible prognostic and targeted therapeutical 
opportunities for these patients. 
Gene Ontology analysis for the highest absolute LF5 weights indicates an under-representation 
of integrin binding and signalling receptor binding in these genes. Since LF5 assigns weight 
loadings close to zero to the MMSET samples, perhaps features that are distinct in this 
subgroup compared with the rest of samples (including CCND1 and MAF subgroups genes) are 
also assigned close to zero weights. For example, this could underrepresent in the Gene 
Ontology analysis genes involved in some pathways (including integrin signalling) necessitating 
of the histone methyl-transferase ability of MMSET that makes the chromatin more accessible 
in general for other elements to bind (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011). In this vein, integrins are 
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involved in signalling pathways between the extra-cellular matrix and cells contained within, 
relating to functions such as cell adhesion (Hynes R O., 2002), migration, proliferation, 
differentiation, survival and invasion (reviewed in Brown and Marshall, 2019). In MM, it has 
been found that MM cell adhesion is promoted by a Reelin/β1 integrin pathway (Lin et al., 
2017b, 2016), integrin-related cancerous properties such as bone marrow invasion, cell 
adhesion and migration have also been confirmed, making Integrin-β7 (ITGB7) a therapeutic 
target (Neri et al., 2011). Under representation of signalling receptor binding could also be due 
to a possible MMSET regulated signalling pathway involving CDC42BPA/CDC42, determined by 
pathway analysis of MMSET affected genes (Xie and Chng, 2014) established by knockdown of 
MMSET and MMSET re-expression in MMSET knocked down MM cell lines (Martinez-Garcia et 
al., 2011). As it was seen, LF3 distinguishes the MMSET subgroup, section 5.3.4, 
CDC42BPA/CDC42 is a gene particularly OE only in the MMSET translocated samples (18-fold 
higher expression than in PC) and under expressed with respect to normal in the MAF and 
CCND1 subgroups (13 and 4 fold respectively). 
In the past, different studies have approached the deregulation of enhancers in MM from 
different angles. For example, structural variations such as focal copy number alterations were 
analysed and it was established that translocations involving the IgL locus were present in a 
percentage of patients of all cytogenetic subtypes and with different transcriptome profiles 
and associated with worse prognostic outcome (Barwick et al., 2019). Furthermore, the study 
suggested that IgL translocations should be used as an independent marker for prognosis and 
that the IgL locus contained a very active superenhancer in the MM1.S cell line marked by 
extensive H3K27ac and IKZF1 binding. 
A particular case of the E2F-DP1 dimer acting as a TF and BET co-activators was studied finding 
E2F-DP1 binding MM1.S and U266 MM cell lines promoters but not enhancers and BET binding 
to both (Fulciniti et al., 2018). Also, it was determined that general increases in DNA 
methylation and decreases in chromatin accessibility and gene expression were changes 
occurred in MM cell lines resistance to therapy (Dimopoulos et al., 2018). 
On the basis of recurrent mutations in candidate enhancers being associated with target gene 
expression changes, 6 MM interactions (recalled in chapter 3) such as chr9:37,375,172-
37,395,282 with PAX5, chr2:165,615,060-165,624,028 with COBLL1 were proposed as enriched 
in 1% - 6% of the MM cases considered and two MM subgroup associated interactions were 
suggested (Hoang et al., 2018). The present study reports one interaction overlapping with the 
one described by Hoang and colleagues with the PAX5 gene: chr9:37,374,916-37,375,220, 
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correspondingly, the loading for LF1 on the interaction is negative signifying MM activation. 
Interestingly, the MOFA analysis adds MM subgroup distinction: the interaction is assigned 
extreme negative weights in LF5 signifying deactivation (with respect to normal) in the MAF 
subgroup and conversely activation in CCND1 translocated samples, which is consistent with 
the fold changes in the corresponding subgroups with respect to the normal state. The PAX5 
gene has been found to be involved in PC differentiation (Manier et al., 2017) and high 
expression of this gene is associated with “less-differentiated PCs” in MM (Paiva et al., 2017). 
Moreover, in other cases despite not overlapping, multiple candidate enhancers are found 
upstream of the proposed region regulating the COBLL1 gene.  
Other studies have identified MM enhancers using different approaches: using 11 primary MM 
samples (but none with a t(14;16) MAF translocation) and in vitro differentiated memory B-
cells as PC, approximately 120,000 H3K27ac candidate enhancers were determined and 
approximately 20,000 MM vs. PC differential enhancers were assigned to target genes within 
200Kb up and downstream of each enhancer confined to CTCF boundaries (Jin et al., 2018). 
Furthermore, MM super enhancers were determined from H3K27ac and ZFP36, PRDM1 or FLI1 
TFs associated with MM super enhancers and enhancers were observed through motif 
enrichment. Additionally, integration of ATAC-seq data using TF footprinting, ChIP-seq, RNA-
seq yielded a TF network for MM including TF such as IRF4, FLI1, MYC, IKZF1, RUNX, ETS or 
MEF2 and relating the found TFs to different samples cytogenetic features for the subgroups 
available (Jin et al., 2018). Apart from the fact that this study was using a proxy for PCs, 
subgroup specific enhancer – promoter contacts and pathways were not determined beyond 
detecting an increase in H3K27ac signal at the translocation breakpoints of t(11;14) involving 
CCND1 and t(4;14) involving MMSET. Other studies have studied particular enhancers and 
variations to associate its effect to gene expression such as the rs6877329 allele affecting 
expression of the ELL2 gene (Li et al., 2017). 
Of particular importance is IRF4, a gene encoding a biologically relevant TF in PC and MM 
(Young et al., 2013), IRF4 is in the top 0.2% in terms of average of the normalized expression 
from all PC and MM primary samples in the study. Found to be under the control of super-
enhancers (Young et al., 2013) and with an inferred key role in the MM TF-gene expression 
network (Jin et al., 2018). IRF4 is recurrently highlighted throughout this thesis having 
enrichment for binding sites in MM enhancers regulating OEMM protein coding genes (see 
section 3.3.11) and SMM enhancers regulating OESMM genes for the HD and MMSET 
subgroups (see section 4.3.13). Since IRF4 is not significantly overexpressed in any of the MM 
subgroups compared to normal PCs, it is possible that, at least in the MMSET and HD 
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subgroups, opening of chromatin at IRF4 bounded sites is activating elucidated SMM 
enhancers and regulating overexpressing OESMM genes. Repression of IRF4 in lymphoma has 
been found to significantly elevate abundance of IFI44 (Wang et al., 2014) a gene more 
expressed in MM in the present study (although not significantly) and having an LF1 weight 
indicating MM activation. Within MM subgroups, IFI44 is not significantly OE but on the border 
of being for the CCND1 and MAF subgroups. Taken together, perhaps the mechanism that is 
present in IRF4-motif enriched SMM enhancers (in MMSET and HD subgroups) is preventing 
IFI44 overexpression downstream, occurring in the remaining subgroups. 
To my knowledge, this study is the first to tackle exhaustively gene regulation in MM 
subgroups in terms of unique enhancer and promoter interactions from a completely 
unsupervised standpoint and shows that the cytogenetic subgroups are biologically relevant. 
This analysis compliments the one performed in chapter 4 in different ways, first, the 
supervised analysis isolates features in one MM subtype compared with the normal state, 
while MOFA obtains unique subtype features versus all the rest (extending the requirements 
on the supervised analysis), adding a weight loading as an importance in the interactions to the 
separation. Furthermore, it includes non-coding RNAs (proven critical to obtain the separations 
created by the current model) as RP11-70D24.2. This consistent with the literature: in the 
present study its associated enhancer chr16:79,283,625 – 79,283,930 forms an interaction 
active in the MAF subgroup and inactive in CCND1 translocated samples. This is coherent with 
the downregulation in CCND1 translocated samples and correlation with MAF expression 
found (Ronchetti et al., 2018). 
Also, critical subgroup interactions included here might not be included in the MM subgroup 
specific interactions for example because they are considered to have regions that are 
accessible enough to have enhancer functionality in PC although having a significant openness 
enrichment in a particular subgroup, such is the case of PRR15 regulating chr7:30,237,120-
30,237,762 region. Moreover, the choice of thresholds in the analysis in chapter 4 yields some 
regions included in MOFA but not in the results in chapter 4, such is the case of the regions: 
chr8:106,745,254-106,745,782, chr8:107,382,945-107,383,638 and chr8:106,597,737-
106,598,615 having a MM vs. PC log2foldChange slightly below the used threshold. 
Additionally, there are also candidate interactions in the supervised analysis that are not 
obtained in the MOFA analysis. This is the case with the CLEC11A gene, having an extreme 
negative LF3 weight (MMSET active) that ranks in the top 3% by absolute value but not having 
a MOFA accessible feature nearby. In this case, two candidate enhancer regions are found in 
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the subgroup supervised analysis, one of them (chr19:51,621,245-51,621,560) being more 
than 5-fold more accessible in MMSET compared to PC, perhaps the regions associated to this 
gene are not variable enough to be in the MOFA features and again advocates for maybe 
including more accessible features in the MOFA analysis. 
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6. Chapter 6: Discussion 
This work aims at uncovering and understanding enhancer biology and how it relates to 
expression in MM and its different subgroups based on cytogenetic properties: recurrent 
translocations involving the IgH enhancer with MAF t(14;16), CCND1 t(11;14) and 
MMSET/NSD2 t(4;14) and the Hyperdiploid condition (HD). It compares 31 quality samples 
from bone marrow comprising of 28 MM primary samples with 3 PC samples (with CD19-
receptor positive and negative variations for two of them) and 5 MM CLs. 9,527 MMPC 
enhancers and 806 DEMM genes are discovered altered between MM and the normal state, 
forming 2,698 candidate protein-coding interactions. Moreover, from these, a subset 
considered MM active only is presented, consisting of 1,462 MM enhancers, 548 OEMM genes 
and 311 interactions between them. The work further provides novel subgroup resolution into 
MM gene deregulation biology elucidating in total for all MM subgroups 6,897 DASMM 
enhancers and 2,749 DESMM genes generating 6,090 interactions and 2,801 SMM enhancers, 
1,664 OESMM and 1,419 gene – enhancer pairs. The enhancer effect from multiple candidate 
regions from the analysis is tested on the key gene CCND2 in a MM CL harboring the MAF 
t(14;16) feature, showing evidence of enhancer activity. Additionally MM and subgroup-
specific candidate TFs associated with the enhancer collections and possible gene pathways 
deregulated were determined. The combined effects of enhancer and gene expression biology 
are shown to genuinely separate cancer and healthy samples and distinguish the cytogenetic 
clinical subgroups involving primary translocation events. Such effects are also quantified to 
infer their relative importance for future testing. 
6.1. Genes other than through translocation events may be deregulated in MM 
through cis-enhancer activation 
Enhancers have previously been identified using their properties such as high chromatin 
accessibility, TF binding and sequence conservation, histone modifications, general DNA 
methylation, distance and orientation to the target genes (see section 1.2). Two previous 
investigations have tried to unveil enhancers and characterize their action in MM. One of them 
used whole-exome sequencing (WES) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) for 804 and 765 
MM tumor-normal primary pairs of samples respectively and it is based on recurring mutations 
in MM. It studied enhancer effects in altered gene expression and used naïve B-cell (not PC) 
interactions as a proxy for MM interactions (Hoang et al., 2018). A second compared 11 
primary MM samples (none reported to include MAF translocations) to in vitro memory B-cells 
differentiated into PCs (Jin et al., 2018) through histone modifications. 
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Hoang and colleagues revealed 221,380 interactions in naïve B-cells (through promoter 
capture Hi-C), which were distilled to 114 recurrently mutated regulatory regions thought to 
interact (within 1Mb) with 271 genes in MM. Despite having high starting numbers, when 
relating the regulatory regions’ mutational burden to the target gene expression, only six 
regions were found to have a linked gene that was significantly regulated in MM and even 
then occurring in a very small percentage of samples: 1-6%. 
The study comparing MM samples to in vitro differentiated Plasmablasts (referred to as “PC” 
from here on) used differential H3K27ac signal to identify “approximately 20,000 enhancers 
with altered activity”, when comparing MM to memory B-cells or PC (Jin et al., 2018). Genes 
with altered expression between primary MM and PC were also obtained but to my 
knowledge, the number of deregulated genes is not provided, neither are comprehensive lists 
for deregulated enhancers and genes. Genes with altered expression within 200Kb of the 
regions and CTCF bound limits (delimiting TADs) were used to determine functional 
interactions but to my knowledge, the number of interactions or a comprehensive list of the 
interactions identified are not reported. 
In Chapter 3, enhancers are determined on the basis of chromatin accessibility after removing 
TSS (except single-exon unannotated TSS, which could be enhancer RNAs). Around 0.1% of the 
provided MMPC enhancers and MM enhancers are found to overlap the regions intervening in 
the interactions defined by Hoang and colleagues. Furthermore, less than 1% of the DEMM 
and OEMM genes determined are recapitulated by the genes contained in the interactions 
(Hoang et al., 2018). Moreover, candidate enhancer regions determined in the presented work 
are related to genes within 1Mb linear distance having condition (healthy or cancer) specific 
altered expression coherent with the corresponding enhancer accessibility to reduce the false 
positive interactions. None of the proposed MM interactions by Hoang et al. are previously 
recapitulated to my knowledge, however, enhancers associated with COBLL1, PAX5 and 
ATP13A2 genes are found up or downstream of the previously proposed interacting regions, 
perhaps appending or replacing the MM enhancer repertoire. In addition, from the 12 offered 
interaction examples by Jin et al. only the gene HGF was recapitulated in this thesis. The 
corresponding MM deregulated genes are enriched for multiple ontology categories, some 
already elucidated such as: angiogenesis or cell migration (Hoang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018) 
and new relevant ones like the extracellular matrix structural constituent, which is part of the 
bone marrow microenvironment, and is of known importance in MM pathogenesis (Glavey et 
al., 2017). HGF, which shows enrichment in B-cell interactions with proposed enhancers in my 
work, is thought to be involved in these processes through interaction with osteoblasts and 
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bone marrow stromal cells (Strømme et al., 2019; Ullah, 2019) and already has been aimed for 
in treatment (Rao et al., 2018). 
Together, these results and previous studies show different mechanisms of action on 
candidate enhancer regions, whether mutations (Hoang et al., 2018), acetylation (Jin et al., 
2018) or accessibility (current study), yielding different enhancer sets (as far as the limited 
provided data in previous studies was compared) and targeting orthogonal deregulation 
pathways. Different possibilities might be explaining this, it is possible that the enhancer-
activity altering mechanisms are independent, a hypothesis previously backed by studies 
showing that enhancer sets obtained through different enhancer properties are not 
significantly overlapping (Kleftogiannis et al., 2015). Perhaps, simultaneous enhancer 
chromatin accessibility and histone acetylation is not a requirement for enhancer activity, 
despite the fact that there was some correlation between normalized H3K27ac and 
accessibility (ATAC-seq) signals in the cell types studied: MM, memory B-cells, plasma blasts 
and differentiated memory B-cells into PCs (Jin et al., 2018). Maybe new histone modifications 
may emerge as creating different enhancer sets as it happened recently (Henriques et al., 
2018) with some histone modifications being complementary to accessibility. Furthermore, it 
is reasonable to assume that the in vitro differentiated cells do not fully resemble the PCs in 
this study. 
Another possibility explaining the differences in results when considering the enhancer – 
promoter interactions could be due to the methodology. Previous studies examining effects of 
enhancer deregulation have used a distance based approach such as the one in this thesis by, 
for example, employing coordinated changes in accessibility and expression within a certain 
range in B-cell lymphoma (Koues et al., 2015) or using nearest enhancer – gene pairs in T-cell 
Leukemia/Lymphoma (Ishida et al., 2017). In this work, interactions have been determined on 
the basis of non-promoter areas with alteration in chromatin accessibility being within 1Mb in 
linear DNA range of changed expression promoters. Earlier analyses have determined that 90% 
of these interactions occur within the used range (Javierre et al., 2016) and 60% of them might 
be occurring within 20Kb (Kumasaka et al., 2018). Together, this points to my study likely 
covering most genuine MM vs. PC interactions but also incurring in a high false positive rate of 
interactions due to the distance-based association. This, however, is mitigated by the fact that 
only same sign changes between accessibility and gene expression amongst conditions are 
considered. Jin and colleagues and Hoang et. al used more restrictive methods of linking 
elements than my study: CTCF-determined TADs and B-cell promoter capture Hi-C 
respectively. If this was a critical factor in explaining differences and the interactions to be 
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determined were very similar in all three studies, the prior two should be largely contained in 
my study and this was not the case from the examples compared. Furthermore, on average, I 
showed that genes thought to be regulated have more candidate regulatory regions in this 
range than genes in general, pointing at a genuine regulatory effect of the interactions 
proposed. Despite this, the interactions proposed here should be refined. Another key aspect 
when considering these studies is that, in contrast to Jin et al, the analysis presented in this 
thesis also incorporates a broader range of samples including those with the IgH-MAF 
translocation, while still being limited with respect to the Hoang et. al study, particularly in the 
number of PC samples (only 3 patient samples available). 
There are 18,339 DAMM regions, but strikingly only about 2% are more chromatin accessible 
in PC, pointing at a general MM opening of chromatin. One possible reason explaining this 
could be the difference in the number of samples used to produce the peaks: 28 MM vs. 5 PC, 
despite keeping sample sequencing depth constant, the total sequencing material used to 
produce each condition’s consensus peak set is more than 5 times higher in the MM condition. 
This difference in condition-specific sequencing depth could account for a much higher 
number of MM-specific peaks driving MM over accessibility whether overlapping or not PC 
consensus peaks. Another possible option explaining these results could be that PC samples 
could be more homogeneous in terms of chromatin accessible areas compared with MM 
samples. This is something feasible given that the unsupervised MOFA analysis in chapter 5 has 
around 40% of its variability explaining LFs producing sample splitting within the cancer state. 
The per sample number of broad peaks called for PC is higher than for primary MM samples: 
75 and 60 million respectively and peak calling signals have been visually verified for various 
cases. This makes it unlikely that bone marrow PC samples suffer from more complex ATAC-
seq signal distribution (perhaps diffused) due to biological or technical artefacts but this could 
also be in effect. To further investigate this, a condition specific sample – consensus peak 
saturation analysis would provide additional insights regarding each sample’s heterogeneity 
and contribution to an estimated maximum number of accessible peaks. Ultimately, a future 
experiment adding PC sequencing depth prior to peakcalling to balance out cancer and healthy 
state accessibility would be desirable, in the hopes of deepening the knowledge on PC over 
accessible regions. 
This work elucidates in vivo and de novo Myeloma vs. PC and MM subgroup specific enhancer 
– promoter interactions essential for the oncogenic state, as well as their corresponding 
activation proteins and pathways enriched. The deregulated enhancers provided in my thesis 
represent to my knowledge, the first comprehensive and extensive list of its kind. This 
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catalogue lays a foundation to further incorporate other information regarding enhancer 
characteristics such as acetylation, observing possible overlaps and testing the candidates 
through one of the methods outlined in section 1.4. 
Interactions in the PC – MM transition can also benefit from further improvements that could 
be applied to provide the interactions with more confidence such as considering using only 
interactions within TAD boundaries as it was previously done in MM using CTCF as a proxy (Jin 
et al., 2018). Furthermore, another option would be addition of 3C promoter interactions in B-
cells data (Hoang et al., 2018) as it was carried out with the CCND2 enhancer region (see 
section 4.3.12) until PC or MM interaction data is available. Moreover, this could also be 
reinforced by providing statistical correlation between accessibility and gene expression, 
something previously employed to determine enhancer effects in different cancers (Corces et 
al., 2018) and ependymoma (Pajtler et al., 2019), which may provide more than 62% 
interaction Hi-C validation when using other assays (Mckeown et al., 2017). Future analysis 
should therefore include only ATAC-seq and RNA-seq statistically significant correlations within 
Bcell TADs, for example using inTAD software (Okonechnikov et al., 2019). 
Testing of the elucidated interactions through 3C or CRISPR-dCas9 repression should be the 
next step to determine the validity of the hypothesis. Clinical relevance of the suggested 
features should be studied through MM cell line viability after intervention. The reason for this 
being that 3C techniques require a high number of cells to obtain cell averages of interactions 
and primary samples do not always comply with the requirements. Alternatively, single cell 
assays can be used to test the findings. 
 
6.2. MM developmental enhancers 
Once the condition-specific enhancers in Chapter 3 are elucidated, they are next observed in 
the context of other cell types and in particular the B-cell lineage during PC formation. In the 
area of MM enhancer development in the B-cell lineage, first an investigation found 794 
regions with active enhancer histone modifications and DNA accessibility in B-cells and having 
potential for activation in PC, while being hyper methylated, inactive regions in MM and ESCs 
(Agirre et al., 2015). Methylation of these candidate enhancers was inversely correlated with 
associated gene expression. Jin et al. also studied the chromatin state in the GM12878 (normal 
B-cell line), memory B-cells, plasma-blasts and PCs. The main finding was that there was an 
enrichment for possible activation of MM enhancers in B-cell heterochromatin, although no 
comprehensive list of regions was provided. Another prior study tried to profile candidate 
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enhancers at 16 developmental hematopoietic stages showing that nearly the totality of the 
discovered enhancers altered the state during development and a high conservation of 
enhancers was also found within the lineage (Lara-Astiaso et al., 2014). Furthermore, enhancer 
activation was primarily occurring in the early stages of differentiation. 
Different enhancer sets in the B-cell lineage were determined in my study from the catalogue 
of 1,959 unique regions obtained from the novel 2,698 pairs of MMPC enhancers regulating 
DEMM protein coding genes in 173 other cell types (healthy and diseased). The assigned 
chromatin states on these MMPC enhancers grouped samples by cell tissues, a phenomenon 
supporting the cell type specific enhancer programs in haematopoiesis (Lara-Astiaso et al., 
2014) and suggesting the relevance of these candidate regions. Furthermore, in line with Jin 
and colleagues’ findings, most of the MM enhancers studied in healthy tissues were inactive in 
B-cells, with around one third of enhancers unique to MM. Out of the set of regions that were 
simultaneously functional in PC, B-cells, MM and other cell healthy cell types, a subset was 
marked as regulatory in neutrophils, in line with MM morphological characteristics previously 
found to overlap (Wei Wang and Shimin Hu, 2015). Additionally, other regulatory programs 
overlapping with MM occur in multiple other tissues such as macrophages within the myeloid 
lineage or T-cells. Around half of all studied MM enhancers are novel in terms of the disease 
tissues studied, with about a quarter of the enhancers active in most studied disease tissues 
and a small proportion appearing like they could be shared between PC and MM. 
Together, the analysis suggests that in general the candidate regulatory regions have 
chromatin state reflecting MM enhancer activation. Within this context, there is a 
predominance of MM enhancers that are inactive on other cell types, as it was found to occur 
in early stages of the normal hematopoiesis process. Furthermore, MM enhancers being active 
on other cell types might advocate for overlapping causal mechanisms at this stage of blood 
cell type differentiation, considering MM as a pluripotent-state-like in the blood lineage. 
Moreover, a significant number of regulatory programs seem to be shared with other cell 
types, providing novel insights into the mechanisms for possible known gene expression 
pathways. Another possibility is that the same enhancers in multiple cell types target different 
genes, for example through TAD-boundary disturbance. This should be further investigated 
linking the different types of enhancers to their target genes using methodologies previously 
mentioned (see section 1.6.2) and comparing them to the expression programs of neutrophils, 
T-cells and other cell types sharing enhancers. 
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These results expand the current MM enhancer knowledge in terms of the spectrum of tissue 
types investigated in the context of the enhancer set produced. This region set however is 
comprised primarily of MM more accessible regions (98%). The low abundance of PC only 
enhancers (33 out of 1,959) in this analysis means that the loss of enhancer activity in MM is 
probably under represented and should be addressed in future work. This is reflected by the 
fact that no visible B-cell activated enhancers appear decommissioned in MM as it was shown 
in a prior study (Agirre et al., 2015). In this regard, it is thereby advisable to follow the 
recommendations (referred to in the previous section) in future studies to elucidate more PC 
active regions. Furthermore, since the chromatin states are derived from histone modification 
data, the suggested hypothesis and candidate regions should be tested for enhancer activity in 
the pertinent tissues activity through CAGE and perhaps linked to target genes using 
Chromosome Conformation Capture. 
 
6.3. The role of promoter accessibility in PC and MM gene expression 
Previous publications have suggested that additionally to promoter accessibility, other 
mechanisms are required for gene expression (Klemm et al., 2019). Such means include TF 
binding, enhancer assisted transcription (Ampuja et al., 2017), histone modifications (de la 
Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018; Lara-Astiaso et al., 2014), DNA methylation or mRNA processing 
mechanisms such as alternative polyadenylation (Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al., 2016) and play a 
pivotal role. Moreover, a recent paper (Starks et al., 2019), linked different types of correlation 
between promoter accessibility and high gene expression to housekeeping (high accessibility) 
and tissue-specific genes (medium or low accessibility) in multiple cell types and tissues, and 
identified cell fate decisions based on promoter repression. Together, this suggests that, at 
least on a significant number of cases, promoter accessibility is necessary but not sufficient for 
gene expression and in part of the remaining situations, it may not be necessary at all. 
Apart from studying enhancer-driven gene expression in MM and other tissues, my work tries 
to quantify the impact of promoter accessibility in this process in Chapter 3 and determine 
whether its activity is critical regarding gene deregulation. In this context, this thesis shows 
that overall, more genes have an accessible promoter in MM, consistent with the general 
opening of chromatin at enhancer regions in the cancerous state. For example, for both MM 
and PC, there is a substantial difference between accessible promoters and those considered 
to have a high expression. Furthermore, the great majority of genes having low expression in 
both conditions have an accessible promoter. Moreover, genes in open chromatin tend to be 
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lowly expressed in the majority of cases. Together, this suggests that open chromatin at the 
promoter is not sufficient for high gene expression, advocating for other mechanisms such as 
enhancer assisted transcription (Ampuja et al., 2017), which was studied in this thesis. 
When studying the 264 protein coding OEMM genes, the majority of promoters are accessible 
both in PC and MM, with 20% of genes having repressed chromatin at the promoter. 
Additionally, there is no significant difference in the proportion of these genes being non-
accessible (in each condition individually) compared to any gene (MM OE or not). Proposing 
that protein coding MM overexpression does not make a gene more likely to have the 
promoter accessible either in PC or in MM. Likewise, PC promoter accessibility is not 
significantly indicative of the gene becoming upregulated in the cancer state. In fact, from the 
264 OEMM genes studied, only 38 have gained MM chromatin accessibility. In line with the 
previous work mentioned in the field, this advocates for further mechanisms as a requisite for 
an important fraction of the PC and MM genes to be expressed. Collectively, general gene 
promoter accessibility is, in the majority of cases, a requirement for high gene expression, 
despite being a number of exceptions. This could further be validated with available DNase I 
accessibility and gene expression data for the U-266 MM CL (Agirre et al., 2015) additionally 
providing a means to evaluate the degree to which surveying of chromatin accessibility 
through the ATAC-seq assay is representative of the underlying biology. 
Additionally, a very small proportion of genes in closed chromatin are also highly expressed. 
Proposing that promoter closed chromatin generally represses gene expression but not in all 
cases. According to Starks et al. conclusions, these genes may correspond to cell type specific 
genes and should be verified if there is an enrichment in activated enhancers regulating them 
in future work. Along the lines of this hypothesis, it would also be desirable to elucidate 
whether other additional mechanisms may be at play regulating genes, promoter TF binding is 
a good candidate to be tested with already available data. This could be attained by TF 
footprinting and then performing ChIP-seq experiments targeting the candidate TFs. It could 
be further complemented by incorporating different types of data such as methylation and 
performing unsupervised analysis simultaneously on them and gene expression to get a 
broader picture in terms of MM gene regulation and cell fate. 
Certain limitations regarding the analysis have to be taken into account. For example, a strict 
threshold of 5 TPM was used to determine if a gene was expressed or not, this threshold is 
arbitrary and does not necessarily imply that genes below or over that threshold are 
functionally repressed or expressed respectively. In the same vein, chromatin accessibility peak 
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calling converts a spectrum of accessibility into a binary outcome. As it has been previously 
mentioned in this section Starks and colleagues considered promoter accessibility divided into 
high, medium and low. Furthermore, while some peaks for primary samples in the higher and 
lower end of sequencing depth have been visually verified, the method used does not have 
100% sensitivity at detecting open chromatin. Lastly, when considering OEMM genes, a 
minimum expression criteria was not applied, being possible that genes are having an extreme 
low expression in PCs transferring to a higher one (but still low) in MM. As mentioned, future 
studies establishing promoter contacts through 3C techniques should help to isolate enhancer 
from promoter effects. 
 
6.4. MM has subgroup specific mechanisms extending the driver initiating event 
Once the general Myelomagenesis gene pathways and associated altered enhancers are 
obtained and compared to other tissues in Chapter 3, the specific mechanisms creating clinical 
subgroup phenotypes are determined in Chapter 4. Previous attempts at subclassifying MM 
into subgroups have been performed, mainly using cytogenetics. For example, the 
translocation/cyclin D (TC) based on IgH translocation partners and cyclin D expression yielded 
8 subgroups (Bergsagel et al., 2005). Also, the University of Arkansas for Medical Science 
(UAMS) classified MM into 7 distinct groups, 4 of them overlapping the cytogenetic 
classification in this chapter: MMSET [t(4;14)], MAF [t(14;16)] (also including MAFB [t(14;20)]), 
CCND1 [t(11;14)] and HD/HY (Zhan et al., 2006) later adding 4 supplementary groups (Broyl et 
al., 2010). 
This led to gene expression data being used to classify MM molecular subtypes (Zhou et al., 
2012). More recently, two studies in particular have created actionable gene sets for MM 
subgroups, the first one providing the top 10 over and under expressed genes isolating clusters 
of 320 bone marrow MM patients into clinical subgroups (Broyl et al., 2010). The second one 
postulating 71 genes differentially expressed in MMSET translocated MM patients compared 
with non-MMSET translocated (Wu et al., 2016). Furthermore, other genetic and epigenetic 
MM classifications have emerged such as DNA mutations (Kuijjer et al., 2018) or methylation 
patterns (Kumar Mishra and Guda, 2017). In terms of MM enhancers and its interactions at 
subgroup resolution, only two interactions being significantly occurring in MM subgroups 
based on translocations were suggested (Hoang et al., 2018). These are chr3:187,635,970-
187,636,359 linked to TPRG1 in a very low MM samples percentage (2% of the HD and 3% of 
MYC translocated subtype samples) and chr3:186,739,608-186,745,052 with ST6GAL1 in 4/109 
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(4%) of MYC translocated samples (Hoang et al., 2018). Furthermore, Jin et al. studied the 
biological pathways linked to genes associated with inactive B-cell regions thought to become 
active in MM. It must be noted however, that this study did not contain MAF translocated MM 
samples. There is a gap in knowledge to be elucidated in MM subgroups at the enhancer, 
interactions, TF and biological processes level, more so in the MAF subgroup where the 
knowledge is specially lacking. 
Chapter 4, proposes 6,897 novel DASMM enhancers for one or multiple MM subgroups. MAF 
is the subgroup deviating most from healthy state in terms of accessibility: DASMM enhancers 
are enriched in MAF-specific regions with around one quarter (1,798), MMSET 297; CCND1 213 
and HD 509. In terms of transcriptomic profiles, the MAF subgroup also has the highest fold 
variation compared to PC in both extremes and MMSET has the most modest. Additionally, 
accessibility is more subgroup exclusive than gene expression, with this effect being even more 
pronounced when restricting the analysis to MM subgroup activated regions and genes 
(compared with PC). This reinforces the idea that to a degree, enhancer biology is more 
subgroup discriminative than gene expression and thus underpins the clinical importance of 
studying enhancer action beyond the IgH enhancer in MM. In this vein, MM subgroup changed 
regions are associated with altered genes in 6,090 interactions. Moreover, 2,801 SMM 
enhancers are found, with nearly half being MAF specific (1,265), HD having 321, 136 exclusive 
to CCND1 and 218 to MMSET. When linked to OESMM genes, 1,419 gene – enhancer pairs are 
revealed. 
When comparing with the two interactions proposed by Hoang and colleagues none are 
recapitulated in my study. Perhaps, since both are associated with a MYC translocated 
subgroup, this subgroup has samples in different subgroups in my study and there is not a 
strong enough MM subgroup-specific effect for it to be significant. Another possibility is that 
since these enhancer – gene connections are based on a small percentage of samples, they 
may not be representative enough to generate an effect in my study, which contains less than 
an order of magnitude fewer samples. Finally, it is also possible that orthogonal enhancer sets 
are created with different regulatory programs. For example, mutations may be enabling 
regions to bind different TFs (Hoang et al., 2018) and unmodified genomic sequences may be 
becoming active in my study. 
Importantly, the altered enhancer – protein coding promoter interactions between the 
different subgroups and PCs generate a separate enhancer and gene signature that correctly 
categorizes samples with prior cytogenetics information into their corresponding MM 
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subgroups. Furthermore, it also assigns the cytogenetically unannotated A17.5/RS_2.1 sample 
to the MMSET subgroup, where it is thought to belong given the extremely high NSD2/MMSET 
gene expression as a probable effect of t(4;14) of the IgH enhancer, thereby suggesting the 
validity of the signature. Notably, the expression profile expands this information proposing 
other genes that separate this and other MM subgroups and equally relevantly, chromatin 
active regions contributing to the separations and their relationship to the genes can be used 
for future reference. In this context, there is a subgroup specific enrichment of multiple 
pathways for DESMM genes, some novel like vasculogenesis, which is only found 
overrepresented in the MAF-translocated samples. Others already known like the cAMP (cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate) mediated signalling in all subgroups but MMSET subgroup. This 
agrees with previous findings from the study by Jin and colleagues, which show enrichment in 
around half of the analysed MM samples (none of them including the MMSET translocation). 
Moreover, my study extends this information being positive for the MAF translocated samples 
(lacking in the Jin et. al study), with potential therapeutical implications. 
Collectively, the results presented in this work describe an exhaustive collection of candidate 
regulatory regions and their MM subgroup specific interactions with target genes covering a 
gap in current knowledge and capable of correctly classifying samples. This assumes, however, 
that all MM subgroup chromatin over accessible areas non-overlapping TSS represent 
enhancers which is known to not be the case. Similarly to the future work in section 6.1, it is 
important to perform future validation of the true positive regulatory enhancers and their 
interactions with promoters through the means proposed. In addition, this assessment should 
also help to uncover whether there is enhancer-mediated activation of cAMP and other 
pathways or propose alternative mechanisms to be studied such as TF binding at the promoter 
through point mutations. Since very few subgroup interactions are available in the literature to 
compare to the current work, it is important to complement the regions provided in this work 
with data such as acetylation and other histone modifications found at active enhancers, prior 
to performing MM subgroup specific CRISPR-dCas9 repression screens. Once the subtype 
critical regions are confirmed, panels based on enhancer – gene activity, as well as survival 
analysis and personalized treatment options directed at different pathways can be tested. 
These should incorporate prior elucidated MM genes already found to affect patient survival 
such as integrins (reviewed in Brown and Marshall, 2019) or ROBO1 in non-MMSET myeloma 
patients (Wu et al., 2016). 
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6.5. The MAF subgroup CCND2 enhancer region 
CCND2 is a gene very heavily studied in PCs (Nahar et al., 2011; Tooze, 2013) and MM samples 
(Bergsagel et al., 2005; Nahar et al., 2011; Tooze, 2013). In general, virtually all MM samples 
are thought to express either high cyclin CCND1, CCND2 or CCND3, the latter only in a very 
small percentage of MM patients. While the mechanisms for CCND1 and CCND3 OE have been 
tracked down (Shah et al., 2018), CCND2 and its regulation mechanism has not been 
conclusively defined, making it a very attractive target. In this regard, it has been previously 
proposed in MM CLs that two CCND2 mRNA isoforms are produced and, via alternative 
polyadenylation, CCND2 overexpression is attained by shortened 3'UTR at the mRNA level that 
losses miRNA binding sites, thereby preventing repression (Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, a reported CCND2 enhancer overlapping the CCND2 gene TSS was reported 
about 100Kb downstream of the novel elucidated CCND2 enhancer regions found in the 
present work (Young et al., 2013). Moreover, Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al. also concluded that 
the CCND2 promoter is more methylated in MM CLs with t(11;14) compared to MM CLs 
without the translocation but expressing CCND2 (including U266 co-expressing CCND1 and 
CCND2), suggesting that this could, at least partially explain how CCND1 (and perhaps CCND3) 
completely repress CCND2 expression. 
Given the biological relevance of CCND2 in the MM context, after elucidating MM subgroup 
interactions in Chapter 4, my work investigates in further detail examples of enhancers that 
might be regulating this critical gene in subgroup-specific manner. In this vein, the genomic 
area previously reported by Young et al. is considered an extension of the CCND2 TSS and this 
thesis proposes instead interaction of the regulatory enhancer chr12:4,142,636-4,143,378 
(part of a larger CCND2 superenhancer with location chr12:4,103,242-4,177,985) with the 
CCND2 gene which is very highly expressed in MAF samples (and to a lesser extent, some HD 
and MMSET). The study in this thesis has provided evidence from multiple angles that suggests 
this novel candidate enhancer might be at least partly responsible for CCND2 overexpression in 
the corresponding samples. For example, there is a high correlation between its accessibility 
(which is also relatively high in some HD and MMSET samples) and CCND2 expression 
throughout all samples in the study and B cell line (GM12878) Hi-C data reflects contacts 
between the CCND2 promoter and enhancer. More compellingly, it has been shown by Alexia 
Katsarou (Department of Haematology, Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare 
NHS Foundation Trust in London, pers. comms.), that CRISPR-dCas9 repression of this region in 
a MAF translocated cell line (to my knowledge JJN-3) yields significantly lower relative CCND2 
expression akin to CCND2 promoter repression (p-value is less than 0.01). Moreover, super-
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enhancer calling using H3K27ac ChIP-Seq data in this cell line also identified this region as 
significant. This region has been experimentally confirmed to be correlated to CCND2 
expression in MAF translocated cell lines. The next step to further confirm the finding could be 
to obtain similar 3C data for the MM MAF-translocated CLs to identify contacts between the 
suggested region and the CCND2 promoter and to further assess regulatory function in primary 
MM samples harbouring the MAF translocation. It is important to note, that although 
Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al. also found the high CCND2 expression to be a predominantly MAF-
related, the MM primary samples analysed in this thesis, also show that this may be occurring 
in samples from other subgroups such as HD and MMSET. Furthermore, given the fact that 
only two MAF translocated samples are included in the present study, it should be confirmed 
whether the CCND2 overexpression occurs in all MAF samples. 
Combining the current knowledge provided by Misiewicz-Krzeminska and colleagues as well as 
the one provided in this thesis, it is possible that an additive regulatory effect occurs in MAF 
translocated MM CLs augmenting CCND2 expression. This may consist on the increased 
expression of all CCND2 isoforms by means of the suggested enhancer region, further 
amplified by a reduced repression of the shorter CCND2 mRNA isoform that evades 
suppression by miRNAs. This could be tested with the data in this thesis by analysis of the 
different CCND2 isoforms produced and their ratios for the different subgroups, observing 
whether a significant difference exists. Furthermore, since CCND1 and CCND2 expression 
appear to be mutually exclusive in MM and hence, relevant targets, it would be of high interest 
to know the mechanism explaining why simultaneous expression of both genes doesn’t co-
occur. In this regard, in chapter 5 it is discussed how MMSET and MAF subgroups might 
converge in over-expression of CCND2 through common processes such as activation of 
lncRNA ENSG00000278058/RP11-70D24.2 with MMSET and MAF SMM enhancers. Also, 
through different routes such as BMP4 activation occurring in MMSET but not in MAF. 
Validation and quantification of these mechanisms of action in MM primary cells subtypes 
including MAF, MMSET and HD should therefore provide valuable clinical insights. BMP4 has 
already been validated to have 3C contacts in B-cells with candidate enhancers presented in 
this work. 
 
6.6. A subgroup-specific TF network 
After having revised the general MM and specific MM subgroup deregulated enhancers and 
their effects on gene expression in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively, a probable means of 
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enabling such processes: through enhancer TF binding, is examined in their corresponding 
chapters. Earlier studies have tried to address the key TFs involved in MM, for example in MM 
CLs BRD4 was found to bind at enhancers (Fulciniti et al., 2018). To my knowledge, the only 
analysis to extensively study TF binding in MM and its transition from PC was done by Jin et al. 
In this investigation, enrichment of IRF-IRF (Interferon Regulatory Factor) composite, AP-1, E-
box, ETS, and MEF2 motifs was found in MM gained enhancers. All but the latter and the OCT 
TF were also found enriched in MM more accessible regions that were also repressed in B-cells 
(a proxy for novel MM enhancers). Furthermore, MM super-enhancers that were found in 
most of the samples were associated with 55 TFs clustered into 4 groups, showing super-
enhancer per sample presence in PC, MM, memory B-cells and/or plasma blasts. All clusters 
contained TFs corresponding to primary MM samples, additionally, 2 of the clusters totalling 
27 TFs were also found in in vitro differentiated PCs. Moreover, the clusters of TFs also 
contained MM sample subgroup information for the subgroups: MMSET t(4;14) having only 
one sample, CCND1 t(11;14) 3 samples, HD 8 samples with one overlapping also with 17p arm 
deletion (del17p/-17). Despite this, no clear subgroup TF patterns emerged in terms of the 
clusters elucidated. Jin and colleagues, also built MM and differentiated PCs TF networks 
based on TF footprinting data (from ATAC-seq), inferring a less interconnected network of TFs 
in MM. Furthermore, in silico integration of TF footprinting on determined super-enhancers 
and target gene expression data was executed to obtain an extensive regulatory network. 
Apart from the TFs enriched in gained MM enhancers, other MM relevant TFs such as the IRF 
family, MYC or IKZF1 were suggested. Also gene families such as RUNX, Fos, Jun or and several 
ETS factors appeared enriched. To verify the role of IRF4 and FLI1 (from the ETS TF family) in 
MM CLs, ChIP-seq was performed, showing critical simultaneous binding at candidate 
enhancers for key MM genes such as IRF4 and PRDM1. 
Using the unique candidate MM enhancers thought to interact with OEMM genes, enrichment 
for 15 TFs binding in these regions was obtained. The TFs found in the present work 
recapitulate the findings of Jin et al. in the case of the IRF family, POU2F2 or CTCF and 
extending previously found cases (Jin et al., 2018) for example with CPEB1, BCL6, STAT1, 
AHCTF1, POU2F1 and CTCFL. BRD4, a previously found TF binding MM CLs (Fulciniti et al., 
2018) was not recapitulated by either my investigation or by Jin et. al. and perhaps is only 
detectable in MM CLs. Interestingly, the novel TFs found to be enriched in MM enhancers have 
a moderate to high expression in the healthy and cancer condition with no significant 
differences among them. This suggests that if the binding is occurring, a possible enabling 
mechanism is through gain of chromatin accessibility at DNA regions containing the 
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corresponding motif sites and not TF availability increase. Experimental testing of this 
hypothesis (for example through TF ChIP-seq) and if binding is occurring, whether the 
chromatin accessibility is an effect of TF binding or a consequence (TFs acting as activator 
proteins) would be necessary to validate the developments in the MM TF network from my 
and Jin et al. work.  
Using each subgroup’s activated SMM enhancers interactions with OESMM genes, 38 TFs were 
found to be enriched in a subgroup specific manner, overlapping previously found primary and 
MM CL biology (Hideshima et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2018; Knief et al., 2017), for example: 
PRDM1, RXRA, CTCF, ETV or proteins of the IRF family. In cases such as MAZ, where it is known 
to activate MYC in a subset of MM samples (Zhan et al., 2002), this thesis provides further 
information regarding this activation occurring in HD samples. Despite being expected, there is 
no enrichment found in the MAF TF at MAF activated candidate enhancers. Possible reasons 
explaining this might be insufficient ratio of MAF bound enhancers from all the MAF activated 
regions or the fact that as it happens with the CCND2 gene, MAF binds to the promoter (Hurt 
et al., 2004) and perhaps not the enhancer. Moreover, most enriched TFs occur in HD and 
MMSET, with only BCL6 binding significantly in the MAF subgroup specifically. This suggests 
that the SMM enhancers analysed for CCND1 and MAF do not have particular TFs binding to 
them or they might be very heterogeneous in terms of TF binding at chromatin accessible 
areas, not yielding significant results. It is also possible that this method for obtaining TF 
candidates has low sensitivity particularly for the mentioned subgroups since it uses a 
hardcoded significance threshold. In the case of MAF, perhaps over accessibility calling is less 
reliable than in the rest of the subgroups due to only having two samples. Furthermore, it is 
also observed that each subgroup’s and PC enriched TF genes are more highly expressed than 
random TFs suggesting a general trend commissioning enhancers with motifs which are 
already available in the PC cell.  
In conjunction with the in silico MM and PC analysis by Jin and colleagues, my thesis provides 
new subgroup-specific insights about key activator candidates with therapeutical implications. 
The IRF family and particularly IRF4 has been previously found to have high biological 
relevance in PC and MM thought to be under the control of super enhancers (Jin et al., 2018; 
Young et al., 2013). The previous findings in this thesis confirm this idea, with IRF4 expression 
being in the top 0.2% in PC and MM samples but not overexpressed in MM or MM subgroups 
with respect to normal, it is possible that the general opening of chromatin in MM favours IRF4 
binding at enhancer regions. Moreover, it is hypothesized that IFI44 overexpression via IRF4 
repression found in lymphoma (Wang et al., 2014) may also be occurring in MAF and CCND1 
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subgroups where IFI44 is overexpressed (albeit nearly significantly) through lack of significant 
IRF4 binding at enhancers. 
My work has obtained TF enrichment through TF DNA motif comparison. There are at least 
two limitations in using this method, the first is that TF motifs consensus sequences and their 
affinities suffer from errors and also the fact that even if significant enrichment for one TF 
occurs, it doesn’t imply that the TF protein is necessarily bound to DNA and involved in 
transcription. Future work, should first try to validate the results from Jin et. al and my study in 
MM and MM subgroup samples respectively by using PC samples as control. Adding to 
genome-wide Chromosome Conformation Capture to determine enhancer promoter 
interactions, ChIP-seq to elucidate key TFs could be an option. Furthermore, perhaps 
mutations from MM Whole-Genome Sequencing (WGS) (Hoang et al., 2018), could be used to 
study the creation of novel or disruption of TF binding sites at chromatin accessible regions 
altering the expression of correlated genes as it was previously done (Corces et al., 2018). 
Another point to be addressed as it was mentioned previously (see The role of promoter 
accessibility in PC and MM gene expression, section 6.3), would be to observe TF binding at the 
promoters as it was done with the enhancers. Moreover, it is not known however, whether 
binding of the TFs at MM subgroups is a consequence of chromatin opening or a subset of the 
TFs found enriched at enhancer regions are remodelling chromatin acting as activators. To 
address this, depletion of key TFs could be performed followed by ATAC-seq to determine 
whether TF binding is making chromatin accessible. In this context, as mentioned in section 
6.2, it has previously been detected in MM that B-cell active enhancers known to bind key TF 
in their lineage become methylated in MM (but not in PCs), thereby affecting binding of such 
TFs (Agirre et al., 2015). Given this fact, it would be interesting to consider methylation data of 
enhancer regions at the MM subtype level causing the TF patterns observed. As it is explained 
in section 6.4, confirmation of subtype-specific activator or TF activity would yield valuable 
information to proceed into investigating the repercussion in terms of diagnosis, prognosis and 
treatment in the clinic. 
 
6.7. MOFA Unsupervised analysis – elucidates novel MM subgroup biology and 
weighting of features 
Previous attempts in the literature have tried to subclassify MM samples in an unsupervised 
way based on microarray RNA expression (Mattioli et al., 2005; Shaughnessy et al., 2007), 
snoRNAs (Ronchetti et al., 2012), lncRNA signature (Ronchetti et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2015), 
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miRNA-mRNA relationships (Liu et al., 2019) and MM disease progression applied to single cell 
RNA-seq (Jang et al., 2019). Additionally, studies have also used a combination of multiple data 
types to assess MM related aspects, for example CL resistance with DNA accessibility, 
methylation and gene expression (Dimopoulos et al., 2018); WGS, WES and RNA-seq for 
sample classifying (Barwick et al., 2019); DNA accessibility and ChIP-seq to determine super 
enhancers (Barwick et al., 2019) and E2F-DP1 effects (Fulciniti et al., 2018). Moreover, two 
previously mentioned studies (see Genes other than through translocation events may be 
deregulated in MM through cis-enhancer activation, section 6.1) used combinations of data, 
despite not using them in an unsupervised way, to propose enhancer – promoter interactions 
(Hoang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018). Jin and colleagues used unsupervised clustering to assign 
MM super-enhancer associated TFs to 4 groups separating MM from PC and PB but not 
obtaining a MM subgroup specific signature. 
Chapter 5 makes use of MOFA on the top 5,000 most overall variable PC and MM chromatin 
accessible candidate enhancers and genes in an unsupervised way, creating independent LFs 
and having features associated different importance in each LF. For relevant separations of 
samples, enhancers, gene promoters, interactions of the two former, as well as involved TFs 
and gene pathways similarly as in Chapters 3 and 4 are elucidated. The fact that the technique 
is unsupervised, allows recapitulating findings previously found in this thesis and the literature, 
but importantly, it establishes novel interactions and their significance: one of the major aims 
in this thesis. Consequently, MOFA produces a model with dimensions discriminating the 
normal from the cancer state and the different MM subtypes based on IgH translocation 
partner: MAF, CCND1 and MMSET. LF1 and LF2 separate PC from tumour samples, LF3 parts 
the MMSET samples from the rest and LF5 creates an axis dividing the samples into MAF and 
CCND1 at each of the extremes. For completeness, deregulated gene examples from each 
separation are presented considering whether they are previously found in this thesis’ 
supervised analysis, associated to MM and cancerous states in the literature or they are novel. 
Furthermore, addition of LF-specific criteria is also taken into account, examples with extreme 
and negligible gene loadings and overlapping or not LF-context specific reference gene-sets are 
provided. In this vein, the following gene sets are pondered: MM – gene association score 
(Piñero et al., 2020) for LF1 and LF2, differential genes between MMSET and non-MMSET MM 
samples (Wu et al., 2016) for LF3 and top differentially expressed genes isolating individual 
MAF and CCND1 subgroup MM clusters of samples from the rest (Broyl et al., 2010) for LF5.  
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6.7.1. Combined ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data classify subgroups 
LF1, LF3 and LF5 (but not LF2) explain a significant ratio of both accessibility and gene 
expression variability, suggesting that the contribution of both variables is critical. Reinforcing 
this idea, incorporating ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data is more effective at unsupervised MM 
subgroup separation (for example, in terms of separating CCND1 translocated samples) than 
equivalent analysis of either gene expression or chromatin accessibility data by itself. This 
suggests that accessibility (a proxy for enhancers) and associated changes combined provide a 
more complete picture of the difference between different MM cytogenetic subgroups. 
Moreover, in terms of accessibility and gene profiles and their interactions, while the 
supervised analysis provides MM subgroups vs. PC differences, MOFA elucidates how 
particular MM subgroups are distinct from all other samples (whether PC or MM). Thereby 
treating each subgroup like a different disease from a distinct perspective. 
Another finding is that ATAC-seq and RNA-seq variability are different, among other factors, 
because of the scale: genes have a 5-fold larger range in values than accessible regions, this 
hints at changes in accessibility being more subtle. In turn helping to explain why in some 
cases MM and subtype enhancers with importance in MOFA might be disregarded in the 
supervised analysis for overlapping a region that, despite being considered accessible, it may 
not surpass the accessibility threshold to be active in PC (see Other general limitations of the 
work, section 6.8). Despite the nature of ATAC-seq and RNA-seq, more variance in the data is 
explained by the former than the latter. LF1 (MM vs. PC separation) explains nearly 60% of the 
total ATAC-seq variance in the data. In terms of the number of features significantly 
distinguishing the cancer from healthy states, there were between two to more than ten-fold 
more DNA regions than genes (9,527 MMPC enhancers compared with 806 DEMM genes and 
6,897 DASMM enhancers vs. 2,749 DESMM genes). Although the criteria was less stringent for 
regions than genes: fold change of 2 compared to 2.83 respectively. Together, this suggests 
that MOFA may be capturing more subgroup specific genes than ATAC-seq features. Perhaps 
explaining why despite the fact that on the supervised analysis there are proportionally less 
common candidate enhancers to all MM subgroups than DE genes (accessibility being more 
subgroup discriminative than gene expression), in MOFA, ATAC-seq by itself classifies samples 
into subgroups inferiorly than RNA-seq alone but combining both data types outperforms the 
two models. 
Collectively, this proposes the importance of considering enhancer – promoter deregulation in 
MM and particularly its subgroups. Albeit being pondered in previous studies (Hoang et al., 
2018; Jin et al., 2018), it has never been done in a non-directed way (not explicitly relating 
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regulatory regions to target genes) where it can provide a more complete picture. 
Furthermore, as explained in more detail in section 6.7.3, the number of samples in each MM 
subgroup and PCs is highly variable and can create significant bias as to how the variability is 
explained by the different LFs. It would therefore be desirable to utilize the MOFA framework 
on data with similar subtype sample numbers in the future and compare the results with the 
ones in this thesis. 
6.7.2. Different LF separations and their meaning 
As mentioned, the first two LFs separate MM from PCs. LF1 establishes a chromatin and gene 
expression driven axis emphasizing a general opening of chromatin in MM candidate 
enhancers which may be leading in some cases to MM gene overexpression. There are also 
MM under expressed genes (perhaps tumor suppressor genes), which may be occurring 
through a combination of mechanisms such as methylation, for example in the CCND2 
promoter of MM CLs with CCND1 translocation (Misiewicz-Krzeminska et al., 2016), mutations 
(Hoang et al., 2018) or perhaps indirect effects such as enhancer activating genes that 
suppress other genes. Another way in which the PC genes may become active is by triggering 
of PC enhancers through means different to gain in accessibility such as TF binding or 
acetylation. 
Importantly, MOFA delineates critical genes, some of which are significantly associated with 
MM disease (Piñero et al., 2020) and their cognate pathways dictating the LF1 division. 
Examples of these pathways regarding MM activation and/or PC repression recapitulate 
previous findings such as BMP signaling via interferon genes (Takaoka et al., 2008) or positive 
regulation of proteolysis which has been subject of directed treatment in MM using 
proteasome inhibitors (Csizmadia et al., 2016). Another example is epigenetic and chromatin 
remodelling categories (Baxter et al., 2014), interestingly, this occurs in LF1 (and not LF2), 
which explains close to 60% of all chromatin accessibility variance. Hence, apart from MM 
enhancers augmenting expression, these genes may in turn be activating DNA in the cancer 
state, as the features reflect it: through chromatin modifiers. These may include activators, 
histone methyltransferases as it has been previously found in MM with EZH2 (Goldsmith et al., 
2019) and NSD2 (Lhoumaud et al., 2019), or elements like CTCF involved in loop formation 
(Braccioli and de Wit, 2019): already found to be enriched in SMM enhancers (see section 
3.3.11). Furthermore, post-transcriptional gene repression also appears to be significantly 
enriched in this set of genes, prompting the hypothesis that a subset of the genes are 
repressed in the MM state (and hence appear PC OE) by these mechanisms. This could be the 
case of MIR425, a miRNA OEMM gene already found to be DE in extracellular RNA in the 
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plasma of MM patients with prognostic value (Chen et al., 2019), despite not being found to 
interact with mRNA in MM MMSET translocated compared with non-translocated patients (Liu 
et al., 2019). Importantly, the genes causing enrichments in these pathways are identified and 
they can be further studied in MM and PC. 
Of all the MOFA candidate enhancer regions, 40% overlap with MMPC enhancers obtained in 
Chapter 3. Furthermore, the latter regions are very significantly enriched in the MOFA MM 
activated genomic areas, suggesting a MM and PC differential enhancer signature overlapping 
both analyses to be verified with possible clinical value. Candidate enhancers and genes within 
1Mb are paired in order to study the 15,903 interactions obtained. Interestingly, one of these 
interactions regarding the genomic area chr9:37,374,916-37,375,220 recapitulates a previously 
proposed interaction between a putative enhancer at chr9:37,375,172-37,395,282 and PAX5 
based on mutation of the regulatory region being linked to an altered expression (Hoang et al., 
2018). Consistently, the loading for LF1 on the region reflects MM activation, which is 
confirmed by increased region accessibility in MM, however, the PAX5 gene is not OE in all 
MM samples. Perhaps pointing at a subgroup specific effect. 
LF2 is a MM – PC separation dominated by gene expression with negligible chromatin 
accessibility variability explained. It is highly correlated with MM vs. PC gene changes 
(Spearman correlation coefficient -0.83) suggesting it is very paired with a subset of the 
Myelomagenesis expression changes. Importantly, in terms of transcriptome, the genes with 
top MM activation reflected in this axis and their ontology are mostly non-overlapping with 
the analogous genes for the LF1 separation, implying independent regulatory mechanisms. 
Correspondingly, LF2 reveals MM activated gene enrichment for neuron and synaptic 
pathway-related genes, perhaps through genes such as the very MM active Reelin (RELN) 
involved in neuron migration (Lin et al., 2017a) or the cadherin 2 gene (CDH2), a valuable 
treatment target in MM (Mrozik et al., 2015). Consistently, both RELN and CDH2 already have 
been associated with MM (Jin et al., 2018; Piñero et al., 2020) having a high significance in the 
LF2 separation but a minor one in LF1. Differently to other interactions, both genes contain 
interactions with multiple enhancers having a very low LF2 implication. Together, this suggests 
alternative activating mechanisms such as the already suggested RELN OE is promoter 
hypomethylation (Lin et al., 2017a). 
LF1 and LF2 are therefore two axes found sharing a very similar separation, hence why a 
certain degree of correlation exists between them (see Figure 5-4 in MOFA separates samples 
into their constituent subgroups, section 5.3.1). Despite this, it is thought that they do not 
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merge into a unique LF after running the analysis with different starting seeds for two main 
reasons. The first is that they explain very distinct volumes of ATAC-seq variability, with LF1 
being predominantly chromatin variant. The second is that they both explain different 
transcriptomic pathways. 
LF3 separates MMSET translocated samples (including A17.5 which is unknown but thought to 
be) from the rest, consequently having MMSET changes with respect to PC (see Chapter 4) 
only partially explaining this axis. The A26.1 HD sample is also placed on the MMSET cluster, 
perhaps, this sample exhibiting a MMSET-like translocation phenotype also shares similar 
chromatin and gene expression changes during Myelomagenesis. LF3 division is consistent 
with previously key genes (mostly MMSET OE) found in MMSET vs. Non-MMSET patients (Wu 
et al., 2016), as well as with FGFR3 which is activated in most MMSET samples as a 
translocation effect (Stewart et al., 2004) and MAP1B (Mirabella et al., 2014). Also with MM 
CLs genes such as GJB2, COCH, IGFBP6, F12, KRT86, CEBPA, RNF157, ADCY1 (Martinez-Garcia 
et al., 2011). 
Moreover, apart from recapitulating previous literature regarding the MMSET subgroup, 
enrichment on MOFA determined exclusively activated MMSET genes in MOFA reveals 
chromatin binding enrichment, which is consistent with the fact that NSD2/MMSET has been 
previously thought to be involved with transcriptional elongation (Kuo et al., 2011; Martinez-
Garcia et al., 2011) through H3K36 methylation. This may allow SETD2 and other proteins such 
as the histone methyltransferase EZH2 to bind to DNA (Popovic et al., 2014). LF3 highly 
weighted genes and the regulatory mechanisms and effects of the chromatin binding proteins 
should be further studied for example through ChIP-seq. 
Different novel gene interactions with enhancers are proposed to be distinctive in MMSET, 
some regarding genes already known to have implications in MM biology and elucidated in 
Chapter 4 such as CDC42BPA. A gene only overexpressed with respect to PC and altered in 
MMSET and non-MMSET subgroup MM patients (Wu et al., 2016), it is proposed to form a 
pathway interacting with CLEC11A (also marked active in LF3) in two t(4;14) MM CLs (Laganà 
et al., 2018). Furthermore, MAP1B, MYRIP and FGFR3 are also proposed to cooperate with 
CDC42BPA (Liu et al., 2019), the latter, a gene deregulated in approximately 75% of MMSET 
cases. Importantly, LF3 delineates a very active candidate region chr1:227,191,697-
227,192,560 thought to augment CDC42BPA expression and suggesting amplification of this 
pathway only in MMSET. Other with novel genes in MMSET are elucidated such as FOXA1 
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which is found to be recurrently mutated in prostate cancer (Barbieri et al., 2012) and in 
prognosis of breast cancer (summarized in Hu et al., 2014). 
Jointly, the LF3 separation recapitulates widespread mechanisms of chromatin remodelling 
and prior subgroup signature genes while also extending them and proposing associated 
MMSET altered enhancers. Importantly, this axis also properly classifies samples with unknown 
MMSET translocation state but with equivalent gene expression to t(4;14) samples as it occurs 
with the signature subgroup differential regions and genes in Chapter 4. 
LF5 represents a scale in which each of the ends are associated with CCND1 and MAF 
translocated samples and thought to be driven by the latter. Consistent with this, DE genes 
isolating MAF and CCND1 samples into individual clusters (Broyl et al., 2010) have coherent 
expression correlated with LF5 loadings only for the MAF subgroup (not for CCND1-
translocated samples). Furthermore, apart from novel genes, other important known signature 
genes for this separation also are reliably classified, these include MAF, 
ENSG00000258776/AL161757.4: one of the top lncRNA significantly deregulated in MAF 
translocated vs. non MAF translocated samples (Ronchetti et al., 2018), or CCND2 particularly 
overexpressed in the MAF subgroup (Shah et al., 2018). 
In line with the previously mentioned CCND1 - CCND2 dichotomy (see The MAF subgroup 
CCND2 enhancer region 6.5), these two genes are assigned opposing loadings in this axis 
suggesting that LF5 may be explanatory of this phenomenon as well as other pathways. In this 
context, the region chr12:4,148,394-4,148,872 (part of the tested CCND2 super-enhancer) is 
assigned extreme weights coherent with suggesting strong activation in the MAF subgroup. 
Furthermore, MOFA also allows proposing common and different mechanisms between 
MMSET (the other subgroup having CCND2 with a moderately high expression) and MAF 
translocated samples. For example, the MAF and MMSET subgroups activate the 
chr16:79,283,625-79,283,930 enhancer which may be regulating overexpression of the lncRNA 
ENSG00000278058/RP11-70D24.2 gene, a gene known to be correlated with MAF expression 
in CCND1 translocated MM samples (Ronchetti et al., 2018). Moreover, there are also 
possibilities of divergence in subgroup specific activation of different pathways, for example, 
when considering the chr14:53,968,790-53,969,329 enhancer activating BMP4 in MMSET or 
MAF-specific gene repression of the CPED1 thought to be associated with the enhancer at 
chr7:120,032,813-120,033,781. 
Notably, the LF5 separation provides novel subgroup resolution for already elucidated MM vs. 
PC interactions. Such is the case with the PAX5 gene and chr9:37,375,172-37,395,282, 
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indicating activity in the CCND1 group only, suggesting its importance for the MAF – CCND1 
subgroup distinction. Since the PAX5 gene is important in the PC and MM differentiation state 
(Manier et al., 2017; Paiva et al., 2017), this pathway may be occurring only in CCND1 
translocated samples, providing prognosis and personalized therapeutical knowledge. 
Moreover, associated processes linked to the top genes involved in LF5 are under-represented 
for integrin binding and signalling receptor binding which could be explained by lack of 
MMSET-specific genes such as NSD2 (with negligible LF5 loadings). It is known that integrins 
have important roles in oncogenic processes in MM cells; one suggested way in which this 
occurs is by adopting an active conformation (Hosen, 2020), perhaps this mechanism is not 
employed in this axis. Together, LF5 provides a robust axis differentiating MAF samples 
(particularly from CCND1 samples) and recapitulating critical related gene biology to further 
explore novel genes and the suggested pathways and interactions with enhancers. 
Accompanied by MOFA LF5, the gene ontology for the OEMM and OESMM (chapter 3 and 4 
respectively) also show lack of integrin binding which is involved in signalling pathways with 
the extra-cellular matrix for different cell processes (Brown and Marshall, 2019; Hynes R O., 
2002). Furthermore, SPP1 a MAF subgroup very OE gene is involved in bone remodelling and 
deregulated in multiple haematological cancers (Bastos et al., 2017). Moreover, in LF1, Reelin 
appears highly expressed in MM samples, with associated cancerous properties in the 
literature promoted through a Reelin/β1 integrin pathway such as bone marrow invasion (Lin 
et al., 2017b, 2016; Neri et al., 2011). Additionally, different BMPs are also particularly OE and 
repressed in the MMSET and MAF subgroups respectively (Grčević et al., 2010), enriched in 
MOFA LF1 separations. Together this points at the processes between the bone marrow, MM 
and the extra-cellular matrix being a recurrent theme in this work as it has previously been 
shown (Glavey et al., 2017). These mechanisms can now be studied with a MM subgroup 
perspective. 
Despite previous attempts to classify MM samples into the different subgroups, to my 
knowledge, this is the first time that an exhaustive unsupervised classification based on 
simultaneous integration of enhancer biology and target gene expression has been performed. 
Collectively, MOFA proposes previously elucidated and novel MM independent (LF1 and LF2) 
or MM subgroup-specific (LF3 and LF5) pathways through enhancer-mediated activation, but 
also other possible mechanisms to be explored when other assays such as H3K27Ac or 
methylation of primary bone marrow MM cells are available. These mechanisms may be acting 
in a mutually exclusive or additive way, at the enhancer and/or promoter level of tumor 
suppressing or proto-oncogenes. Furthermore, possible feedback loops whereby altered gene 
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expression may in turn be altering chromatin state and other gene networks are also 
propositioned. These pathways should be validated through experimental testing, while the 
enhancer – promoter interactions proposed can be explored through means previously 
explained (see section 1.4) as it has been done with the CCND2 enhancer. Moreover, future 
addition of other paired orthogonal data such as DNA mutations could complement the MOFA 
analysis and reinforce the different acting pathways in the MM state. 
It is also important to evaluate whether non-coding transcripts are key to the MM and 
subgroup processes. This could be done by comparing additional MOFA models combining 
chromatin accessibility with separate versions for protein coding and non-protein coding 
genes. I have already compared combinations of genomic features including TSS with protein 
coding or all genes obtaining different separations (not shown). I have also performed a run 
with MOFA having all inputs equal to the run analysed in this work, except for using regions 
including TSS, resulting in no appreciable changes in terms of LF separations. Predictably, using 
only enhancer regions with different combinations of protein coding and non-protein coding 
genes should yield different separations, elucidating that the non-coding transcripts are key to 
the MM and subgroup processes. 
Importantly, MOFA, as opposed to other methods such as the ones involving the supervised 
analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 have the added benefit of providing an additional layer 
establishing the importance of each element forming interactions in each LF biological 
separation. This weighting is based on an unbiased data-driven approach and can be used 
advantageously to prioritize the validation of the findings. Moreover, the divisions created by 
this analysis provide a novel angle in viewing MM subgroups as independent conditions, not 
only separating from PC (as with the analysis in Chapter 4) but also from other MM subgroups 
as well. Together, similarly as in section 6.4, validating these insights can provide knowledge of 
the enhancer network, affected genes, pathways and the network of TFs involved. Given that 
currently Myeloma is an incurable cancer, these elements can be further examined in the 
context of diagnosis, prognosis and treatment stratifying into subgroups. The latter especially, 
given the recent advances in tumour directed, in vivo genome editing, capable of knocking out 
specific targets and significantly suppressing tumour growth (Guo et al., 2019). 
6.7.3. Quality control considerations and limitations in MOFA 
The result of applying the MOFA model on the data was verified for robustness, confirming 
that the current analysis performs equally well than a model with twice the number of 
features (10,000) and the results were the same with different random seed trials. Moreover, 
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the meaningfulness of the input variables was also verified observing that a proportion of the 
features used in the model had insignificant means across all samples (seeming a larger 
problem in gene expression) and thus appearing like a more parsimonious model with less 
features could perform equally well. Despite this, the number of samples in the MM subgroups 
and PC is very variable: for example, there are only 2 MAF translocated compared to 13 HD 
samples. Therefore an argument could be made that a biologically distinguishing feature in 
one of the subgroups containing fewer samples would yield a low overall variance across all 
samples and thus might not be selected if a stricter threshold with higher minimum feature 
variance was used. 
Furthermore, given that the number of samples per subgroup was different, a compromise 
had to be taken between generating a completely unsupervised model (without PC or MM 
subgroup labels) based on overall feature variability and taking into account inter subgroup 
variability but not being purely unsupervised in terms of feature selection. The former was 
chosen, but this means that as mentioned, PC or subgroup specific expressed or repressed 
features will have a mutable overall variability depending on subgroup sample size and this 
affects their inclusion or exclusion as MOFA features. Perhaps for this reason, all the MOFA 
features found to overlap differential features in the MM vs. PC analysis in Chapter 3 are more 
accessible in cancer (but probably have a high variability within cancer samples). 
Given the limitations in different sample numbers for the different subgroups, a future study 
with more balanced numbers should be performed to make sure that the per subgroup 
variance as a function of the total is more even. Moreover, the number of features used 
should have probably been higher for accessibility and lower for gene expression to represent 
an equal ratio from the starting features (2% and 9% respectively). Also, this would mitigate 
the presence of low variability genes and provide additional enhancer candidates to MOFA 
genes present in supervised interactions such as CLEC11A but lacking MOFA candidate regions. 
Despite the fact that all the MM subgroups based on IgH enhancer translocations are 
separated by the different LFs, the HD group doesn’t appear to be. Multiple reasons could exist 
for this, for example, nearly half of the total samples in the study are HD, therefore the total 
variability is probably very dictated by the within variability of the HD group, leading to LFs 
creating partitions dividing the HD samples. Another factor to consider is heterogeneity, in 
general, MM is a very heterogeneous disease (Egan et al., 2012; Lohr et al., 2014), as can be 
seen in section 1.7.2. Furthermore, in particular, within the hyperdiploid group there may exist 
critical translocations as well as different chromosomal abnormalities dictating MM biology. 
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For example, it has been previously found that even in MM patients presenting other critical 
abnormalities such as del(17p) and t(4;14), trisomy 3 and/or 5 improved MM survival, while 
trisomy 21 worsened it (Chretien et al., 2015). Moreover, it is possible that since the driving 
initiating event is not IgH enhancer related, the enhancer – promoter profile is less distinctive 
and more heterogeneous than in the other MM subgroups. 
In terms of the MOFA analysis, the HD group is the least analysed subgroup, given the 
significant number of samples provided in this study, this subgroup can benefit from further 
analysis and classification into subdivisions. One of the possible improvements in the current 
study already mentioned would be to analyse how HD samples saturate accessibility features 
to determine heterogeneity. Future work should begin by doing unsupervised clustering of 
enhancer and promoter features only within the HD group. Furthermore, insights from the 
supervised analysis can also be combined with additional data such as gene copy number to 
determine critical pathways. 
 
6.8. Other general limitations of the work 
Some restrictions regarding samples have affected the work, for example, despite an ATAC-seq 
depth of 30 to 50 million reads (Ackermann et al., 2016; Buenrostro et al., 2015; Neph et al., 
2012) being recommended. A lower than desirable minimum sample ATAC-seq read depth of 
28,231,242 single end reads for primary samples and less than 10 million for cell lines was 
used, this meant that cell line information had to be incorporated in a qualitative way. 
Furthermore, a common minimum read depth per sample was used and the samples for each 
MM subgroup and PC were pooled together to call peaks and then subgroup peaks merged. 
Firstly, since the minimum sample read depth is less than recommended, it is possible that a 
significant fraction of condition specific peaks was not recalled. Secondly, since subgroups had 
different number of samples, this also meant that per subgroup sequencing depth was not 
common across subgroups (and PC) when calling subgroup peaks. The result of this is that, 
assuming equal MM subgroup-specific features, subgroups with more samples such as HD 
should be closer to saturating the specific accessible features than other subgroups like MAF 
(as observed by the enrichment in the number of HD exclusive consensus peaks for PC and 
MM subgroups). This compromise was chosen since for chromatin accessible peak calling a 
minimum starting material per sample is necessary to produce accessibility signal peaks 
differentiating them from noise. If per subgroup constant read depth was employed, for 
subgroups containing many samples, the per sample sequencing depth would be too low to 
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attain proper peak calling. Another important point is that subgroups may have different 
degrees of heterogeneity, for example, as it was mentioned (see Quality control considerations 
and limitations in MOFA, section 6.7.3) it is likely that HD is more heterogeneous and may not 
contain a genuine set of consensus accessible regions for it. It is therefore important that 
accessibility comparisons between MM subgroups and PC take this into account. In this regard, 
it would be informative to produce subgroup specific consensus peaks per added sample 
saturation curves to analyse how close the data is to identifying a theoretical upper limit. 
Another issue regarding the quality control thresholds used for the ATAC-seq and RNA-seq 
samples is that this caused some of the samples being removed from the study. This resulted 
in compromises to be taken, for example, PC donor CD19 status, donor id, MM subgroups and 
batches were confounding variables, which meant that all variables’ effect sizes could not be 
taken into account simultaneously. This was mitigated by using a conservative approach: 
considering only significant effect sizes simultaneously overlapping each individual covariate 
comparison. Similarly, replicates were only available for one PC sample and should have been 
added in general to validate and increase the confidence in the biological findings. 
Furthermore, after quality control removal of samples, some batches contained only one 
sample and to mitigate this, all this samples in this situation were considered to belong to the 
same batch, assuming that they all were under the same batch effects. Ideally, a future study 
where batch effects and other covariates can be modelled simultaneously would be desirable 
to check the results obtained. 
In the supervised analysis in chapters 3 and 4, MM and MM subgroup exclusively active 
regions were determined on the basis of removing PC accessible regions from significantly 
accessible regions in the cancer state. Since the thresholds used for chromatin accessibility 
peak calling determine what is considered an accessible active region, it is possible that some 
exclusive MM (or MM subgroup) active regions were disregarded for having non-genuine PC 
accessibility (despite surpassing peak calling thresholds). This may have been the case with the 
proposed interaction in chapter 5: chr15:33,915,253-33,916,443 with the FMN1 gene, which is 
not considered overlapped by a SMM enhancer in chapter 3 for the reason stated. Despite the 
fact that the peak calling process was visually verified in different signal scenarios, a more 
conservative threshold on the PC peak calling would reduce the false positives. Moreover, it 
must be noted that in silico determined candidate enhancers to be tested were visually 
verified first. 
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